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WELCOME

This tenth biennial Applied Superconductivity Conference
reflects the renewed vigor which has infused the field dur-
ing the past few years, sparked by the disciplines of NMR
imaging, electronics, fusion, high energy physics and ma-
terials development. It promises to be the most exciting
ASC conference yet, abetted by its benign location. The
1984 ASC hosts, General Dynamics Convair and GA Tech-
nologies Inc., bid you a hearty welcome.

GENERAL INFORMATION

The 1984 Applied Superconductivity Conference will be
held in San Diego, California, during September 9-13,
1984. The specific location of the Conference will be the
Town & Country Hotel-Convention Center in the Mission
Valley district.

Its year-round v/arm, sunny climate (with occasional morn-
ing overcast), oceanside locale, and proximity to the arid
coastal hills make San Diego a veritable paradise for out-
door recreation. Outstanding attractions include the Zoo
(both flora and fauna), Wild Animal Park, Sea World, and
the Aerospace Museum. San Diego is 20 minutes from
Mexico, two hours from Los Angeles, and far enough from
the San Andreas Fault that you needn't worry.

TRANSPORTATION

Lindbergh Field is located near enough to downtown San
Diego that, during final approach, you'll wish it weren't
quite so. Historically, it's the birthplace of Lucky Lindy's
SPIRIT, and of thousands of Convair's B-24 LIBERA-
TORS (that was before they switched to superconductiv-
ity). The City has a limited mass-transit system, but rental
cars are available at the airport, and traffic hasn't yet
reached th'; epic proportions of LA or Boston. Besides, the
Conference Center is only 7 miles distant.

Arrangements have been made with AMERICAN AIR-
LINES to provide special conference air fares, with guar-
anteed discounts of 35% on AMERICAN or FRONTIER
AIRLINES coach (Y class) fares. To qualify for this dis-
count, tickets must be purchased at least 14 days prior to
departure, and no later than 10 days after reservations are
made. Tickets may be purchased, and/or additional infor-
mation obtained, through the official 1984 ASC travel
agency, BALBOA TRAVEL, INC. of San Diego, (619)
234-8700; through American Airlines by dialing toll free
1-800-433-1790 (Texas residents 1-800-792-1169); or
through Frontier Airlines by dialing toll-free
1-800-525-1092 (Colorado 800-332-1972, Denver
303-398-5232). AA callers identify the conference by
"CONVENTION STAR S5000;" Frontier callers as Code
#209074.

HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS

Seven hundred rooms have been made available for the
Applied Superconductivity Conference at the Town &
Country Hotel. Reservations must be made by August 18
in order to insure booking at the conference rate of $65 or
Government rates (if qualified), $55. The phone number
of the Town & Country Hotel is (619) 291-7131. or toll
free 800-854-2608. To insure receiving the conference

rate, identify your affiliation with the 1984 Applied Super-
conductivity Conference, and Government status if
appropriate.

The 32-acre Town & Country Hotel Convention Center
complex is located in the Mission Valley area, just north
of Interstate 8 and west of Highway 163 (Cabrillo Free-
way). From Lindbergh Field one should take Interstate 5
north for 3 miles, then onto 1-8 heading east (toward El
Centra). Very soon, about one-quarter mile, take the Taylor
Street turnoff, go across the bridge over 1-8 and proceed
east along Hotel Circle North (a frontage road) about
1-1/2 miles to Fashion Valley Road. Turn left and—
Eureka!—you're there! Alternatively, you can continue east
on 1-8 to the Hotel Circle turnoff. Follow the signs leading
under 1-8, coming out directly at Town & Country (sounds
easy, but the offramp intersection is a bear during periods
of heavy traffic). Town & Country is a world unto itself,
with several restaurants and extensive recreational facilities.

CONFERENCE REGISTRATION

The 1984 ASC registration fee is $200 for those who pay
at the conference. For those who preregister and prepay
before the August 1 deadline, the charge is reduced to
$175. Please use the preregistration card enclosed with this
program announcement.

The registration fee will be used to conduct the Conference
and social functions. Upon arrival, all attendees will receive
a conference package which includes a collection of the
abstracts of the papers accepted for presentation. Ail at-
tendees will later receive a copy of the published Proceed-
ings. Full-time students may register for $35, (preregistra-
tion is $25), but that fee does not include a copy of the
Proceedings. A guest program has been organized, and
registration for it will be conducted at the conference desk.
Mail the enclosed preregistration card along with your
check or money order made out to 1984 ASC to:

1984 Applied Superconductivity Conference
Robert L. Fagaly/Finance Officer
c/o SHE Corporation
4174 Sorrento Valley Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92121

Your check and the enclosed registration card should reach
the conference before August 1, 1984, if you wish to obtain
the preregistration rate.

Foreign registrants should have their checks made out in
U.S. dollars or purchase an International Money Order.

REGISTRATION DESK

The registration desk, located in the Atlas Ballroom Foyer
of the Town & Country Hotel, will be open as indicated
below to distribute conference material (abstract booklet,
tickets, etc.) and to register those participants unable to
do so in advance:

Sunday, September 9 . . . .
Monday, September 10 .. .
Tuesday, September 1 1 . . . .
Wednesday, September 12

. 4:00PM-10:0OPM
. . 7:30AM-5.00PM
. . 8:00AM-5:00PM
. 8:00AM-5:00PM



SOCIAL PROGRAM

The cost of the social program is included in the registration
fee. Tickets for guest program events can be purchased at
the registration desk. The social program includes beer and
pretzels served during the evening of the day preceeding
the opening session of the conference (September 9) in the
Atlas Ballroom. A poolside Mexican theme reception will
be held the first evening of the conference (Monday, Sep-
tember 10). A luncheon will be held on Tuesday, September
11, at the Town & Country Hotel's Mission Ballroom. Dr.
Al Trivelpiece, Director, Office of Energy Research, will
deliver the luncheon address.

GUEST PROGRAM

For those attendees and guests wishing to savor the wonders
of San Diego and environs, ENJOY CALIFORNIA EN-
TERPRISES has scheduled two half-day bus tours, as an-
nounced in the Final Call for Papers. The first, on Tuesday
morning, is a visit to our famous WILD ANIMAL PARK,
where 3600 animals are on the outside (you ride safely in
a monorail through their turf).

Then, on Wednesday afternoon, you can defect to colorful,
romantic Old Mexico-at least to our neighbor city of
TIJUANA, where bargain(ing) shopping is an experience
in itself. Interested foreigners may want a multiple-entry
visa. Further information will be available at the Registra-
tion Desk.

For those with more eclectic proclivities, numerous other
diversions are available. There is nearby SEA WORLD,
where you can "Encounter" with 400 Antarctic penguins,
witness the performance of Shamu the Killer Whale, and
observe the antics of bottle-nosed dolphins. The admission
price of $10.95 ($7.95 for children 3-11, free under 3) in-
cludes seven shows, and Cap'n Kid's World playground.

For the nautically inclined, there is the MARITIME MU-
SEUM, located on Harbor Drive aboard the 1863 wind-
jammer Star of India, 1898 San Francisco ferry boat,
Berkeley, and the 1904 British steam yacht, Medea. For
those with higher aspirations, our reborn AEROSPACE
MUSEUM is a treasure trove of aviation antiquities, from
SPADs io Spitfires.

THE SAN DIEGO ZOO, located in Balboa Park, is world
renowned for its exotic menagerie, set in a lush botanical
garden. If Prezwalski's Horse, okapis and fur seal pups
turn you on, then this is where it's at.

At Town & Country, you're in the midst of the giant Fash-
ion/Mission Valley shopping complex. For the contrast of
browsing through charming little craft shops and sipping
margucritas al fresco in a delightful, authentic Spanish
setting, visit nearby OLD TOWN, with its lovely Bazaar
del Mundo.

Yet another highly recommended shopping area is SEA-
PORT VILLAGE, located downtown on the waterfront (on
Harbor Drive, just below Market Street). This exciting new
development features some 65 specialty shops and numer-
ous restaurants.

Somewhat further up the road (1-5) is La Jolla (pronounced
La Hoy-Ya. please), which boasts almost as many quaint
shops and gourmet restaurants as banks, and whose Wind
V Sea beach was deemed worthy of mention in the Beach
Boy's immortal "Surfin' USA."

Brochures on these and other attractions will be available
ai the guest get-acquainted coffee on Monday at 9 a.m.,
where coffee and rolls will be served. For further infor-
mation, inquire at the Registration Desk.

CONVAIR TOUR

Suntans and SEA WORLD are fine, but superconductivity
is really what we're all here for — right? Right. And for
us dedicated practitioners of the Ohmless Arts, what tourist
attraction can equal the awesome spectacle of seeing the
LLNL MFTF-B transition coils being wound at Convair's
Harbor Drive facility (across from the airport). Accord-
ingly, Convair will be conducting tours on Tuesday and
Wednesday, between 10:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. This will
allow four tours per day. They will provide a 28 sea' bus
from (and returning to) the Conference Center, taking vis-
itors on an as-signed up basis. Check at the Registration
Desk.

ASC INCORPORATION

The activities of the ASC are now being conducted through
a non-profit corporation. A constitution and by-laws are
registered in the state of Illinois with Fermi National Ac-
celerator Laboratory as the Headquarters Administrator.
Dr. Dick Lundy coordinates ASC activities at Fermilab.
Dr. Sibley C. Burnett of GA Technologies is the 1984 Pres-
ident of the ASC.

Three organizational items should be noted:

1. The ASC Constitution includes the following article
on Membership in the Corporation. "Any person may
become a member of the ASC for a period encom-
passing two major technical conferences by attending
a meeting sponsored by the ASC or by requesting to
be added to the mailing list."

2. It is the policy of the ASC to establish the Conference
site four years in advance. The 1986 ASC will be
held in Baltimore, Maryland, with Ed Edelsack as
President. At the 1984 ASC the board will determine
particulars for hosting the 1988 ASC and solicits bids
from interested parties capable of providing the nec-
essary facilities. The 1988 site selection is being co-
ordinated by Joe File of PPPL.

3. In accordance with the By-laws of the Applied Super-
conductivity Conference, nominations to the confer-
ence board are being solicited. The election will be
conducted at the 1984 meeting in San Diego and will
continue the process of replacement of one-third of
the 18-member board every two years. Terms for the
six new members will be six years. Nominations are
made to insure equitable distribution among the ma-
jor disciplines involved.



The present board is constituted as follows:

Don U Gubser (84)
Naval Research Laboratory

P. Augustin Rios (84)
General Electric R&D Center

Bruce P. Strauss (84)
Magnetic Corporation of America

Donald B. Sullivan (84)
National Bureau of Standards

Clyde Taylor (84)
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

Ted Van Duzer (84)
University of California

Richard D. Blaugher (86)
Westinghouse R&D Center

Bascom S. Deaver (86)
University of Virginia

Doug K. Finnemore (86)
Ames Laboratory

Mas Suenaga (86)
Brookhaven National Laboratory

John E. C. Williams (86)
Francis Bitter National Magnet Laboratory

Jack W. Ekin (88)
National Bureau of Standards

Simon Foner (88)
Francis Bitter National Magnet Laboratory

Suk Hong Him (88)
Argonne National Laboratory

Harry Kroger (88)
MCC

Martin Nisenofi (88)
Naval Research Laboratory

Steve Van Sciver (88)
University of Wisconsin

A nominating committee composed of P. Augustin Rios,
General Electric; Larry Smith, Lincoln Labs; and Mas
Suenaga, BNL, has selected the following slate of candi-
dates for election to the Board:

Materials

Mac Beasley, Stanford
James Wong, Supercon

Large Scale

Ray Beuligmann, General Dynamics/Convair
Dick Rhodenizer, General Electric

EJectrocJcs

Hisao Hayakawa, Electrotechnical Laboratory
Dick Harris, National Bureau of Standards

Additional nominations can be made by petition submitted
by ten individuals who have attended at least one previous
Applied Superconductivity Conference. All nominees shall
have been previously contacted and shall have expressed
their availability in writing. To facilitate the petition proc-
ess, the principal nominator may simply list supporters of
the nomination, with the provision that each individual
listed sends a note supporting the nomination to the chair-
man of the nominating committee no later than August 13,
1984.

Nomination petitions should include the affiliations of the
nominte and of each supporter of the petition as well as
an indication of the discipline (e.g., large scale applications).

All nominations should have been sent no later than July
20, 1984, to the nominating committee chairman: P.
Augustin Rios, Manager, Electromechanics Branch, Gen-
eral Electric R&D Center, P. O. Box 43, Room 37-361,
Schenectady, NY 12301, (518) 395-2211.

PROGRAM

The scope of the 1984 ASC Program is similar to that of
previous Applied Superconductivity Conferences. Three
major areas are emphasized: (1) large-scale applications
(rotating machinery, power cables, and magnet systems for
fusion, storage, MHD, high energy physics, etc.); (2) ma-
terials and conductors (new materials and fabrication tech-
niques, conductor design and properties, ac losses, etc.);
and (3) superconducting electronics (SQUIDs and junction
devices for rf applications, memory and logic systems, in-
strumentation, etc.). In addition, four plenary sessions will
be devoted to specialized topics of wide interest.

NOTE: Poster session DM will run until 6 p.m. to allow
those attending (and presenting) oral session CM to view
the posters. Session DM prcsentors should make "stand-
in" arrangements as necessary to attend session CM papers
of particular interest.

ABSTRACTS

The abstracts of all the contributed and invited papers are
included herein.

PROCEEDINGS

The Proceedings of the 1984 ASC will be published early
in 1985 as a special issue of the IEEE Transactions on
Magnetics. A copy of the Proceedings will be mailed to all
except student registrants. Instructions for preparing cam-
era-ieady manuscripts have been sent to all authors along
with information concerning reprints. The manuscripts
should be submitted before or on the day of presentation,
but none will be accepted after noon on Tuesday, Septem-
ber 11,1984. A maximum length of four pages is permitted.
Papers of more than four pages in length will be automat-
ically rejected. Authors of more than one paper cannot
average their contributions. Authors wishing background
information may refer to IEEE Transactions in Magnetics.
MAG-18, 1983.



PREPRINTS

Attendees desiring copies of manuscripts which have been
turned in will be able to order them for a small fee. Details
will be posted at the Conference. Participants are urged
to bring preprint copies, reduced to 8-1/2 x 11 format.

COMMUNICATIONS

A message board will be located adjacent to the Conference
Registration Desk in the Atlas Ballroom Foyer of the Town
& Country. During regular hours of the Conference, tele-
phone messages can be transferred to the registration desk
by informing the operator that the person is with the ASC
meeting.

AUDIO-VISUAL INFORMATION

Conference rooms for oral sessions will have both an over-
head projector for large transparencies and a 35-mm (S
x S cm) Carousel projector. Every room has a podium-
type public address system. Anyone requiring additional
audio-visual equipment must make special arrangements
at their expense with Ray Beuligmann or Bob Johnson,
Local Chairmen, by August 31 (619-692-4711).

EXHIBITS

The industrial world of superconductivity will exhibit their
innovative technology and products during the conference.
Applications in fusion systems, NMR and mass spectro-
metry, and high-energy physics; high transition tempera-
ture materials; and microwatt logic and memory devices
are among those to be included in this year's conference.

EXHIBIT HOURS: Monday through Wednesday, Septem-
ber 10-12, 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.; Thursday, September
13, 9:00 A.M.; the exhibit closing at 12:00 P.M.

All questions regarding the exhibits should be directed to
Linda Hrobak, Exhibits Coordinator or Robert H. Rems-
bottom, Exhibits Chairman.

FURTHER INFORMATION

Inquiries of a general nature should be directed to the
conference secretary, Angie Hale, telephone (619) 455-2950
(FTS 895-6158), or you may write

Applied Superconductivity Conference
GA Technologies Inc.
P. O. Box 85608
San Diego, CA 92138, U.S.A.
Attn: A. S. Hale

TO-363

DEADLINES
For your convenience we summarize the important con-
ference deadlines. In the case of reservations, we need to
receive your completed forms by the date indicated:

Nominations to Board July 20
Preregistration (with payment) August 1
Prepayment of Guest Tours August 13
Hotel reservations August 18
Final manuscripts September 11
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The 1984 ASC is sponsored by the Applied Superconduc-
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CONFERENCE PROGRAM

Monday, September 10
8:30 AM

WELCOME
S. Burnett, Conference President
and R. Beuligmann, Local Chairman

Monday, September 10
8:45 AM

Plenary Session AP
Session Chairman: R. Beuligmann

Magnetic Monopoles
D. Fryburger

Monday, September 10
10:00 AM

Session BE, Oral
Device Fabrication
Session Chairmen: T. lgaraghi

A. I. Braginski

B E - 1 AN INTEGRATION OF ALL REFRACTORY JOSEPHSON LOGIC LSI
CIRCUIT, S. Kosaka. A. Shoji. M Aoyagi. F. Shinoki. S.
Tahara*. H Ohigashi. H. Nakagawa. S. Takada. and H. Hayakava,
Electrotechnical Laboratory -- An integration process for the
fabricaton of all refractory Josephson LSI logic circuit is
described. In this process, niobium nitride and niobium double
layered Josephson junctions were integrated using a reactive
ion etching \ RIE ; with a 2.5 iJtn minimum feature. In order to
attain a sufficent yield of a chip having a circuit with LSI
complexity, a highly selective and anisotropic RIE process has
been developed for generating niobium electrode patterns and
molybdenum resistor patterns, in which CC^Fg+Ne gas mixture
and CCl2F2+02 fias mixture have been used for etching gases.

For evaluating the process capability, full adder circa
its, implemented in Josephson Four Junction Logic ( 4JL ).
were designed as test vehicle circuits and fabricated using
this process. An individual full adder circuit has been
sucessfully operated with the carry propagation delay of 80
ps/full adder and power bias margin of .t 40'* in a 4 bit ripple
carry adder arrangement. An 8 bit parallel multiplier circuit
with LSI complexity . containing 56 full adder circuits, will
also be evaluated.

* On leave from NEC Corporation.

BE-3
THE ROLE OF A A C H J . O J AND BACKSCATTERED Pb+ IONS
DURING Nb/OXIDE/PbAuIn EDGE JUNCTION FABRICATION, P.R.
Brosious. IBM Watson Research Center - A study has been made of the
correlation between the energetic positive plasma ions and the resulting
Josephson tunnel barriers fabricated in the plasma. Typical edge junction
current densities of 4000A/cm2 and Vm of 28mV were achieved. An
in-situ mass spectrometry system was designed to extract, energy analyze
and identify the positive ion species incident on the RF cathode/ sample
surface. The plasma ion measurements show 270eV Ar+ ions at 10
ya/cm2 sputters 200 A of Nb in 20 min. to produce a clean Nb surface
with a Nb precoated cathode or witb a Pb precoatcd cathode if the pres-
sure is lowered to ImTorr to reduce backscattering. Niobium carbide is
grown to ~ 40 A on the clean Nb by 180 eV CH^ ions at 0.054 jia/cm2.
Tbe clean carbide interface prevents sub oxides and optimizes juntion
quality. Finally, the niobium oxide is grown to ~ 20 A by 70 eV o £
molecular ions at 0065 jia/cm2. o £ was found to vary nearly linearly
with pressure and voltage. This predicts the correct junction current
dependence on barrier width if O2 dominates in determining the oxide
thickness. An oxide growth, model is discussed which is consistent with all
the observations.

B E - 4 THEBMAL CYCLING STABILITY OF LEAD-ALLOY JOSEPHSON
JUNCTIONS WITH DOUBLE LAKER BASE ELECTRODES,* T. Inanura, S.
Hasuo and T. Yamaoka, Fujitsu Ltd.— We have investigated the
lead-alloy Joaephson Junctions with double layer base
electrodes, and demonstrated thei r high s t a b i l i t i e s upon
thermal cycles. The base electrode i s made of an 80 nm thick
Pb-In-Au film deposited on a 300 nm thick Nb film cooled at
liquid nitrogen temperature. The Junctions with this double
layer base electrodes are expected both to have the same
elect r ica l character is t ics as conventional lead-alloy
Junctions, and to have excellent cyclabl l i ty as well as
Junctions with Nb base electrodes. The Junction area of 5 urn
square la determined by a window of S10 layer. The tunneling
oxide is formed on the thin Pb-In-Au base electrode by the
plasma oxidation, and the counter electrode i s made by a
sequential deposition of Pb and Bi. Thermal cycling
experiments between 300K and 1.2K have been carried out for
11780 Junctions. The I-V character is t ics of each 62-Junctlon
chain are measured, and "failure" i s defined by cycling-induced
short of Junction. Both before and after 1000 thermal cycles,
the numbers of shorted Junctions were observed to be zero in
11780 junctions. The failure rate i s less than 0.0085*, and
this result represents more than one order of improvement over
resul ts so far reported for lead-alloy junctions.

• supported in part by the Ministry of International Trade and
Industry of Japan.

B E - 5 PROCESSING OF AN ALL-Nb TUNNEL JUNCTION WITH ALUMINUM
OXIDE BARRIER. R. D. Blaugher, P. D. Vecchio, J . Talvacchio, and
R. A. Hoffman, Westinghouse RSD Center — The processing of an
all-Nb tunnel junction with an aluminum oxide barrier system is
reported. A Nb/Al-AljO3-Al/Nb t r i layer was deposited by RF
sputtering with the oxide barrier formed by in-s i tu thermal oxi-
dation. Individual junctions and series arrays were patterned
with photolithography and a dry etching process. XPS and Auger
analysis we>-e used to characterize the details of the Al barrier
system. Typical 1-V curves, Vm's a n d histograms of the c r i t i ca l
current behavior w i l l be presented.

B E - 2 JOSEPHSON TUNNEL JUNCTIONS WITH REFRACTORY METAL
ELECTRODES (INVITED), S.I. Raider, IBM Thomas J. Watson
Research Center -- Various Josephson tunnel junction
structures with thin film refractory metal electrodes and
good junction electrical characteristics have emerged during
the past 10 years. The conditions necessary to obtain these
lov leakage Junctions are quite demanding. A Junctions
electrical properties are typically very sensitive to tunnel
barrier processing and to the formation of the
barrier/refractory metal electrode interface. Consequently,
nany reported process innovations have been focused on the
tunnel barrier and its chemical reactivity with the
electrodes. In this review, several of fhe currently
practiced junction fabrication procedures and the
corresponding junction electrical properties will be
compared.

B E - 6 DISCRETE LORENTZIAN STRUCTURE IN IJOV FREQUENCY VOLTAGE
NOISE SPECTRA OF VERY SMALL AREA JOSEPHSON TUNNEL JUNCTIONS,
C. r. Rogers and R. A. Buhrraan, Cornel] Univers i ty We
report the r e s u l t s of low frequency voltage noise measurements
on very small (A = 0.1 to 1 un/) Nb-Nb^Os-PbBi tunnel junc-
tions as a function of tunnel junct ion qua l i ty and over a wide
range 'if vo l tage , temperature, and junct ion a rea . We find
that the noise spectrum Sv tremis about a 1/f frequency
behavior; the overal l mean magnitude of Sv is proport ional
to v , ]/A, and is very roughly l inear in temperature . In
addit ion to these functional dependences which are typica l of
1/f noise in larger systems, our measured s p e i t r a are l a rge ly
composed of a small number (2-3) of d i s t i n c t Lurentr ian compo-
nents eai h of which can be charai t e r ized by i t s own vol tage
and temperature dependent nagnitude and mean r a t e . These



Lorentzian components provide a powerful means to probe the
actual microscopic fluctuation events which lead to l/f noise
in larger devues.

*Supported by Office of Naval Research.

B E - 7 INFLUENCE OF BEAM ENERGY, FLUX, AND COMPOSITION ON
JUNCTION PARAMETERS IN ION BEAH TUNNEL BARRIER PROCESSING, A. W.
Kleinsasser, IBM T. J. Watson Research Center -- Planar and
edge-defined niobium-lead alloy Josephson junctions wor«
fabricated using an ion bean tunnel barrier process consisting of
argon ion beam cleaning and argon/oxygen ion bean oxidation.
Comparison of ion flux profiles with distributions of junction
critical current densities indicated that the Ar preclean step was
more important than the oxidation step in determining the on-wafer
variations of junction properties. Other topics to be discussed
include: (1) the dependence of Junction critical current density
on ion dose and ion energy and (2) the first ion bean experiments
involving intentional additions of carbon-containing ions to th*
beam flux. The carbon-containing species facilitate controlled
growth of a carbide interfacinl layer.

Monday, September 10
10:00 AM

Session BL, Oral
Applications of rf Superconductivity
Session Chairmen: M. Wake

A. D. Mclnturff

B L - 1 (Invited) HIGH FIELD r.f. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY-
TO PULSE OR NOT TO PULSE?. I. E. Campisi, Stanford Linear
Accelerator Center, Standord, California (Abstract not
available 7/27/84)

B L - 4 INFLUENCE OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY ON THE BREAKDOWN
FIELDS OF NIOBIUM CAVITIES,* H. Padamsee, Cornell University-
To experimentally check the predictions of the thermal modeU 1'
for the Influence of thermal conductivity on breakdown field
levels in Nb cavities, eight elliptical cavities at 8600 MHz
have been built from material with RRRs of 25, 50 and 100 (RRR
« thermal conductivity). After several rf tests on each cavity,
the RRRs were increased by outgassing at -v2000 C in a vacuum
of -\-10-9 torr using resistive and induction heating furnaces
with high pumping speeds. From a total of 40 tests on these
cavities with RRRs ranging from 25 to 1400 the breakdown field
is found to be roughly proportional to the square root of the
RRR. Fabrication methods were kept the same for all the cavi-
ties and identical chemical surface preparation procedures were
applied to the cavities before and after changing RRRs.

'Supported by the National Science Foundation.

(1) H. Padamsee, IEEE Trans. MAG-19, 1322 (1983).

B L - 5 SUPERCONDUCTING 500 MHl ACCELERATING COPPER CAVITIES
SPUTTER-COATED WITH NIOBIUM FILMS, C. Benvenuli, N. Circclli.
H. Hauer and W. Weingarten, CERN - Thermal breakdown induced
•ith«r by electron loading or by local defects of enhanced r.f.
losses limits the accelerating field of superconducting niobium
cavities. Replacing niobiun with u material of higher thermal
conductivity would be highly desirable to increase the maximum
field. Therefore, cavities made of OFHC copper were coated by
sputtering with a niobium thin film (l.S to 5 ym). Accelerating
fields up to 8.6 MV/m were obtained without observing any field
breakdown, the limitation being due to the available radio
frequency power. The Q values achieved at 4.2 K and low field
were similar to those of niobium sheet cavities (i.e.
l.S z 10*)( but a more pronounced deterioration of Q was
experienced at high fields. Subsequent inspection of regions of
enhanced r.f. losses revealed defects the origin of which is
under study. The apparatus used for coating the cavities and the
results obtained are presented and discussed.

B L - 2 HIGH Q SAPPHIRE LOADED SUPERCONDUCTING CAVITIES AND
APPLICATIONS TO ULTRASTABLE CLOCKS,* D.G. Blair and S.K. Jones,
Physics Dept, University of Western Australia — By mounting
single crystal sapphire dielectric resonators inside niobium
superconducting cavities we have achieved quality factors in
excess of 109 in compact X-band resonators at 2K. We have
achieved Q-factors at a 4.2K up to an order of magnitude greater
Chan the BCS limit for a corresponding Nb cavity at 4.2K. Very
high frequency stability can be expected from such resonators.
From measurements of the frequency perturbations due to
environmental effectB on the resonator, we have estimated the
possible frequency stability that can be achieved. Up to two
orders of magnitude improvement over conventional SCSO systems
appears to be possible. AC power levels up to 20mW there is no
detectable q-degradation. Latest results will be presented.

•Partially supported by the Radio Research Board and the
Australian Research Grants Scheme.

B L - 3 DEVELOPMENT OF SUPERCONDUCTING NIOBIUM ACCELtRATING
STRUCTURES FOR HEAVY IONS,* K.W. Shepard, S. Takeuchi, and
ti.P. Zinkann, Aryonne National Laboratory -- Results of tests
of two new designs for superconducting niobium resonant cavi-
ties are presented. Both types resonate at ^14b MHZ and
accelerate most efficiently at a particle velocity 6* V/C
= 0.16. One resonator is of the split-ring type, of a
simpler design than a previously reported B - .16 unit.
Although the surface rf fields are higher, the performance
thus far obtained Is slightly better than for the earlier
desiyn: an accelerating field E, - 3.9 MV/n has been
obtained at 4.2K with 4 U of rf input. E a 1s defined as
energy gain per unit charge for a synchronous particle,
averaged over the interior resonator length. The other
resonator is an 8-inch outer diameter, coaxial, tapered
quarter-wave line terminated with a drift-tube of 1.2b Inch
aperture. In early .tests at 4.2K, this resonator exhibits a
low-level Q - 2 x 10s and has achieved E a • 4.7 MV/m with £.8
watts of rf Input.

•Supported by the U.S. Department of Energy.
'''K.W. Shepard and G.P. Zinkann, IEEE Trans. Magn., MA6-19.
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B M — 1 DEVELOPMENT OP 12T-IOkA Al-STABILIZED Nb Sn CONDUCTOR
FOR TNC-II, Y. Takahashi, N. NlBhl, T. Ando, and S. Shlmamoto,
JAERI — The tokanak fusion reactor requires IS T field.
The higher field generation with enough stability of super-
conductivity becomes more difficult due to magnto-reaistance
effect of copper stabilize- Therefore, application of high
purity aluminum tj stabilizer on Nb Sn< superconductor Is
being stadled since Its magneto-resistance effect la lower
in high field. In order to avoid mechanlchal dlaadvantage
of aluminum, It is partially uBed as stabilizer in the center
of a strand, surrounded vith copper and Nb-Sn. The volume
percentage of aluminum in a strand is S.i %. The heat
treatment temperature to produce Nb,Sn is lowered to avoid
melting of aluminum. With Uiese contfltlona, finally critical
current density of 400 A/mm at 12 T and 4.2 K was obtained
in Nb Sn without losing high purity aluminum characteristics.
Thia "paper describes details of conductor and experimental
results.

B M - 2 ALU-STABILIZED CONDUCTOR DEVELOPMENT FOR THE LARGE
SUPERCONDUCTING SOLENOID "ALEFH", H. Desportes, J. Le Bars,
V. Yu, CEN - SACLAV (France) - An alu-stablllzed conductor
is needed for a 5 m bore, 1.5 T, superconducting magnet under
construction at Saclay {or the "Aleph" experiment at LEP (Cern).
A development program for this conductor has been carried
out both in Europe and in Japan, mainly based on the extrusion
of high purity aluminum over a Cu/Nb-Ti composite either monolythlc
or cabled. Measurements of the bond quality between aluminum
and copper and of other physical properties will be presented
as well as a comparison of the various samples investigated.



B M - 3 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR ALUMINUM STABILIZED
COMPOSITE SUPERCONDUCTORS,* G. S. Yuan, P. Lehmann, K. T.
Hartwig, J r . , University of Wisconsin-Madison — Low
temperature fatigue effects on residual r es i s t i v i t y [PA^Y)
and strength of pure aluminum over the i n i t i a l residual*
res is t i v i t y rat io (RRRj) range 300 to 1000 are reported.
Resist iv i ty rat io approaches saturation (RRRf) after 1000
cycles for a l l strains tested. The RRRf values are d i f ferent
for di f ferent RRR̂  values, but a l l tend to come together at
high strains independent of RRR,-. The maximum strength (o^,ax)
is reached after about 1000 cycles also, and approaches a
common value ( c ^ = (c/2)Z where e is the s t ra in range and E
the plastic modulus) independent of RRR .̂ Thus high purity
alum.num becomes " fu l l y hard" at equil ibrium and behaves
e las t ica l ly as i f i t were a strong aluminum al loy. The
changes in p̂  ^ and %ax induced by fatigue have a s igni f icant
impact on conductor design and the choice of s tabi l izer
pur i ty.

*Supported by the Wisconsin Electr ic U t i l i t i e s Research
Foundation and the Electr ic Power Research I ns t i t u te .

B M - 4 CXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF EFFECT OF CON-
DUCTOR MATRIX RESISTIVITY ON STABILITY OF CABLE-IN-
CONDUIT SUPERCONDUCTORS,* J. R. Milter, Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory - To first order, stability of these superconductors
is not affected by small changes in matrix resistivity, but rather is
essentially determined by the enthalpy change of the interstitial helium
(in response to a thermal perturbation) that occurs between operating
temperature and conductor current-sharing temperature. Recovery
from such a perturbation is usually so rapid that joule heat production
bv the cnble-in-conduit conductor itself during the brief normalcy is
small compared to energy deposited by the disturbance. The small but
finiLc joule-heat contribution depends on stabilizer resistivity. Though
difficult to treat analytically (because of the extremely complex nature
of the transient heat-transfer characteristics of the helium during such
an event), the effect is amenable to experimental investigation. Test
conductors were constructed by cabling together two NbTi/Cu
composite superconductors of low copper fraction with two solid copper
strands. An insulated heater wire in the center of each four-strand
cable allows stability testing. Cables were sheathed in a close-fitting
stainless-steel tube. In each cable, the two superconductor composites
were from the same end of the same spool anG ihus had nearly identical
properties- To obtain residual resistance ratios ranging from nearly 200
to less thnn 10, we chose each pair of copper strands in a cable from a
different source. The resultant effective stabilizer resistivities of the
c.-sbles at 9 T was from 0.5 to 1.2 nfl-m. These stabilizer resistivity
values couM rtisult after superconducting magnets of future fusion
machines receive high radiation doses. The present results are
fJiscrusnnr) from that standpoint.

•Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy
by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract number
W-7405-ENG-48.

The to ta l loss power inside the composite has been c a l -
culated and the loss power provided by the d . c . power-supply
has been separated from the loss power provided by the magnetic
f ie ld . These different losses can be easi ly compared with expe-
rimental data as tliey correspond to the different measured
losses .

B M - 7 AC LOSSES OF FULLU-STABILIZED MULT I FILAMENTARY SUPER-
CONDUCTING WIRES CARRYING TRANSPORT CURRENTS, F. Sunrtyoshi,
F. I r i e , and T. Kawashlma*, Kyushu University and *Fukuoka
Ins t i t u t e of technology Current d i s t r ibu t ions and ac losses
in a fu l ly-s tab i l ized multlfilamentary superconducting wire were
invest igated, in the case of simultaneous sweep of transport
current and magnetic f i e ld . I t was pointed out that the eddy-
current loss due to the axial e l e c t r i c f ield in the s t a b i l i z e r
predominates over the other losses when the wire has the
effective perimeter longer than the twist p i tch . This i s remark-
ably different from the loss due to 'he rad ia l and the azlmuthal
f ie lds calculated by using the exis t ing theory which argues that
the s t a b i l i z e r acts only as the bypath of the induced shielding
current . The obtained theoret ica l r e su l t s were confirmed in
part by the experiment. General features of^ac losses in the
wire were given for the wire design.

B M - 8 A,C. LOSS CONTRIBUTIONS OF TRANSPORT CURRENT ANL TRANS-
VERSE FIELD CAUSED BY THE COMBINED ACTION IN A MULTIFILAMENT
WIRE, J .L. de Reuver, G.B.J. Mulder, and L.J.M. van deKlundert ,
Tuente University of Technology — We measured separately the
loss contr ibut ions caused by an a . c . t ransport current and a
transverse a . c . f ie ld during the combined action of both. The
measurement of the loss contribution of the applied t ranspor t
current gives the opportunity to invest igate the current d i s -
t r ibu t ion in a nul t i f i lament wire. In order to avoid matrix con-
t r ibu t ions in th i s stage of the research program a wire with a
low conductive matrix was invest igated. The t es t wire is a MCA
NbTi superconductor in CuNi matrix with a diameter of .2 mm and
114 filaments of 12.7 \im. The a . c . coi l configuration for the
generation of the a .c . f ie ld consis ts of a set of coaxial
solenoids supplied with currents of oppos i t e d i r ec t ion . This
set-up gives a r e l a t ive ly small but ef f ic ient t e s t volume. The
self inductance is low and the field is homogeneous in the
largest part of the t e s t volume. The pick-up co i l and the com-
pensation co i l for the determination of the losses caused by
the a . c . f i e ld had to be adapted to the a . c . co i i configuration.
The losses caused by the a . c . current are determined by voltage
terminals across a par t of the t e s t wire. The r e s u l t s show a
homogenisation of the current d i s t r i bu t ion for large f i e lds and
small cu r ren t s . Agreement with exis t ing theories i s possible
if these theor ies are extended with respect to the dependence
of the c r i t i c a l current deasi ty on the magnetic induction.

B M - S EFFECT OF THERMAL BARRIER ON THE STABILITY OF
CABLE-IN-CONDUIT CONDUCTOR, T. AndO, Y. TakahaBhi, M. Niehi,
E. Tada, K. Ofcuno, and S. Shimamoto, Japan Atomic Research
I n s t i t u t e — Effect of thermal harr ier in the atrand surface
on the o t a b i l i t y of a cable-in-coduit conductor has been
invest igated experimentally. The t es t conductor i s a s ingle
t r i p l e x of Nb-Ti/Cu atranda with s t a i n l e s s - s t e e l tube ou ts ide .
The otrand diameter i s 2.3 mm and Cu:Nb-Ti r a t i o i s 3 .9.
The Cu-Nl layer la provided In the atrand surface as thernal
b a r r i e r . The meaoured s t a b i l i t y margine of th i s conductor
is 800 roj/cc at B i 6 T, lop » 700 A, P - l . l a tn , and m
- 0 g / a . I t ie about 10 t inea higher than that of the aa^ie
aize conductor without thermal ba r r i e r . Thia type conductor
wil l be applied to a 12 T No Sn coll (TMC-II) of the c lus t e r
tea t program which la a development work of high f ie ld
toroidal coi l in tokamak fusion machine.

B M - 6 EFFECT OF A TRANSPORT CURRENT ON THE LOSSES OF A
SUPF.RCONDUCTING COMPOSITE UNDER FAST CHANGING MAGNETIC FIELD,
D. Ciazynski, CEN-Saclay (Fiance) - The behaviour of a super-
conducting composite carrying a t ranspor t current and subjected
to a t ransverse fas t changing magnetic f ie ld has been simulated
with an equivalent e l e c t r i c a l network.

The problem of the cur ren t d i s t r i b u t i o n inside the
composite under s t e a d y - s t a t e condi t ions hrs been solved with a
computer code which leads to the exact s u ' j t i o n of Maxwell's
equat ion.

B M - 9 N b T i WIRES WITH ULTRA-FINE FILAMENTS FOR
A.C. USE, P. Dubois, P. Dubois, A. Fevner, 3.C. Renard -
Laboratoires de Marcoussis - Cr CGE, and 3. Cover, Hoang -
Gia Ky - Alsthom-Atlantique Bclfort -

We showed last year {•), thai the possibilities of
industrial application of superconductivity in a.c. current
equipments got over an eronomic break even point, thanks
to results obtained on wires with several thousands .5 mi-
cron filaments embedded in Cu-30 At 96 Ni matrix. Coil
realized with these wires presented 50 Hz steady state
losses under 1.5 T peak magnetic induction equal to ibQ W/-
Jiter of conductor.

New composites with 25k 100 filaments embedded in
Cu-Ni matrix have been developped this year. The filaments
size goes from .5 micron to some tenth of a micron. The
distance between two filaments, for the smaller composite,
is about one hundred A.

This paper presents the results of 50 Hz loss measu-
rements and calculations in coils realized with these wires.
The effect on losses, of fit- »ent diameter and distance
between the filaments is discussed.

*P. Dubots, A. Fevrier and al : Behaviour of multifilamen-
tary Nb-Ti conductors with very fine filaments under A.C.
magnetic fields
MT8 September 1983 Grenoble (France)
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C E - 1 SIGNAL HWCESSIN8! OPPORTUNITIES F0» SUPERCONDUCTIVE
CIRCUITS* R. K. Ralston. K.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory—
Prime nstivatars In the evolution of Increasingly
sophisticated ctmunication and detection system ara the
requirements for handling ever-wider signal bandwidths and
higher-data processing speeds. These sane requirements >1ve
the development of electronic device technology. Until
recently the superconductive electronic! eoTtnunity has been
tightly focused on digital devices for high speed computers.
The purpose of this talk Is to describe opportunities and
challenges which exist for both analog and digital devices 1n
a less familiar area, that of wideband signal processing.
The function and purpose of analog signal-processing
components, Including matched f i l t e r s , correlators and Fourier
transformers, will be described, and examples of
superconductive Implementations given. A canonic signal-
prqcetsing systa* Is then configured using these components In
combination with analog/digital converters and digital output
circuits <•<• highlight the Important Issues of dynamic range,
accuracy . id equivalent computation rate. Superconductive
circuits hold pronise for processing signals of 10 6Hz
bandwidth. Signal processing system, however, car. be
properly designed and Implemented only through a
synerg1st1c combination of the telents of device physicists,
circuit d, signers, algorithm architects and syste* engineers.
An Immediate, challenge to the applied superconductivity
community Is to begin sharing Ideas with these other
researchers.
•This work was sponsored by the Ospartnent of the Arwy, the
Department of the Air Force and the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency.

C E - 2 SUPERCONDUCTIVE DELAY-LINE TECHNOLOGY ANO APPLICATIONS*
R. S. Withers. A. C. Anderson, J. B. Green, and S. A. Reibie,
M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory—Microwave analog signal-processing
f i l ters have been realized In the form of coupled niobium
stripHnes on silicon dielectric substrates. Device responses
with ±2-dB amplitude accuracy and 9*-rms phase error have been
achieved with ^mplitude-weighted f i l ters with 37.5 ns of
dispersion and 2.3-GHz bandwidths. Relative side-lobe levels
of -26 dB and less are currently obtained.

The achievable dispersion for stripline circuits on a
single pair of 5-cm-diameter, 125-um-thtck wafers Is limited
to about 40 ns by the electromagnetic coupling between
neighboring lines. To achieve greater dispersion two
approaches are under development:
(1) StripHne circuits are being fabricated on multiple wafer
pairs which are physically stacked and electrically con-
catenated to produce dispersive delay lines with 4-GHz
bandwidth and 75-ns dispersion time. Phenolic resin 1s used
as an adhesive to ensure the mechanical Integrity of the
stacked structure. (2) A technique to fabricate dense
stripline circuits on very thin (25w») single-crystal silicon
superstrates supported by thicker substrates has been
demonstrated and preliminary results will be described.

A chirp-transform system capable of real-time spectral
analysis has been constructed using a pair of the
superconductive delay line f i l t e rs . A resolution of 43 MHz
over an unprecedented 2400 HHz bandwidth with amplitude
uniformity of ±1 dB and side-lobe levels of -18 dB was
demonstrated.
*Th1s work was sponsored by the Department of the Army and
the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency.

C E - 3 SUPERCONDUCTIVE CONVOLVER WITH JUNCTION RING MIXERS *
S. A. Reible, M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory — A superconductive
convolver with tunnel-junction ring mixers has been developed
and demonstrated as a programmable matched f i l t e r for
- l-GHz-bandw1dth chirped waveforms. A low-loss, 14-ns-long
superconductive stripline circuit provides temporary storage
and relative shifting of signal and reference waveforms.

These waveforms are sampled by 50 proximity taps and local
multiplication Is perforated by 25 mixer rings. Two short
transmission lines coherently sun the local products and
deliver the convolution output. The convolver dynamic range
has been Improved 16 dB by the incorporation of mixer rings.
These mixers employ series arrays of niob1um/n1ob1um-ox1dj/
lead Junctions driven by del ay-line taps 1n a quasi-balanced
manner. The mixer ring provides higher output power levels
(to -60 dBm), Improved suppression of undesired mixing
products and higher r f Impedances than did the single-junction
mixers used 1n the previous device. Convolvers can provide
the essential programmable matched-filter component for
extremely wide-bandwidth spectral-analysis or spread-spectrun-
conrninication systems. The current device has a 2-GHz design
bandwidth and a time-bandwidth (TB) product of 30. I t
produced compressed pulses with -7 dB peak-to-side-lobe
levels. Additional design Improvements to be discussed
Include Increasing the Interaction length to 50 ns,
accommodating 100 ring mixers and reducing spurious side-lobe
levels in a device with a TB product of 100.

*This work was sponsored by the Air Force Office of Scientific
Research.

C E - 4 SUPERCONDUCTING VD CONVERTING USING LATCHING COM-
PARATORS,* C. A. Hamilton and Frances L. Lloyd, National Bureau
of Standards, Boulder CO. He have designed and tested a new
superconducting A/D converter using a set of six latching
comparators. These comparators use two SQUIDs in a differential
arrangement such that one or the other wil l latch Into the
voltage state during the gate current Hsetime. A fast ris^time
is generated from a sine wave drive using a two junction
regulator. These comparators can operate at clock rates up to 5
GHz. Sampling -xperlments with rapidly slewing signals and beat
frequency testing to 140 HHz show that a 6-b1t A/D converter
using these comparators has an effective aperture time of about
40 ps. This is significantly greater than the 15 ps risetime of
the regulator circuit . The discrepancy 1s shown to result from
a shift In the comparator threshold curves due to rapidly
slewing control currents. This problem Is Investigated as a
fundamental limitation to superconducting quantum Interference
type A/D converters. The results suggest that the converters
need to be coupled to a high speed track-hold circuit In order
to achieve their potential 2.5 GHz instantaneous bandwidth.

•Supported 1n part by the Office of Naval Research Contract
N00014-83-F-0042

C E - S HIGH a m JOaSPJBON AlWMW-TCHDKaTAl.CONVERTER* D.
ftlmtn, V. Nondakumar, H. Ab, 11. E. Jtw&tt and T. Km Dtaur. Sbc-
tnntu Rmarch laboratory, U. C. fftrttlty, 947S0 - We report high-
•peed measurements and simulations on a 4-bit flash type o£ analog-
to-dig ital converter fabricated in Pb-alloy technology in our laboratory.
In an earlier publication we reported low-frequency tests of this con-
Ytrtar, which uses edge-triggered Self-Gating AND (SGA) comparator
circuits, demonstrating the basic concept. The periodic threshold
characteristics of the SQUIDs In the circuit make possible the use of
one SGA circuit tor each bit. The required short aperture time is
achieved by the edge-triggering. We have found in preliminary testing
that It is possible to do at least a 3-bit conversion of a 450MHz sine
ware using 1530 megasamples per second Since that measurement,
we have nude improvements on the circuit and the test fixture to
further reduce crosstalk. We will report continuing measurements on
the circuit Simulation stud" 3 that have suggested ways of extending
performance bo even higher bandwidths T"ll be discussed.

* Supported in part by the Office of Naval Research under grant
N00014-77-C-0419.

C S - f l HIGH SPEED NON-LATCHING SQUID BINARY RIPPLE COUNTER,*
A. B. Si lver, R. R. Phi l l ips , and R. D. Sandell, TRW Space &
Technology Group - We report the performance of non-latching
double Junction SQUIDs operating as binary ripple counters.
The Individually cyme trie SQUIDs were tabricated with
Nb/Nb203/PbBi Junctions and interconnected by monolithic low
iapadance superconducting transmission lines and coupling
resistors . Ear*,. SQUID functioned as a bistable f l ip-f lop with
the input connected to the center of the device and the output
across one Junction. All Junctions were cr i t ical ly damped in
order to prevent latchup and to optimize the pulse response.



The Input signal was derived from a critically damped
transmitter SQUID fabricated on the sane chip. Operation was
verified by observing the dc I-V curves of successive sealers.
The sealers exhibited constant voltage steps at 1/2 the voltage
of the preceding device, (n agreement with the Josephson
voltage-frequency relation. Steps were observed only for the
same voltage polarity of successive devices and far proper
phase bias of the SQUID. We will present estimates of the
operating margins and frequency limits based on the device
design parameters and the characteristics of the voltage steps.

*Supported by the Office of Naval Research Contract No.
NO0O1A-82-C-O39?

C E - 7 A GENERAL NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 0? THE SUPERCONDUCTING
QUASIPARTICLE MIXES, R. C. Hicks*, M. J. Feldnan and A. R. Ksrr,
NASA/Goddard Institute for Space Studies -- Virtually all
analyses of the superconductor-insulator-superconductor (SIS)
quaaiparticle mixer have employed the quantum theory of mixing
in its three-frequency approrimate form. This approximation is
strictly valid only in the Unit of very large Junction
capacitance. For finite capacitance, these analyses may be
seriously in error. To remedy this, an SIS mixer analysis has
been developed which uses the quantum theory of mixing in its
moat general form, treating the large-signal propertieu of the
mixer in the time domain. The terminating impedances at the
harmonics of the local oscillator frequency and their sidebands
can be arbitrary. Using this analysis, the effect of finite
junction capacitance on SIS mixer performance is described^
This determines the range of validity of the threo-frequencj SIS
mixer model.

*SAS-HHC Research Fellow

CE-1OKESPONSE OF Nb-aSi-Nb JUNCTIONS TO 6<K GHz RADIATION,*
H.C. Danchl,* F. Habbal ** J.u. Free, and H. Tlnkham, Harvard
University; L.N. Smith, ** Sperry Research Labs.-- We have
measured the response of Nb-aSl-Nb junctions to 604 GHz far-
infrared (FIR) laser radiation from an optically pumped FIR
laser source. These junctions were fabricated en oxidized
silicon wafers using the selective niobioum anodization process
(SNAP), and were situated at Che raid-point of 180 urn long dlpole
antennas. Unlike the soft netal (Sn-SnO-Pb) junctions used
previously in studies of the ac Josephson effecc and photon-
assisted tunneling effect in the FIR, these junctions are
r .gged and thermally cyclable. Josephson critical current
densities ranged from 2x10* to 8x10** A/cm2, corresponding to
HcCumber 6C parameters <1. On a 1 (urn)

2 area junction with a
normal state resistance of 71!, we observed three Josephson
steps and one photon-assisted tunneling step. The widths of
the Josephson steps were studied as a function of the laser
power. Deviations from the predlt^ons of theories which assume
an rf voltage bias were observed in the critical current and
width of the first cwo Josephson steps. These deviations may
be attributed In part to the low Bc of the junction and the high
rf frequency.

^Supported in part by Joint Services Electronics Program
Contract N000W-75-C-0648 and Office of Naval Research Contract
N0OOM-83-K-O383.

*Present address: Department of Physics, University of Califor-
nia, Berkeley, CA.

**Present address: Polaroid Corp., Cambridge, HA.
***Present address: MIT Lincoln Lab., Lincoln, MA

C E - 8 PRECISE NOISE MEASUREMENTS OF SUPERCONDUCTING QUASI PARTICLE
HIXEItS, w. R. Mcurath. A. V. Ralsanen, and P. L. Richards,
U. C. Berkeley — The quaslparticle tunneling currents in an SIS
tunnel Junction can be used as the nonlinear mixing element in a
microwave heterodyne receiver. These SIS mixers have shown strong
quantum effects: conversion gain and noise levels approaching the
quantum limit.' Photon assisted tunneling theory Tor mixers
predicts that the shot noise in a 2-port SIS mixer can approach
the quantum limit TM = Ku/k-in(2);* and in a 3-port mixer
may even approach zero.* The quantum limit at 36 GHz is:
TH = 2.5 K. Noise measurements reported to date have not been
accurate enough to test this prediction. We nave constructed a
36 GHz test apparatus for making accurate noise measurements. Our
approach employs the use of: 1) a variable-temperature (1.5 K to
100 X) cryogenic thermal noise source on the RF input to the
mixer; and 2) a Dlcke switch with a variable temperature (1.5 K to
100 K) load on the IF output. The measurement precision with this
approach Is ± 0.5 K. This is an order magnitude Improvement over
earlier measurements. Noise measurements of 3lngle and
series-arrays of Pb alloy Junction mixers will be presented.

*Work supported by ONR N0001H-75-O-0H96.
•W.R. McGrath et al., Appl. Phys. Lett._39, 655 (1981).
'CM. Caves, Phys. Rev. D26. 1871 (1982).
•K.K. Llkharev and A.B. Zorln, to be published.

C E - 1 1RT PROPERTIES Of SHS-MICROBRIDGE SERIES ARRAYS,* A. L.
de Loianne, K. J. Anklan, and M. R. Beasley, Stanford Univer-
sity — We have fabricated series arrays of Hb/Cu/Hb SNS cicro-
bridges and studied their properties in the presence of micro-
wave radiation. Single devices of this type show sharp and
wide RF steps. The width of these steps allows the arrays to
exhibit RF steps in spite of a moderate ±131 spread in criti-
cal currents. At a frequency of 1.68 GHz a 14- bridge array
shows locking of all ;he bridges on the first and second steps
over regions as wide as 0.1 to 0.15 nA. There are oth«-
regions of constant voltage which correspond to having all of
the bridges on a step, but not necessarily all on the sane
itep. On a IS-bridge array, for example, we observe a constant
voltage region 0.12 mA wide at V»64ttW2e)«0.248 mv. This can
be interpreted as 11 bridges on the fourth step and 4 bridges
on the fifth step. The measured differential resistance in the
step regions drops to zero (experimentally indistinguishable
from the zero-voltage state), indicating a true constant-volt-
age step. These results suggest that it is possible to make a
practical voltage standard with, for example, 100 NbjSn/Cu/Mbj
Sn microbridges in series, operating frequencies of 1-10 GHz,
and voltages of 0.4-4.0 mv on the second step. This array
could be operated in a snail closed-cycle refrigerator above
10K. The fabrication of such a practical voltage standard ll
now underway.

•Supported by MSF-ICS.

C E - 9 A PLANAR ANTENNA-COUPLED SUPERCONDUCTOR-INSULATOR-
SUPERCONDUCTOR DETECTOR * K. E iruAn, T. Km Duzar, and S. E
Schwarx, Electronics Research Lab, University of California, Berkeley
94730 - In order to avoid the difficulties associated with waveguide and
point contacts at frequencies above 100 GHz, a planar integrated circuit
combining SIS junctions and a receiving intenna has been developed. A
series array of four junctions is used to obtain the appropriate resistance
for impedance matching to the antenna. The sandwich vee antenna is
formed from uoptunar strips on quartz. The antenna pattern will be
presented as well as a careful study of the quasi-optical coupling using an
f/1 TPX lens. Measurements of the direct detection performance of this
device at 90 Grl2 ere compared to quantum theory. The noise of the dev-
ice has been measured over a wide range to And the NEP as a function of
modulation frequency. The antenna can readily be scaled to higher fre-
quencies where quasi-optical coupling is essential. Being planar, this dev-
ice con be replicated into a multi-detector army for imaging.

'Supported in part by AFOSR(JSEP) F49620-79-C-0178

C E - 1 2 A JOSEPKSON SAMPLER WITH 2.1 PICOSECOND RESOLUTION,
P. Wolf, B. J. Van Zeghbroeck,* and U. Deutsch, IBM Zurich
Research Laboratory, 8803 RUschlikon, Switzerland — We have
built a Josephson sampler with Nb edge junctions of 30 kA/cm^
current density. The sampler consists of a sampling junction to
which a Faris pulser i s coupled directly, as well as two experi-
ments: Another Faris pulser and a 2-junction interferometer.
Good current sensit ivity of 0.8 uA at 1 Hz recording bandwidth
was achieved. We were able to measure the switching transitions
along the whole vortex boundary of the 2-junccion interfero-
meter. At high junction bias, switching Co the voltage state was
observed with measured risetimes of only 2.1 ps. At low bias,
vortex—to-vortex transitions occurred which were made vis ible
for the f irst time. They consist mainly of a damped osci l lat ion
with a frequency of 230 GHz, given by Che resonant frequency of
the interferometer. This i s in agreement with theoretical ex-
pectations. The complex switching behavior clo^e to the cr i t ical
point of the interferometer was also observed. To our knowledge,
this i s the fastest Josephson sampler made to date, and the
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measured interferometer is the fastest known (nonopCtcal) sol id-
s tate switching device.

On temporary leave from National Bureau of Standards, Boulder,
CO 8O303.

C E - 1 3 A N APPLICATION OF PICOSECOND ELECTRO-
OPTIC SAMPLING TO SUPERCONDUCTING ELECTRONICS,*
D.R. Dykaar, G.A. Mourou, T.Y. Hsiang, The University of
Rochester — A variation of the subpicosecond electro-optic
sampling technique1 has been used to measure the switching
threshold of a single tunnel junction in a coplanar transmission
line geometry. The sampler was driven by a colliding-pulse
mode-locked laser which produced two 120 fs FWHM pulses at
100 MHz. One pulse was used to generate an electrical signal,
of adjustable height and width, via a photoconductive switch.
This pulse was then used as an excitation for the junction. The
transmitted output pulse was then sampled with the second
optical pulse using a birefringent lithium tantalate crystal. By
changing the relative delay between the optical excitation, and
sampling pulses, the temporal development of the electrical
ouput pulse was recorded using conventional slow speed
electronics. Details of the results will be analyzed and
discussed.

h.fii. Valdmanis, et al., IEEE 3. Quan. Elect. QE-10, 644 (1983).

•Work supported by NSF (ECS-8306607) and sponsors of the
Laboratory for Laser Energetics.

Monday, September 10
2:00 PM

Session CL, Oral
Fusion Magnets
Session Chairmen: J. Farmer

J. E. C. Williams

C L - 1 EXPERIENCE HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE
OF U.S. LCT COILS,* R. K. Kibbe, C. M. Amonett, R. 0. Hussung,
and W. D. Shipley, Oak Ridge National Laboratory — A major
phase in the development of superconducting toroidal field
magnets for fusion reactors began in 1977 with the awarding of
three contracts to U.S. industrial firms for the design and
manufacture of test coils. Subsequently Japan, EURATOM, and
Switzerland agreed to supply one coil each for testing at Oak
Ridge along with the three U.S. coils. External dimensions and
performance requirements are identical but freedown was allowed
in the choice of in,.ernal design and manufacturing techniques.
With the General Dynamics/Convair and General Electric coils
completed and the Westinghouse coil in final stages of manu-
facture, some objectives of the development program have been
met and much useful informatijn has been generated. Highlights
of the challenges faced in both the design and manufacturing
phases are reviewed. This data and the lessons learned will be
of significant benefit to long-range planners contemplating the
next step of producing full-size superconducting tokamak
toroidal field coils.

•Research sponsored by the Office of Fusion Energy, U.S. Dept.
of Energy, under contract DE-AC05-84OR21400 with Martin
Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
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C L - 2 PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF THE PARTIAL ARRAY LCT TOIL TV/./V-, *
J. N. Luton, J. K. Ballou, L. Dresner, G. M. Fricsii«|cr ' «. H.
Gray, P. N. Haubenreich, M. S. Lubull, J. W. hue, K. J. Sh»;n, K.
Yoshida,2 J. A. Zichy,3 S. Shimamoto,1' and G. W-csoy OaK lii.î .
National Laborator- - The Large Coil Task (I-CT) i <; ,i cull.-i!-
boration between ' re US, Euratom, Japan, .m.i :>'wit yi 1 ai.<! '• • •' ' I.
production and te-.t.ing of 2.5-m * 3.5 m bore, supcrcorduct inn
magnets rated at 8 T. The definitiv testfi in the do iqn con-
figuration, the six coils arrayed in a compact torus, will U;qi.n
in 1985. Partial-array tests are being done in 198-1. In January
the initial cooldown of two coils w.is aborted because of helium-
to--vacuum leaks that developed in certain sn.il wolds whi-i. (In.*
coil temperatures were 170 to 180 K. In t-ho r>ummor tliif' .id}<i-
cent coils UA, GD/C, CH) will bo cooled and two will 1>>- ̂ norqi --• •!
(JA and GD/C). This paper will present, an overview of fh<-
results, including cooldown and warmup, energization, dumj ,
recovery and quench, strain, and mishaps, Tor operation i; '•
1001 of design current but below full field and strops.

*Research sponsored by the Office of Fusion Knorgy, U.S. I>i'j\irt -
ment of Energy, under contract DE-AC05-84GK2M00 with M.Jitin
Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.

*KfK (on assignment to ORNL) ; 2JAERI (on assignment in OKN'I.) ,
3SIN (on assignment to ORNL); '*JAERI; ''SIN

C L - 3 THE SWISS LCT COIL, G. Vecsey, Is. Hnrvath, B.
K. Kwasnitzar C. Marinucci, P. wcymuth, J. Zcllwccjei, •
Zichy,* Swiss Institute for Nuclear Research - Just be
Christmas 1983 the fabrication of the s^iss LCT coil w.
finished. Tests were performed at ambient rompnraturc
fabrication site and at the LCTF. The coil was set in
LCTF vacuum tank on March 22, 1984. The Swiss coil w,i
cooled to cryogenic temperatures together with the othi
coils. Because of the urgency of schedule, the high-ci
leads to the Swiss coil were not installed before th<i
The results obtained during the partial array test ana
parameters of the coil will be presented.

•Contact person, currently with Fusion Energy Division .it O.iK
Ridge National Laboratory. Address: ORNL, P.O. Box V, nldq.
9204-*, MS-14, Oak Ridge, TN 37830

C L - 4 RESULTS OF THE TEST OF THE EUROPEAN LCT COIL IN THE
TOSKA FACILITY, W. Herz, H. Katheder, II. Krauth, C. No'^.or,
K. Rietzschel, L. Siewerdt, M. Siifler, A. Ulbricht, ". Wiichm-t ,
G. Zahn, Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe (KfK) - The European
test coil (D-shaped, 2.5 x 3.5 m 2 bore) for the Lar^e Coil Task
(LCT) was tested in the KfK test facility for large superronflur-
ting magnets "TOSKA". The coil consists of an epoxy-impregnated
winding pack with 28 parallel cooJitig channels wound from .i
forced flow cooled NbTi/Cu-superconductor. The winding pack :r
enclosed in a 316 LN type stainless steel case provided with se-
parate cooling channels. Cooldown of the 'IO ton magnet was
achieved without any problems and with very smooth temperature
profiles. Superconductivity was reached after about ^00 hoars
total cooldown time, using the internal mass flow of the t^istinj;
refrigerators. After cooldowii mass flow of up to 150 R/S was pro-
vided by a cold helium pump. Electrical testing of the mngnct in-
cludes magnet operation up to 10 kA (90Z rated current, limited
by the power supply) and stability tests. As, at the time of
writing this abstract, these tests were just ir. their initial
phase, no details can be given here, but will he reported in tin-
final paper,

C L - 5 STABILITY OF THE TESPE SUPERCONDUCTING TORUS MAGNETS,
K.P. Jungst and L. Yan,* Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe,
Institut fiir Technische Physik - Our superconducting compact
torus TESPE has achieved Its designed current of 7 kA without
training in a symmetrical 3-coil arrangement of 3.5 HJ stored
energy. An extensive stability investigation with this magnet
system with a superconductor of Cu/NbTi < 2:1 has been per-
formed over i:he total range of operating currents correspond-
ing to values of the normal state heat generation per unit
cooled surface from 0 Co as high as 13.5 W/cm2 applying two
heaters of different length. When a 17 era long heater was unod
three stability regions following one to each other with in-
creasing current have been observed. The experimental results
are compared with the three stability theories: Maddock's
equal area r.iteory, Wilson's MPZ/Cold-End theory and lwasa's
CCM theory. On the base of the experimental results and the
comparison with the existing theories we propose a combin-
ation of all three theories to get a complete description of
the stability behaviour of bath-cooled magnets.

*0n leave from Acadenia Sinica, Beijing, China.
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Monday, September 10
2:00 PM

Sewion CM, Oral
A15 and Nb-Ti Conductors
Sewion Chairmen: W. K. McDonald

J. Wong

C M - 1 TOWARDS A MICROSTRUCTURAL DEFINITION OF THE
SUPERCONDUCTING PROPERTIES, David C. Larbalestier, Applied
Superconductivity Center, University of Wisconsin-Madison --
The critical current density of nigh field superconductors has
always been an empirically determined property and one whose
practical limits are rather ill-defined. Theories of flux
pinning, while helpful in predicting the functional trends of
Jc and the basic types of pinning mechanism, have not been of
great help in removing this empiricism. A parallel approach
to the problem has been that of detailed microstructural and
electromagnetic study. This has established the grain size
dependence of the Jc in Nb$Sn and the role of precipitates in
Nb-Ti. Pecent micorstructural studies have enabled the
defects responsible for Jc in these two materials to be much
better defined: the exact morphology of precipitates in high
Jp Nb-Ti alloys is- now known and semi-quantitative relation-
ships have been established between the J. and the precipitate
distribution. Advanced microanalysis of Nb3Sn composites has
enabled the chemical structure of the grain boundaries to be
probed; it has also shown that large local inhomogeneities
exist in Nb^Sn composites. These types of study will be
reviewed and the Implications of such studies for the goal of
developing a scientific understanding of the critical current
density in high field superconductors explored.

(InwtteH)

C M —2 HIGH CRITICAL CURRENT DENSITIES OF MULTIFILAMENTARY
Nb-46.5 w»Ti SUPERCONDUCTORS, J.V.A. Somerkoski, L. Laakso,
V. Vanhatalo, Outokuapu Oy, Copper Products Division, Finland;
R.O. Toivanen, V.K. Lindroos, Laboratory of Physical Metallurgy,
Helsinki University of Technology, Finland - The paper presents
the r e s u l t s of the recent optimization s tudies on raultifilaraent
Nb- 46.5 v\ Ti superconductors. The materials were processed by
using production line f a c i l i t i e s applying a var ie ty of therroo-
mechanical treatments. The c r i t i c a l currents were determined
a t 4.2 K and a t a range of magnetic f ie lds by a standard four
probe method using a c r i t e r ion of lO"*1* ?jn. Microstructural
charac te r iza t ions of the final s t a t e superconductors were per-
formed by transmission electron microscopy. The present r e su l t s
indica te the app l icab i l i ty of the Hb-46.5 \t\ Ti al loys in both
midfield and high f ield appl ica t ions: c r i t i c a l current density
of NbTi a t 4.2 K for optimized superconductors exceeded the
values of 2800 and 550 A/HI? a t magnetic f ie lds of 5 arid 9 T,
respec t ive ly . Furthermore, the superconducting propert ies are
discussed from the basis of n ic ros t ruc tura l observations.

C M - 3 FIRST EVALUATIONS OF COMPOSITES MADE FROM HOMOGENEOUS
Nb 46.5 T I , * 0. C. larba lest ier , A. W. West. w. Starch, W.
Warnes [University of Wisconsin-Hadison], H. K. McDonald [Hah
ChangJ. K. Hemachalam, 0. Ze i t l in [Intermagnetics General
Corporation], ft. H. Scmlan and C. Taylor [Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory] - - Nb 46.5 wtf Ti with greatly reduced micro-
scale chemical inhomogeneities has been produced by Wan Chang
and composites have now been fabricated on the industrial and
laboratory scale using this material . Cr i t ica l current
density values have been e/ce l lent , the material achieving
2350 A/mm' (5 Tesla, 10 x<) under standard industrial
processing and greater th»n 2700 f./\md under special
processing. I t is anticipated that further increases w i l l be
seen shor t ly . Recent micros truetural investigations have
shown that higfi J r is developed by a dense array of ribbon
precipi tates 5 nm thick and 20 - 35 nm apart. Improved
chemical homogeneity 1s believed to permit a more regular
form of this mirostructure than is found in composites made
from conventional a l loy where local chemical composition
differences can reach l o t .

•Work supported by DOE - Division of High Energy Physics.

C M - 4 CRITICAL CURRENTS ANU CRITICAL F iLLDS IN v,Ga WIRl
PROOUCED BY THE MODIFIED JELLY ROLL TECHNIQUE. I.L. Franca-
v i l l a , D.U. Gubser, and C.S. Pane's, Naval Research Laboratory,
Washington, DC 20376 - - Cr i t ica l current densities .! and
c r i t i c a l magnetic f ie lds H , w i l l be reported as a function
of magnetic f i e l d and temperature for VjGa wire fabricated
by the Modif ied J e l l y Roll technique (Teledyne Wah Chang,
Albany, OR). Effects of various heat treatments on the super-
conducting and microstructural properties of the wire, includ-
ing composition and grain size effects w i l l be reported. The
data ind icate composit ional va r ia t ions in the wire have a
s i g n i f i c a n t inf luence on i t s p rope r t i es . Superconducting
properties of the wire optimize at a reaction temperature of
580*C. At ,4.2 K the wire has an overall current density of
10 amps/cm' at 19.5 Tcsla. J (H) data at high magnetic f ie ld
can be f i t a modif ied version of theore t i ca l f l ux pinning
models. Magnetization and suscept ib i l i ty data w i l l be also
presented.

C M - 5 MANUFACTURING Of TITANIUM BROHZE-PROCl SSiO MUlTll 1L-
AMENTARY NbJSn CONDUCTOR, K. Kamata,' H. Ko r i a i , - N. T.ida,-'
K. I ton*** dnd K. Tachikdwa***, "Hitachi Cable, L t d . ,
••Hitachi L t d . , " 'Na t iona l Research Ins t i tu te for Meuls,
— 9.5 mm wide and 1.8 mm thick " ctangular shaped titanium
bronze-orocessed multif i lamentary Nb3Sn conductors with 5 pm-
diam 361 x 349 cores have been successfully fabricated throng'
three steps hydrostatic extrusion process. Heat treatment
conditions were optimized, and c r i t i c a l current anisotropies
*ere evaluated, using 5 um-diam 361 x 31-core tlb/Cu-7.5at*Sn-
O.*5atXTI conductors with several aspect rat ios. The rectan-
gular shaped conductor with the same aspect rat io of 5.? as
that for the pract ical conductor showed the overall c r i t i c a l
current density 3c(overal l ) of ? x lO* A/cm^ at 16 T in
magnetic f i e l d para l le l to the f l a t surface of the specimen
after the heat treatment at 690"C for 200 hr. I t is observed
that the c r i t i c a l current anisotrppy becomes larger with
increasing aspect ra t io of the rectangular shaped conductor.

The 9.5 mm wide and 1.6 mm thick titanium bronze-process-
ed Nb3Sn conductors thus fabricated make feasible to generate
a central magnetic f i e l d over 14 T in the intermediate co i l
with the winding inner diameter of 190 mm of the )" T super-
conducting magnet planned to build at NRIM.

CM-6
A COMPARISON OF CRITICAL CURRENT DENSITIES IN Ta, Ti AND Ni*En
ALLOYED NbjSn WIRES UP TO 23 T, E. Drost, W. Specking and
R. Fliikiger, Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe - A series of 19
core Nb^Sn wires with different alloying elements has been pre~
pared by the bronze route under identical conditions. The cri-
tical current densities of these wires measured up to 23 T show
very similar results for Jc in the whole field range. After op-
timization, Jc in the AI5 layer was determined to 4xIO^ A/cm
at 19 T, independently on the alloying element. Parallel to the
enhancement of Jc ac high fields, an increase of B*2 up Co 24
to 25 T as well as a reduced strcin sensitivity of Jc were ob-
served with respect to unalloyed Nb^Sn wires in all cases.
Composition profiles, established by Auger spectroscopy, re-
veal that Ti diffuses through the A15 layer into the bronze,
in contrast to Ta or Ni, the average Ti content being ̂  1.3
ac.X Ti, compared to 3 at.% Ti in the core.

C M - 7 CONTROLLED PRECOMPRESSION IN Nb.Sn CONDUCTORS BY INTER-
NAL REINFORCEMENT WITH A STEEL/MOLYBDENDM COMPOSITE, R. Fliikiger
and A. Nyilas, Kernforschungs2entrum Karlsruhe - We have pre-
viously shown that internal reinforcement of Nb.Sn conductors
by stainless steel, necessary to withstand Lorentz forces in
large ui*u. its, leads to enhanced precompression and thus to a
serious decrease of Ic. A combination of steel + Mo, proposed
for internal reinforcement, has the advantages: a) nonmagnetic,
b) large Young's modulus, 265 GPa, allowing smaller volume frac-
tion of reinforcing material in favour of the stabilizer, c)
possibility of obtaining any c value between O and O.9Z by
varying the steel:Mo ratio. Amcharacterization of industrially
produced steel/Mo composite as well as its effects on Jc are
presented.

C M - 8 AN IN-DEPTH CHARACTERISATION OF (NbTa) 3Sn FILAMENTARY
SUPERCONDUCTOR,* D.P. Hampshire,* H. Jones, and E.W.J. Mitchell,
Clarendon Laboratory, Oxford U.K. - Further to our programme of
investigations of new, technical superconductive materials
which are of interest to designers of practical devices, we
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WELCOME

This tenth biennial Applied Superconductivity Conference
reflects the renewed vigor which has infused the field dur-
ing the past few years, sparked by the disciplines of NMR
imaging, electronics, fusion, high energy physics and ma-
terials development. It promises to be the most exciting
ASC conference yet, abetted by its benign location. The
1984 ASC hosts, General Dynamics Convair and GA Tech-
nologies Inc., bid you a hearty welcome.

GENERAL INFORMATION

The 1984 Applied Superconductivity Conference will be
held in San Diego, California, during September 9-13,
1984. The specific location of the Conference will be the
Town & Country Hotel-Convention Center in the Mission
Valley district.

Its year-round warm, sunny climate (with occasional morn-
ing overcast), oceanside locale, and proximity to the arid
coastal hills make San Diego a veritable paradise for out-
door recreation. Outstanding attractions include the Zoo
(both flora and fauna), Wild Animal Park, Sea World, and
the Aerospace Museum. San Diego is 20 minutes from
Mexico, two hours from Los Angeles, and far enough from
the San Andreas Fault that you needn't worry.

TRANSPORTATION

Lindbergh Field is located near enough to downtown San
Diego that, during final approach, you'll wish it weren't
quite so. Historically, it's the birthplace of Lucky Lindy's
SPIRIT, and of thousands of Convair's B-24 LIBERA-
TORS (that was before they switched to superconductiv-
ity). The City has a limited mass-transit system, but rental
cars are available at the airport, and traffic hasn't yet
reached the epic proportions of LA or Boston. Besides, the
Conference Center is only 7 miles distant.

Arrangements have been made with AMERICAN AIR-
LINES to provide special conference air fares, with guar-
anteed discounts of 35% on AMERICAN or FRONTIER
AIRLINES coach (Y class) fares. To qualify for this dis-
count, tickets must be purchased at least 14 days prior to
departure, and no later than 10 days after reservations are
made. Tickets may be purchased, and/or additional infor-
mation obtained, through the official 1984 ASC travel
agency, BALBOA TRAVEL, INC. of San Diego, (619)
234-8700; through American Airlines by dialing toll free
1-800-^33-1790 (Texas residents 1-800-792-1169); or
through Frontier Airlines by dialing toll-free
1-800-525-1092 (Colorado 800-332-1972, Denver
303-398-5232). AA callers identify the conference by
"CONVENTION STAR S5000;" Frontier callers as Code
#209074.

HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS

Seven hundred rooms have been made available for the
Applied Superconductivity Conference at the Town &
Country Hotel. Reservations must be made by August 18
in order to insure booking at the conference rate of $65 or
Government rates (if qualified), $55. The phone number
of the Town & Country Hotel is (619) 291-7131, or toll
free 800-854-2608. To insure receiving the conference

rate, identify your affiliation with the 1984 Applied Super-
conductivity Conference, and Government status if
appropriate.

The 32-acre Town & Country Hotel Convention Center
complex is located in the Mission Valley area, just north
of Interstate 8 and west of Highway 163 (Cabrillo Free-
way). From Lindbergh Field one should take Interstate 5
north for 3 miles, then onto 1-8 heading east (toward El
Centra). Very soon, about one-quarter mile, take the Taylor
Street turnoff, go across the bridge over 1-8 and proceed
east along Hotel Circle North (a frontage road) about
1-1/2 miles to Fashion Valley Road. Turn left and—
Eureka!—you're there! Alternatively, you can continue east
on 1-8 to the Hotel Circle turnoff. Follow the signs leading
under 1-8, coming out directly at Town & Country (sounds
easy, but the offramp intersection is a bear during periods
of heavy traffic). Town & Country is a world unto itself,
with several restaurants and extensive recreational facilities.

CONFERENCE REGISTRATION

The 1984 ASC registration fee is $200 for those who pay
at the conference. For those who preregister and prepay
before the August 1 deadline, the charge is reduced to
$175. Please use the preregistration card enclosed with this
program announcement.

The registration fee will be used to conduct the Conference
and social functions. Upon arrival, all attendees will receive
a conference package which includes a collection of the
abstracts of the papers accepted for presentation. Ail at-
tendees will later receive a copy of the published Proceed-
ings. Full-time students may register for $35, (preregistra-
tion is $25), but that fee does not include a copy of the
Proceedings. A guest program has been organized, and
registration for it will be conducted at the conference desk.
Mail the enclosed preregistration card along with your
check or money order made out to 1984 ASC to:

1984 Applied Superconductivity Conference
Robert L. Fagaly/Finance Officer
c/o SHE Corporation
4174 Sorrento Valley Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92121

Your check and the enclosed registration card should reach
the conference before August 1, 1984, if you wish to obtpin
the preregistration rate.

Foreign registrants should have their checks made out in
U.S. dollars or purchase an International Money Order.

REGISTRATION DESK

The registration desk, located in the Atlas Ballroom Foyer
of the Town & Country Hotel, will be open as indicated
below to distribute conference material (abstract booklet,
tickets, etc.) and to register those participants unable to
do so in advance:

Sunday, September 9 4:00PM-10:00PM
Monday, September 10 7:30AM-5:00PM
Tuesday, September 11 8:OOAM-5:0OPM
Wednesday, September 12 8:00AM-5:00PM



SOCIAL PROGRAM

The cost of the social program is included in the registration
fee. Tickets for guest program events can be purchased at
the registration desk. The social program includes beer and
pretzels served during the evening of the day preceeding
the opening session of the conference (September 9) in the
Atlas Ballroom. A poolside Mexican theme reception will
be held the first evening of the conference (Monday, Sep-
tember 10). A luncheon will be held on Tuesday, September
11, at the Town & Country Hotel's Mission Ballroom. Dr.
Al Trivelpiece, Director, Office of Energy Research, will
deliver the luncheon address.

GUEST PROGRAM

For those attendees and guests wishing to savor the wonders
of San Diego and environs, ENJOY CALIFORNIA EN-
TERPRISES has scheduled two half-day bus tours, as an-
nounced in the Final Call for Papers. The first, on Tuesday
morning, is a visit to our famous WILD ANIMAL PARK,
where 3600 animals are on the outside (you ride safely in
a monorail through their turf).

Then, on Wednesday afternoon, you can defect to colorful,
romantic Old Mexicc-at least to our neighbor city of
TIJUANA, where bargain(ing) shopping is an experience
in itself. Interested foreigners may want a multiple-entry
visa. Further information will be available at the Registra-
tion Desk.

For those with more eclectic proclivities, numerous other
diversions are available. There is nearby SEA WORLD,
where you can "Encounter" with 400 Antarctic penguins,
witness the performance of Shamu the Killer Whale, and
observe the antics of bottle-nosed dolphins. The admission
price of $10.95 ($7.95 for children 3-11, free under 3) in-
cludes seven shows, and Cap'n Kid's World playground.

For the nautically inclined, there is the MARITIME MU-
SEUM, located on Harbor Drive aboard the 1863 wind-
jammer Star of India, 1898 San Francisco ferry boat,
Berkeley, and the 1904 British steam yacht, Medea. For
those with higher aspirations, our reborn AEROSPACE
MUSEUM is a treasure trove of aviation antiquities, from
SPADs to Spitfires.

THE SAN DIEGO ZOO, located in Balboa Park, is world
renowned for its exotic menagerie, set in a lush botanical
garden. If Prezwalski's Horse, okapis and fur seal pups
turn you on, then this is where it's at.

At Town & Country, you're in the midst of the giant Fash-
ion/Mission Valley shopping complex. For the contrast of
browsing through charming little craft shops and sipping
margucritas al fresco in a delightful, authentic Spanish
setting, visit nearby OLD TOWN, with its lovely Bazaar
del Mundo.

Yet another highly recommended shopping area is SEA-
PORT VILLAGE, located downtown on the waterfront (on
Harbor Drive, just below Market Street). This exciting new
development features some 65 specialty shops and numer-
ous restaurants.

Somewhat further up the road (1-5) is La Jolla (pronounced
La Hoy-Ya, please), which boasts almost as many quaint
shops and gourmet restaurants as banks, and whose Wind
'n' Sea beach was deemed worthy of mention in the Beach
Boy's immortal "Surfin' USA."

Brochures on these and other attractions will be available
al the guest get-acquainted coffee on Monday at 9 a.m.,
where coffee and rolls will be served. For further infor-
mation, inquire at the Registration Desk.

CONVAIR TOUR

Suntans and SEA WORLD are fine, but superconductivity
is really what we're all here for — right? Right. And for
us dedicated practitioners of the Ohmless Arts, what tourist
attraction can equal the awesome spectacle of seeing the
LLNL MFTF-B transition coils being wound at Convair's
Harbor Drive facility (across from the airport). Accord-
ingly, Convair will be conducting tours on Tuesday and
Wednesday, between 10:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. This will
allow four tours per day. They will provide a 28 sea' bus
from (and returning to) the Conference Center, taking vis-
itors on an as-signed up basis. Check at the Registration
Desk.

ASC INCORPORATION

The activities of the ASC are now being conducted through
a non-profit corporation. A constitution and by-laws are
registered in the state of Illinois with Fermi National Ac-
celerator Laboratory as the Headquarters Administrator.
Dr. Dick Lundy coordinates ASC activities at Fermilab.
Dr. Sibley C. Burnett of GA Technologies is the 1984 Pres-
ident of the ASC.

Three organizational items should be noted:

1. The ASC Constitution includes the following article
on Membership in the Corporation. "Any person may
become a member of the ASC for a period encom-
passing two major technical conferences by attending
a meeting sponsored by the ASC or by requesting to
be added to the mailing list."

2. It is the policy of the ASC to establish the Conference
site four years in advance. The 1986 ASC will be
held in Baltimore, Maryland, with Ed Edelsack as
President. At the 1984 ASC the board will determine
particulars for hosting the 1988 ASC and solicits bids
from interested parties capable of providing the nec-
essary facilities. The 1988 site selection is being co-
ordinated by Joe File of PPPL.

3. In accordance wi th the By-laws of the Applied Super-
conductivity Conference, nominations to the confer-
ence board are being solicited. The election will be
conducted at the 1984 meeting in San Diego and will
continue the process of replacement of one-third of
the 18-member board every two years. Terms for the
six new members will be six years. Nominations are
made to insure equitable distribution among the ma-
jor disciplines involved.



The present board is constituted as follows:

Don U. Gubser (84)
Naval Research Laboratory

P. Augustin Rios (84)
General Electric R&D Center

Bruce P. Strauss (84)
Magnetic Corporation of America

Donald B. Sullivan (84)
National Bureau of Standards

Clyde Taylor (84)
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

Ted Van Duzer (84)
University of California

Richard D. Blaugher (86)
Westinghouse R&D Center

Bascom S. Deaver (86)
University of Virginia

Doug K. Finnemore (86)
Ames Laboratory

Mas Suenaga (86)
Brookhaven National Laboratory

John E. C. Williams (86)
Francis Bitter National Magnet Laboratory

Jack W. Ekin (88)
National Bureau of Standards

Simon Foner (88)
Francis Bitter National Magnet Laboratory

Suk Hong Him (88)
Argonne National Laboratory

Harry Kroger (88)
MCC

Martin Nisenoff (88)
Naval Research Laboratory

Steve Van Sciver (88)
University of Wisconsin

A nominating committee composed of P. Augustin Rios,
General Electric; Larry Smith, Lincoln Labs; and Mas
Suenaga, BNL, has selected the following slate of candi-
dates for election to the Board:

Materiab

Mac Beasley, Stanford
James Wong, Supercon

Large Scale

Ray Beuligmann, General Dynamics/Convair
Dick Rhodenizer, General Electric

Electroucs

Hisao Hayakawa, Electrotechnical Laboratory
Dick Harris, National Bureau of Standards

Additional nominations can be made by petition submitted
by ten individuals who have attended at least one previous
Applied Superconductivity Conference. All nominees shall
have been previously contacted and shall have expressed
their availability in writing. To facilitate the petition proc-
ess, the principal nominator may simply list supporters of
the nomination, with the provision that each individual
listed sends a note supporting the nomination to the chair-
man of the nominating committee no later than August 13,
1984.

Nomination petitions should include the affiliations of the
nominee and of each supporter of the petition as well as-
an indication of the discipline (e.g., large scale applications).

All nominations should have been sent no later than July
20, 1984, to the nominating committee chairman: P.
Augustin Rios, Manager, Electromechanics Branch, Gen-
eral Electric R&D Center, P. O. Box 43, Room 37-361,
Schenectady, NY 12301, (518) 395-2211.

PROGRAM

The scope of the 1984 ASC Program is similar to that of
previous Applied Superconductivity Conferences. Three
major areas are emphasized: (1) large-scale applications
(rotating machinery, power cables, and magnet systems for
fusion, storage, MHD, high energy physics, etc.); (2) ma-
terials and conductors (new materials and fabrication tech-
niques, conductor design and properties, ac losses, etc.);
and (3) superconducting electronics (SQUIDs and junction
devices for rf applications, memory and logic systems, in-
strumentation, etc.). In addition, four plenary sessions will
be devoted to specialized topics of wide interest.

NOTE: Poster session DM will run until 6 p.m. to allow
those attending (and presenting) oral session CM to view
the posters. Session DM presenters should make "stand-
in" arrangements as necessary to attend session CM papers
of particular interest.

ABSTRACTS

The abstracts of all the contributed and invited papers are
included herein.

PROCEEDINGS

The Proceedings of the 1984 ASC will be published early
in 1985 as a special issue of the IEEE Transactions on
Magnetics. A copy of the Proceedings will be mailed to all
except student registrants. Instructions for preparing cam-
era-: eady manuscripts have been sent to all authors along
with information concerning reprints. The manuscripts
should be submitted before or on the day of presentation,
but none will be accepted after noon on Tuesday, Septem-
ber 11,1984. A maximum length of four pages is permitted.
Papers of more than four pages in length will be automat-
ically rejected. Authors of more than one paper cannot
average their contributions. Authors wishing background
information may refer to IEEE Transactions in Magnetics.
MAG-18, 1983.



PREPRINTS DEADLINES

Attendees desiring copies of manuscripts which have been
turned in will be able to order them for a small fee. Details
will be posted at the Conference. Participants are urged
to bring preprint copies, reduced to 8-1/2 x 11 format.

COMMUNICATIONS

A message board will be located adjacent to the Conference
Registration Desk in the Atlas Ballroom Foyer of the Town
& Country. During regular hours of the Conference, tele-
phone messages can be transferred to the registration desk
by informing the operator that the person is with the ASC
meeting.

AUDIO-VISUAL INFORMATION

Conference rooms for oral sessions will have both an over-
head projector for large transparencies and a 35-mm (S
x 5 cm) Carousel projector. Every room has a podium-
type public address system. Anyone requiring additional
audio-visual equipment must make special arrangements
at their expense with Ray Beuligmann or Bob Johnson,
Local Chairmen, by August 31 (619-692-4711).

EXHIBITS

The industrial world of superconductivity will exhibit their
innovative technology and products during the conference.
Applications in fusion systems, NMR and mass spectro-
metry, and high-energy physics; high transition tempera-
ture materials; and microwatt logic and memory devices
are among those to be included in this year's conference.

EXHIBIT HOURS: Monday through Wednesday, Septem-
ber 10-12, 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.; Thursday, September
13, 9:00 A.M.; the exhibit closing at 12:00 P.M.

AH questions regarding the exhibits should be directed to
Linda Hrobak, Exhibits Coordinator or Robert H. Rems-
bottom, Exhibits Chairman.

FURTHER INFORMATION

Inquiries of a general nature should be directed to the
conference secretary, Angie Hale, telephone (619) 455-2950
(FTS 895-6158), or you may write

Applied Superconductivity Conference
GA Technologies Inc.
P. O. Box 85608
San Diego, CA 92138, U.S.A.
Attn: A. S. Hale

TO-363

For your convenience we summarize the important con-
ference deadlines. In the case of reservations, we need to
receive your completed forms by the date indicated:

Nominations to Board July 20
Preregistration (with payment) August 1
Prepayment of Guest Tours August 13
Hotel reservations August 18
Final manuscripts September 11
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The 1984 ASC is sponsored by the Applied Superconduc-
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in putting together this 1984 ASC.
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CONFERENCE PROGRAM

Monday, September 10
8:30 AM

WELCOME
S. Burnett, Conference President
and R. Beuligmann, Local Chairman

Monday, September 10
8:45 AM

Plenary Session AP
Sestios Chairman: R. Beuligmann
Magnetic Monopoles

D. Fryburger

Monday, September 10
10:00 AM

Session BE, Oral
Device Fabrication
Session Chairmen: T. Igaraghi

A. I. Braginski

B E - 1 AN INTEGRATION OF ALL REFRACTORY JOSEPHSON LOGIC LSI
CIRCUIT, S. Kosaka. A. Shoji. M Aoyagi. F. Shinold. S.
Tahara*. H. Ohigashi, H. Nakagawa. S. Takada. and H. Hayakawa.
Electrotechnical Laboratory — An integration process for the
fabricaton of all refractory Josephson LSI logic circuit is
described. In this process, niobium nitride and niobium double
layered Josephson junctions were integrated using a reactive
ion etching \. RIE ) with a 2.5 im minimum feature. In order to
attain a sufficent yield of a chip having a circuit with LSI
complexity, a highly selective and anisotropic RIE process has
been developed for generating niobium electrode patterns and
molybdenum resistor patterns, in which CClgFg+Ne gas mixture
and CCI2F2+O2 gas mixture have been used for etching gases.

For evaluating the process capability, full adder circu
its, implemented in Josephson Four Junction Logic ( 4JL ).
were designed as test vehicle circuits and fabricated using
this process. An individual full adder circuit has been
sucessfully operated with the carry propagation delay of 80
ps/full adder and power bias margin of ± 40» in a 4 bit ripple
carry adder arrangement. An 8 bit parallel multiplier circuit
with LSI complexity . containing 56 full adder circuits, will
also be evaluated.

* On leave from NEC Corporation.

B E - 2 JOSEPHSON TUNNEL JUNCTIONS WITH REFRACTORY METAL
ElECTRODES CINVITED), S.I. Raider, IBM Thomas J. Watson
Research Center -- Various Josephson tunnel junction
structures with thin film refractory metal electrodes and
good junction electrical characteristics have emerged during
the past 10 years. The conditions necessary to obtain these
low leakage Junctions are quite demanding. A Junctions
electrical properties are typically very sensitive to tunnel
barrier processing and to the formation of the
barrier/refractory metal electrode interface. Consequently,
nany reported process innovations have been focused on the
tunnel barrier and its chemical reactivity with the
•lectrodes. In this revieu, several of the currently
practiced junction fabrication procedures and the
corresponding junction electrical properties will be
compared.

BE-3
THE ROLE OF Ar+,CHj\Oj AND BACKSCATTERED Pb+ IONS
DURING Nb/OXIDE/PbAuIn EDGE JUNCTION FABRICATION, P.R.
Brosious, IBM Watson Research Center - A study has been made of the
correlation between the energetic positive plasma ions and the resulting
Josephson tunnel barriers fabricated in the plasma. Typical edge junction
current densities of 4000A/cm2 and Vm of 28mV were achieved. An
io-situ mass spectrometry system was designed to extract, energy analyze
and identify the positive ion species incident on the RF cathode/ sample
surface. The plasma ion measurements show 270eV Ar+ ions at 10
jia/ctn2 sputters 200 A of Nb in 20 mirj. to produce a clean Nb surface
with a Nb precoated cathode or with a Pb precoated cathode if the pres-
sure is lowered to lmTorr to reduce backscattering. Niobium carbide is
grown to - 40 A on the clean Nb by 180 eV CH^ ions at 0.054 /ia/cm!.
The clean carbide interface prevents sub oxides and optimizes juntion
quality. Finally, the niobium oxide is grown to ~ 20 A by 70 eV o j
molecular ions at 0.065 jia/cm2. Oj was found to vary nearly linearly
with pressure and voltage. This predicts the correct junction current
dependence on barrier width if O2 dominates in determining the oxide
thickness. An oxide growth, model is discussed which is consistent with all
the observations.

B E - 4 THERMAL CY.CLING STABILITY. OF LEAD-ALLOY JOSEPHSON
JUNCTIONS WITH DOUBLE LAiER BASE ELECTRODES," T. I«a«ura, S.
Hasuo and T. laoaoka, Fujitsu Ltd.— We have investigated the
lead-alloy Josephson Junctions with double layer base
electrodes, and demonstrated their high s tabi l i t i e s upon
thermal cycles. The base electrode i s made of an 80 nm thick
Pb-In-Au film deposited on a 300 nm thick Nb film cooled at
liquid nitrogen temperature. The Junctions with this double
layer base electrodes are expected both to have the same
electrical characteristics as conventional lead-alloy
Junctions, and to have excellent cyclability as well as
junctions with Nb base electrodes. The Junction area of 5 urn
square la determined by a window of S10 layer. The tunneling
oxide i s formed on the thin Pb-In-Au base electrode by the
plasma oxidation, and the counter electrode i s made by a
sequential deposition of Pb and Bi. Thermal cycling
experiments between 300K and 1.2K have been carried out for
11780 Junctions. The I-V characteristics of each 62-junction
chain are measured, and "failure" i s defined by cycling-induced
short of Junction. Both before and after 1000 thermal cycles,
the numbers of shorted junctions were observed to be zero in
11780 junctions. The failure rate i s less than 0.00851, and
this result represents more than one order of improvement over
results so far reported for lead-alloy junctions.

* supported in part by the Ministry of International Trade and
Industry of Japan.

B E - 5 PROCESSING OF AN ALL-Nb TUNNEL JUNCT'ON WITH ALUMINUM
0X10E BARRIER, R. D. Blaugher, P. D. Vecchio, J . Talvacchio, and
R. A. Hoffman, Westinghouse R4D Center — The processing of an
all-Nb tunnel junction with an aluminum oxide barrier system is
reported. A Nb/Al-Al2O3-Al/Nb t r i l ayer was deposited by RF
sputtering with the oxide barrier formed by in -s i tu thermal ox i -
dation. Individual junctions and series arrays were patterned
with photolithography and a dry etching process. XPS and Auger
analysis we>-e used to characterize the details of the Al barrier
system. Typical I-V curves, Vm's and histograms of the c r i t i c a l
current behavior w i l l be presented.

B E - 6 DISCRETE LORENTZIAN STRUCTURE IN LOW FREQUENCY VOLTAGE
NOISE SPECTRA OF VERY SMALL AREA JOSEPHSON TUNNEL JUNCTIONS,
C. T. Rogers and R. A. Buhrman, Cornell University We
report (he results uf low frequency voltage noise measurements
on very small (A * 'J.I to 1 urn ) Nb-Nb^05-PbBi tunnel junc-
tions as a function of tunnel junction quality and over a wide
range 'if voltage, temperature, and junction area. We find
that the noise spectrum Sv trends about a ]/f frequency
behavior; the overall mean magnitude of Sv is proportional
to \r, I/A, and is very roughly linear in temperature. In
addition to these functional dependences which are typical of
1/f noise in larger systems, our measured spei tra are largely
composed of a small number (2-3) of distinct Lorentzian compo-
nents ea, h of which can be characterized by its own voltage
and temperature dependent Magnitude and mean race. These



Lorentzian i.niapnnents provide a powerful means to probe the
actual microscopic fluctuation events which lead to 1/f noise
in Larger devit.es,

^Supported by Office of Naval Research.

B E - 7 INFLUENCE OF BEAM ENERGY, FLUX, AND COMPOSITION ON
JJJNCTION PARAMETERS IN ION BEAM TUNNEL BARRIER PROCESSING, A. V.
Kleinsasser, IBM T. J. Watson Research Center — Planar and
edge-defined niobiun-lead alloy Josephson junctions wore
fabricated using an ic-n beaai tunnel barrier process consisting of
argon ion bean cleaning and argon/oxygen ion beam oxidation.
Comparison of ion flux profiles with distributions of Junction
critical current densities indicated that the Ar preclean step was
more important than the oxidation step in determining the on-water
variations of junction properties. Other topics to be discussed
include: (1) the dependence of junction critical current density
on ion dose and ion energy and (2) the first ion beam experinents
involving intentional additions of carbon-containing ions to tha
beam flux. The carbon-containing species facilitate controlled
growth of a carbide interfacial layer.

Monday, September 10
10:00 AM

Session BL, Oral
Applications of rf Superconductivity
Session Chairmen: M. Wake

A. D. Mclnturff

B L - 1 (Invited) HIGH FIELD r.f. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY-
TO PULSE OR NOT TO PULSE?, I. E. Campisi, Stanford Linear
Accelerator Center, Standord, California (Abstract not
available 7/27/84)

B L - 4 INFLUENCE OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY ON THE BREAKDOWN
FIELDS OF NIOBIUM CAVITIES,* H. P«damsee, Cornell University-,
To experimentally check the predictions of the thermal model*1'
for the influence of thermal conductivity on breakdown field
levels in Nb cavities, eight elliptical cavities at 8600 MHz
have been built from material with RRRs of 25 t 50 and 100 (RRR
« thermal conductivity). After several rf tests on each cavity,
the RRRs were increased by outgassing at T.2000 C in a vacuum
of M 0 " ' torr using resistive and Induction heating furnaces
with high pumping speeds. From a total of 40 tests on these
cavities with RRRs ranging from 25 to 1400 the breakdown field
1s found to be roughly proportional to the square root of the
RRR. Fabrication methods were kept the same for all the cavi-
ties and identical chemical surface preparation procedures were
applied to the cavities before and after changing RRRs.

*Supported by the National Science Foundation.

(1) H. !>adamsee, IEEE Trans. HAG-19, 1322 (1983).

B L - 5 SUPERCONDUCTING 500 MHt ACCELERATING COPPER CAVITIES
SPUTTER-COATED WITH NIOBIUM FILMS, C. Benvenuli. N. Circelli,
N. Hauer and U. Weingarten, CERN - Thermal breakdown induced
either by electron loading or by local defects of enhanced r.f.
loaies limits the accelerating field of superconducting niobium
cavities. Replacing niobium with u material of higher thermal
conductivity would be highly desirable to increase the naiimum
field. Therefore, cavities made of OFHC copper were coated by
sputtering with a niobium thin Film (1.5 to 5 urn). Accelerating
fields up to 8.6 HV/m were obtained without observing any field
breakdown, the linitacion being due to the available radio
frequency power. The Q values achieved at 4.2 K and low field
were similar to those of niobium sheet cavities (i.e.
1.5 x 10*), but a more pronounced deterioration of Q was
experienced at high fields. Subsequent inspection of regions of
enhanced r.f. losses revealed defects the origin of which is
under study. The apparatus used for coating the cavities and the
results obtained are presented and discussed.

B L - 2 HIGH Q SAPPHIRE LOADED SUPERCONDUCTING CAVITIES AND
APPLICATIONS TO ULTRASTABLE CLOCKS,* D.G. Blair and S.K. Jones,
Physics Dept, University of Western Australia — By mounting
single crystal sapphire dielectric resonators inside nioblun
superconducting cavities we have achieved quality factors in
excess of 109 in compact X-band resonators at 2K. We have
achieved Q-factors at a 4.2K up to an order of magnitude greater
than the BCS limit for a corresponding Nb cavity at 4.2K. Very
high frequency stability can be expected from such resonators.
From measurements of the frequency perturbations due to
environmental effects on the resonator, we have estimated the
possible frequency stability that can be achieved. Up to two
orders of magnitude Improvement over conventional SCSO systems
appears to be possible. At power levels up to 20mW there is no
detectable Q-degradation. Latest results will be presented.

•Partially supported by the Radio Research Board and the
Australian Research Grants Scheme.

B L - 3 DEVELOPMENT UF SUPERCONDUCTING NIOBIUM ACCELERATING
STRUCTURES FOR HEAVY IONS,* K.U. Shepard, S. Takeuchi, and
li.P. Zinkann, Aruonne National Laboratory — Results of tests
of two new designs for superconducting niobium resonant cavi-
ties are presented. Both types resonate at M 4 b MHZ and
accelerate most efficiently at a particle velocity 6* V/C
= 0.16. One resonator is of the split-rina type, of |
simpler design than a previously reported B • .16 unit.
Although the surface rf fields are higher, the performance
thus far obtained is slightly better than for the earlier
design: an accelerating field E, • 3.9 MV/m has been
obtained at 4.2K with 4 U of rf Input. E a 1s defined as
energy gain per unit charge for a synchronous particle,
averaged over the Interior resonator length. The other
resonator is an 8-inch outer diameter, coaxial, tapered
quarter-wave line terminated with a drift-tube of 1.2b Inch
aperture. In early Jests at 4.2K, this resonator exhibits a
low-level q - 2 x 10s and has achieved E a - 4.7 MV/m with 2.8
watts of rf Input.

•Supported by the U.S. Department of Energy.
*K.U. Shepard and G.P. Zinkann, IEEE Trans. Magn., MAG-19,
1312 (19o3)

Monday, September 10
10:00 AM

Session BM, Oral
Conductor Stability and Losses
Session Chairmen: S. Foner

A. West

B M - 1 DEVELOPMENT OP 12T-10M Al-STABILIZED Nb Sn CONDUCTOR
FOB TMC-II, Y. Takahaahi, M. Niahl, T. Ando, and S. Shlmamoto,
JAERI — The tokamak fualon reactor requires 12 T field.
The higher field generation vith enough stability of super-
conductivity becomes more difficult due to magnto-remlstance
effect of copper stabilize-- Therefore, application of high
purity aluminum t-j stabilizer on Kb Sn- superconductor is
being stadled since its magneto-resistance effect la lower
in high field. In order to avoid mechanlchal disadvantage
of aluminum, it is partially uaed aa stabilizer In the center
of a Btrand, surrounded with copper and Nb-Sn. The volume
percentage of aluminum in a strand is 8.<* %. The heat
treatment temperature to produce Nb Sn is lowered to avoid
melting of aluminum. With ttiese conditions, finally critical
current density of '00 A/mm at 12 T and 1.2 K was obtained
in Nb Sn without loaing high purity aluminum characteristics.

B M - 2 ALU-STABILIZED CONDUCTOR DEVELOPMENT FOR THE LARGE
SUPERCONDUCTING SOLENOID "ALEPH", H. Desportes, J. Le Bars,
Y. Yu, CEN - SACLAY (France) - An alu-stablllzed conductor
is needed for a 5 m bore, 1.5 T, superconducting magnet under
construction at Saclay for the "Aleph" experiment at LEP (Cern).
A development program for thia conductor has been carried
out both in Europe and in Japan, mainly based on the extrusion
of high purity aluminum over a Cu/Nb-Tl composite either monolythic
or cabled. Measurements of the bond quality between aluminum
and copper and of other phyaical properties will be presented
aa well as a comparison of the various samples investigated.



B M - 3 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR ALUMINUM STABILIZED
COMPOSITE .SUPERCONDUCTORS/ G. S. Yuan, P. Lehmann, K. T.
Hartwig, J r . , University of Wisconsin-Madison — Low
temperature fatigue effects on residual res i s t i v i t y (p* 2Y)
and strength of pure aluminum over the i n i t i a l residual*
res is t i v i ty rat io (RRRj) range 300 to 1000 are reported.
Resist iv i ty rat io approaches saturation (RRRf) after 1000
cycles for al l strains tested. The RRRf values are dif ferent
for different RRRj values, but a l l tend to come together at
high strains independent of RRR.-. The maximum strength (c^ax)
is reached after about 1000 cycles also, and approaches a
common value (o^aX = (E /2 )E where e is the strain range and E
the plastic modulus) independent of RRRj. Thus high purity
aluminum becomes " fu l ly hard" at equilibrium and behaves
elast ical ly as i f i t were a strong aluminum al loy. The
changes in p̂  ^ a n t* °hiax induced by fatigue have a signif icant
impact on conductor design and the choice of stabi l izer
pur i ty .

^Supported by the Wisconsin Electric U t i l i t i es Research
Foundation and the Electric Power Research Inst i tu te*

B M - 4 CXPEK1MENTAL INVESTIGATION OF EFFECT OF CON-
DUCTOR MATRIX RESISTIVITY ON STABILITY OF CABLE-IN-
CONOUtT SUPERCONDUCTORS,* J. R. Miller, Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory - To first order, stability of these superconductors
is not affected by small changes in matrix resistivity, but rather is
essentially determined by the enthalpy change of the interstitial helium
(in response to a thermal perturbation) that occurs between operating
temperature and conductor current-sharing temperature. Recovery
from such a perturbation is usually so rapid that jouje heat production
by the cable-in-conduit conductor itself during the brief normalcy is
smnll compared to energy deposited by the disturbance. The small but
finite joule-heat contribution depends on stabilizer resistivity. Though
difficult to treat analytically (because of the extremely complex nature
of the transient heat-transfer characteristics of the helium during such
an event), the effect is amenable to experimental investigation. Test
conductors were constructed by cabling together two NbTi/Cu
composite superconductors of low copper fraction with two solid copper
strands. An insulated heater wire in the center of each four-strand
cable allows stability testing. Cables were sheathed in a close-fitting
stainless-steel tube. In each cable, the two superconductor composites
were from the same end of the same spool an& :hus had nearly identical
properties- To obtain residual resistance ratios ranging from nearly 200
to less than 10, we chose each pair of copper strands in a cable from a
different source. The resultant effective stabilizer resistivities of the
cables at 9 T was from 0.5 to 1.2 nfi-m. These stabilizer resistivity
values could result after superconducting magnets of future fusion
machines receive high radiation doses. The present results are
discussed from that standpoint.

•Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy
by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract number
W-7405-ENG-4G.

The to ta l loss power inside the composite has been c a l -
culated and the loss power provided by the d-c . power-supply
has been separated from the loss power provided by the magnetic
f ie ld . These different losses can be eas i ly compared with expe-
rimental data as they correspond to the different measured
losses .

B M - 7 AC LOSSES OF FULLU-STABILIZED HULTIFILAMENTARY SUPER-
COHDUCTING WIRES CARRYING TRANSPORT CURRENTS, F . Sumlyoshi,
F. I r i e , and T. Kawashlma*. Kyushu Univers i : / and *Fukuoka
I n s t i t u t e of technology Current d i s t r ibu t ions and ac losses
in a fu l ly - s t ab i l i zed multlfilamentary superconducting wire were
Inves t igated , in the case of simultaneous sweep of t ransport
current and magnetic f i e l d . I t was pointed out that the eddy-
current loss due to the axial e l ec t r i c f ield in the s t ab i l i ze r
predominates over the other losses when the wire has the
effective perimeter longer than the twist pi tch. This i s remark-
ably different from the loss due to 'he radial and the azimuthal
fields calculated by using the existing theory which argues that
the s t ab i l i ze r acts only as the bypath of the induced shielding
current. The obtained theoretical resul ts were confirmed in
part by the experiment. General features o^ ac losses in the
wire were given for the wire design.

B M - 8 A.C. LOSS CONTRIBUTIONS OF TRANSPORT CURRENT ANL TRANS-
VERSE FIELD CAUSED BY THE COMBINED ACTION IN A MULTIFILAMENT
WIRE, J-L. de Reuver, C.B.J. Mulder, and L.J.M. van dcKlundert ,
Twente University of Technology — We measured separately the
loss contr ibutions caused by an a .c . transport current and a
transverse a . c . f ie ld during the combined action of both. The
measurement of the loss contribution of the applied t ransport
current gives the opportunity to invest igate the current d i s -
t r ibu t ion in a nul t i f i lament wire. In order to avoid matrix con-
t r ibu t ions in th is stage of the research program a wire with a
low conductive matrix was invest igated. The t e s t wire i s a MCA
NbTi superconductor in CuNi matrix with a diameter of .2 mm and
1U filaments of 12.7 um. The a.c. coi l configuration for the
generation of the a .c . field consists of a set of coaxial
solenoids supplied with currents of opposite d i r ec t ion . This
set-up gives a r e l a t i ve ly small but ef f ic ient t e s t volume. The
self inductance i s low and the f ield is homogeneous in the
largest part of the t e s t volume. The pick-up coi l and the com-
pensation coi l for the determination of the losses caused by
the a . c . f ie ld had to be adapted to the a . c . co i l configuration.
The losses caused by the a . c . current are determined by vol tage
terminals across a part of the tes t wire. The r e s u l t s show a
homogenisation of the current d i s t r ibu t ion for large f ie lds and
small cur ren ts . Agreement with exis t ing theories i s poss ible
if these theories are extended with respect to the dependence
of the c r i t i c a l current density on the magnetic induction.

B M ~ 5 EFFECT OF THERMAL BARRIER ON THE STABILITY OF
CABLE-IH-CONDuIT CONDUCTOR, T. Ando, Y. Talcahaahi, M. Niehi,
E. Tada, K. Okuno, and S. Shimamoto, Japan Atomic Research
i n s t i t u t e — Effect of thermal bar r ie r in the strand surface
on the s t a b i l i t y of a cable-ln-coduit conductor has been
inventigated experimentally. The teat conductor la a s ingle
t r ip l ex of Nb-Ti/Cu strands with s t a ln lees -a tee l tube outs ide .
The atrand diameter i s 2.3 mm and Cu:Nb-Ti r a t i o i s 3.9.
The Cu-Nl layer la provided in the strand surface as thernal
b a r r i e r . The meaoured s t a b i l i t y margine of th is conductor
la 800 raj/cc at B - 6 T, lop - 700 A, P - l . i a tn, and m
=• 0 g/a. I t i s about 10 tinea higher than that of the same
size conductor without thermal ba r r i e r . This type conductor
wil l be applied to a 12 T No Sn coi l (TMC-II) of the c lus t e r
t e s t program which la a development work of high f ie ld
toroidal col l in tokamak fusion machine.

8 M - 6 EFFECT OF A TRANSPORT CURRENT ON THE LOSSES OF A
SUPERCONDUCTING COMPOSITE UNDER FAST CHANGING MAGNETIC FIELD,
D. Ciazynski , CEN-Saclay (France) - The behaviour of a super-
conducting composite ca r ry ing a t r anspor t current and subjected
to a t ransverse fas t changing magnetic f ie ld has been simulated
with an equivalent e l e c t r i c a l network.

'the problem of the current d i s t r i b u t i o n ins ide the
composite under s t e a d y - s t a t e condi t ions hits been solved with a
computer code which leads to the exact su iu t ion of Maxwell's
equat ion.

B M - 9 N b T i WIRES WITH ULTRA-FINE FILAMENTS FOR
A.C. USE, P. Dubois, P. Dubots, A. Fcvricr, J.C. Renard -
Laboratoires de Marcoussis - Cr CGE, and 3. Goyer, Hoang -
Gia Ky - Alsthom-Atlantique Bclfort -

We showed last year (•), that the possibilities of
industrial application ol superconductivity in a.c. current
equipments got over an economic break even point, thanks
to results obtained on wires with several thousands .5 mi-
cron filaments embedded in Cu-30 At % Ni matrix. Coil
realized with these wires presented 50 Hz steady state
Josses under 1.5 T peak magnetic induction equal to IU0 W/-
liter of conductor.

New composites with 254 100 filaments embedded in
Cu-Ni matrix have been developped this year. The filaments
size goes from .5 micron to some tenth of a micron. The
distance between two filaments, for the smaller composite,
is about one hundred A.

This paper presents the results of 50 Hz loss measu-
rements and calculations in co'ls realized with these wires.
The effect on losses, of fh,. lent diameter and distance
between the filaments is discussed.

*P. Dubots, A. Fevrier and al : Behaviour of multifilamen-
tary Nb-Ti conductors with very fine filaments under A.C.
magnetic fields
MT8 September 1983 Grenoble (France)
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C E - 1 SKNAL PMCESSIH8: OPPORTUNITIES FOX SUPERCONDUCTIVE
CIRCUITS* R. W. RaTston. K.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory—
Prime motivators In the evolution of Increasingly
sophisticated comunicatfon end detection systems are tht
requirements for handling wtr-vrid«* signal bandwidths *nd
higher-data processing speeds. These M M requirements c'Hve
the development of electronic device technology. Until
recently the superconductive electronic! camtuntty has been
tightly focused on digital devices for high speed computers.
The purpose or this t t l k 1s to describe opportunities and
challenges which exist for both analog wd d ig i t t i devices 1n
a less f n f U a r «re«, th«t of wideband signal procMSing.
The function and purpose of analog signti-processing
components. Including witched f i l t e r s , correlators and Fourier
transformers, will be described, and examples of
superconductive Implementations given. A canonic signi l -
prqcessing systevs Is then configured using these components In
combination with analog/digital converters and digital output
circuits t» highlight the Important Issues of dynamic range,
accuracy . id equivalent computation rate. Superconductive
circuits hold proaise for processing signals of 10 6Hz
bandwidth. Signal processing system, however, car, be
properly designed and Implemented only through a
synerg1st1c combination of the talents of device physicists,
circuit A signers, algorithm architects and systva engineers.
An Immediate challenge to the applied superconductivity
cannunity Is to begin sharing Ideas with these other
researchers.
•This tor* was sponsored ay the Dfparbtent of the *my, the
Department of the Air Force and the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency.

C E - 2 SUPERCONDUCTIVE DELAY-LINE TECHN0LO6Y AND APPLICATIONS*
R. S. Withers, A. C. Anderson, J . B. Green, and S. A. Reible,
H.l.T. Lincoln Laboratory—Microwave analog signal-processing
f i l ters have been realized in the form of coupled nioblun
striplines on silicon dielectric substrates. Device responses
with 12-dB amplitude accuracy and 9*-rtns phase error have been
achieved with ••mplitude-weighted f i l ters with 37.5 ns of
dispersion and 2.3-GHz bandwidths. Relative side-lobe levels
of -26 dB and less are currently obtained.

The achievable dispersion for stripline circuits on a
single pair of 5-cm-dismeter, 125-wn-thick wafers is limited
to about 40 ns by the electromagnetic coupling between
neighboring lines. To achieve greater dispersion two
approaches are under development:
(1) Stripline circuits are being fabricated on multiple wafer
pairs which are physically stacked and electrically con-
catenated to produce dispersive delay lines with 4-GHz
bandwidth and 75-ns dispersion time. Phenolic resin 1s used
as an adhesive to ensure the mechanical Integrity of the
stacked structure. (2) A technique to fabricate dense
stripiine circuits on very thin (25iim) single-crystal silicon
superstrates supported by thicker substrates has been
demonstrated and preliminary results will be described.

A chirp-transform system capable of real-time spectral
analysis has been constructed using a pair of the
superconductive delay line f i l t e rs . A resolution of 43 MHz
over an unprecedented 2400 MHz bandwidth with amplitude
uniformity of ±1 dB and side-lobe levels of -18 dB was
demonstrated.
*TMs work was sponsored by the Department of the Army and
the Defense Advanced Research projects Agency.

C E - 3 SUPERCONDUCTIVE CONVOLVE* WITH JUNCTION RIBS MIXERS *
S. A. Reible, M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory — A superconductive
convolver with tunnel-junction ring mixers has been developed
and demonstrated as a programmable matched f i l t e r for
- 1-GHz-bandwidth chirped waveforms. A low-loss, 14-ns-long
superconductive stripline circuit provides temporary storage
and relative shifting of siqnal and reference waveforms.

These waveforms are sampled by SO proximity taps and local
multiplication 1s performed by 25 aix*r rings. Two short
transmission lines coherently sin the local products and
deliver the convolution output. The convolver dynamic range
has been Improved 16 dB by the incorporation of mixer rings.
These mixers employ series arrays of n1ob1um/n1ob1im-ox1di/
lead Junctions driven by delay-line taps 1n a quasi-balanced
manner. The mixer ring provides higher output power levels
(to -60 dBffl), Improved suppression of undesired mixing
products and higher rf Impedances than did the single-junction
mixers used In the previous device. Convolvers can provide
the essential programmable matched-filter component for
extremely wide-bandwidth spectral-analysis or spread-spectrum-
communication systems. The current device has a 2-GHz design
bandwidth and a time-bandwidth (TB) product of 30. I t
produced compressed pulses with -7 dB peak-to-side-lobe
levels. Additional design Improvements to be discussed
Include Increasing the Interaction length to 50 ns,
accommodating 100 ring mixers and reducing spurious side-lobe
levels 1n a device with a TB product of 100.

•This work was sponsored by the A1r Force Office of Scientific
Research.

C E - 4 SUPERCONDUCTING A/D CONVERTING USING LATCHING COM-
PARATORS,* C. A. Hamilton and Frances L. Lloyd, National Bureau
of Standards, Boulder CO. We have designed and tested a new
superconducting A/D converter using a set of six latching
comparators. These comparators use two SQUIDs in a differential
arrangement such that one or the other wi l l latch into the
voltage state during the gate current risetime. A fast r1s?t1me
is generated from a sine wave drive using a two junction
regulator. These comparators can operate at clock rates up to 5
GHz. Sampling -xpeHments with rapidly slewing signals and beat
frequency testinj to 140 MHz show that a 6-bit A/D converter
using these comparators has an effective aperture time of about
40 ps. This Is significantly greater than the 15 ps risetime of
the regulator circuit . The discrepancy 1s shown to result from
a shift In the comparator threshold curves due to rapidly
slewing control currents. This problem is Investigated as a
fundamental limitation to superconducting quantum interference
type A/0 converters. The results suggest that the converters
need to be coupled to a high speed track-hold circuit in order
to achieve their potential 2.5 GHz instantaneous bandwidth.

•Supported 1n part by the Officp of Naval Research Contract
NO0OI4-83-F-O042

C E - 5 HIGH SPBED JOEBWDH iHAUXHRHKITAL CONVERTER* D.
Atomm. V. Nandakumnr. H. K>. II E. Jnmtt and T. Km Duxrr. EL»c-
tranicM Smanh laboratory. U. C. BtrttUy, 94720 - We report high-
speed measurements and simulations on a 4-bit flash type oi analog-
to-digltal conTerter fabricated in Pb-alloy technology in our laboratory.
bl an earlier publication we reported low-frequency tests or this con-
verter, which uses edge-trigg ered Self-Gating AND (SGA) comparator
circuits, demonstrating- the basic concept. The periodic threshold
characteristics of the SQUIDs la the circuit make possible the use of
one SGA circuit for each bit The required short aperture time is
achieved by the edge*triggerlng. We have found in preliminary testing
that it is possible to do at least a 3-bit convention of a 450MHz sine
wave using 1530 megasamples per second. Since that measurement,
we have mode improvements on the circuit and the test fixture to
further reduce crosstalk. We will report continuing measurements on
tt>e circuit Simulation stud .9 that have suggested ways of extending
performance to even higher bandwidths r-ni be discussed.

• Supported in part by the Office of Naval Research under grant
NCO0M-77-C-M1B.

C S - 0 HIGH SPEED NON-LATCHING SQUID BINARY RIPPLE COUNTER,*
A. H. Silver, R. R. Phil l ips, *nd R. D. Sandcll, TRW Space &
Technology Group - We report the performance of non-latching
double junction SQUIDs operating as binary ripple counters.
Ihe Individually synaetric SQUIDs were fabricated with
Nb/Nl^O^/PbBi Junction* and interconnected by nonolithic low
lapedance superconducting transmission lines and coupling
realstors. Earii SQUID functioned as a bistable flip-flop with
the input connected to the center of the device and the output
across one junction. All Junctions were crit ical ly danped in
order to prevent latehup and to optimize the pulse response.



•Supported by the Office of Naval Research Contract No.
NOOO14-82-C-O397

C E - 7 A GENERAL HUHERICAL AHALKIS OF THE SUPERCONDUCTING
QDASIPARTICLE MIXER, R. G. Hicks*, M. J. Feldman and A. R. forr,
HASA/Goddsrd Institute for Space Studies — Virtually all
analyses of the auperconduotor-insulator-auperconduotor (SIS)
quasiparticle sixer have employed the quantum theory of nixing
in its three-frequency approximate form. This approximation is
strictly valid only in the limit of very large junction
capacitance. For finite capacitance, these analyses may be
seriously in error. To remedy this, an SIS mixer analysis has
been developed which uses the quantum theory of mixing in its
most general form, treating the large-signal propertieu of the
mixer in the time domain. The terminating impedances at the
harmonics of the local oscillator frequency and their sidebands
can be arbitrary. Using this analysis, the effect of finite
junction capacitance on SIS mixer performance is described.
This determines the range of validity of the three-frequencj SIS
•lxer aodel.

*NAS-SRC Research Fellow

CE-1ORESPONSE OF Nb-aSi-Nb JUNCTIONS TO 60'. CHz RADIATION,+
W.C. Danchi,* F. Habbal ** J.V. Free, and H. Tlnkham, Harvard
University; L.N. Smith, Sperry Research Labs.— Me have
neasured the response of Nb-aSi-Nb junctions to 604 GHz far-
infrared (FIR) laser radiation from an optically pumped FIR
laser source. These junctions were fabricated en oxidized
silicon wafers using the selective niobioum anodization process
(SNAP), and were situated at the mid-point of 180 urn long dipole
antennas. Unlike the soft metal (Sn-SnO-Pb) junctions used
previously in studies of the ac Josephson effect and photon-
assisted tunneling effect in the FIR, these junctions are
r ;gged and thermally cyclable. Josephson critical current
densities ranged froiu 2x10" to 8x10* A/cm2, corresponding to
McCumber Bc parameters <1. On a 1 (ym)

2 area junction with a
normal state resistance of 7ft, we observed three Josephson
steps and one photon-assisted tunneling step. The widths of
the Josephson steps were studied as a function of the laser
power. Deviations from the predictions of theories which assume
an rf voltage bias were observed in the critical current and
width of the first two Josephson steps. These deviations may
be attributed in part to the low Bc of the junction and the high
rf frequency.

^Supported in part by Joint Services Electronics Program
Contract N00014-75-C-06G8 and Office of Naval Research Contract
NO0O14-83-K-O383.

'Present address.: Department of Physics, University of Califor-
nia, Berkeley, CA.

"Present address: Polaroid Corp., Cambridge, HA.
"'Present address: MIT Lincoln Lab., Lincoln, HA

C E - 8 PRECISE NOISE MEASUREMENTS OF SUPERCONDUCTING QUASIPARTICLE
MIXERS, V. R. HcGrath, A. V. Ralsanen. and P. L. Richards,
U. C. Berkeley — The quasiparticle tunneling currents in an SIS
tunnel Junction can be used as the nonlinear mixing element In a
microwave heterodyne receiver. These SIS mixers have shown strong
quantum effects: conversion gain and noise levels approaching the
quantum limit.1 Photon assisted tunneling theory for mixers
predicts that the shot noise in a 2-port SIS mixer can approach
the quantum limit TH " Hu/k-tn(2)i' and in a 3-port sixer
may even approach zero.' The quantum limit at 36 GHz is:
TH = 2.5 K. Hoiae measurements reported to date have not been
accurate enough to test thla prediction. He nave constructed a
36 GHz test apparatus for making accurate noise measurements. Our
approach employs the use of: 1) a variable-temperature (1.5 K to
100 K) cryogenic thermal noise source on the RF Input to ths
mixer; and 2) a Dlcke switch with a variable temperature (1.5 K to
100 K) load on the IF output. The measurement precision with this
approach is ± 0.5 K. This is an order magnitude improvement over
earlier measurements. Noise measurements of single ar.d
series-arrays of Pb alloy Junction mixers will be presented.

"work supported by ONR N00011-75-O-0196.
'W.R. HcGrath et al.. Appl. Phys. Lett. 39, 655 (1981).
'CM. Caves, Phya. Rev. D26, 1871 (198277"
•K.K. Llkharev and A.B. Zorln, to be published.

C E - 1 1BT PROPERTIES Of SXS-HIOtOBRIDGE SERIES ARRAYS,' A. L.
da Lozanne, H. J. Anklai, and M. R. Beasley, Stanford Univer-
sity — Ha have fabricated series arrays of Nb/Cu/Nb SNS cicro-
bridges and studied their properties in the presence of micro-
wave radiation. Single devices of this type show sharp and
wide RF steps. The width of these steps allows the arrays to
exhibit RF steps in spite of a moderate ±13% spread in criti-
cal currents. At a frequency of 1.88 GHz a 14- bridge array
•hows locking oC all the bridges on the first and second steps
over regions as wide as 0.1 to 0.15 m&. There are othu
regions of constant voltage which correspond to having all of
the bridges on a step, but not necessarily all on the same
step. On a 15-bridge array* for example, we observe a constant
voltage region 0.12 «A wide at V-64HW2e)«0.24B mv. This can
be interpreted as 11 bridges on the fourth step znd 4 bridges
on the fifth step. The measured differential resistance in the
step regions drops to zero (experimentally indistinguishable
from the zero-voltage state), indicating a true constant-volt-
age step. These results suggest that it is possible to make a
practical voltage standard with, for example, 100 Hb^Sn/Cu/Xb^
Sn microbridges In series, operating frequencies of 1-10 GBz,
and voltages of 0.4-4.0 mV on the second step. This array
could be operated in a snail closed-cycle refrigerator above
10K. The fabrication of such a practical voltage standard Is
now underway.

•Supported by MSF-ECS.

CE-9 A PLANAR ANTENNA-COUPLED SUPERCWDUCTOR-INSULATOR-
SUPERCONDUCTOR DETECTOR * K. E. IrvAn. T. Van Duzar. and S. E.
ScAwarz, Ettctronics Research, [jab. University of Oalifarnia, Berkeley
94720 — In order to avoid the difficulties associated with waveguide and
point contacts at frequencies above 100 GHz, a planar integrated circuit
combining SIS junctions and a receiving ?.ntenna has been developed. A
series array of four junctions is used to obtain the appropriate resistance
for impedance matching to the antenna. The sandwich vee antenna :s
formed from coplanar strips on quurli. The antenna pattern will be
presented as well as a careful study of the quast-opticat coupling using an
f/1 TPX lens. Measurements of tbe direct detection performance of this
device at 90 GHz are compared to quantum theory. The noise of the dev-
ice has been measured over a wide range to And the NEP as a function of
modulation frequency. The antenna can readily be scaled to higher fre-
quencies where quasi-optical coupling is essential, tieing planar, this dev-
ice can be replicated into a multi-detector array for imaging.

'Supported in part by AFOSR(JSEP) F49620-79-C-0178

C E - 1 2 A JOSEPHSON SAMPLER WITH 2.1 PICOSECOND RESOLUTION,
P. Wolf, B. J. Van Zeghbroeck,* and U. Deutsch, IBH Zurich
Research Laboratory, 8803 RUschlikon, Switzerland — We have
built a Josephson sampler with 2Jb edge junctions of 30 kA/cm^
current density. The sampler consists of a sampling junction to
which a Faris pulser i s coupled directly, as well as two experi-
ments: Another Faris pulser and a 2-junction interferometer.
Good current sensi t iv i ty of 0.8 uA at 1 Hz recording !<anduidth
was achieved. We were able to measure the suitching transitions
along the whole vortex boundary of the 2-junction interfero-
meter. At high junction bias, switching to the voltage state was
observed with measured risetimes of only 2.1 ps. At low bias,
vortex-to-vortex transitions occurred which were made vis ible
for the f irst time. They consist mainly of a damped osci l lat ion
with a frequency of 230 GHz, given by Che resonant frequency of
the interferometer. This i s in agreement with theoretical ex-
pectations. The complex switching behavior close to the cr i t i ca l
point of the interferometer was also observed. To our knowledge,
this i s the fastest Josephson sampler made to date, and the

10



measured interferometer is the fastest known (nonoptical) solid-
staco switching device.

*
On temporary leave from National Bureau of Standards, Boulder,
CO 80303.

C E - 1 3 A N APPLICATION OF PICOSECOND ELECTRO-
OPTIC SAMPLING TO SUPERCONDUCTING ELECTRONICS,'
D.R. Dykaar, G.A. Mourou, T.Y. Hsiang, The University of
Rochester — A variation of the subpicosecond electro-optic
sampling technique* has been used to measure the switching
threshold of a single tunnel junction in a coplanar transmission
line geometry. The sampler was driven by a colliding-pulse
mode-locked laser which produced two 120 fs FWHM pulses at
100 MHz. One pulse was used to generate an electrical signal,
of adjustable height and width, via a photoconductive switch,
this pulse was then used as an excitation for the junction. The
transmitted output pulse was then sampled with the second
optical pulse using a birefringer.t lithium tantalate crystal. By
changing the relative delay between the optical excitation, and
sampling pulses, the temporal development of the electrical
ouput pulse was recorded using conventional slow speed
electronics. Details of the results will be analyzed and
discussed.

'3.A. Valdmanis, et al., IEEE 3. Quan. Elect. QE-10, 6<t» (1983).

•Work supported by NSF (ECS-8306607) and sponsors of the
Laboratory for Laser Energetics.
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C L - 1 EXPERIENCE HIGHLIGHTS PROM THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE
OF U.S. LCT COILS,* R. K. Kibbc, C. M. Amonett, R. O. Hussung,
and W. D. Shipley, Oak Ridge National Laboratory — A major
phase in the development of superconducting toroidal field
magnets for fusion reactors began in 1977 with the awarding of
three contracts to U.S. industrial firms for the design and
manufacture of test coils. Subsequently Japan, EURATOM, and
Switzerland agreed to supply one coil each for testing at Oak
Ridge along with the three U.S. coils. External dimensions and
performance requirements are identical but freedown was allowed
in the choice of internal design and manufacturing techniques.
With the General Dynamics/Convair and General Electric coils
completed and the Westinghouse coil in final stages of manu-
facture, some objectives of the development program have been
net and much useful informatijn has been generated. Highlights
of the challenges faced in both the design and manufacturing
phases are reviewed. This data and the lessons learned will be
of significant benefit to long-range planners contemplating the
next step of producing full-size superconducting tokamak
toroidal field coils.

*Research sponsored by the Office of Fusion Energy, U.S. Dept.
of Energy, under contract DE-AC05-84OR21400 with Martin
Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.

C L - 2 PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF THE PARTIAL ARRAY LCI' COIL TKOTS,*
J. N. Luton, J. K. Ballou, L. Dresner, C. M. Fneuinqer ' w. 11.
Gray, P. N. Haubenreich, M. S. Lubell, .7. W. Lue, S. ̂ . Slion, K.
Yoshida,2 J. A. Zichy,3 S. Shimamoto,1' and G. W-cscy O.iK Hi. 1-70
National Laborator" —The Large Coil Task (I>CT) 1:; a c<illnh-
boration between * he US, Euratom, Japan, ami fiwit.Eerl .111H for »_I••
production and testing of 2.5-m * 3.5 m bore, supercor.duct inq
magnets rated at 8 T. The definitiv tests in the dc -iqn con-
figuration, the six coils arrayed in a compact torus, will begin
in 1985. Partial-array tests are being done in 19G4. In January
the initial cooldown of two coils w.is aborted because of helium-
to-vacuum leaks that developed in certain seal weldr. whor. the
coil temperatures were 170 to 180 K. In the r-umner thro.- .id]rf-
cent coils (JA, GD/C, CH) will be cooled and two will bo rncrqi :•<••!
(JA and GD/C). This paper will present an overview of th*:
results, including cooldown and warmup, en<*rgiz.ntionr Hump,
recovery and quench, strain, and mishaps, for operation uj t<
100* of design current but below full field ami stress.

•Research sponsored by the Office of Fusion Energy, U.S. nep.nl-
ment of Energy, under contract DE-ACO5-8401121400 with M.irtin
Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.

xKfK (on assignment to ORNL); 2JAERI (on assignment to OliNl.l ;
3SIN (on assignment to ORNL); '*JAERI; ̂SIN

C L - 3 THE SWISS LCT COIL, G. Vecsey, Is. llorvath, B. -Takuh,
K. Kwasnitza, C. Marinucci, P. Weymuth, J. ZeUweger, J. A.
Zichy,* Swiss Institute for Nuclear Research - Just before
Christmas 1983 the fabrication of the S^iss LCT coil war.
finished. Tests were performed at ambient temperature at thr:
fabrication site and at the LCTF. The coil was set into the
LCTF vacuum tank on March 22, 1984. The Swiss coil was then
cooled to cryogenic temperatures together with the other two
coils. Because of the urgency of schedule, the high-current
leads to the Swiss coil were not installed before the test.
The results obtained during the partial array test and final
parameters of the coil will be presented.

•Contact person, currently with Fusion Energy Division at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory. Address: ORNL, r.O. Box v, Bldq.
9204-1, HS-14, Oak Ridge, TN 37830

C L - 4 RESULTS GF THF TEST OF THE EUROPEAN LCT CO1I. IN THE
TOSKA FACILITY, W. Herz, H. Katheder, H. Krauth, G. NuLl.er,
K. Rietzschel, L. Siewerdt, M. SiiOtr, A. Ulbricht, r. Wu'cluu't,
G. Zahn, Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe (KfK) - The European
test coil (D-shaped, 2.5 x 3.5 m^ bore) for Che Large Coil Task
(LCT) was tested in the KfK test facility for large superconduc-
ting magnets "TOSKA". The coil consists of an epoxy-imprcg:iaietl
winding pack with 23 parallel cooling channels wound from n
forced flow cooled NbTi/Cu-superconductor. The winding pack ir<
enclosed in a 316 LN type stainless steel case provided with se-
parate cooling channels. Cooldown of the 'i0 ton magnet was
achieved without any problems and with very smooth temperature
profiles. Superconductivity was reached after about ^00 hours
total cooldown time, using the internal mass flow of the existing
refrigerators. After cooldowu mass flow of up to 150 g/s was pro-
vided by a cold helium pump. Electrical testing of the magnet in-
cludes magnet operation up to 10 kA (902 rated current, limited
by the power supply) and stability tests. As, at the time of
writing this abstract, these tests were just ir. their initial
phase, no details can be given here, but will be reported in the
final paper.

C L - 5 STABILITY OF THE TESPE SUPERCONDUCTING TORUS MAGNETS,
K.P. Jtingst and L. Yan, Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe,
Institut fur Technische Physik - Our superconducting compact
torus TESPE has achieved its designed current of 7 kA without
training in a symnetrical 3-coil arrangement of 3.5 MJ stored
energy. An extensive stability investigation with this magnet
system with a superconductor of Cu/NbTi < 2:1 has been per-
formed over i;he total range of operating currents correspond-
ing to values of the normal state heat generation per unit
cooled surface from 0 to as high as 13.5 W/cm^ applying two
heaters of different length. When a 17 cm long heater was ur.ed
three stability regions following one to each other with in-
creasing current have been observed. The experimental results
are compared with the three stability theories: M.iddockfs
equal area fcneory, Wilson's MPZ/Cold-End theory and Iwasa's
CCM theory. On the base of the experimental results and the
comparison with the existing theories we propose a combin-
ation of all three theories to get a complete description of
the stability behaviour of bath-cooled magnets.

*0n leave from Acadenia Sinica, Beijing, China.
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C M - 1 TOWARDS A M1CR0STRUCTURAL DEFINITION OF THE
SUPERCONDUCTING PROPERTIES, David C. Larbalestier, Applied
Superconductivity Center, University of Wisconsin-Madison --
The critical current density of high field superconductors has
always been an empirically determined property and one whose
practical limits are rather ill-defined. Theories of flux
pinning, while helpful in predicting the functional trends of
Jc and the basic types of pinning mechanism, have not been of
great help in removing this empiricism. A parallel approach
to the problem has been that of detailed microstructural and
electromagnetic study. This has established the grain si2e
dependence of the Jc in Nb3Sn and the role of precipitates in
Nb-Ti. Pecent micorstructural studies have enabled the
defects responsible for Jc in these two materials to be much
better defined: the exact morohology of precipitates in high
0c Nb-Ti alloys is now known and semi-quantitative relation-
snips have been established between the J, and the precipitate
distribution. Advanced microanalysis of Nb3Sn composites has
enabled the chemical structure of the grain boundaries to be
probed; it has also shown that large local inhomogeneities
exist in Nb^Sn composites. These types of study will be
reviewed and the implications of such studies for the goal of
developing a scientific understanding of the critical current
density in high field superconductors explored.

(Invtterf)

C M - 2 HIGH CRITICAL CURRENT DENSITIES OF MULTIFILAMENTARY
M>-46.5 wtTi SUPERCONDUCTORS, J.V.A. Somerkoski, L. Laakso,
V. Vanhatalo, Outokumpu Oy, Copper Products Division, Finland;
R.O. Toivanen, V.K. Lindroos, Laboratory of Physical Metallurgy,
Helsinki University of Technology, Finland - The paper presents
the results of the recent optimization studies on multifilament
Nb- 46.5 wl Ti superconductors. The materials were processed by
using production line facilities applying a variety of therroo-
•echanical treatments. The critical currents were determined
at 4.2 K and at a range of magnetic £ields by a standard four
probe method using a criterion of 10~14 Hm. Hicrostructural
characterizations of the final state superconductors were per-
formed by transmission electron microscopy. The present results
indicate the applicability of the Nb-46.5 v\ Ti alloys in both
Didfield and high field applications: critical current density
of NbTi at 4.2 K for optimized superconductors exceeded the
values of 2800 and 550 A/an2 at magnetic fields of 5 and 9 T,
respectively. Furthermore, the superconducting properties are
discussed from the basis of nicrosc-.ructural observations.

C M - 3 FIRST EVALUATIONS OF COMPOSITES MADE FROM HOMOGENEOUS
Nb 46.5 Ti,* 0. C. Larbalestier, A. W. West, W. Starch, W.
Warnes [University of Wisconsin-Madison], W. K. McDonald [Hah
Chang], K. Hemachalam, B. Zeitlin [Intermagnetics General
Corporation], R. H. ScanUn and C. Taylor [Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory] — Nb 46.5 wtJ Ti with greatly reduced micro-
scale chemical Inhomogeneities has been produced by Wah Chang
and composites have now been fabricated on the industrial and
laboratory scale using this material. Critical current
density values have been excellent, the material achieving
2350 A/mm' (5 Tesla, \0 •") under standard industrial
processing and greater thin 2700 A/mm' under special
processing. It is anticipated that further increases will be
seen shortly. Recent microstructural investigations have
shown that high J is developed by a dense array of ribbon
precipitates 5 nm thick and 20 - 35 nm apart. Improved
chemical homogeneity is believed to permit a more regular
form of this mirostructure than is found In composites made
from conventional alloy where local chemical composition
differences can reach 10*.

•Work supported by 00E - Division of High Energy Physics.

C M - 4 CRITICAL CURRENT* ANU CRITICAL F1LLD5 IN V,Ga VJlftt
PRODUCED BY THE MODIFIED JELLY ROLL TECHNIQUE. r.L. Franca-
villa, D.U. Gubser, and C.S. Pande, Naval Research Laboratory,
Washington, DC 20375 -- Critical current densities J and
critical magnetic fields H ~ will be reported as a function
of magnetic field and temperature for V-Ga wire fabricated
by the Modified Jelly Roll technique (Teledyne Wah Chang,
Albany, OR). Effects of various heat treatments on the super-
conducting and microstructural properties of the wire, includ-
ing composition and grain size effects will be reported. The
data indicate compositional variations in the wire have a
significant influence on its properties. Superconducting
properties 'of the wire optimize at a reaction temperature of
580'C. At 4.2 K the wire has an overall current density of
10 amps/cm at 19.5 Tesla. J (H) data at high magnetic field
can be fit a modified version of theoretical flux pinning
models. Magnetization and susceptibility data will be also
presented.

C M - 5 MANUFACTURING OF TITANIUM BROtlZE-PROCt SSF.D MULT1I1L-
AMENTARY NbjSn CONDUCTOR, K. Kamata,* H. Moriai," M. T.icid,"
K. Itoh**' and K. Tachikawa*", *Hitachl Cable, Ltd.,
••Hitachi Ltd., •••National Research Institute for Hetdls,
— 9.5 mm wide and l.S mm thick -ctangular shaped tiIonium
bronze-orocessed multifilamentary Nb3Sn conductors with 5 um-
diam 361 x 349 cores have been successfully fabricated through
three steps hydrostatic extrusion process. Heat treatment
conditions were optimized, and critical current jnisotropies
were evaluated, using 5 um-diam 361 x 31-core llb/Cu-7.5dt*Sn-
O.45atXTi conductors with several aspect ratios. The rectan-
gular shaped conductor with the same aspect ratio of 5.2 as
that for the practical conductor showed the overall critical
current density Jc(overall) of 2 x 10^ A/cm^ at 16 T in
magnetic field parallel to the flat surface of the specimen
after the heat treatment at 690°C for 200 hr. It is observed
that the critical current anisotrppy becomes larger with
increasing aspect ratio of the rectangular shaped conductor.

The 9.5 mm wide and 1.8 mm thick titanium bronze-process-
ed Nb3Sn conductors thus fabricated make feasible to generate
a central magnetic field over 14 T in the intermediate coil
with the winding inner diameter of 190 mm of the )~ T super-
conducting magnet planned to build at NRIM.

CM-6
A COMPARISON OF CRITICAL CURRENT DENSITIES IN Ta. Ti AND Ni+Zn
ALLOYED Nb,Sn WIRES UP TO 23 T, E. Drost, U. Specking and
R. Fliikiger, Kernforschungszentrura Karlsruhe - A series of 19
core Nb3Sn wires with different alloying elements has been pre-
pared by the bronze route under identical conditions. The cri-
tical current densities of these wires measured up to 23 T show
very similar results for Jc in the whole field range. After op-
timization, Jc in the AI5 layer was determined to 4xlO^ A/cm
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at 19 T, independently on the alloying element. Parallel to the
enhancement of Jc at high fields, an increase of B*2 up no 26
to 25 T as well as a reduced strcin sensitivity of Jc were ob-
served with respect to unalloyed Nb^Sn wires in all cases.
Composition profiles, established by Auger speccroscopy, re-
veal that Ti diffuses through the A15 layer into the bronze,
in contrast to Ta or Ni, the average Ti content being ^ 1.3
at.% Ti, compared to 3 at.2 Ti in the core.

C M - 7 CONTROLLED PREC0MPRESS10N IN Nb.Sn CONDUCTORS BY INTER-
NAL REINFORCEMENT WITH A STEEL/MOLYBDENDM COMPOSITE, R. Fliikiger
and A. Nyilas, Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe - We have pre-
viously shown that internal reinforcement of Nb.Sn conductors
by stainless steel, necessary to withstand LoreHCz forces in
large w.u. its, leads to enhanced precompression and thus to a
serious decrease of Ic. A combination of steel + Mo, proposed
for internal reinforcement, has the advantages: a) nonmagnetic,
b) large Young's modulus, 265 GPa, allowing smaller volume frac-
tion of reinforcing material in favour of the stabilizer, c)
possibility of obtaining any e value between O and O.9Z by
varying the steel:Mo ratio. A characterization of industrially
produced steel/Mo composite as well as its effects on Jc are
presented.

C M - 8 AN IN-DEPTH CHARACTERISATION OF (NbTa) 3Sn FILAMENTARY
SUPERCONDUCTOR,* D.P. Hampshire,* H. Jones, and E.W.J. Mitchell,
Clarendon Laboratory, Oxford U.K. - Further to our prograime of
investigations of new, technical superconductive materials
which are of interest to designers of practical devices, ue
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present the results of a detailed study of the critical para-
meters of the ternary addition A.IS material Ub7.5w/o Ta)3Sn
manufactured by Vacuumschmelze GMBH, Hanau, F.R.G. (I). The
basis of the results we report is a comprehensive JC(B,T)
characterisation within this range, 0<B<l6.0 T, 2K<T<TC, with
particular emphasis on the temperature in the region of Tc.
From these data we extract the relevant information relating to
the flux pinning behaviour of the material and discuss its im-
plications. The techniques and apparatus used broadly follow
those reported previously (2) although some refinements and
improvements we have developed will be described.

References: (1) Springer E.,Wilholm M., Weisse H.J., Rupp G.,
Paper CX-8 Proc. ICMC, Colorado Springs 1983.

(2) Sec for e.cample, Hudson P.A., Yin F.C. and
Jones H., IEEE Trans Mag. MAG-19 (1983) p 903

Supported partly by the Science S Engineering Research Council
of U.K.

CASE student sponsored by Oxford Instruments Ltd.

C M - 9 AN OVERVIEW OF THE IGC INTERNAL TIN Nb,Sn CONDUCTOR,
B. A. Zeitlin, G. Ozeryansky, K. Kemachalam. inter-magnetics
General Corporation - We discuss the current state of the art
in the IGC Internal Tin Nb,Sn process which routinely is
delivering current densities greater than 1 x 10 A/mm' at
10 Tesla. We focus especially on the conductors suitability
for high current density applications such as High Energy
Physics and small magnets. Projections are also made as to
its suitability for high field applications such as in Fusion.
A discussion of the manufacturing process is given with
comparisons made to other accepted Nb-Sn processes and NbTi.
Superconductor characteristics such as filament quality and
Nb«Sn phase uniformity are compared to those obtained in
conventional bronze process. Finally, projections of
cost/ampere meter are presented with references to other
accepted conductors.

C M - 1 0 THE CRITICAL CDKKENT DENSITY AND MICROSTRUCTURAL STATE
OF AN INTERNAL TIN NULTIFILAHENTAIY SUPERCONDUCTING WIRE.* D.R.
Dietdericb, C. Lei, W.V. Hasseaiahl, J.W. Morri*. Jr.. Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory, UnJY. of California. Berkeley — The cri-
tical curreat density <JC) of internal tin wires is increased

prior to a high temperature reaction. To determine tbe varia-
tion of Sc witb pre-reaction heat treatments • copper stabilized
IGC internal tin wire witb an outside diaaeter of 0.267aa was
studied. The wire has 2 to 2.5ua> diaaeter filaaentt and, within
tbe Ta barrier, tbe area ratio of tbe copper natrix and Sn core
to Nb is about 2.2. Became of tbe character of the Cn-Sn phase
di«lr«« beat treatments at several teaperatures below the NbjSn
reaction teaperatvre affect tbe local Sn concentration in the
aatriz about the Nb filaaents. The variation in Jc resulting
froa these beat treatments is correlated to the aitrostructural
state of the Nb^Sn and tbe wire. This work revaals that the
internal tin and bronze-processed wires have different JC<B)
characteristics: tbe critical current curve of the internal tin
wire is steeper. The two processes have coaparable critical
currents at high fields, suggesting the saae BC2* while at low
fields the internal tin wire is auch better, suggesting a better
grain aorpbology.

•This work was jointly sponsored by tbe Offices of High Energy
Physics and Basic Energy Sciences under DOE contract IDB-AC03-
76SF00098.

C M - 1 1 IMPROVEMENTS IN CRITICAL CURRENT DENSITIES OF INTERNAL
TIN DIFFUSION PROCESS NbjSn WIRES BY ADDITIONS OF THIRD
ELEMENTS, K. Yoshizaki, M. Wakata, S. Miyashita, F. Fujiwara,
0. Taavchi, M. Imaizumi and Y. Hashimoto, Mitsubishi Electric
Co. -- It has been shown that additions of third elements, Ti,
Ta, Ga, In and Mg to the Nb core or to the CuSn matrix of
bronze process Nb^Sn wires give improvements in critical
current densities, Jc. We have developed the multifilamentary
Nb3Sn wires by internal tin diffusion process. Our process has
many advantages compared with bronze process. It is one of
advantages that additions of third elements can be achived
easily without the limit of workability. In this study, effects
of In addition to the tin core and Ti addition to the Cu
matrix of internal tin diffusion process Nb3Sn wires on
superconducting properties were investigated. The In addition

wire was fabricated by using Sn-10wt%In alloy instead of Sn
core. The composition astiMtad as bronze matrix inside the
barrier was Cu-U.9wt»Sn-1.7wt%In. This wire had higher Jc
compared with pure Nb3Sn wire. It is considered that this
improvement is due to grain size refined by In segregation to
the Nb3Sn layer. The Ti addition wire was fabricated by usino
Cu-0-3SwttTi alloy instead of Cu matrix. The composition
estimated as bronze matrix inside the barrier was
Cu-2O.2wt%Sn-O.23wt»Ti. This wire had vary high Hc2*lby
Kramer's scaling law) of about 23T in pure NbjSn, consequently,
an improvement in Jc at higher field can be achived.

C M - 1 2 Ti ALLOYED MULTIFILAMENTARY Nb3Sn HIRES BY THE
INTERNAL TIN PROCESS.* M. Suenaga, C.J. Klamut, and
R.L. Sabatini, Brookhaven National Laboratory - Ti alloyed
multifilamentary NbjSn wires were fabricated by the internal
tin process. Alloying of Nb3Sn was accomplished by replacing
a pure tin core with a tin core alloyed with Ti in a tubular
multifilamenteury Nb-Cu composite. As in the case of bronze
processed tft̂ sn, alloying Mb3Sn with Ti increased its
critical current density Jc at high magnetic fit-.ld. The
values of Jc (tQ^sn + bronze) at 16 T for pure and Ti alloyed
NbjSn wires were 170 and 224 A/mm2, respectively. These
results are very encouraging for possible uBe of the alloyed
wire in high field applications. The results of supercon-
ducting and metallurgical properties of these alloyed wires
will be reported.

'This work was performed under auspices of U.S. Department
of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC02-76CH00016.

C M - 1 3 INTERNAL TIN PROCESS SUPERCONDUCTORS FOR 18 TESLA*
M. S. Walker, G. M. Ozeryansky. K. Hemachalam, B. A. Zeitlin**,
and E. Dalder*** - The internal tin process has been estab-
lished as an inexpensive and reliable method for the manu-
facture.of practical high current density rt^Sn supercon-
ductor. This paper describes fabrication and early test re-
suits for internal tin process conductor elements that are be-
ing developed for the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
for fusion applications at 18 Tesla and beyond. The fila-
ments of the conductors are niobium or alloys of niobium re-
acted with tin or doped tin internal cores. Ti, Mg, Ta, Ga
are amono the alloying elements and dopants being explored.
Critical current measurements and metallographic and scanning
electron microscope results are described for the variously
reacted conductor elements.

*Work supported by the U. S. Depattnent Of Energy, Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory.

**lntermagnetics General Corporation
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DM-1 A comiitATioH monzt-iH siTO noxzss rot mrAunoi i or
•OTfaCOUDDCTC* HIRE,* 3. D. V.rhoayen, E. D. Gibson, J. E.
Oatanaon, and D. K. rinaaacrt, Aaee Laboratory and low* Stata
Onlwaraltw — A combination of tha bronza procasa and tha in
altu procasa for preparing. HbjSn-Cu and V,Ca-Cu auparconductinf
win hat bacn darelopad. Tha procasa la identical to the con-
ventional bronie process except that instead of lnaartlnt Kb
roda into tha original bronie casting, rode of In eita eatt Mb-
Cu alloy ara u.'liied. Thar* arc several potential cdTantagga
of tha process orer both tha In altu process and tha bronie
prcccse and then sill be dlacuatad. Initial experiments have
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been carried out ueiug Hb-Cu ID alcu rods of 60 and 80 vtZ Nb
and V-Cu In «ltu roda of 60 vt" V. Consumable arc caatlng
techniques have b«<n developed to prepare theae high Mb and V
content: alloy* In large alces and theae will be dlacuaaed.
Initial experlmenta are being carried out utilizing 19 core
compoaltet and the Influence of heat treatment and micro-
atructure upon Jc propertlea of theae wlrea vlll be presented,
as well aa their reaponae Co Mechanical atralna.

*Thla work was supported by the Baaic Energy Sciencea Division
of DOE at the Ames Laboratory.

D M - 2 FABRICATION AND PERFORMANCE OF IN-SITU PROCESSED NbiSn
TAPE AND MULTISTRAND WIRE, H. Ohkubo*. H. Kodera*, T. Noguchi*,
T. Kumano**, H. Ichihara**, E. Suzuki", K. Yasohama***, H.
Okon***, K. Yasukochi***, and H. Hirabayashi****, "Vacuum Metal-
lurgical Co., Ltd., "Showa Electric Wires & Cable Co., Ltd.,
"'College of Science and Technology, Nihon University, "**KEK
National Laboratory for High Energy Physics — We have made long
length in-situ processed. m>3Sn conductors of tape and multistrand
wire in order to investigate the suitability of these conductors
for magnets. The conductors were fabricated from Cu-Nb ingots
(60 mm in dia. and 200 mm in length) cast by a consumable elec-
trode arc-melting'' into a water cooled copper mold. With an
appropreate arrangement of the electrode the ingots with good
homogeneity were made by only one casting. The chemical analysis
indicates that the Mb content along the central axis of the ingot
is distributed within ± 2% of the aimed concentration. The tape
conductor was produced by external tin diffusion, and after
heat-treatment to form Nb3Sn, 20 ym copper tapes are soldered on
both sides of the tape for electromagnetic stabilization. The
final size is 4 m in width and 0.18 nm in thickness. The multi-
strand wire was made by using the bundling technique. The bundle
of seven tin-cored Cu-Nb strands was put into a Nb barrier tube
and then into a copper stabilizer tube, and the billet was drawn
to a final diameter of 1.26 urn. The short sample critical currents
of the tape (Cu-30wt.XNb) and the multistrand wire (Cu-22wt.*Nb)
are 180 A and 150 A at 11 T, respectively. For an overall evalu-
ation of the tape conductor we have prepared a pancake magnet
consisted of nine double-pancake nodules of 47 mm inner and 80 mm
outer diameters. The magnet will be tested in a 7.5 T back-up
field.
1) J.D. Verhoeven, et al.; Appl. Phys. Lett., 35 555 (1979).

D M - 3 PROWiRTIES AND PERFORMANCE OF THE MULTIFIIAMENTARV
NbjSn WITH Ti ADDITION BY THE Nb TUBE METHOD, S. Murase, H.
Ehir.iki, M. Tanaka and M. Koizumi, Toshiba H I ) Center, N.
Aoki, M. Ichihars and E. Suzuki, Showa Electric Wire 6 Cable
Co., Ltd., K. Noto, K. Wp.tanibe and Y. Muto, Tohoku University

MP Nb3Sn wires by a Ti added to Nb tube method have been
developed for high fields. Composites consisting of Nb>2.Sat.*
Ti tube with copper sheathed tin core inside and high
conductivity copper tube outside were stacked together 264
filaments, tnen extruded hydrostatically and finally drawn down
to 0.5-2.1 En dian. wires without any intermediate annealings.
It was found that workability was improved by Ti addition. The
wires were heat-treated in the range of 67S-775*C for 1-312 h
to fora Nb3Sn layer inside the tube. For the wires with Ti
addition an enhanced layer growth rate and slightly increased
grain size of Nb3Sn were observed as compared with those by the
ordinary nethod. Effects of the heat-treatment condition on
critical current density (Jc) have been studied particularly
for 0.87 mo dian. wire having 36 urn outer diam. filaments. In
the magnetic fields (B) dependence Jc's at higher fields (B212
T) are remarkably increased by Ti addition. Mien the wires
were heat-treated for 120 h at 700*C, it was found that Jc at
IS T increased to a maximuo value of 300 A/ma2. Fci- larger
diiin. filaments wires the optimum heat-treataent condition is
seemed to be shifted to higher temperature and longer time. So
far Jc cf 390 A/ma2 at 15 T has been obtained for large diam.
( 90 jjm) filaments wire; which is higher than those for the
wires with 36 ym diam. filaments by 30 % and various improved
bronze processes. Tha multifilamentary NbjSn by the Ti added to
Nb tube mi. hod is expected to be u»d for high field
applications above 12 T.

D M - 4 MULTILAYER Hb,Sn SUPERCONDUCTING SHIELDS.* O.U. Gubser,
S.A. Wolf, T.L. Francivilla, J.H. Claassen, and B.N. Das, Naval
Research Laboratory, Washington, DC 20375 — We have designed
and had fabricated (Teledyne Wah Chang, Albany, OR) a multi-
layer Nb,Sn superconducting shield. The shield was constructed
by alternately wrapping overlapping Nb and Cu-Sn bronze sheets
around a bronze core to form concentric cylindrical layers.
Five Nb layers were used and the entire assembly was encased
in a Cu tube and extruded to a final shield diameter of 2.6
cm outer diameter. This composte shield was cut to a 15 cm
length and then thermally reacted at 750"C to form 10 micron
Nb,Sn layers at both the Inner and outer surfaces of the Nb
cylinders. Thus, the final shield is composed of 10 Nb,Sn
cylinders and 5 Nb cylinders with Cu-Sn bronze between each
tri-layer. The shields, which have a transition temperature of
15.5 K, have been tested in low fields (H < 250 Oe) and found
to shield better than 1 part in 10 ever a 10 cm axial distance
along the center of the shields. Characteristics of this
shield (shielding factors and profile) will be reported as a
function of magnetic field strength, from low fields (< 10
Tesla) to high fields (< 10 Tesla), at a temperature of 4.2 K.

Supported 1n part by the Naval Air Systems Command, Code 330

D M - 5 T H E MRNUPACTURE OF CORRUGATED COPPER TUBES vS'TH A Nb Sn
IAYER, G.I. Meshchanov, I.B. Peshkov, G.G. Svalov, All union
Scientific Research Institute of the Cable Industry, Moscow,
U.S.S.R., and P. Rohner and G. Ziemek, Kabelmetal Electro GmbH,
Hannover, West Germany.- Based on prior experience gained with
superconducting material, further research work was jointly
carried out by the above organizations. The purpose of this
effort was the establishment of a production process for the
manufacture of corrugated, high-purity copper tubes incorpo-
rating the, thickest possible layers of superconducting Nb Sn.
The goal of the production process was to develop a corrugated,
bendable superconductor as the core of a cryogenic envelope
capable of withstandiivg reelijyg and unreeling on reels with
barrel diameters up to 3 m, without damaging the brittle Nb^Sn
layer. The manufacturing process is described in detail The
latest results show a superconductor with a critical • .T.pera-
ture of 15.5 K, having a 10 micrometer layer of pur- rib~Sn.
While not completely homogenous, the sample is capable Of
carrying currents up to 125 - 140 A on a 10 nm sample width
and in a magnetic field of 5 T. Ihe corrugated tube acts at
the sams time as a self-compensating helium circuit and as the
copper-stabilized current-carrying superconductor of a three-
phase cable in s flexible cryogenic envelope. The envelope
consists of four concentric corrugated tubes with an inter-
mediate nitrogen shield. The resulting losses into the heliun
circuit are less than 0.2 Wn~l. Wie experiments have been con-
ducted, until now, on tube lengths up to 40 m. All steps were
carried out on conventional, cctmercially available equipment.

D M - 6 MAGNETIZATION MKASUBRiENTS ON MULTIFILAMENTARY Nb3Sn
and NbTl CONDUCTORS, * A. K. Chosh, K. E. Robins, and W. B
Sampaon, Brookhaven National Laboratory - The effective fila-
ment alze has been determined ior a number of high current NojSn
aultlfllamentary composites. In most cases It Is much larger
than the noainal tlUaent size. Por the anallest fllanents
(~ 1 micron) the effective aize can be as much as a factor of
forty times the nominal size. Samples Bade by the "internal
tin", "bronze route", and "Jelly roll" methods have been ex-
amined with filamenta la the range one to ten microns. Kate
dependent magnetization and "flux Jumping" have been observed In
some caaea. NbTi compoaltea ranging J-.i filament size from nine
to two hundred microns and with coppe.r to superconductor ratios
between 1.6:1 and 7:1 have been feraulned in the sane appjratus.
Uov field "flux Jumping" was only observed in conductor, with
«ory large filamenta and relatively little stabilizing copper.

* Work performed under the auspicea of the U. S. Department
of Energy
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D M - 7 MAGNETIC HYSTERESIS AMD COMPLEX SUSCEPTIBILITY AS
KMSOKES Or AC LOSSES IN MULTIFILAMENTAKY KbTi CONDUCTORS,
R. B. Goldfarb and A. F. Clack, Rational Bureau of Standards,
Boulder, Colorado — Hysteretlc losses are a doatlnant component
of ac losses ac low frequencies In practical superconductors^
Two Methods of quantifying hysteretic losses, which do not
require large, carefully wound coils, are dc hysteresis loops of
magnetization vs. field and complex susceptibility Measurements
on short segments of wire. These two nethods are used to compare
six conductors with different numbers of filaments and different
ratios of copper to superconductor. Measured hysteresis losses
agree fairly well with those obtained theoretically. The
feasibility of using the susceptibility method to screen con-
ductors for ac loBBes la discussed.

D M - 8 ASPECT RATIO EFFECT ON CRITICAL CURRENT, L. F. Goodrich,
E. S. Plttman, and A. F. Clark, National Bureau of Standards,
Boulder, Colorado — Experimental data and discussion are
presented on the dependence of critical current with orientation
of the applied magnetic field. Commercial, multifilamentary
NbTl and Nb,Sn samples were measured in a radial access magnet
that allowea for an arbitrary angle aettlng. The change in
critical current was measured at different magnetic fields to
scale the effect for use in a standard test method. For a NbTl
sample, the critical current with the magnetic field parallel to
the wider face of the conductor Is higher than that with the
perpendicular orientation. The effect can be as high as WX tor
a NbTi sample with an aspect ratio of 6. The effect in Nb En Is
Just the opposite of that In NbTl. A discussion of the most
likely cause of the effect, which accounts for the difference
between HbTl and NbjSn, is given.

D M - 9 CRITICAL CURREOT AN1SOTROPY OF NbTi CABLES," H. Garter,
BrooMiaven National Laboratory - Short sample critical
currents have been measured for NbTl cables and monoliths of
the type used in accelerator magnets. As the applied magnetic
field is rotated In a plane normal to the conductor axis, the
critical current is maximum when the field is parallel to the
broad face of the conductor and minimum when It Is perpen-
dicular. The magnitude of the effect is of order 10 to 15Z
for the conductors studied* Similar anlsotropy is produced in
a controlled way when single wires are flattened by rolling.
It appears from this that the cable anisotropy Is due to
regions which are flattened during compacting and shaping.
For both wires and cables the parallel field critical current
is close to the pre-deformed value. Filament damage and cross
section area reduction are, therefore, small. We conclude
that the anlsotropy effect accounts for most of the observed
degradation in cable short sample tests.

* Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. DOE

D M - 1 ©EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF STABILITY MARGIN IN A 27
STRAND, BRONZE MATRIX Nb3Sn CABLE-IH-CONDUTT (ICCS) CONDUCTOR,
J.V. Mlnervlnl, M.M. Steeves and M.O. Hoenlg, MIT, Plasma Fusion
Center, Cambridge, MA 02139 - A 3.5 m length of stainless steel
sheathed ICCS conductor with a 321 helium (void) fraction was
wound Into a bifilsr coll. The test coll was secured (potted)
in the annulus of a pulse coll set* Experimental results are
presented defining critical dB/dt as a function of normalised
current (Iop/Ic) and background field (B). The dB/d; Is gen-
erated during a 0 to 10 ma period by means of the pulse coll
set. The relationship between dB/dt and energy margin (AE) is
derived by calculation.

D M - 1 1 COMPARISON OF LONG AND SHORT SAMPLE CRITICAL CURRENTS IN
INCOLOY 903 Nt>3Sn CABLE-IN-CONDUIT CONDUCTORS, M.M. Steeves, M.O.
Hoenlg, and C.J. Cyders, MIT, Plasma Fusion Center - Previously
reported experiments on the relation of critical current to con-
duit material have revealed that conduits with coefficients of
expansion closely matching that of N03SD Impart no axial strain
to the superconductor, resulting In critical currents which are
independent of cable compaction. These result3 were from tests
on 10 cm long, 27 atrand hairpins of Alrco brome matrix m>3Sii
in Incoloy 903 and tantalum conduits, with no joints between the
conduits and current terminations. This paper compares these
previous results to recent experiments on 3.S m long, 27 strand
conductors In Incoloy 903 conduits that were wound Into stan-
dardized blfllar colls with welded joints between the conduits
and current terminations. We report on the relation of in-
creased sample length and welded joints to critical current at
4.2 K In the 8 to 12 T range with 0.015 to 1.5 uV/caj measure-
ment sensltlvltlen.

DM-12COMPARISON BETWEEN LONG AND SHORT SAMPLE TESTS OF 27
STRAND Nb35n ICCS CONDUCTOR SHEATHED IN STAINLESS STEEL, M.O.
Hoenig', M.M. Steeves, Y. Iwasa, P. Itu and C.J. Cyders, MIT,
Plasma Fusion Center, Cambridge, MA 02139 - Various blfllar
test colls using 1 to 3.5 a length! of approximately 6 x 6 •
bronze matrix ffl>3Sn cable-ln-condult sheathed in JBK-75 have
been reacted end tested In background fields of 8 to 12 T. A
comparison is made with ahort (10 cm) test sample results, pre-
viously reported.

D M - 1 3 TRANSIENT HEAT TRANSFER FROM A CABLE IN CONDUIT
CONFIGURATION IN SUBCOOLEO HE I ANO HE II.* Z. Chen and S. W.
Van Sciver, Applied Superconductivity Center, University of
Wisconsin-Madison -- Experimental Investigations of liquid
helium heat transfer from a model cable-in-conduit are
reported. The test section consists of a 19 element bundle of
stainless steel tubing 1.25 mm 00 and 30.16 mil long, mounted
1n a rectangular cross section conduit 7.44 ran by 8.38 mm. It
1s Intended that this configuration model a cable-1n-condu1t
conductor used 1n superconducting magnet technology. The test
section is mounted in a liquid helium cryostat capable of
variable temperature operation from 1.8 K to 4.2 K at 1 atm
pressure. Three test sections are under Investigation each
having a different spacing between the elements. The tube gap
{ for three sections are zero, 0.25 mm and 0.S mm. The
experiment consists of applying current pulse to the sample
while detecting the temperature Inside the tubes with thermo-
couples and the helium inside the conduit with an Allen-
Bradley resistor. The transient heat transfer characteristics
of the Individual bundle components are determined as they
depend on heat pulse duration and bath temperature.

•Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy contract
number DE-AC02-82ER52077.

DM-14CURRENT REDISTRIBUTION IN CABLES MADE OF INSULATED
STRANDS, B. Turck, CEN - SACLAY (Trance) - The current redistri-
bution among insulated strands that form a superconducting
cable under various mode of operation is studied experimentally
and theoretically. The partlcu'«r case of a 19 strand-3 layer
cable is Investigated. It la ahown that when the conductor
ia wound in a non-inductive cable, the intermediate layer carries
a reverse current. In an inductive current the absence of trans-
position with respect to the self field is somewhat reduced,
the current in each of the 3 layers having the aame direction.
However each atrand In the outer layer carries much more than
any atrand in the other layers.

Disconnecting a alngle strand breaks the summetry of
the cable, which results in forcing the two neighbour strandB
to compensate and carry practically 50 X more current.

D M - 1 S H I G H CRITICAL CURRENT DENSITY WITH LOW CURRENT SHARING
IN MULTIFILAMENT Nb55w/oTi SUPERCONDUCTOR, P.W.Bach, ECN-Fetten
and A.C.A.van WeeB, LDM-Drunea, The Netherlands — The Ti-rich
Nb-Ti multifilaraent superconductor with a high current density
at low fields and low current sharing properties is particularly
well suited for application in NMR magnets. A nwober of test
billets with 54 filaments Nb55w/oTi have been extruded in a 1.4
GPa hydrostatic extrusion press, in order to prevent premature
u-Ti precipitation and subband growth. By subsequent cold area
reduction and final precipitation heat treatments high critical
current densities at low fields are obtained with very low cur-
rent sharing (Jc - 5.8 • I0

9 A/m2 at 2T). TEM-investigations
reveal a high density of small disc-like o-Ti precipitates(Ptt.
density = 2 *1022n~3 ). The o-Ti precipitates with the a-B Bur-
gers orientation relationship are situated on specific crystal-
lographic planes inside the subbands. This is different from
the chain-like o-Ti precipitates in subband walls observed by
other investigators in conventional extruded and optimized Nb-
Ti superconductors.

D M - 1 6 FABRICATION AND PROPERTIES OF A LARGE ALUMINUM-CLAD
MULTIFRAMENTARY NbTl CONDUCTOR, K. HemachaUm, D. A. Phillips,
and B. A. Zeitlin, Intermagnetics General Corporation, Metals
Technology Group - A new fabrication technique has been developed
to clad conventional NbTi/Cu composite conductors with high
purity aluminum. The technique which 1s reported here is
capable of high volume production. The conductor described in
this paper consists of a muWfilamentary NbTl superconducting
core element of cross section 1.84 mm x 5.52 mm which is clad
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to an overall size of 4.5 ma x 24.0 mm. The conductor is
capable of carrying * current 1n excess of 10,000 A at 2.4 T.'
Two grades of aluminum purity were used. The starting residual
resist ivity ratio (RRR) of one grade was near BOO while i t
varied from about 1600 to 3300 for the other. Because of
high purity the aluminum Is prone to contamination that is
harmful to the RRR. Measurements were made of RRR and Impurity
levels at various points through the process and the results
will be discussed.

&M-17SURFACE CURRENTS IN FINE SUPERCONDUCTING FILAMENTS.*
|W. J. Carr Jr . , Hestinghouse R*D Center— In fine filamentary
superconductors surface currents in the individual filaments can
play a role along with the volume current in determining critical
current and hysteresis loss . An experimental study has been made
to attempt to understand the contribution of the surface current
at points along the hysteresis loop for magnetic field amplitudes
large compared with HCi. The surface current in this case exists
as a remnant of the Meissner effect in lower f ie lds . In order to
separate the surface from the volume currents It i s assumed that
the former are equilibrium currents established by the magnetic
f ie ld , whereas the latter are non-equilibrium currents estab-
l isted by the electric f ie ld . Measurements were made of the mag-
netic moment of a NbTi filamentary superconductor by raising the
temperature above Tc and then lowering the temperature to 4.2°K
In a constant magnetic f ie ld . A partial Meissner effect was
observed in magnetic f ields up to 60 kOe. It is presumed that
the magnetic moment observed results from equilibrium surface
currents. The measurements were made on a NbT1 wire with
1.6 urn filaments obtained from Oxford Airco Superconductors.

Supported by the Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory, Contract
No. F33615-81-C-2040.

D M - 1 8 BEHAVIOUR OP A NbTi VERY PINE FILAMENT COMPOSITE WITH
CURRENT FEED IN THE INDUSTRIAL FREQUENCY RANGE, H. Asdente, V.
Ottobonl, G. Rlpamonti, S. Zannslla, CISE S.p.A. - The behaviour
of a multifllamentary NbTi composite developed on purpose for
fast pulsed magnets and for ac current devices (1) was studied
with particular attention to the loss SMChanlzms. By a previously
described method (2), losses due to ac current were measured on
short samples (1 • 2 al of twisted {2 an twist pitch) and untwisted
wires* of a pure CuHi rin? housing several thousands of very fine
NbTi filaments (̂  ~ 0.5 pm) and of a copper core crossed by CuNi
walls to minimize the eddy currents. The performances of wires of
the same kind were already obtained in colls (3). Various simpler
situations are examined herein In order to point out how the losses
are affected by different parameters, such as ac current intensity,
current frequency (range 2O-6OO HE) external dc field (O-3 T) and
twist pitch. Measurements of ac quenching currents and dc critical cur_
rents were also performed as functions of the external field. The
loss data are compared with those previously obtained on different
short samples and on those reported for coils operating at the same
frequency (3)•

x Thanks are due to Dr. J. Goyer, Alsthom Atlantlque for supplying
us the samples.

Reference
1. P. Dubots, A. FSvrler, JC. Renard, J.C. Goyer, Hoang Gla Ky, J.

de Physique 45, CI-467 (1984)
2. M. Asdente, A.M. Ricca, IEEE Trans, on Magn., Mag-12., no. 1, 978

(1961)
3. I. Blasnik, E.W. Seibt, J. Appl. Fhys. 54(9), 5479 (1933)

D M - 19CRITICAL CURRENT AND STABILITY EFFECTS IN NbTi MONO-
AND MULTIFILAHENTARY COPPER-NICKEL MATRIX CONDUCTORS BETWEEN
0 A1O) 6 TESLA,* H.H.J. ten Kate, A.J.M. Roovers, and L.J.H.
van de Klundert, Twente University of Technology, Supercon-
ductivity Croup, The Netherlandi — The technology of copper-
nickel matrix conductors is essential for the development of
high-current thermally controlled superconducting switches
which are, for example, used in luperconducting rectifiers
or in persistent mode and protection switches. As a part of
our current program for superconducting rectifiers we in-
vestigated the current carrying capacities of eleven NbTi-
CuNi matrix conductors with diameters between SO and 350 urn
concerning their maximum current at function of magnetic field
(0 - 6 T), frequency (0 - 50 Hz), aethod of wire fixation and
joint lengths. The results are compared to those obtained
with common NbTi-Cu matrix conductors. We observed large dif-
ferences of a factor 2 at the most between the current

densities of the various copper-nickel matrix conductor. More-
over, it is remarkable that the best copper-nickel matrix
conductors have maximum current-densities which are much
higher than in copper matrix conductors.

Supported in part by F0M, the Netherlands Organisation for
Fundamental Research on Matter.

DM-20EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE LOSS CHARACTERISTICS
OF SUPERCONDUCTORS FOR AC POWER APPLICATIONS,* F. vanOverbeeke,
K. Oordt, and L.J.N. van de Klundert, Twente University of
Technology, The Netherlands — Recent studies £1,2] confirm the
economical feasability of application of superconductors in AC
power apparatus. The low loss conductor which has been proposed
however, still exists only in theory. Simple calculations show
that the economy criterion described by Ogasawara L33 and
Hlasnik L2J is inaccurate because of an oversimplified hysteresis
loss forsula. A necessary modification shows that stricter
demands will have to be made.
As production of ultrafine filament wires is a large techno-
logical problem, final diameter reduction by rolling instead of
drawing is proposed. The expected better performance has been
verified experimentally on a rolled commercially available
high-resistivity composite in test coils, as well as in a trans-
former geometry. Experimental set-up and results will be
presented.

1 U. Riemersma et al., IEEE Trans, on PAS, PAS-100 (1981)
3398-3405.

2 I. Hlasnik, Journal de Physique 45 (1984) Ci-459.
3. T. Ogasawara et al., IEEE Trans, on Magnetics, MAC-19 (1983)

248-251-

Work supported by the Netherlands Foundation for Fundamental
Research on Matter (F0M).

O M - 2 1 STABILITY OF HIGH-CURRENT DENSITY COMPOSITE SUPER-
CONDUCTOR SUBJECT TO PULSIVE AND LOCAL DISTURBANCES. 0.
Tsukamoto, M. Nakata and W. Katase, Faculty of Engineering,
Yokohama National University - We have analyzed the stability
of high-current density composite superconductor subject to
pulsive and local disturbances. It Is widely accepted tnat
pulsive and local disturbances due to abrupt conductor motions
are major causes of premature quenches in high-current density,
tightly-wound superconducting magnets. We calculated minimuii
disturbance energy quenching the superconductor for various
values of super-to-copper ratioes and over-all conductor
current densities. The stability or the high-current density
conductor suject to pulsive disturbance greatly depends on the
heat transfer characteristics in the quasi-nucleate boiling
range which appears transiently for higher heat flux than the
steady state burn-out heat flux. In the analysis, we used the
transient heat transfer data which we measued by using * brass
foil heater with a Au-Fe vs. Cr thermocouple measuring the
heater temperature.

D M - 2 2 DESTRUCTION OF SUPERCONDUCTIVITY IN CURRENT CARRYING
KbTi FIBERS BY STRAIN ENERGY,* L.S. Wright. H.D. Wiederick and
T.S. Hutchison, Royal Military College of Canada, Kingston -
We have investigated the destruction of superconductivity in
18.3 V» diameter NbTi (39.5 at XNb) fibers at 4.2 K by
straining a fiber while it is carrying a current that is sub-
critical. Current values ranged from approximately 3QX to
951 of the critical current. The fibers were chemically
extracted from commercial (Magnet Corp. of America) 180 fiber
copper clad composite. A current was passed through the sample
at zero load and then the sample was subjected to a constant
strain rate until superconductivity was destroyed (voltage
measurement). When superconductivity was destroyed Che strain
rate was reduced to zero leaving a static load on the fiber
together with a power input sufficient to maintain the fiber
in the normal state. Under these conditions the sample
lengthened a fixed amount. The power input was then removed
and the sample returned to the superconducting stats simultan-
eously returning to its original length. The load W3s then
removed from the sample and the experiment repeated for a new
value of current. Such experiments resulted in no change of
the critical current measured at zero load.

•Supported by a contribution from the Chief of Research and
Development, Department of National Defence.
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D M - 2 3 STABILITY OF EPOXY-IMPREGNATED SUPERCONDUCTING COILS -
TEMPERATURE RISES OF THE SUPt-PrONDUCTING WIRES CAUSED BY EPOXY
CRACKINGS, 0. Tsukamoto* and Y. Iwasa**, "Faculty of
Engineering, Yokohama National University, "FBNML MIT
Temperature rises of coil wires due to crackings of epoxy are
major causes of premature quenches in epoxy impregnated
superconducting coil. We have measured the temperature rises
of wires buried In an epoxy block by making cracks In the epoxy
block in the liquid helium bath. The epoxy block was molded
between two G-10 blocks. Copper wires were put in the holes
drilled through the epoxy block and fixed by an epoxy adheasive
which was the same material of the epoxy block. Stesses were
applied to the epoxy block by pulling the G-10 blocks untill
the epoxy block cracked. Crack events were monitored by an
acoustic emission sensor. The experimental results show that
energy released by an epoxy cracking is concentrated on the
wires. When the epoxy block cracks, the temperatures of the
wires rise much higher than the temperature calculated by
assuming that the stress energy released by tr'. cracking worms
the epoxy block uniformly. The mechanism of the energy
concentration on the wire is investigated.

D M - 2 4 ACOUSTIC EMISSION MONITORING IN THE TRAINING
EXPERIMENT WITH EPOXY-IMPREGNATED S.C. SOLENOIDS, H. Fujlta,
T. Takaghi, £. S. Bobrov, 0. TsukamoCo and Y. Iwasa, Francis
Bitter National Magnet Laboratory, M.I.T. We have
investigated the training sequences of epoxy-impregnated
superconducting colls of identical geometry, with different
support conditions at their ends. It has been observed that
the boundary conditions at the ends of the coil have a strong
effect on mechanical disturbances within the winding, and,
consequently, the number of premature c;uinches, and the location
of their initiation. Using AE mnni'uriug techniques we have
been able to distinguish within the winding envelope the geometric
location of the sources causing mechanical disturbances and
premature quenches, along with their nature (cr&cks versus
friction).

D M - 2 5 FRICTIONAL BEHAVIOR IN A SUPERCONDUCTING COIL,*
T. Nlshlura, S. Owaki, K. Katagiri, and T. Okada, ISIR Osaka
University — To investigate the frictional behavior among
mechanical disturbances in superconducting coils, we have
constructed a pin slide type device of friction which works in
cryogenic temperatures. The pin can slide on the most inner
part of the coil which is the instable part. This leads to the
estimation of the minimum frictional energy for quenching of
the superconducting coils. The frictional test of superconduct-
ing coils of niobluED-titanium-rlrconiuDi-tantalum Quaternary alloy
have been performed using this device; the effects of load,
sliding speed and repetition of slide on the frictljn were
examined. The correlation of quenching with the conditions of
friction was discussed. AE was observed during tlii friction
test.

*This work is in part supported by Grant in Aid for Scientific
Research No. 58035041, Ministry of Education of Japan.

D M - 2 6 STUDY OF DISTURBANCES IN SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS BY
ACOUSTIC EMISSION METHOD,* S.Nishijima, H.Iwasaki, and T.Okada,
ISIR Osaka University — Acoustic emission (AE) from super-
conducting nagnets has been analyzed in terms of various AE
parameters in order to establish the effective monitoring system.
The duration, peak amplitude, energy in addition to cumulative
counts by ring-down node are measured on a few type of magnets
under various conditions (changing sweep rate, maximum field,
field direction of the magnet). The results show that AC losses
are minor sources of AE, and mechanical disturbances could be
identified by AE method. The behavior of AE from two oagnets
excited simultaneously and location of AE source are also
discussed.

*Thls work is in part supported by Grant in Aid for Scientific
Research Ho. 58055041, Ministry of Education in Japan.

D M - 2 7 QUENCH ENERGIES OF POTTED MAGNETS,* Lawrence Dresner,
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN 37830 - The quench
energy of potted magnets has been studied for the following
two extreme models of the winding: (1) treating it as an
anisotropic three-dimensional continuum and (2) ignoring heat

conduction in the epoxy and treating it as * one-dimensional
continuum. For each model, we have obtained a formula for the
point-source quenrb energy, complete up to a single undetermined
constant, by applying a combination of dimensional and group-
theoretic arguments to the heat balance equation. The undeter-
mined constant has been estimated by solving the heat balance
equation approximately using Sparrow's method of local simi-
larity. Correction factors are given for taVing into account
the source's being distributed in space and time. The formulas
are compared with available experimental data; agreement ic fair.

•Research sponsored by the Office of Fusion Energy, U. S.
Department of Energy, under contract W-7U05-end-26 with the
Union Carbide Corporation.

DM-28QUENCE PROPAGATION ANALYSIS FOR NHR MAGNET AND
MATERIAL PROPERTIES AT LOW TEMPERATURE, D. A. Gross and
B. B. Gamble, General Electric Corporate R4D (Abstract
not available 7/27/84)

DM-29QUENCHINC IN COUPLED ADIABATIC COILS,* J.E.C. Williams,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology - The progressive quench-
ing of coils in a coupled system of adiabatlc superconducting
coils proceeds by the induction of the critical current in ouc-
ceaslve colls. Quenching thus starts in the high field turn
and propagates froa turn-to-turn through the winding. An em-
pirical expression for the quench propagation time between turns
allows the calculation of increasing reslstane in the elements
of a circuit of coupled inductances. A code computes the time
dependent resistance, currents and quench boundaries In the
colls. Simulated quenching is compared with observation in an
adlabatic NMR magnet.

•Supported by the National Science Foundation, Grant CHE-
8108374

DM-30STABLE NORMAL ZONES IN SUPERCONDUCTING COIL, S. Han
and X. C. Zheng, Institute of Electrical Engineering, Academia
Sinica, People's Republic of China We have investigated
stable normal zones (SNZs) that occur under high fields or at
low critical temperatures. Five solutions of the heat equation
exi't iccordlng LO the values of the uncooled-region length,
heat ^.^neration, and critical temperature. Three of the solu-
tions are stable, the rest unstable. One of the stationary
solutions describes stable normal zones. Simple expressions
have been obtained for predicting the conditions under wlilch
SNZs are observed. Some earlier experimental results are ex-
plained in terms of the theory. There is a good possibility
that SNZs occur in superconducting coils cooled by superfluld
helium. A numerical analysis is establisled, and computed
values are compared with experimental dat;i.

D M - 3 1 S 0 M E IMPROVEMENTS OF INDUCED CURRENT TECHNIQUE USED TO
MEASURE SUPERCONDUCTOR SHORT SAMPLE CRITICAL CURRENTS, Hang
En yao, Zheng ZMgin, L1u Jiamin and Wang Kuiwu, Srithwest
Institute of Physics, China -- We have used the me'.hod of
"four probes" to measure the Ic-B-values of superconductors
with current less than 200 A from an external power supply.
The Induced current method with a superconducting transformer
1s employed to measure high current superconductor samples.
The sample current* are measured by means of : classical
Miller Integrator. A majc; error comes from the drift of the
electronic Integrator. The three kinds of typicel induced
current generators are described. They are generators with
air core, Iron core and background magnet as a primary
superconducting transformers operated in a single pulse
mode. The electronic Integrator Is replaced by an In Ŝ  Hall
probe to measure sample currents. Its advantages compared
with an electronic Integrator are: high sensitivity, low
rift and reasonably good linearity. A Hall probe is used to

measure joint resistance of superconductors by a decay method
down to 10" " a.
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D M - 3 2 A SUBCABLE TEST FACILITY,* S. H. Kim, Argonne National
Laboratory - A aubcable test facility waa prepared to study
pulsed field losaes and stability of subcables under the pulsing
magnetic field of a 30-U split-pair coll. A G-10 cryostat
fabricated for the system has an Inner diameter of 31 cm and is
170 cm deep. An 80-kW power supply for the system has a pulsing
•ode of triangular operation. Another 500-kW power supply,
rated for dc operation at 400 V and 1250 A, #can have pulsing
•odes of triangular, trapezoidal, and, (B + B ) superimposed.
Using this power supply the maximum B obtainable is 25 T/s.

*Work supported by the U. S. Department of Energy.

DM-33AC LOSSES FOE IN SITU SUPERCONDUCTORS ABO-
VI EHB PKHCOLATI0N THRESHOLD, V.H.PAn, S.I.Muk-
hin, V.S.ELis, M.G.Vasilenko, V.I.Latisheva,
l.M.Fisher* T.M.Dzugutov, Inst. o. Uetal fbysj.cs,
Kiev, USSR - Sstinations of ac Xosses for a mo-
del of in situ superconducting microeomposiue are
done. Sufficiently high connectivity degree is
assumed which permits existence of the random
superconducting loops and infinite superconduc-
ting path (going through the whole length of the
wire) formed by the superconducting dendrites in
the normal matrix. Onthis basis measured depen-
dences ore analysed of the ac losses for in si-
tu superconducting wires upon their deformation
degree up to the filament diameter of the order
of Cooper's pair size. Efficiency of twisting
(to reduoe ac losses) for the samples with diffe-
rent deformation degrees is discussed. Some conc-
lusions are drawn on the possible structure of in
situ prepared miorocomposites with high concent-
ration of the superoonductiag material in the nor-
mal ratal mbtriz and on the influence of the pro-
ximity coupling on the superconducting properties.
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F E - 3 Magnetic Monopole Detector Research at NBS; M. W.
Cromar, A. F. Clark, and F. R. Fickett, National Bureau of Stan-
dards, Boulder, CO. We have built and operated several induc-
tive type monopole detectors, the present one having three
concentric, orthogonal l«ops operated in coincidence. The area
of each loop is 200 cm and the, cross sectional area of the
superconducting shield is 700 cm . The detector loops are in
a trapped magnetic field of approximately 3 milligauss. The
system is mechanically stab'e and is relatively insensitive to
external disturbances, both mechanical and electromagnetic. The
detector is quiet, having a signal-to-noise ratio for monopole
detection of approximately 20. We have also investigated
several sources of noise and spurious signals which miaht mimic
a monopole event.

Session FE, Oral

SQUID Applications
Session Chairmen: M. Simmonds

M. Nisenoff

F E - 1 SUPERCONDUCTING TECHNIQUES FOR GRAVITY SURVEY AND
INERTIAL NAVIGATION,* H. J . Paik, H. A. Chan, M. V. Moody,
and J . W. Parke, University of Maryland, College Park -
Major improvements in sens i t i v i ty and d r i f t can be made in
iner t ia l instruments by u t i l i z i n g benign properties of
materials available at l iqu id helium temperatures. We are
developing a three-axis gr v i ty gradiometer in which magnetic
f ie lds produced by persistent currents are modulated by mo-
tions of superconducting proof masses. Signals ar is ing from
both d i f fe rent ia l and common mode motions of the proof masses
are detected by SQUIDs. The present design parameters give
in t r ins ic gravity gradient noise of 2X10"12 s"2 Hz" 1 ' 2 , sub-
ject to improvements with new superconducting techniques
under tests . In order to compensate for common acceleration
induced errors , we are also developing a six-axis supercon-
ducting accelerometer, based on the same pr inc ip le , which
can detect the l inear and angular acceleration vectors of

qradiometer platform simultaneously. Motions of a s in-
•nagnetically lev i ta ted , proof mass is monitored to

r<. i l inear acceleration components to 4X10~10 cms"2

Hz"1 '2 and angular acceleration components to 2X10"10 rad
s-2 H z " " 2 . This accelerometer, combined with the gradi-
ometer, represents gradiometer-aided iner t ia l navigation/
survey system. We discuss the pr inc ip le , design and test
results of these superconducting iner t ia l instruments.

"Supported in part by NASA Contract NAS 8-33822.

F E - 4 USE Of Rf-SQUIU IN A QUANTUM NON DEMOLITION
EXPERIMENT, F. Bordoni(1FPI-CNR) , P. Carelli(IESS-CNR), V.
Foglietti(IESS-CNR) and F. FuIigni(IFPI-CNK), - - The
sensi t iv i ty required for detecting gravitat ional waves seems
lower than the l imi t imposed to a linear detector by quantum
mechanics. To overcome this drawback many groups are
developing quantum non demolition (QND) schemes. Here we
present a QNO scrane based on the use of a rf-SQUID. The
SQUID is used as a non linear element to obtain a combination
of a three freouency inverting and non invert ing up
converter.

F E —5 PROBLEMS IA COUPLING A DC-SQUID TO THf F.XTF.RUAL UOPLD,

P. Caralli and V. Foglietti, IESS-CKR -- He built two

ident ical planar dc-SOIIIDs coupled to two different input

coils on a single silicon chip. The inductances of the coils

differ of two order of magnitude. The ultimate noise

performances do not depend very much on the input circuit if,

as in our case, the coupling constant is of the order of . 5 .

Our best: coupled energy sensitivity of 9OU .is sligtly

degraded by the use of a flux locked loop. We coupled the

device to a II-order gradiometer used for bionagnotism

obtaining our best performances so far achieved in such a

configuration.

F E - 2 A SUPERCONDUCTING GRAVITATIONAL RADIATION ANTENNA*,
P.J, Veitch, D.G. Blair, H.J. Buckingham, C. Edwards, J.
Ferreirinho, F. van Kann, T. Suzuki, Univeraity of Western
Auatralia. The gravitational radiation ancenna being
developed at UWA consiats of a 1.5 tonne superconducting
niobium bar supported on a two mode mechanical f i l t er and a
Magnetically levitated non-contacting microwave reentrant
cavity transducer. The reentrant cavity is pumped by a
sapphire loaded superconducting stabilised osc i l la tor . One
of the fundamental Uni t s to the sensi t iv i ty of a
gravitational radiation antenna is the .>ar Brownian motion.
The Brovnian noise effective temperature can be reduced, for
a given bandwidth, by either increasing the acoustic quality
factor, Q, of the bar or by decreasing i t s temperature.
Here we present data showing that a 1.5 tonne Nb bar has a Q
of 2 x 10 in i t s fundamental longitudinal mode at 5K. This
corresponds to an effective noise tempersture of 110.t P K,
where tg is the sampling time in Beconds. We have "also
studied smaller samplea at temperature below IK. In these
we observe that the Q increases exponentially with T
leading to the expectation of ultra-low effective noise
temperature in the ni l l i -Kelvin temperature range.

Work supported by the Australian Research Grants Scheme,
Project B81/1S169.

F E - 6 W E L L COUPLED, LOW NOISE DC SQUIDs; B. Muhlfelder, J. A.
Beall, M. W. Cromar, and R. H. 0no, National Bureau of
Standards, Boulder, CO and W. W. Johnson, U. of Rochester. We
have designed, built and tested two types of well coupled DC
SQUIDs; single transformer (ST) coupled SQUIDs and double
transformer (DT) coupled SQUIDs. We have built DT SQUIDs with
Pb alloy window junctions that match the impedance of a 10 pH
SQUID loop to a one uH input coil. These devicos show a smooth
input-output characteristic for most bias coVitions and a
minimum detectable energy referred to the SQUID loop of 20 to
50h for oD parcent of the flux period. Computer simulations
indicate that the noise in these devices should be approximately
5h. A modified design using Nb edge junctions should yield
greater device stability and an electron beam fabrication
technology should allow a 10 pH SQUID loop to be matched to an
input coil with an input impedance of 15 uH. The Josephson
junctions In this case are formed on the edge of the Nb base
electrode layer. We have also designed a 250 turn ST edge
junction SQUID. The calculated bare inductance of the SQUID
loop is 40 pH and the calculated bare inductance of the input '
coil is 2.5 uH. Experimental results will be presented for the
ST and OT SQUIDs.
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F E - 7 HYSTKHETIC NOISE IN DC SQUIDS,* D.Drung, W.Jutsi,
Inatitut fur Elektrotechnische Grundlagen der InformatikUni-
versity Karlsruhe — Noise performance of dc squids including
large Josephson junction capacitances has been simulated on a
hybrid computer. Johnson noise emanating from shunt resistors
parallel to the Josephson junctions has been taken into account,
corresponding to T « 2ir KT/t • • 0.05 at fc.8 K. The energy
resolution minimum E . without input coil in units of Planck's
constant h has been evaluated. A broad minimum of e . as a
function of normalized interferometer inductance below X « O.671
has bsen'found. To reduce the detrimental influence of inter-
ferometer resonances on noise especially for large McCumber
damping parameters 8, a small value, A = O.bir is favored.
The energy resolution c . decreases vith increasing asymmetry
factor a * I /L on tSe expense of a smaller magnetic flux
range of small energy resolution. Between a = 1 and h the
energy resolution can drop by 60% to O.b h. The spectral
density of hysteretic noise has been investigated in the tran-
sition range 0.1 < f/GHz < 200 for damping parameters Q = 0.8,
2.2, 6. Below B = 0.8 the simulated hysteretic noise is neg-
l igible, while at B = 6 i t is dominating.

'Supported in part by the German minister of research and
technology under grand no. It15-71O2-NT 26<t8 0

F E - 8 THERMAL SENSITIVITY OF AN RF SQUID.* J.H. Claassen, S.A.
Wolf, and D.U. Gubser, Naval Research Laboratory, Washington,
OC 20375 -- The appearance of unexpected thermal sensit ivity
in a SQUID system developed for airborne gradiometry has led
to a systematic study of the variation of the output of a com-
mercial r f SQUID with temperature and ambient magnetic f ield.at
cool down. For very low cool down magnetic f ie lds, (< lO'^T)
the variation of the output 1s monotonic and reversible from 2K
to 7K (where the SQUID quits) and can be closely approximated
by a model based on the change of the effective area of the
SQUID loop due to the temperature dependence of the supercon-
ducting penetration depth of Nb. The temperature dependence of
the output increases in magnitude with increasing f ie ld at cool
down consistent with the trapping of more flux in the SQUID
loop, remaining .ev£rsible .and monotonic until f ina l ly at cool
down fields of 10 to 10 T the output becomes non-monotonic
and non-reversible with large temperature excursions. This
Indicates that there are f ina l ly moving fluxoids contributing
to the output thermal variations. Consequences and remedies
wi l l ba suggested.

Supported in part by the Naval Air Systems Command, Code 330
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F L - 2 THE ENERGIZING OF A N.H.R. SUPERCONDUCTING COIL BY A
FLUX PUMP, J. Sikkinga, J. Knoben, C.J.G. Spoorenberg, G.J.Kraaaj
L.J.M. v.d. Klundert - N.M.R. ..jgnets require a good hono-
rjsnity within a certain volume and an excellent field stability,
"he homogenity can be met by using a superconducting coil
-ystem consisting of a number of sub-coils in combination with
•-: superconducting correction coil system. The field stability
rsquires: a constant current, although in many cases the current
.-icay timt constant is too low, due to imperfections in the
'•uperconducting wire and soldered joints. This can be overcome
using a flux pump. Another advantage in using a flux pump is
the use of higher currents, because the heat leak is independent
of the currents. A superconducting N.H.R. coil (2.0 Tesla and
0.35 m bore) and a flux pump (20W-1000A) have been built and
tested separately. Now the combintation of both systems is
tested with special emphasis on the safety aspects of this
combination, the stray fields of the flux pump and the
accuracy of the current.

F L - 3 SUPERCONDUCTING ELECTROMAGNETICS FOR LARGE WIND TUNNEL
HACNETIC SUSPENSION AND BALANCE SYSTEMS,* R. W. Boom, Y. M.
Eysaa, G. E. Hclntosh, H. K. Abdelsalam. Madison Magnetics
Inc.; R. C. Scurlock. Y. Y. Wu, M. J. Coodyer, K. Balcerek,
University of Southampton; C. P. Britcher, NRC Research Asso-
ciate, NASA LaRC. — For many years, the magnetic suspension of
models in wind tunnels has promised great Improvements In Che
quality of aerodynamic measurements* mostly through elimination
of conventional, intrusive mechanical model support systems.
The implementation of Magnetic Suspension and Balance Systems
(MSBS) at physical scales large enough for the majority of wind
tunnel testing presents considerable engineering challenges,
notably in the design of the superconducting electromagnet
array required to generate the magnetic fields which support
and restrain the test modsl. The unique characteristics of
MSBSs place considerable^ emphasis on efficient packing of a
number of superconducting electromagnets close to the wind
tunnel test section and reduction of A.C. losses in the elec-
tromagnets themselves and In the support: structure and dewars.
This paper presents the most recent design study of a large
MSBS. Appropriate design choices, such as cold Intermagnct
structure, use of the Argonne 111-A A.C. cable and exploitation
of the superconducting solenoid mi.del core concept have yielded
a design meeting present specifications for an 8 foot test
secclon wind tunnel, with little unproven technology and
apparently reasonable cost. Latest developments in the design
and operation of superconducting solenoid model cores will also
be reported. Studies of system performance enhancements and
further optimization are continuing.

*Supported by NASA Langley Research Center Contract NAS1-17428
and Grant NSC-7523.
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F L - 1 PRESENT STATUS OF MRt MAGNETS AT OXFORD AIRCO,
P.A. Sanger, D. Andrews, E. Gregory, and F. Roemer, Oxford
Airco — The advent of magnetic resonance imaging for medical
diagnoses has produced the f i r s t commercial requirement for
large bore superconducting magnets of high-field uniformity
and r e l i a b i l i t y . Oxford Airco and Oxford Magnet Technology
have succeeded in producing magnets in large quant i t ies ,
meeting these requirements. As of March 1984, over 200
magnets for MRI have been produced; 150 from 0.3-0.6T and 50
between 1.0-2.0T. For the medium-field range of magnets,
field uniformities of 40 ppm over a 0.5 m diameter sphere and
5 ppm over a 0.3 m diameter sphere have been consistantly
demonstrated. For the high-field range, uniformities of
bet ter than 50 ppm and 10 ppm for the above volumes and
0.1 ppn on a 0.1 ra diameter sphere have been demonstrated.
Field s t ab i l i t y of bet ter than 0.1 ppm per hour is
consistantly obtained. The cryogen consumption of the
cryostat i s less than 0.4 helium l i t e r s and 1.0 nitrogen
l i t e r s per hour. The purpose of this paper is to familiarize
the community with the status of this growing application.

F L - 4 FIELD ENHANCEMENT OF A 12.5-T MAGNET USING
CYLINDRICAL HOLMIUM POLES,* R. W. Hoard, Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory - Unlike conventional ferromagnetic
materials such as iron and supermendur, which produce saturation
magnetization fields of approximately 2 T, several of the rare earth
elements (Holmium, Terbium, Erbium, Gadolinium, and Dysprosium)
yield saturation fields of nearly 4 T. This property makes the rare
earth metals particularly attractive as flux concentrators for use in
superconducting magnets. This report concerns the use of Holmium
inserts to enhance the peak useful field of a nominally 12.5-T, 5-cm
bore tape magnet manufactured by Inter magnetics General
Corporation. Nonlinear magnetostatic analysis indicates that this field
increases to nearly 16 T with the rare earth poles inserted within the
bore on both sides of the coil's split-plane radial access gap. Computer
modeling methods and experimental results are discussed in the paper.

•Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy
by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract number
W-7405-ENG-48.

F L - 5 SUPERCONDUCTING ELECTROMAGNETIC ACTUATORS FOR
ASTRONOMICAL FABRY-PEROT INTERFEROMETERS, Tetsuo Nishimura.
Frank J . Low, Steward Observatory, Univ. o f Ar izona, Kandiah
Shivanandan. Naval Research Laboratory — Two types o f super-
conducting electromagnetic ac tua tors—l inear and angular—for
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precise control of Fabry-Perot spectrometer etalons at l iquid
helium temperature were manufactured and tested successfully.
The linear displacement unit (45 Newtons/Amp) has maximum
travel of ± 40 ym with off-axis deviation of less than 1.5
arcseconds for 15 urn path. The angular unit has maximum t i l t
of ± 8 arcminutes and can maintain parallelism of two etalons
to better than 0.3 arcsecond of angle by compensating the
differential contraction upon cooling and off-axis deviation
of the linear displacement unit. These actuators are proving
especially useful in low temperature infrared instrumentation
where other choices, such as piezoelectric crystals, fa i l and
where essentially zero power dissipation permits low infrared
backgrounds to be maintained along with long cryogenic
lifetimes.

Tuesday, September 11
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F M - 1 KlCiMSl-XUCTURE AND INTERNAL STAIN CONTROL IN NbN ON
CARBON FIBERS, H. DieCrich, Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe -
Ue have investigated the Bl NbN formation on carbon fibers and
- for comparison - on sapphire substrates with a duo magnetron
sputtering system. For film thicknesses varying from lOO-IOOO nm
the mean crystallite size could be controlled from 25 to 10 ron
as a function of applied bias voltage. Internal strain analysis
with the method described by Feder and Berry* gave the striking
result that NbN films on carbon fibers have been produced with
compressive or tensile prestrains, depending on the sputtering
conditions. The superconducting critical current values are
about 10^ A/cnT2 at 4.2 K and 13 tesla with extrapolated BC2
values of 35 tesla at 6.2 K.

' R. Feder and B.S. Berry, J. Appl. Cryst. 3_, 3 7 2 (1970)

F M - 2 APPLICATION OF NbN FILKS TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF ULTRA-
HIGH FIELD SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS*, R. T. Kanpwlrth and
K. E. Gray, Argonne National Laboratory — The learch for
superconducting naterlali capable of generating nagnetlc
flelda In the 20-24 Tesln range has led to the study of NbN
files principally prepared by reactive sputtering. Saall
area, thin films of NbN have been produced with H ?'• about

35 Teala and critical current densities >105 A/ca2 at
20 Tesla. Saaplefc have denonstrated a high degree of toler-
ance to strain and radiation daaage as opposed to struetv.e
sensitive A15 compounds. We will report prellnlnary remits
on nagnetron sputtered NbN fllns prepared with cross-sectional
areas suitable for application in superconducting nagnets
utilizing tape windings. Relevant superconducting properties
and silcrostructure chsracterlstlcs will be discussed within
the context of preparation conditions, substrate type, flln
thickness and width. These will be related to the requlre-
nents of conductors for 20-24 Tesla nagnets.

technique, the alloy melted by r.f. levitation-meltlng Is
dropped Into a nozzle to be ejected as a molten alloy Jet onto
a high-speed moving copper tape«20m/sec) heated at a proper
temperatiire«800"C). The heating of the substrate ensures
good spreading and thermal contact of the molten alloy to the
substrate, resulting in an Inproved quenching effect especially
for high-melting-point materials. In addition, the resulting
composite has good bonding between the alloy layer and the
copper substrate, which may enable the use of copper as a
stabilizing material. Using this technique, composite tapes,
which are composed of 18-39ura thick V4n(Hf -Zr)60 ancphous alloy
layer and lOOum thick copper substrate, were successfully
prepared at tape speeds of 10-20m/sec. The amorphous .'aver
was then transformed by annealing at 600°-900°C ii.to a very
fine crystalline mixture of o + Laves phases. A critical
current density Jc of 5x10* A/cm

2 at 10T and 4.2K was obtained
for V4oHfloZr5o alloy heat treated at 900°C Cor lhr.
Application of this technique to other nut'ierials including
A15 compounds of V3S1 and Nb3(Al-Ge) are now in progress.

F M - 4 TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF SUPERCONDUCTING CRITICAL
CURRENT DENSITY AND UPPER CRITICAL FIELD FOR V2(Hf,Zr) MULTI-
FILAMENTARY WIRE, K. Inoue, T. Kuroda and K. Tachikawa,
National Research Institute for Metals, JAPAN — The tempera-
ture dependence of critical current density, Jc, and upper
critical field, u»Hc2, have been studied for newly fabricated
V2(H£,Zr) multifilamentary wires. The CIS Laves phase compound
filaments are formed by the diffusion reaction between V-latZHf
alloy matrix and Zr-Hf alloy cores, At 4.2 K, a u.Hc2 of 22 T
and an overall Jc of 1.5 x 10* A/cm

2 at 16 T are obtained for
the wires. Both Jc and uoHc2 of the wire rapidly Increase
with decreasing temperature. The ratio Jc(1.8 K)/Jc(*.2 K)
for the V2(Hf,Zr) wires are 2.2 - 3.2 at 12.5 T, while that
for bronze-processed Nb3Sn wire is only about 1.4. At 1.8 K,
the V2(Hf,Zr) multifllauentary wires show larger overall Jc
than those of bronze-processed Nb3Sn multifilamentary wires in
fields higher than 12 T. The much enhanced Jc at reduced
temperature can be explained by the rapid increase in u«Hc2
using the temperature scaling law for pinning force density.
According to the scaling law, the estimated value of Jc(1.8 K,
23 T) and uoHc2 are 1 x 10* A/cm

2 and 30 T, respectively.
Thus the V2(Hf,Zr) multifilamentary wire is much promising for
the use of generating high magnetic field in auperfluid liquid
helium.

F M " 5 LABORATORY SCALE PRODUCTION OF MULTIFILAMENTARY C-15
COMPOUNDS AND THEIR CHARACTERIZATION FOR SUPERCONDUCTING PROP
ERTIES. E. Olzi, D. Maccari, G. Turisini, C. Ferdeghini.
Studies on diffusion of Hf in V and reaction for C-15 phase
formation were carried out in cylindrical composite specimens
43.5mm produced by swaging a V-3ZHf tube and Zr-Hf alloys
cores of two different chemical compositions. Multifilamentary
cables were produced by a double assembling of composite mono-
elements and multielement* in V-3XHf and Cu tubes. The nulti-
filamentary cables were produced by cold rolling of the com-
posites with intermediate annealing at 800*C, and consist of
a matrix in V-3ZHf containing 22S and 256 filaments of Zr-WZHf
or Zr-56ZHf; the average diameter of the filaments is lOum.
After diffusion and reaction by means of prolonged heat treat-
ments in a range of 900-1000*C,a superconducting layer of
V2(Hf,Zr) was found on the external side of the cores; the
thickness was t4um. The cables seem to be easier to handle
than A-15 compounds Nb3Sn because of a lower brittleness.
Jc(B) measurements were carried out on the specimens, by means
of the short-sample technique, in a perpendicular external ap-
plied field between 4-12 Tesla at temperatures of 4.2, 3, 2.15
and 1.8K.

Supported by the U.S. Departaent of Energy, Division of Basic
Energy Science.

F M - 3 FABRICATION OF SUPERCONDUCTING COMPOSITE TAPES BY A
NEWLY DEVELOPED LIQUID QUENCHING TECHNIQUE, K. Togano,
H. Kumakura, Y. Yoshida, and K. Tachikawa, National Research
Institute for Metals, JAPAN — A new liquid quenching technique
for preparing composite tapes composed of superconducting
compound and copper substrate has been developed. In this

F M - 6 MICRO-STRUCTURAL RELATED SUPERCONDUCTING PROPERTIES OF
HETA-STABLE LAVES PHASE (C-15) IN V- (Hf,Nb,Ta,Zl) ALLOYS,
H.tt. khan*, Porschungsinstitut far Edelmetalle und Metallchetnie,
7070 SchwSbisch Gmflnd, FRG -- Alloys consisting of raultifilamen-
tary laves phase (C15) in crystalline V,Hfn.5lNbo.2,Tin.28 U)
and pseudo-amorphous V-Hf-Zr (2) show high Tc (M0K), H „ (9*4. T
at 8K) and Ĵ  (10 A/cm2 at 4.2K and 15T) values. A series of V-
based binary? ternary and quarternary alloys containing Hf, Nb,
Ta and Zr near the entectic composition are prepared by arc mel-
ting. Different pieces of the as cast samples are rapidly cooled
from solid (at 1200aC) and from liquid states. These asorphous
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and pseudo-amorphous alloys are heated isochronicalJy to deter-
mine the transformation temperature Tx from meta-stable to com-
plete stable crystalline state using tht DTA and high temperature
resistivity techniques. Different isothermal heat treatments are
given below Tx -and the forroanion of micro-crystalline C-15 phase
as well as the changes in the micro--tructure are checked by x-
ray diffraction, SEM and EDX. Measurements of the T , jf and p
are also made and their relation ship with the metaltability and
micro-structure shall be discussed.

1. Khan, H.R. and Schauer, W., IEEE Transactions on Magnetics,
Vol. MAG 17, No. 1, 1981, p. 1017.

2. Tenhover, M., IEEE Transactions on Magnetics, Vol. MAG 17,
No. 1, 1981, p. 1021.

*Also associated with the Institut fur Atom- und Festkorper-
physik, FU Berlin, Germany

F M - 7 CRITICAL CURRENTS OF SUPERCONDUCTING PbMo6Se
TAPES,* K.Hamasaki, K.Hirata, T.Yamashita, T.Komata.
Department of Electronics, Technological University
of Nagaoka, K.Noto, K.Watanabe and Y.Muto, The Re-
search Inst i tute for Iron. Steel and other metals,
Tohoku University Chevrel phase compound, PbMo6SQ

is one of the most promising superconduting materials
for the high field magnets. Recently, we produced
Mo-PbMo6Sa wires by a new electro-plating technique
with respect to cr i t ical current density. The
obtained Jc was 1x10" A/cm2 at 12 T and 4.2 K. In
this abstract we report investigation on the
fabrication of PbMo$SB tapes using this method for
the f i rs t step toward practical application. PbMo6S8

tapes were produced by a two step procedure. First , a
Mo tape of 50 ym in thickness and 1.5 mm width was
plated with lead by electro-plating technique. This
tape was treated in MoS2 vapour for 14 hours at about
1000"C. The measurement of the cr i t ical current was
carried out in a 16.5 T superconducting magnet in
Tohoku University. The field was perpendicular to the
current and parallel to the tape plane. The retained
Jc was 1.8xlO1*A/cm2 at 14 T and 4.2 K. The curves Jc
vs. B decreases very slowly in the field range of 10
to 14 T. This value is reasonably high compared with
the resistively measured ones so far reported.

This work was financially supported by a Grant-in-Aid
for Fusion Research from the Ministry of Education of
Japan.

F M - 8 EFFECT OF UNIAXIAL STRAIN ON THE CRITICAL CURRENT AND
CRITICAL FIELD OF CHEVREL PHASE PbMo6Sfi SUPERCONDUCTORS, J. V.
Ekin, National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colorado, USA, and
T. Yuash l ta , Technical University of Nagaoka, Japan — The
effect of uniaxlal s t ra in on the c r i t i c a l current of PbMogSg
superconducting vi res and tapes has been measured at 4.2 K in
a/--rtettc f ie lds froa 2 T to 24 T. The Chevrel phase supercon-
ductors show a large reversible effect of e las t i c s t ra in on
their c r i t i c a l current , conparable In magnitude to that of
Hb.Sn. The bulk upper c r i t i c a l field and peak pinning force
density In these superconductors also have a large reversible
sens i t iv i ty to e l a s t i c s t r a in . A correlation between the
uniaxlal s t r a in effect and crystal phase Is made.

Tuesday, September 11
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G L - 1 MODEL MAGNET STUDIES, Technical Support Advanced
Accelerator Meeting Group, Fermi National Accelerator
Laboratory* — A model design and testing program is
underway at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory which
is designed to achieve several goals. The first set of
model magnets is standard Tevatron quadrupoles and
dipoles, £ 6U cm long that have construction or material
changes which are to improve quality, and/or cost effec-
tiveness. The test program consists of performance test
quenching of the windings at various temperatures until
the cable critical current is reached. The quality of
the magnetic field (Fourier co-efficients B(n)) is
measured versus the rate of change, 8 and intensity of
the magnetic field, (B). The magnetization of the windings
is measured as a function of B and i. There are also
special measurements made. There is another set of models
for future machine studies such as the SSC 'Supercon-
ducting Super -ollider*. These models can be divided into
three groups, in order of riority; 1) a 5cm aperture, 7KA
turn, 6.0T, no-iron dipole, and 5KA-turn, 5.0T cold iron
dipole; 2) a 5cm aperture, 9KA-turn, 77K iron, 10.OT dipole
operated in 1 atmosphere super:-?.uid 1.8K; 3) a 2.5cm
aperture, 2.5 -*• 3T lOKA-turn, iron dominated dipole,
1 Superferric''.

•Supported by the U.S. Department of Energy

G L - 2 DEVELOPMENT OF A 10-TESLA Nb-Tt ACCELERATOR DIPOLE,*
W. Hassenzihl, W. Gilbert, and C. Peters, Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory - A four layer, 5 cm beam tube aperture, 1-ra long
model accelerator dipole has been built and recently tested.
The conductor for this dipole is graded; the cable used for
the inner two layers has about 30 percent more superconductor
than that in the outer two layers, so the conductors approach
the short sample limit at nearly the same current. It is the
third of a series of high field dipoles under development at
LBL and has been tested at I.8 and 4.2 K in liquid helium at
one atmosphere. Because of the lai^e forces exerted at 10-T,
the magnitude and distribution of prestress in the assembled
coil is quitu important. The rcress in each layer is measured
and adjusted quite closely during the assembly process.
Training behavior, quench propagat ion data, magnet ic fie Id
measurements and loss characteristics &re described.

*This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy
Research, Office of High Energy and Nuclear Physics, High
Energy Physics Division, U.S. Dept. of Energy, under Contract
No. OE-AC03-76SF00098.
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G L - 3 SUPERCONDUCTING SEXTITPOLE CORRECTION COIL OPERATING
IN PERSISTENT MODE,* W. Gilbert, A. Borden, W. Hasscnzahl,
G. Moritz, C. Taylor, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory - A per-
sistent node sextupole correction coi I operating within the
bore of a model SSC dipole has been built and tested. Error
fields in the main windings due to superconductor magnet it a-
tion and conductor misplacements add unwanted sextupole and
decapole magnetic field terms to the desired dipole field. A
shorted superconducting textupole coil has a current induced
in it by the error sextupole field such that no sextupole
field can penetrate into the proton beam region. The correc-
tion sextupole coil is one layer thick and is wound from a
single length of composite Nb-Ti and copper wire 0.60 am in
diameter, over the insulation. Each of the six poles has ten
turns, is wound flat, and then transferred to a 1.75 cm radius
stainless steel bore tube. Details of testing and trimming
of the correction coil are presented. Test results of the
measured magnetic field within the model SSC dipole with the
correct ion coil in and out of persistent mode operat ion are
presented. An electrical heater is used to drive the coil out
of the persistent mode. Measurements of joint resistance and
coil decay time constants are also given.

*Thia work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy
Research, Office of High Energy and Nuclear Physica, High
Energy Physics Division, U.S. Dept. of Energy, under Contract
No. DE-AC03-76SF00098.

G L - 4 DESIGN OF A 5.5 METRE DIAMETER SUPERCONDUCTING SOLENOID
FOR THE DELPHI PARTICLE PHYSICS EXPERIMENT AT LEP,* V T M Clee
et al, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory - A magnet, comprised of
the solenoid surrounded by an iron yoke, produces a fi^ld of
1.2 Tesla over a cylindrical volume of 145 in-* with a field
accuracy of /Brdz < 50 Gm. The solenoid consists of a single
layer coil with pure aluminium clad stabilised Nb-Ti conductor
wound on the inside of a support cylinder. Field correction
coils are located at each end of and connected in series with
the main coil. The operating current: is 5KA with an additional
±1KA trimming current in the correction coils. 'Che coil is
indirectly cooled with two-phase 4.5K LHe pumped through tubes
attached to the support shell. A thermal barrier is provided
in the form of 70K gas cooled shields suspended on che inside
surface of a stainless steel vacuum vessel. The paper covers
the 3D magnetic field and force computations together with the
conductor stability and quench protection criteria and design
proposals. Conductor evaluation, development and final choice
are discussed as also are the coil winding R&D and fabrication
proposals. Reasons for the choice and design of the cryogenic,
power supply and instrumentation systems are given. Protection
for the coil and the extraction of the 100 MJs of stored
energy are described.

*Supported by the DELPHI collaboration common fund, managed by
CERN.

G L - 5 A LARGE SUPERCONDUCTING THIN SOLENOID MAGNET FOR THISTAN
EXPERIMENT (VENUS) AT KEK, M.Wake, T.Matsui, H.Hirabayashl; KEK
National Laboratory for High Energy Physics, T.Satow, O.Asai,
K.Kuno, T.Kawaguchi, K.Wakamoto, R.Fujita; Mitsubishi Electric
Corp. — A 30 Gev e+e- collider TRISTAN is now under construction
at KEK. The detector system VENUS in TRISTAN requires a large
space of 7«5 kG magnetic field for the tracking of the particles
while keeping the material thickness of the magnet as thin aa
possible. The superconducting thin solemoid magnet being
designed has 3»4m in warm bore diameter and 5-48m in usable
length with material thickness of 0.6 radiation length. The
geometrical thickness of the magnet is as thin as 20 cm while
the outside dimension is as large as Hm*x5.61m. Since the
electro-magnetic force is toward outside, the coil is supported
by an aluminum 'case' covcing outside the coil instead of a
bobbin in the coil. The water cooled welding technique and an
expandable mandrel were developped to form the coil-case
composite. The conductor is made of NbTi/Cu and pure aluminum
stabilizer is extruded 30 as to contain the conductor in the
stabilizer. The bonding strength between the conductor and the
stabilizer was increased up to 5 kg/mcr. The cooling of the
magnet is provided by the forced flow of two phase helium in the
cooling channel of the 'case*. The cryostat uses CFRP (Carbon
fiber reinforced plastics) to reduce the material thickness of
the magnet. The vacuum property of the CFRP was improved. The
construction of the CFRP chamber and the conductor has been
completed. Whole the construction method was confirmed by the
construction of a 1m<V superconducting model and a full size
dummy conductor model. The details of the above developments and
the construction results will be reported.
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G M - 1 NbN TUNNEL JUNCTIONS, J. C. Villegier, et al.
LETI-CEN, Grenoble (Abstract not available 7/27/84)

G M - 2 NIOBIUM NITRIDE THIN FILMS FOR USE IN JOSEPHSON
JUNCTIONS," E. J. Cukauskas, W. L. Carter, S. B. Qadrl, and
E. F. Skelton, Naval Research Laboratory — The properties
of rf diode and of magnetron reactively sputtered NbN films
are being studied under a variety of preparation condi-
tions. Tha aim of this investigation is to achieve high
transition temperature, low resistivity fllm3 under condi-
tions suitable for use in all refractory tunnel Junction
fabrication. We have systematically varied the relative
amounts of Ar, N and CH^ gases, rf power density and
substrate temperature used during film growth. The transi-
tion temperature, resistivity, lattice paraoeter and crystal
structure have been correlated with the various deposition
parameters. The crystal structure is being Investigated
using diffractometer and Reed camera photographic X-ray
techniques. We have prepared NbN films using both rf diode
and magnetron sputtering with resistivities less than 70
utt-cm and transition temperatures greater than 16 K. The
lattice parameter for our NbN films ranges between 0.139 and
0.4H7 nm and Is dependent upon the amount of itrogon and
carbon used in the film preparation. We are currently
investigating all refractory tunnel Junctions with artifi-
cial barriers using these films as base electrodes and
niobium counter electrodes.

• Work partially supported by the Office of Naval Research and
the Naval Electronics Systems Command.

G M - 3 TUNNELING, RESISTIVE AND STRUCTURAL STUDY OF HIGH QUALITY
NbN FILMS, M. Gurvitch, J. P. Remeika, and W. P. Lowe, AT&T Bell
Laboratories; J. M. Rowel1, Bell Communications Research Inc. —
Uniform NbN films with Tc - 16.8 - 17.2K, ATC < 0.05K, resistivity
p(T£Tc) S 70uficm and resistance ratio ̂ 1.2 were prepared repro-
ducibly by first depositing Nb fiJiri'i by magnetron sputtering and
then reacting them with nitrogen as in bulk nitriding experi-
ments. X-ray analysis indicates pure Bj_ structure with no or
little second phase, [111] a;iih predominately oriented normal
to the film, crystallite^*-^ greater than 800&, and lattice
parameter ao up to 4.428A in the best samples. Films were ther-
nally oxidized at 250-300°C and tunnel junctions with Pb-Bi and
In counterlectrodes were prepared. Me measure the NbN gap
A(o)«3.1raV and a • 2fi(o)/KBTc = 4.3. We are working on the tun-
neling spectroscopy of NbN films with the hope of learning about
the electron-phonon interactions in this interesting supercon-
ductor. The quality of the NbN-oxide-In junctions appears to
be high enough to extract meaningful data on the phonon density
of states.

G M - 4 BEHAVIOR OF Tc OF HIGH TEMPERATURE SUPERCONDUCTING
FILMS AND A DETERMINATION OF THEIR.PARAMETERS,* V. Z. Krasin,
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory - Films of a number of high
temperature superconductors (e.g., Nb and NbN) turn out to be
inhomogeneous and are characterized by the presence of a
surface layer (proximity effect). An expression describing
T c of such systems has been obtained. The effects of strong
electron-phonon coupling are taken into account. An analysis
of the thickness dependence TC(L) is carried out. It turns
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out that Tc is a decreasing function of L, in accordance
with experimental data.' 7he dependence TC(L) allows one
to obtain information about the density of states and the
thickness of the surface layer.

1. S. Wolf, F. Rachford, and H. Nisenoff, J. Vac. Sci. Tech.
15, 386 (1978).

•Supported in part by the U. S. Office of Naval Research under
Contract No. N00014-83-F-0103.

G M - 5 REACTIVELY SPUTTERED V3Si and Nb3Ge FILMS,*
J. R. Gavaler and J. Greggi, Westinghouse R8D Center High-Tc
(5 15K) Josephson devices utilizing A15 superconductors will
require the development of a process capable of growing homoqe-
neous high-Tc films at relatively low (< 500°C) temperatures'
Towards this goal we have been investigating the reactive sput-
tering of VjSi and NbiGe in a standard and in a magnetron sput-
tering system. These compounds have been prepared by sputtering
Nb in argon-SiHi,, and V in argon-GeHc, gas mixtures. At > 700"C
maximum Tc's of 16.8K in A15 V-Si films and 21K in A15 Nb-Ge
films were found. Below this temperature Tc's degraded, however
at 500°C values of up to - 12K were obtained in both sets of
films. Compositional and structural homogeneity on the scale of
the coherence length were determined using transmission electron
microscopy.

*
Supported in part by the Air Force Office of Scientific
Research Contract No. 49620-83-C-0035.

Q M - 6 FABRICATION OF TUNNEL JUNCTIONS WITH A15 BASE
ELECTRODES, J. Talvacchio, A. I. Braginski, M. A. Janocko,
Westinghouse R&D Center and S. J. Bending, Stanford University
— Tunnel junctions with several A15 base electrode materials:
VjSi, V5Ga, and NbjGe have been investigated to identify the
key fabrication problems and compare the results with those
obtained for Nb-based junctions. The A15 films and overlayers
of Al, Y, and Si have been fabricated mostly by dc magnetron
sputtering. Tunneling barriers were formed by controlled
overlayer oxidation, and counterelectrodes by evaporating
PbBi. Properties of the superconductor/barrier interface
which are crucial for low-leakage junctions have been estab-
lished by correlating XPS spectra of bilayers with tunneling
characteristics. Glancing angle XPS was used to detect traces
of base electrode surface oxides. The subgap leakage in A15-
base junctions was attributed to A15 surface segregation and
enrichment in Si, Ga, or Ge caused by surface oxidation in
contrast to Nb-based junctions where conductive suboxide for-
mation was responsible. The ratio 1(1 mV)/I(2 mV) was as high
here as 55 at 4.2K for a base completely protected from oxida-
tion and decreased consistently with increasing niobium oxide
presence.

CF, cleaning process (CFCP) for lib and Nb-hased A15 compound
Josephscn tunnel junction fabrication. With this CFCP, the base
electrode surface is cleaned in an Ar and CF̂  RF plasma, and
then oxidized in an Ar and O_ RF plasma.

Base electrode films about 300nm thick were prepared by dc
magnetron sputtering on Si wafer or sapphire substrates.
Tunnel junctions with Pb, Pb-Bi or Pb-Au-ln counterelectrodes
were fabricated using standard photolithographic techniques.
The effects of fabrication conditions and film properties on
junction characteristics were investigated. High-quality
iunctions with a well defined gap, no knee and very low leakage
(e.g. Nb/Pb: V -40mV, Nl,Al/Pb: Vn-35mV) were obtained.
250 series-connected Kb/Pb junction arrays with a 5jjm£ area
have been fabricated with standard deviations of crit ical
current (J -13kA/cmZ) cr- 1.7*.

The CFCP mechanism that contributes to the formation of
such good junctions has been studied using in-situ X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Chemical shifts of the N'b 3d
levels on the CF, plasma cleaned Nb si faces indicated the
presence of NbF . These XPS spectra s'jwed that the tunnel
barrier was composed of compounds of Nb-0,. and Nb-F-O. In the
CFCP, fluorine was found to play an important role in achieving
such high quality junctions with base electrodes of Nb^Al,

GM-,9 H1GH-T. INTEGRATED CIRCUIT: A DC SCJU1D WITH INPUT
COIL, M. S. Oilorio and M. R. Beasley, Stanford University —
we have fabricated a high transition temperature
superconducting integrated circuit consisting of a dc SQUID
and an input coupling co i l . The purpose is to ascertain the
generic problems associated with constructing a high-T
circuit as well as to fabricate a high performance SQUID. The
dc SQUID consists of two narrow SNS microbridges located over
a step edge. The microbridges have resistances of about
1 n with I.R products of = 0.5 mV at 4.2 K. The inductance
of the SQUID loop is inferred to be about 100 pH while the
designed inductance of the 50 turn input coil is 0.25 pH. The
superconductor used for both the SQUID and the input coil is
NbjSn which is deposited at 800°C. Importantly, the insulator
separating SQUID and coil maintains i ts integrity at this
elevated temperature. A hole in the insulator permits contact
to the innermost winding of the c o i l . This contact has been
achieved without a significant degredation of the
superconductivity. Consequently, the circuit operates over a
wide temperature range, from below 4.2 K to near Tf (typically
13-17 K). Detailed measurements of the electrical properties
of the circuit wil l be presented.

*Work supported by the NSF-ECS.

1H. S. Dilorio, A. de Lozanne, and M. R. Beasley, IEEE Trans.
Hagn., HAG-19, 308 (1983).

G M - 7 RF SURFACE RESISTANCE IN NbjSn THIN FILMS, L. H.
Allen, W. J . An*lam, M. R. Beasley, R. H. Hammond, and J . P.
Turneaure, Stanford University - - We have prepared thin films
of NbjSn by electron-beam co-evaporation and measured their
surface resistance between 1.5 and 18K. As previously
reported,1 broad transitions and excessive losses were found,
Indicating the presence of Inhomogeneities in our materials.
New deposition procedures have been developed resulting in
vastly improved materials with sharper transitions and surface
resistances which are in better agreement with BCS predictions
once the residual losses (= .01 im) are removed. We wi l l also
present procedures for further reducing residual losses along
with preliminary tests of these films in a str ipl ine
configuration (collaboration with Lincoln Laboratory).

*Hork supported by NSF-ECS.

l L . H. Allen, et a l . , Proc. IEEE Transaction on Magnetics,
HAG-19. 1003 (1983).

G M - 1 0 STUDY OF PREPARATION TECHNIQUES FOR A
PRACTICAL MICROBRIDGE dc-SQUID STRUCTURE FABRICATED
FROM Nb,Ge,* H. Rogal la , B. David, Y. Kato, and
U. Apel, I n s t i t u t f.iir Angewandte Physik der J u s t u s -
L i e b i g - U n i v e r s i t S t Giessen, FRG - - F i r s t t e s t s with
a small a rea Nb-Ge dc-SQUID s t r u c t u r e revealed prom-
issing results: an operating temperature range of
10K to 18.3K was achieved with a best modulation
depth of 11%. Here we describe development steps to-
wards a more practical device: enlargement of the
flux sensitive area and integration of NbjGo
coupling coils for flux transformer and read-out
electronics. For this purpose a Nb-Ge multilayer
technique was developed using SiO insulating
layers. To optimize the behavior of the very small
microbridges the influence of plasma etching para-
meters on the decrease of T during the preparation
was studied. A characterization of such devices
will be presented.

•Supported in part by the Stiftung Volkswagenwerk.

Q M - 8 m> AND Nb-BASED A15 COMPOUND TUNNEL JUNCTION FABRICATED
USING CF, CLEANING PROCESS, O. Michikami, K. Tanabe, Y. Kato
and H. Takenaka, Ibaraki E l ec t r i c a l Communication Laboratory,
NTT — We propose here a new surface cleaning technique, the

G M - 1 1HIQI QUALITY ALL REFRACTORY JOSEPHSON TUNNEL JUNCTIONS
FOR SO.UID APPLICATIONS, J.M. Lumley, R.E. Somekh, J.E. Evetts
and J.H. James, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, England —
We report on all-refractory Nb based Josephson tunnel junctions
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made using a combination of U.H.V. getter sputtering (baaa
pressure 'M x 10~IOmbar), CFt, plasma etching and ion beam
etching/deposition. Like the SNEP process developed by
Gurvitch et al.1 the junction forming steps are performed with-
out breaking vacuum, producing a whole wafer Nb-A£-&£QX-A£-Nb
sandwich. Post processing including a noyel lift-off stage is
used to pattern and isolate the electrodes. The Nb layers are
deposited hot (5350°C - top, 700°C - basel whereas the aluminium
deposition and oxidation is performed at controlled lower
temperatures i2Q-40°C). Both randomly oriented and 'H'-plane
single crystal sapphire substrates are used, the latter enabling
epitaxial Nb growth. We have made a preliminary study to
characterise the junctions with respect to the resistance ratio
of the Nb electrodes (R293/RioMO-lOO+} , the temperature of
oxidation and top electrode deposition and the thickness of the
aluminium proximity layers on each side of the barrier.

1. M. Gurvitch, M.A. Washington, a.A. Huggins and J.M. Rowell,
IEEE Trans. Mag. MAG-19 (3), 79J (1983).

we can deduce A(0). We have applied this method successfully
to type II superconductors, for which other methods for the
determination of X(0) are more difficult. The tui.ncl diode
oscillator nethod is simple and suited to rapid, routine mea-
surements. The results obtained with rf sputtered NbN films
will be discussed.

SupporLeu by NSF grant DMR-8204337.

G M - 12SPUITFR FABRICATED Nb-OXIDF-Nb JOSEPHSON JUNCTIONS
INCORPORATING POST-OXIDATION NOBLE METAL LAYERS, - R.J.P. Bain
and G.B. Donaldson, Department oF Applied Physics, University of
Strathclyde, Glasgow G4 ONG, Scotland - We present an extension,
involving other metals, of the work of Hawkins and Clarke, who
found that a thin layer of copper prevented the formation of the
superconductive shorts which are an inevitable consquence of
sputtering niobium counter-electrodes directly on top of niobium
oxide. We find gold to be the most satisfactory, and that
0.3 nm is sufficient to guarantee short-free junctions of
excellent electrical and mechanical stability, though high
excess conductance means they are best suited to shunted-
junction applications, as in SQUIDS. We present results for
critical current dependence on oxide thickness and an gold
thickness. Our data shows that thermal oxide growth is
described by the Cabrera-Mott mechanism. We show that the
protective effect D* the gold layer can be understood in terms
of the electro-che'iiistry of the Nb-oxide-Au structure, and
that the reduced quasi-particle resistance of the junctions
relative to gold-free junctions with evaporated counter-
electrodes can be explained in terms of barrier shape mod-
ification, and not by proximity effect mechanisms. The per-
formance of a DC SQUID based on these junctions is described.

G M - 1 3 A NOVEL TECHNIQUE FOR TUNNEL JUNCTION DIAGNOSTICS*
G.B. Hertel* and T.P. OrlandoS, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology - We present a new way to diagnose problems in
the preparation of tunnel junctions by numerical deconvoliition
of the differential conductance data. A junction can show
a very broad gap characteristic for several reasons: The
smearing can be caused by the presence of two distinct phases
with two different energy gaps or by a continuous spread
of gaps, due to either anisotropy effects or proximity effect
from a contaminated surface. These cases may not be distin-
guishable in a measurement at finite temperature. But after
the thermal smearing is removed by numerical deconvolution,
the details in the distribution of energy gaps can be restored.
This has important applications for the preparation of junc-
tions on transition metals and especially for high Tc ternary
superconductors like Chevrel phases and rhodium borides,
where t ie preparation of tunnel junctions is very problematic.
•Work supported by AFOSR Contract F49620-82-K-0028.
*Department of Physics
^Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

G M - 1 4 DETERMINATION OF THE PENETRATION DEPTH OF TYPE II
SUPERCONDUCTING FILMS,* J, S. Moodera, R. Meservey, and P.M.
Tedrow, Francis Bitter National Magnet Laboratory, MIT, — By
measuring the temperature dependence of Che inductance of a
meander line of a thin film superconductor, the penetration
depth at T = 0, <U0) ccn be determined. This method uses a
photoetched meander lint: as the Inductive element of an LC
oscillator circuit driven by a tunnel diode- From the tem-
perature dependence of the oscillator frequency (10 - 15 MHz)
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H E - 1 A JOSEPHSON FOUR-BIT FULL ADDER USING DIRECT COU-
PLED FUNCTIONAL GATES, G. Matheron, Ph. Migny, O.Sie, LETI/
Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique. - A Josephson full adder
circuit using functional direct coupled gates has been desi-
gned and studied through computer simulations. The direct
coupled gates arc prefered to magnetically coupled ones since
they are easier to realize and less space consuming, while
the functional approach has been chosen because it requires
fewer devices. A new logic family is proposed ; it is compo-
sed of OR, AND, EXOR and MAJORITY gates, each built with
multiple junctions and resistors. The adder circuit is com-
prised of two functional EXOR gates for sum generation, and
one SI/3 MAJORITY gate for ripple carry operation. Since the
circuit is not operated in dual-rail logic (which requires
too much devices), a timing pulse is necessary for correct
operation of the second EXOR gate which delivers the sum
signal. MAJORITY gates, similar to those giving the carry
signal, are used to generate a timing pulse driving through
an OR-AND combination the EXOR gate, allowing it to operate
only when the output of the first EXOR gate and the car ry
signal from the previous stage are both present. Static mar-
gins and dynamic behavior have been studied on the basis
of E Nb/Pb-In technology with 4 \x m minimum linewidth and a
Josephson current density of 1 000 A/cm . The complete cir-
cuit consists of only 27 gates with 180 junctions and 150
resistors. Computer simulations show that the tine necessary
for curry propagation through the four stages (the critical
path delay) is 180 ps, while the worst case full add opera-
tion requires only 300 ps. The power dissipation for this
circuit is estimated to less than 100n W.
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H E - 2 A NOVEL CURRENT INJECTION JOSEPHSON LOGIC CELL WITH
OR/AND PERSONALIZATION, G. Matheron, Ph. Migny, LETI/ Commis-
sariat a l'Energie Atomique. - Several types of current
injection Josephson logic gates have been already proposed.
Bridge-type configurations with Josephson junctions and thin
film resistors are readily used. We propose here a novel cell
which is simpler to realize since no resistors are required
for proper operation. It consists of three parallel connected
branches, each with three junctions. The static threshold
curve can be optimized for margin considerations with a
proper choice of the Josephson currents in each branch. A
polarization current can be applied at the common upper
electrode while the lower common electrode is connected to
ground. Two control currents are symmetrically applied to the
side branches dividing them in two unequal parts. The
personalization of the cell as a two-input AND or two-input
OR gate is obtained with the control current leads connected
either between the first and second, or between the second
and third junctions in each side branch. The non-linearity of
the I-V curve of the junctions is then used to asymmetrically
divide the input current, since the series-connected junc-
tions are being switched to their subgap resistance R , while
the alone junction shows its normal resistance R . An I/C
isolation ratio of about 20 is then obtained without shunt
resistors. Simulations performed on these cells show their
high input sensitivity, high gain,and high switching dynamics
due to reduced turn-on-delay and lowered capacitance.

H E - 3 OPTIMIZATION OF PROPAGATION EFFECTS IN A SUPERCONDUCTING
SAMPLER,'* H. Hafdallah, P. Crozat and R. Adde, Insticut d'Elec-
tronique Fondamentale, University of Paris XI, Orsay - We have
investigated propagation effects related to the finite size of
circuits elements superconducting transmission lines and resis-
tive lines) in a superconducting sampler to optimize the per-
formances of the main functions (electronic ramp, pulser, com-
rjrator). We use a new time simulator MACPRO based on macro-
modeling designed to perform systematic studies of propagation
effects. Junctions with picosecond risetimes (R^C = I ps) are
described with a first order series expansion of the Werthamer
equation. The main problems encountered in the generator are
related to the filtering of the Josephson oscillation and pro-
nagation effects in the transmission line (s) constituting the
inductance which defines the slope of the ramp. In the pulser,
the closely related factors are the interferometer resonances,
interactions between the latter and the isolated junction indu-
ced by the Josephson oscillations and propagation effects. The
results include design rules to optimize the resolution and the
linearity of the ramp, the amplitude and width of the pulser
output.

"Supported by Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique.

H E - 5 A NOVEL ADDER BY USING THE UNIDIRECTIONAL CIL.M.Monsue,
K. Isaji and Y. Kosaki, Saitama University. Department of
Electronic Engineering — This paper describes a novel Josephson
adder using unidirectional CIL(UCIL) gates. So far developed
CIL gates have been a subject of much interest because of their
distinguished features of ultra high speed operation. In this
circuit, however, the interferometer-gare is needed for a
directionality of a signal, which causet great setback to the
operational speed of the adder. In order to overcome this
shortcoming, a novel CIL gate has been developed to have an
unidirectionality of a signal by introducing a decoupling coil
to output line of CIL gate. This lessens the total turn-on time
for the gate and makes the construction of circuit simple.

The principle of operation and design criteria are
described in detail with 3-dimensional threshold
characteristics of UCIL gates. Especially, the emphasis is
placed on the results of simulation of a novel adder using UCIL
gates. Simulation results show that the reliable operation of
the adder can be achieved even if the feed-back carry signal
from the decending stage is present.

This analysis shows that the delay time of the adder is
about 33ps/stage and power consumption is 1.7uW/stage .

Authors have mainly stressed upon how to design the adder
for the reliable operation.

H E - 6 DYNAMIC THRESHOLD CHARACTERISTICS OK JOSEPHSON SWITCHING
GATES, M.Morisue, K.Isaji and M.Kaneko, Saitama Universily.Japan
Department of Electronic Engineering — This paper describes how
the static threshold characteristics of Josephson switching
gates are affected by the quantum flux change in Josephson
junctions. Josephson logic gates such as CIL and interferometer
gates have been watched in keen interest because of their
ultra-fast speed operation and low power dissipation. In
designing any logic system by use of these gates, the static
threshold characteristics of the gate have been studied for
their reliable operation. This static threshold
characteristics, however, change when high speed input signals
are applied to the logic gate. That is, the dynamic threshold
characteristics of Josephson switching gates under the high
speed operation are not always in accord with the static
threshold ones. In this paper, the dynamic threshold
characteristics of two typical logic gates, one is the CIL gate
and the other the interferometer, are described in detail.

The method to obtain the dynamic threshold characteristics
is based on computer simulation, by which the transient
phenomena from the superconducting state to the voltage state
can be investigated. For example, in a CIL gate Lhe crest value
of the current for a given rise time is increased until the gate
is switched to its voltage state. Thus we obtain the dynamic
threshold characteristics of the gate, where the rise time of
the input is taken as a parameter. The model of the gate for
simulation is based on 2.5pm Josephson junction technology.
It is concluded that we must take a consideration of the dynamic
threshold curves in case of designing the Josephson gates based
on quantum flux change.

H E - 4 SWITCHING TIME LIMITS OF LOADED OR/AND RCJL JOSEPHSON
LOGIC GATES, A. De Lustrac and R. Adde, Institut d'Elcctro-
nique Fondamentale, University of Paris XI, Orsay - We have
Investigated by computer simulation the performances of OR/AND
RCJL logic gates with useful fan-in/fan out (2 and 3) and usinp.
picosecond Josephson junctions (RJJC - 2 ps). We propose new
p.ate structures designed to have small turn on delays and take
the best advantage of fast junctions. The shunt on the input
junction responsible of long t.o.d. is eliminated. The gate
realizes both voltage and current amplification in the output
branch, and uses relatively high impedance transmission lines
(60 n) compatible with I um technology. This is necessary to
realize both a good in-out isolation of the gate together with
high fan-out capability. The AND gate is constituted with an
OR gate which brings current and voltage amplification together
with isolation, driven with a current summing cell made of two
unbiased junctions. The input and output impedances of the OR
pate in a real circuit vary at the scale of the switching time
between the very different values of the two logic states. Then
static and dynamic characteristics are treated assuming the
«ate is in a string of identical cells. Full switching time of
7 ps is obtained for OR gates with FI/FO » 2/2 or 3/3. It is
6-7 ps for AND gates with FI/FO - 2/3. Power dissipation is
5-7 uW. A residual t.o.d of 4-5 ps with 20Z overdrive indicates
that litcle improvement will be obtained using faster junctions.

* Supported by Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique.

H E - 7 CHAOS AND ITS ASSOCIATED OSCILLATIONS IN JOSEPHSON CIRCUIT,
M.Morisue and H.Fukuzawa, Saitama University, Japan, Department
of Electronic Engineering — This paper describes a chaotic
behavior produced in rf- driven Joseplison circuit.

To begin with, the most simple model is considered, where a
rf - driven Josephson junction is connecti?d with a load
resistance only. The nonlinear current-voltage characteristics
of Josephson junction is determined to understand a new
oscillatory phenomena occured in the circuit. The analysis
shows that there exist four oscillation states in this circuit.
The first is the periodic oscillation state of which frequency
is in accord with the frequency of the driving force. The
second is the subharmonic oscillation state where the period is
doubled. This double-periodic state is sometimes found as a
precursor or postcursor route to chaos. The fourfold periodic
state and the higher evenfold state are also observed in the
circuit. The third is the choas, of which state can be found in
the restricted ranye of amplitude of driving forces. The fourth
is a special state named as the modulated self-osci 1 lr.tion
state. This is not a chaos althorgh it seems like a chaotic
state.

In addition, we describe a choas produced in the two
Josephson junctions circuit by appling the external force
through the inductance, like a interferometer. The choas and
its associated phenomena and their relationships with circuit
parameters are again clearly discussed in detail.

These analyses show profitable results for understanding
the cause of a chaos in the relation of the circuit parameters.
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H E - 8 PROPOSAL OF UNI-LATERAL SINGLE-FLUX-QUANTUM LOGIC
GATE, H.Miyake, N.Fukaya, Y.Okabe, and T.Sugano, Department
of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, the University of
Tokyo A new type of single flux quantum logic gate is pro-
posed which can perform uni-lateral propagation of signals
without a need of three-phase clock. This gate is designed
to use bridge-type Josephaon junctions without hysteresis in
their current-voltage characteristics, promising as high-speed
logic gate because of their small capacitances. The basic
logic gate consists of two one-junction interferometers coupled
by superconducting Interconnecting line, and uses fluxoid quan-
tization in one of one-junction interferometers to represent
logical states. The asymmetry of the bias current results in
uni-lateral signal flow. An optimum circuit with maximum
operating margin was found by varying design parameters such as
the ratio of the critical current of Josephson junctions and
the inductances, to obtain a margin of greater than 502 with
respect to bias current. Three cascaded gates were modeled
and simulated on a computer, and the uni-laterlity of signal
flow was confirmed. The results also show that a switching
delay about 2 picoseconds is feasible.

H E - 9 A DIRECT COUPLED JOSEPHSON SAMPLER CONCEPT WITH A VORTEX
TO VORTEX TRANSITION SAMPLING PULSE GENERATOR, * Harald A. Kratz,
Universitat Karlsruhe, Institut fur Elektrotechnische Grundlagen
der Informatik, Hertzstr. 16, D-75OO Karlsruhe 21— A Josephson
sampler with direct resistive coupling between sampling gate and
sampling pulse generator has been designed and simulated. The
sampling gate and the sampling pulse generator comprises two
junction interferometers. An ultra short sampling pulse of 3ps
halfwidth is generated at a special vortex to vortex transition.
Delays up to 500 ps between the sampling pulse and the main
trigger input can be generated with an electronically adjustab-
le circuit on the sampler chip. A layout of the complete samp-
ling circuit, i.e. the sampling gate, the sampling pulse genera-
tpr and the electronic delay circuit on a single U-U mm chip
has been achieved for the Nb-Nb 0 -PblnAu technology. The Jo-
sephson current density is j =UykA/cm . The minimum line width
is 8 pm. A time resolution or 5 ps is predicted.

•Supported in part by the German minister of research and
technology under grand no. M5-7102-NT 26'i8 0

H E - 1 0 ELECTRONIC SIMULATION OF MULTI-JOSEPHSON-
JUNCTION AND INTERFEROMETER CIRCUITS, V. K. Kornev
and K. J. Platov, Moscow State University.— A high-
speed electronic analog has been developed for high-accu-
racy simulation of complex processes in multi-junction
Josephson-junction circuits and superconducting quantum
interferometers.The analog is based on the curcuits of two
types, A and Bl , corresponding to two types of the
Josephson-phase combinations. It has been shown that
one can simulate any Josephson-junction structure of N
junctions and M superconducting loops with M type-B
circuits and (N-M) type-A circuits united by the ordinary
operational amplifiers. With our present version of the
analog containing five type-A and three type-B circuits,
we have modelled several circuits of urgent interest,
including microwave ac SQUIDs, microwave parametric
amplifiers and logic elements of various kinds. In par-
ticular, dynamts of the four-junction2 and the similar
five-junction logic elements have been studied. It has
been shown that the elements can serve as NDRO logic
cells within a wide range of the circuit parameters.

l.V. K. Kornev and V. K. Semenov, IEFE Trans. Magn.,
MAG-19, N 3, pp. 633-636 (1983).
2. R. W. Henry and D. E. Prober, Rev. Sci. Instrum. 52,
N 6, pp. 902-914(1981).

H E - 1 1 SIMULATION AND OPERATION OF HIGH SPEED HIGH ACCURACY
JOSEPHSON A/D CONVERTERS, J. Coulter, J. Holloway, N.S. Kim,
K. Saena, J. Spargo, F. Uang, A. Lawrence, M. Jack, Hughes
Aircraft Company, Industrial Electronics Technology Center,
P. Lloyd and C. Hamilton, N.B.S., Boulder, Colorado — High
accuracy 6 and 10 bit A/D converter based on the oscillator/
counter principle^) have been fabricated and characterized.

Simulation results Indicate that intrinsic count rates up
to 1 terahertz are possible. If arbitrary control of pulse
parameter. I.e., rice ai£ fall times, duration snd jitter are
assumed, a conversion m< •• of I gigasample/sec for 10 bits can
potentially be achieved. We address constraints of real-world
waru electronics that presently Halt A/D performance and dis-
cuss new approaches in cold electronics that can circumvent
these limitations. Simulations of A/D performance are compared
with experiment. Operation of A/D circuits operations is
described. Both low frequency signal reconstruction and high
speed full dynamic range beat frequency measurements are
discussed.

(*)c.A. Hamilton, "100 GHz Binary Counter Using Squid
Flip Flops," National Bureau of Standards, IEEE Transactions
on Magnetics, HAG-19. No. 3 (1983).

H E - 1 2 HIGH FREQUENCY SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF SUPERCONDUCTING
MICROSTRIP LINES, H. ABIRI, J. CHILO und C. MONLLOR, ENSERG
FRANCE - The superconducting microstrip lines used in the micro-
wave or logic circuits are generally modelised supposing trans-
versal fields propagation. In this paper, we determine the
validity of this hypothesis for the strips having few micrometers
widths. We propose a dynamic analysis based on a spectral method
adapted to the superconducting character of the materials. The
propagation characteristics and the effective permittivity of
a simple or coupled lines are calculated . The thicknesses of
the strips are taken into account and are at the origin of an
important dimensional effect.
For the lines operating at frequencits below several tenths of
gigahertz the results are in good arcordance with those obtained
by a quasi-static method.
For two near lines the proposed method allows us to determine
the current density distributions and the magnetic field
structure taking into account the coupling effect. The shielding
and tbs magnetic radiation of the lines are evaluated.

H E - 1 3 MAGNETIC STUDY OF DOUBLE LAYER NbN-Nb MICROSTRIP LINE,
J. CHILO, G. ANGENIEUX and C. MONLLOR, ENSERG FRANCE - We
propose a complex potential method allowing the magnetic charac-
terization of multi-supraconductor transmission lines. It takes
into account the coupling effects and the presence of normal
electrons in the superconductors. This method can be applied
to the case of multi-layer strips. With the use of a moment
method (matching point technique), we compute the current
density distributions, the inductance and the effective London
penetration depth Aeff, for a double layer structure {NbN-Nb).
The results show an important decrease of the inductance when
the thickness of the Nb layer is reduced. We determine the
maximum thickness above that the variation of ^epf becomes
negligible. When the thickness of one material equals zero
we find the same results that we obtain by a variational energy
method. Experimental and theoretical results are compared. The
decrease of the inductance improves the magnetic sensitivity of
the interferometric devices and reduces the propagation time
through the interconnections. For a double layer structure we
give the variations of this time as a function of the thickness
of the materials.

H E - 1 4 AN ABSOLUTE SQUID MAGNETOMETER, J. C. Gallop and
W. J. Radcliffe, National Physical Laboratory, Teddington,
Middx TW11 OLW, England — Although SQUIDs are the most
sensitive magnetometers available they possess at least one
major disadvantage, that they measure changes in magnetic flux
density, not its absolute magnitude. This paper describes an
absolute nuclear free precession magnetometer which has very
high sensitivity, as a result of using a SQUID to detect the
precessing nuclear magnetisation. The source of spins is a
small volume 1 cm3 of liquid 3He. The sensitivity of the
device is frequency independent over its operating range,
unlike conventional free precession magnetometers. At present
the demonstrated resolution of the device is about 30 pT but
it will be shown that the limiting sensitivity should be as
good as that of the SQUID itself. Noise processes in the
system will be discussed and compared with experiment. The
'HE-SQUID1 magnetometer has been used to investigate the
uniformity of a trapped field inside a superconducting tube.
These results will be presented, together with some other
proposed applications of the system.
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H E - 1 5 SUFERCONDUCTING MAGNETIC SHIELDING FOR SQUID-
BASED SYSTEMS OPERATING IN LOW FIELDS, T. R. Clem, Naval
Coastal Systems Center — A SQUID-based assembly has been
designed, built and tested to evaluate the effectiveness
of SQUID superconducting magnetic shielding for systems
operating in external fields less than 10 gauss. This
system is designed to measure changes in magnetic induction
interior to test shields due to changes in external field
and temperature. Preliminary experimental results to
evaluate commercially-available shielding materials and to
identify significant parameters for shielding effectiveness

will be presented. In addition, empirical results will be
compared with derived expressions involving factors expected
to determine shielding effectiveness.

the counter-electrodes are deposited through SiO windows to
make the areas equal and the barrier is fabricated by sputter
oxidation *n the aim to obtain the highest uniformity. The
junctions are rectangular, 75x150 um2 and have critical cur-
rentB of about 10 A/cm2. As their plasma frequency lies c^ose
to the X band, they have been tested biasing the resonator al-
ternatively with R.F. signals both at the fundamental frequen-
cy (in the X band) and at the second harmonic. The design of
the resonator structure and the R.F. coupling to the .junctions
have been optimised so that few milliwatts of R.F. bias are
needed to drive the devices which have been operated up to sev
eral tenths of millivolts with stable and well shaped current
steps. To make stable and reproducible the frequency of opera-
tion, the resonator has been decoupled from the d.c. circuit
by a R.F. low pass filters of constant K, m-derived type,
which ensures a pole-of attenuation et the fundamental frequen
cy.

H E - 1 6 A PROTOTYPE SUPERCONDUCTING GRAVITY GRADIOMETER*. F.J.
van Kann, C. Edwards, M.J. Buckingham and R.D. Penny, University
of Western Australia. We report the successful laboratory test
of a single-axis gradiometer designed to measure a diagonal
component of the earth'a gravitational gradient tensor. It
consists of a pair of accelerometers mounted with their
sensitive axes vertical and in line. The differential
displacement of the accelerotneters, which is proportional to the
component of the tensor gradient, ia sensed via the modulated
inductance of a superconducting coil coupled by a
superconducting_tr«nsfortner into an RF biased SQUID with energy
sensitivity 10 2? J/Hz. Rejection of in-line common mode
accelerations is achieved by trimming the natural resonant
frequencies of each accelerometer: the restoring force acting on
an accelerometer proof mass is partly magnetic and can be
trimmed by adjusting the persistent currents in a pair of force
coils. A common mode rejection ratio exceeding 80 dB has been
achieved in the presence of Linear accelerations - IO~2 ms~2,
and a laboratory generated gradient of 30 Eo rras has been
detected with a signal to noise ratio of about 30. The
dependence of this signal on the distance between source and
detector has the expected Newtonian form. Under quiet conditions
the background noise level of the instrument is at present - 10
Eo/Hz^ . (1 Eo » 10"9 s~2.) This is close to the practical limit
achievable for such a single axis configuration: a three axis
instrument fdr geophysical application is under development.

Supported by the Australian National Energy Research,
Development and Demonstration Programme, Contract No 82/2302.

H E — 1 9 ZERO-FIELD SINGULARITIES IN JCSEPHSON TUNNEL JUNCTIONS

OF INTRMEDIATE LENGTH," M. Cirillo, S. Pace, and B. Savo,

Department of Physics,University of Salerno, 84100 Salerno,

Italy— Zero-field singularities (Z.F.S.) appear in the D.C.

current voltage characteristic of Josephson tunnel junctions

longer than the Josephson penetration depth Aj . These modes

are currently explained in terms of fluxon periodical

oscillations in the junctions , and show potential applications

in microwave devices. A set of onedimensional overlap

junctions with length between 5.6 Aj and 1.6 Aj have been

studied . Detailed experimental investigations of the current

voltage D.C.characteristic of Z.F.S. are reported. We find

that the I-V shape becomes steeper very regularly either by

increasing the Z.F.S. order number or by decreasing the

junction length. A similar behavior is measured for 2JT-kink

oscillations on a mechanical analog. Moreover in real

junctions anomalous structures appear in high order singularities.

•Supported in part by C.N.R.-G.N.S.M.

H E " 1 7 LC RESONANCES IN Nb BASELAYER dc SQUIDs, A.M. CUCOLO,
G. Modestino, University of Salerno CItaly) and G. Paterno,
EKEA, Center of Frascati (Italy)-- Superconducting quantum in-
terference devices arc assuming increasing importance for prac-
tical applications. A deep understanding of their behavior is
very important for an accurate design of real devices. Resonan-
ces in the current voltage characteristics of Nb base layer two
junction SQUIDs have been investigated. These resonant modes
are due to the nonlinear interaction of the a.c. Josephson cur-
rent with the rssonant circuit formed by the junction capaci-
tance and the loop inductance. In our devices the junctions are
defined by two "windows" in an SiO insulating layer between the
two superconducting films. The loop inductance i s determined by
the distance between the two junctions and the thickness of the
insulating layer. Typical junction dimensions ranged from 10 pn
to 30 \sm and the loop inductance was of the order of 10-12 pH.
The magnetic field and the voltage dependence of the current
amplitude of the resonances have been measured in devices with
different geometrical configurations and for different values
of the coupling parameter. A comparison between the experimen-
tal data and the theory reported in the literature is also pre-
sented.

H E - 2 0 SOME ASPECTS OF THE PHOTOSENSITIVE BEHAVIOR OF JOSEPHSON

TUNNEL JUNCTIONS, C. Camerlingo, R. Cristiano, M. Russo and G.

Peluso, Istituto di Cibernetica del C.N.R., Napoli, Italy. -

Experimental investigations to characterize the light-sensitive

behavior of Pb-CdS-Pb Josephson junctions are reported. Their

memory-like properties due to the possibility, by a suitable

optical input, of permanent modifications of both the quasi-par-

ticles and Cooper pairs tunneling probability offers a potential

for applications and it is an interesting topic from the physic-

al point of view. Measurements on the junction properties evo-

lution with the light exposure time have been performed. In

particular the modification of the tunneling barrier shape are

discussed in the framework of an average barrier model. In con-

nection with the assumed shape, experimental results on the tem-

perature dependence of the light-induced dc Josephson current

are compared with theoretical models recently proposed. To gi-

ve a more complete analysis, measurements of the light-induced

Josephson current dependence on the magnetic field have been al-

so considered in connection with both the sample geometry and

the illumination level.

H E - 1 8 A SERIES-ARRAY JOSEPHSON DEVICE FOR HIGH LEVEL VOLT-
AGE STA5DARD, G. Coatabile, University of Salerno, D. Andreo-
ne and V. Lacquaniti, Istituto Elettrotecnico Nazionale Gali-
leo Ferraris — We report the results of measurements per-
formed on an array of Josephson .junctions coupled to a super-
conducting resonator to get R.F. induced steps suitable for
application to the maintenance of voltage standard. The array
la sad* of ten Nb-HbxOy-Pb/Bi junctions connected in series;

H E - 2 1 COHERENCE IN DC-BIASED JOSEPHSON ARRAYS COUHED TO A

RESONATOR, R. Monaco, Istituto di Cibernetica del CNR, Arco Felice

<NA), Italy; G. Costabile, S. Pagano, R. D. Parmentier, Diparti-

mento di Fisica dell'Universita, Salerno, Italy — We have found

that an array of Josephson junctionscoupled to a resonator exhib-

its a new phenomenon in the current-voltage characteristic consis-

ting in the appearance of current branches at voltages which are
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integer multiples of a fundamental voltage V . This in turn is
related to the frequency oir the resonator f through the Joseph-
son voltage V - (h/2e)f multiplied by the number of junctions.
The Nb-Nb 0 -Pb junctions of our array are approximately square,
50 iim x 50 fim, connected in series and coupled to a superconduc-
ting resonator through a capacitive gap. Their current density,
very uniform.in each sample, ranges from a few A/cm to several
tens of A/cm . To minimize the loading effect of the d.c. cir-
cuit on the resonator response, r.f. low-pass filters have been
integrated iuLo the device. This device shows two unexpected
features: The first is that the order of the highest current
branch is equal to the number of junctions in the array; the sec-
ond is that the junctions always appear to be coherently locked
to the same multiple uf the resonator frequency, no matter how
many are biased in their resistive state. We try to understand
the main features of this device in the light of results we have
obtained by numerical simulation.

+
Work supported in part by the Gruppo Nazionale di Struttura

della Materia.

H E - 2 2 EFFECTS OF FLUCTUATIONS ON VOLTAGE-CURRENT CHARACTER-
ISTICS OF JOSEPHSON JUNCTIONS, A. Barone, C. Camerlingo, R. Cri
stiano and Yu.N. Ovchitinikov, Istituto di Cibernetica del CNR,
Arco Felice,Italy - Voltage-current characteristics (V-I) mo-
dified by the presence of thermal noise have attracted the at-
tention of a number of investigators since many years. The ef-
fect of finite capacitance however deserves further considera-
tion. We have carefully investigated the small voltage region
of the V-I characteristics for different values of the capaci-
tance. It is shown that in the region of small voltages the
V-I curves corresponding to larger capacitance values lie above
those of corresponding lower capacitance values whereas the op-
posite situation occurs at high voltages. Related investiga-
tions of the ecfect of the finite capacitance in the limit of
quantum noise hav • also been performed.

H E - 2 3 MAGNETIC FIELD DEPENDENCE OF MICROWAVE RADIATION IN IN-
TERMEDIATE-LENGTH JOSEPHSON JUNCTIONS,* M.P. Soerensen, R.D.
Parmentier, P.L. Christiansen, and O. Skovgaard, Laboratory of
Applied Mathematical Physics, The Technical University of Den-
mark, DK-2800 Lyngby, Denmark, B. Dueholm, E. Joergensen, V.P.
Koshelets, O.A. Levring, R. Monaco, J. Mygind, N.F. Pedersen,
and M.R. Samuelsen, Physics Laboratory 1, The Technical Univer-
sity of Denmark, DK-2800 Lyngby, Denmark - Experimental measure-
ments of current-voltage structure and emitted X-band radiation
in applied magnetic field from overlap-geometry Josephson tun-
nel junctions of normalized length about 2 are compared with nu-
merical simulations obtained using a perturbed siiu~-Gordon model.
The simulations furnish the current and field deptnHrnce of the
oscillation configuration, from which can b»> calcu .ited average
voltages, frequencies, and power spectra. Simulat; >n and expe-
rimental results are in good agreement as regards tTn. lobe
structure of the height of the first zero-field st*,; . ..econd
Fiske step in magnetic field and the field depend.nre of the
radiation frequency within the various lobes, including details
such as hysteresis between lobes. The simulations pi^dict an
alternation of the dominant frequency component with increas-
ing field that accounts well for the experimental observations.
The usefulness and limitations of cavity-mode analyses, both
single- and multimode, are evidenced by comparison with the si-
mulation results.

*
Supported in part by the European Research Office of the Uni-
ted States Army through contract No. DAJA 37-82-C-0057.

H E - 2 4 O N THE BEHAVIOUR OP A TWO DIMENSIONAL JO-
SEPHSON JUNCTION IN THE WEAKLY NON-LINEAR REGION.
N.P. Pedersen, J. Mygind, Physics Laboratory l. The

Technical University of Denmark, DK-2600 Lyngby, Den-
mark — A low-current density - large area, quadra-
tic Josephson junction was investigated. The expe-
rimental set-up, designed for the detection of chaos
bifurcations, allowed a measurement of the frequen-
cy spectrum up to and above the plasma frequency
<w /2ir • 770 MBE) by means of a directly connected
low noise if-amplifier CB « 1000 MHz). The funda-
mental cavity frequency, U)./2TT, was 4.3 GHz. The
non-linear phenomena observed included (i) parame-
tric half harmonic generation with UipUmp < 2wo (ii)
parametric excitation of the plasma frequency with
Ĵpump ̂  wo + wl **•*•*•* selfpumped excitation of a
"Fisfce step" in one direction or a "zero field step"
in the other, (iv) selfpumped excitation of a two-
dimensional mixed "Fiske mode" in a magnetic field.
(v) rf induced cavity steps at voltages V = (fT/2e>
(ma)c + "Wpump*

 ant^ ^v*' nonaal rf induced steps for
kpump > uo* Cftaos bifurcations were not observed
where simple theory predicts it, although the re-
ceiver sensitivity was known to be sufficient.

H E - 2 5 ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR THE FLUXON-ANTIFLUXON ANNIHILA-
TION PROCESS IN JOSEPHSON JUNCTIONS, P. Bodin, N.F. Pedersen,
M.R. Samuelsen, and D. Welner, Physics Laboratory I, The Tech-
nical University of Denmark, 2800-Lyngby, Denmark - The fluxon-
antifluxon annihilition process in long Josephson junction is
mathematically equivalent to fluxon annihilation at a perfectly
reflecting boundary. Assuming a perturbed sine-Gordon line with
loss and bias this problem has been studied using perturbation
methods. For the first time analytical results which may be
used for a direct comparison with experiments, have been
obtained. The analytical results include the threshold bias
for fluxon annihilation as a function of the damping parameter
and the IV-curve of the zero field step. The latter is found to
be determined by the power balance velocity modified by two
separable terms. One describes the power loss during the colli-
sion and the other describes a structural phaseshift. The ana-
lytical expressions are in good agreement with a full numerical
simulation. Comparison with real experiments are presented.

H E - 2 6 SUPERCONDUCTING NBT1 AND Pb MICROWAVE BANDPASS
FILTERS,* J. J. Bautlsta and S. M. Petty, Jet Propulsion
Laboratory - Superconducting Nbo.45 Ti0.55 a n d **> electro-
plated on Cu bandpass microwave filters have been construc-
ted to investigate their low losa properties at 4.7 K. An
interdlgltal 8.45 GHz strip line filter configuration was
selected as the optimum structure for future applications.
The Insertion loss and the noise temperature contribution
was treasured at 4.7 K. In addition, the insertion loss was
studied as a function of out-of-band power (up to 1 watt)
and temperature (4.7 K to T c). Results on an OFHC'Cu filter
are Included for comparison.

•Supported by the National Aeronautics Space Adninlstration
under Contract (IAS7-100.

H E - 2 7TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF SUBMILLIMETEH WAVE RESPONSE
IK THE POINT-CONTACT JOSEPHSON JUNCTION, S. Morita, S. Iraai,
T. Senoh, and N. Mikoshiba, Research Institute of Electrical
Communication, Tohoku University, Sendai 980, Japan —
We have measured the magnitude of the first Shapiro step in
both bridge-type (Ta-Ta and Ta-Sn) and tunnel-type (Ta-SnOx-
Sn) point-contact Josephson junctions with the temperature
varied continuously, but the frequency of the ac field fixed.
We used a submillimeter-wave laser as an ac source. For the
laser lines U=599. 570 and U69 rnn), the temperature
dependent gap frequency «D (T)=UflTft(T)/?T or 2[^a(T)+ASn

varies from above ai to befov w, as the temperature is-jTaised
from 2K to *<.2K. Thus, we have measured I, /Ic U , : the
maximum (half) height of the first Shapiro step as a function
of the laser power, I : the critical current] for the
normalized frequency,cO.8<to/w (T)<2. We have determined the
shape of +.he Riedel peak at w?u (T)=l with great precision.
In our previous work, where we Varied the frequency at fixed
temperature, we could not determine the detailed shape of the
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Riedel peak, because the number of laser lines with wsu is a
few [1). By fitting the shape of the Riedel p.'ak with fhe
theory of the tunnel Junction, we have determined the damping
factor 6» which maKes the divergent Riedel peak^for 6=0 a
peak of finite height. We have found that I^*/I in bridge-
type Junctions saturates es <j/u (T) increases above 1. This
agrees with the very slow decreise predicted by the theory of
the tunnel Junction, but is in marked contrast to the very
rapid decrease observed when the frequency is varied at fixed
temperat»u*e [1).

[1] S.Morita et.al., IEEE Trans, on Magn. MAG-19, 608 (1983).

HE-31A1/F NOISE IN Nb/aSi/Nb JUNCTIONS AND DC SQUIDS.* D. L.
Flemir.g, H. Gershenson, and M. F. Sweeny, Sperry Corporate
Technology Center — 1/f noise in SQlflDs limits sensor perform-
ance in a number of applications, particularly as white noise
levels improve. Thin film Nb/nSi/Nb junctions and DC SQUJDs
with ranges of Vm and LI products are being fabricated. The
noise is characterized according to the effect of flux and bias
current modulation on its spectral distribution. Parametric
dependance of 1/f noise on Vm and LI products are under investi-
gation.

* Supported in part by Naval Air Systems Command Contract
N00019-83-C-0367.

H E - 2 8 REFRACTORY MATERIAL SIS ARRAYS FOR MILLIMETER WAVE
MIXING, V.Yu.Belltaky, V.P.Koshelets, G.A.Ovsyannikov, I.L.Ser-
puchenko, S.V.Shitov, and A.N.Vystavkin, Institute of Radio En-
gineering and Electronics USSR Academy of Sciences, Moscow -
Various types of Nb-NbxOy-Pb+Bl and Nb-AlxQy-Nb junctions ar-
rays have been fabricated and Investigated. These arrays were
distiguished both the junctions quantity and way of DC bias
connections; the junctions areas and critical current densiti-
es were 4 - 1 0 vm1 and 10z - 10* A/cm2 respectively. Array
of two junctions with specially designed electrodes configura-
tion was studied for the purpose of microwave matching impro-
vement. The quantum regime of mixing for different types of
SIS arrays has been demonstrated at signal frequency 75 GHi.

H E - 3 1 B INTEGRATED SQUID LINEAR AMPLIFIER DESIGN AND SIMULATION,
H. Gershenson, Sperry Corporate Technology Center — A design
of a video linear amplifier based on asymetric SQUID operated
in push pull is presented. A small signal amplifier with a
three junction SQUID and a large current multiple junction SqUID
are discussed. The design of a decoupling transformer which
takes advantage of the high dielectric constant of the anodized
Nb is also discussed.

H E - 2 9 X-BAND PARAMETRIC AMPLIFICATIC\ USING SINGLE-TUNNEL-
JUNCTION SUPERCONDUCTING INTERFEROMETERS, L. S. Kuzmin, V. V.
Migulin, E. A. Polunin and N. A. Simonov, Moscow State Univer-
sity - The parametric amlification in the X-band has been achi-
eved using nonhysteretic single-junction quantum interferometers.
The interferometer consisted of a thin-film superconducting ring
with the diameter close to 30 Mm ( L = 5 X I 0 ~ " H ) closed by a lead-
alloy tunnel Josephson junction of area 10x10 urn . The interfe-
rometer was connected to the field concentrator having the shape
of another thin-film ring of diameter aboit 2mm (Lo=2xlO~

9H).
All Che thin-film structure formed on a silicon substrate was
placed close to the larger side of the rutile resonator with di-
mentions about 4x3x0.7 mm . The basic mode (HJJJ) of the resona-
tor corresponded to the X-band and had the quality factor Qo =
10 .The factor k of the interferometer-to-resonator coupling
exceeded 10 , so that for the proper value of the critical cur-
rent of the junction (Ic = 10 uA) the basic parameter of the sys-
tem, k^o^f (f • 2TTLIC/4>O) became larger than unity even for f<l.
It has enabled us to obtain the low-noise quasi-degenerate pa-
rametric amplification of the X-band signals using the variation
of the junction inductance with the second harmonic of the ex-
ternal X-band pumping signal.

H E - 3 2 A ANALOG APPLICATIONS OF SINGLE FLUXON DEVICES,
M. F. Sweeny, Sperry Corporation Technology Center — Three
analog applications of the flux-shuttle are described. Both
numerical calculations and experimental data will be presented.
First we describe a flux shuttle in which the critical currents
grow exponentally along the chain. Fluxons entering at the low
current end are driven to the high current end so that the de-
vice becomes a current amplifier with very high gain. The use
of an AC flux shuttle as a voltage standard and in D to A con-
version is presented. A DC transformer is also described. The
use of these components in instruments will be summarized.

H E - 3 2 B A TRAVELING WAVE PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIER UTILIZING
JOSEPHSON JUNCTIONS, M. F. Sweeny, and R. P. S. Mahler,
Sperry Corporate Technology Center — We have investigated
Josephson Parametric Amplifiers of the Traveling Wave design
for use as low noise milimeter-wave amplifiers. Such a device
has non-reciprocal gain, bandwidths of tens of GHz., power cap-
ability beyond tens of nanowatts, and an input impedance which
can be as high as 50 ohms. Detailed numerical calculations and
experimental data are presented.

H E - 3 0 A A MORE EFFICIENT COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE FOR
CALCULATING THE CRITICAL CURRENT OF A MULTI-JUNCTION
SUPERCONDUCTING INTERFEROMETER. M. Gershenson, C. L. Lutes,
and R. J. Schneider, Sperry Cryogenic Corporate Technology
Center. The text book procedure for the solution of the
critical current of a N-Junction superconducting interferometer
is a 2N-1 dimensional steepest descent problem. A solution by
this procedure is complicated by the existence of multiple
local minima. The equations are reformulated, to first reduce
the problem to a 3 dimensional steepest descent problem. From
this reduced equation set a non steepest descent procedure is
developed. This procedure produces a solution by adjusting a
trial critical current value until tangency between a straight
line and a special error function Is achieved. For a 10
junction test case an 80 to 1 reduction in computer time was
achieved.

K G - 3 0 B MATERIALS AND FABRICATION PROCESSES FOR Nb/aSi/Nb SNAP
DEVICES, M. F. Sweeny, M. Gershenson, and D. L. Fleming, Sperry
Corporate Technology Center SNAP niobium amorphous silicon
junction fabrication has demonstrated great technological pro-
mise. We have developed an aluminum mask process for the anodi-
zation step which can be combined with liftoff processes to
define a self aligned insulator. Anodization using a constant
rate voltage ramp is effective in endpoint detection and as an
analytic tool. Thin palladium layers are incorporated in our
devices to provide an etch stop layer, resistor layer and as an
oxidation preventing layer on contacts.

H E - 3 3 A AN ALL THIN FILM SQUID FOR AMBIENT FIELD OPERATION,
M. F. Sweeny, Sperry Corporate Technology Center — Thin film
SQUIDS were constructed in which the aspect ratio's of metal
lines was controlled, and in which there are no close loops
which couple to a uniform field. The SQUIDS were operated in
uniform fields, and the presence of noise and hysteresis was
measured as a function of field and metal aspect ratio. The
feasibility and applications of SQUIDS which operate unshielded
as part of magnetometer systems will be discussed.

H E - 3 3 B HYBRID DC SQUIDS CONTAINING ALL REFRACTORY THIN FILM
JOSEPHSON JUNCTIONS, D. L. Fleming, H. Gershenson, R. Hastings,
G. F. Sauter, and M. F. Sweeny, Sperry Corporation During
the past five years Sperry has designed and tested DC SQUIOs
and Feedback Transformer Assemblies (FTA) for sensor applica-
tions. The SQUID design includes a silicon chip with deposited,
all refractory, thin film Josephson Junction contained in a
bulk niobium toroidal cavity housing. Features include (1) min-
imum SQUID loop inductance provided by a cone shaped structure
extending from the chip containing the two Josephson junctions
to the toroidal cavity where the input coil and concentric mod-
ulation coil are housed and (2) a removable cap that allows
easy access to the chip for repair or replacement. This paper
will present (1) the design details of the junction chip,
niobium housing and FTA and (2) the flux noise results for the
0.01 to 1000 hertz frequency range.
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H E - 3 4 KJLCI-rWXOi DYNAMICS OF DRIVEN JOSEPHSON JUNCTIONS,
A.F. Lawrence, N.S. Kin, M.D. Jack, Bughes Aircraft ttnpany.
Industrial Electronics Group Technology Oenter * The
dynamics of a Josephson Junction msy be described toy a
modified version of the sine-Gordon equation: [II, [2!
9 - 9tt. - Sin 9 - 0(9 - 5. In this equation, 9
represents the flux,c< is the local dissipation (due to
resistance), and t represents a time-varying spatially
inhamooeneous bias current. The length of the junction is
assumed to be many times greater than the coherence length,
while the width is assumed to be a fraction of the coherence
length. A bias current pulse nay launch fluxons, strings of
fluxons, or nulti-fluxon packets from the end of the
junction. Several fluxons may be trapped by a bias current
reversal at a site removed from the ends. Fluxons may be
annihilated by the seme means at the ends of the junction.
Gxputer simulations give dynamical pictures of these events
and in sane cases mathematical analysis gives an explicit
description. He present the results of our research in this
area and discuss proposed applications of fluxon transport
in Josephson transmission lines to signal processing and
computer logic.

[1J D.W. McLaughlin and A.C. Scott 'Perturbation
Analysis of Fluxon lynamics." Phys. Rev. A 18:1652
(1978)

[2] K. Saermark 'Exact Solutions to Sane Modified
sine-Gordon Equations." Fhysica Scripter 26:204
(1983)

H L - 3 ELECTROMAGNETIC FORCE ANALYSIS ON THE STATOB AND ROTOR
WINDINGS OF A SUPERCONDUCTING GENERATOR, G.Martinelli «nd A.H>ri_
ni, Iscituco di EUttrotecnica e di Elettronica dell'Universitl
di Padova - The paper analyses the electromagnetic forces on the
windings of a superconducting generator under steady state opera
tion. The force per unit volume on_«_current-carrying conductor
in a magnetic field is given by F-JxB, where J it the current d«i>
sity and B is the flux density. Consequently, the force calcula-
tion requires a detailed computation of the total magnetic field
produced in the regions of the windings by all the currents flo-
wing in the machine. An analytical two-dimensional method is u-
tilized for computing the magnetic field. The calculation is car
ried out expanding the current density distribution of the win-
dings in Fourier series, determining the corresponding components
of the flux density for each term of the expansion by means of the
vector potential and finally sunning the different harmonics ac-
cording to the principle of superposition of effects. It is con-
sequently necessary to assume for the ferromagnetic outer shield
a suitable constant value for permeability. The distribution of
the current density in the windings takes into account the actual
number of slots as well as the real number and arrangement of cori
ductors in each slot. Using such distribution and with reference
to the preliminary design of a 300 KVA superconducting generator,
the flux density and the radial and tangential components of
forces on the stator and rotor windings are calculated. The re-
sults obtained with the method are compared with those obtained
with a numerical method.

Tuesday, September 11
2:00 PM

Session HL, Poster
AC Machinery and New Applications
Session Chairmen: J. Smith

T. Onishi

H L - 1 A ROTATING SUPERCONDUCTING SOLENOID FOR 100 kWh ENERGY
STORAGE,* J. Waynert, Y. M. Eyssa, G. E. Mclntosh, and
Z. Feng, University of Wisconsin-Madison — Two concentric
superconducting solenoids, one rotating, the other stationary
are analyzed for energy storage in space. Energy is transfer-
red from the rotating mass through a shaft coupled to a motor-
generator. The inner windings interact with the magnetic
field of the outer solenoid to cancel the centrifugal and
self-field forces of the flywheel rim. Current is induced in
the inner solenoid thus requiring no separate power supply,
while the current in the outer solenoid must vary with the
angular velocity of the flywheel. The effect of the gap and
scaling laws is developed. The efficiency in energy per unit
mass is marginally attractive.

•Support by NASA Grant No. NAG 3-359.

H L - 4 THE INVESTIGATION OF THE MULTI-SHIELDING SYSTEM OF THE

SUPERCONDUCTING GENERATOR, g. T. Lin, S. Han, Institute of Elect-

rical Engineering, Academia Sinica, — In this paper the Electro-

magnetic Shielding behaviors of the multi-shielding system in

superconducting generators, the influence of one screen upon the

others and the sharing of fault moment among the different scree-

ns were investigated,Definition of magnetic penetrability has been

made for describing the electromagnetic shielding behaviors of

screens. The results emphasized that, in multi-shielding oystem

of the superconducting generators the screen behavior of outer

screen is determined not only by its geometrical parameters and

the electromagnetic properties, but also by the structure of the

part included in it. The change of the parameters of outer sc-

reens does not exert any influence on the inner screen. In case

of fault the moment ratio of each screen was determined by mag-

netic penetrability and surface impedance. The influence of op-

eration temperature of inner screen on the system was investig-

ated too, and a method of determining the mean temperature of

inner screen was proposed.

H L - 2 ON-LOAD TEST OF THE 20 KVA SUPERCONDUCTING SYNCHRONOUS
GENERATOR,* T.Okada, T. Nitta, and T.Shintani, (Kyoto
University)— The on-load teats are carried out on an
experimental power system, where the 20 kVA superconducting
synchronous generator is connected to the regional power system
through reactors (artificial transmission lines). The cooling
characteristics of the rater, especially the cold damper, are
obtained. On the on-load tests, active power vs. reactive power,
active power vs. load angle, field current vs. active power
characteristics at the constant terminal voltage, and so on are
obtained. The characteristics of the generator for a small
variation of the input power are obtained. From the results, the
characteristics of superconducting generators are compared with
those of the conventional oneB and discussed.

•Supported in part by the Ministry of Education Science and
Culuture of Japan.

H L - 5 THREE DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF
FIELDS IN SUPERCONDUCTING GENERATOR WITH HULTISHIELD SCREENING
SYSTEM, Feng Er-Jian, Institute of Electrical Engineering,
Chinese Academy of Science In this paper such a new
three dimensional analytical method for,computing the fields in
superconducting generator with multiBhield screening system is
proposed, that all the required quantities, such as flux dens-
ities in all regions, screening coefficient, eddy current loss-
es of shields and machine parameters can be worked out without
solving the simultaneous equations numerically. The key step
after getting the general solution by using a model of two-
directional current sheets and technique of double Fourier
series expansion is to solve the N algebraic equations of cur-
rent sheet densities by taking account of all the boundary and
source conditions. The accuracy of theoretical computation is
verified by experiments using a model specially designed and
the coinicidence is satisfactory.
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H L - 6 SUPERCONDUCTING GENERATOR COOLING SYSTEM SIMULATION,
P. M. Eckels, J. Buttyan, J. H. Parker Jr.. and A. Patterson,
Westinghouse RSO Center — The rotating heat transfer facility
reported previously* has been modified to provide continuous
helium transfer and a stable cryogenic environment to perform
heat transfer tests relevant to USAF alternator cooling system
development programs. In its modified configuration the rotat-
ing dewar simulates a self-pumping liquid helium cooling system
for superconducting generator rotors. Stable pumping fcj less
than 0.6 atm. and stable helium level regulation have been
achieved. The pool was isothermal within the limitations of
steady heat transfer and the warm bore previously reported* has
been eliminated. Within this environment heat transfer devices,
level gauges and other Instrumentation have been tested. ' The
apparatus, level gauges and other instrumentation performed
exceptionally well.

Work supported by U. S. A1r Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory,
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, under U. S. Air Force
Contract No. F33615-81-C-2O14.

*L1tz, D. C. et al., High Tip Speed Test Rig to Study Natural
Convection 1n Liquid Helium, Advances in Cryogenic Engineering,
Vol. 27, R. W. Fast, Ed. (1982), pp. 799-806.

H L - 9 SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS FOP ELECTROMAGNETIC D.C. PUMPS*

P.Del Vecchio and CM. Veca, IEEE Member. Electr ical Energy

Department, University of Rome (1) - The development of fast

nuclear reactors a r i ses the problem of pumping liquid metal

because of core cooling: the electromagnetic pumps could be

prof i table , but they have a limited appl icabi l i ty when there i s

the necessity to have large flow ra tes or high heads.These

1iraits can be overcome by using superconducting magnets;

however they cause d i f f icul ty for high paras i t i c currents at

the external parts and at the edges of the pump.The authors

calculate the d is t r ibut ion current field in al1 conducting

fluid through the pump and they show the dependence of the pump

efficiency on the spa t ia l d is t r ibut ion of the magnetic flux

density of the magnet. Therefore, a two dimensional geometric

d is t r ibu t ion of the external magnetic f ie ld , that maximizes the

electromagnetic pump efficiency, has been enclosed.

H L - 7 DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF A 20W/1000A CRYOGENIC POWER
SUPPLY, J . Sikkenga*, W. Brandhorst*, J . Knoben*, H.H.J. ten
Kate°, L.J.M. v .d . Klundart°.-In order t o meet the
requirements for accurate and low loss power supplies for
superconducting appl icat ions , Holec and the Twente University
of Technology (T.H.T.) designed and build a 20W/lkA cryogenic
power supply. I t i s based on the pr inc ip les of the full-wave
superconducting r e c t i f i e r (flux pump) (1), and i s taken as a
s t a r t i ng point for further developments. The superconducting
par t cons is t s of an a i r core transformer and thermally
controlled superconducting switches. The transformer i s vacuum
impregnated with epoxy res in , and has a coupling coefficient
higher than 0 .9 . For tes t ing the superconducting par t the
e lec t ronic control equipment of T.H.T. and a small load coi l of
17.5 mH was used. The coi l was loaded to 750 A? the current was
limited by quenches in the load c o i l . For lkA the average power
would be about 20 W. From the experiments i t was concluded that
the performance of the flux pump i s according the design
spec i f ica t ions , (tore elaborate r e su l t s on efficiency of the
pump system and loading t e s t s of larger co i l s wi l l be reported.
1. L.J.M. van de Klundert, H.H.J. ten Kate, Fully

superconducting r e c t i f i e r s and flux pumps, A review. Part 1
and 2. Cryogenics 21 (1981) 195 and 276.

*Holec
Innovation and Technology Dept.
P.O. Box 23, 7550 AA Hengelo, The Netherlands.

°Twente University of Technology, Dept. of Appl.Phys.
P.O.B. 217, 7500 AE Enschede, The Netherlands.

H L - 8 A FAST OPERATING MAGNETICALLY CONTROLLED SWITCH FOR 1 kA,*
G.B.J. Mulder, H.H.J. ten Kate, and L.J.tt. van de Klundert,
Twente University of Technology — The power of fully supercon-
ducting r e c t i f i e r s can be improved by increasing e i ther the
operating frequency or the transformer primary inductance. The
frequency is usually limited by the recovery time of thermally
controlled switches. To achieve a higher switching speed, mag-
ne t i ca l ly controlled switches are preferable 11,21. This paper
describes a magnetically controlled switch which can be used
for currents up to 1 kA at 5 Hz. The switch element, consisting
of several NblZZr multifilament conductors, i s placed between
two concentric solenoids which generate the necessary magnetic
f ie ld . The NblZZr superconductor i s well suited for this purpose
because of i t s re la t ive ly low c r i t i c a l field ( = 0.75 T) and
high maximum current density (in the order of 5.I09 A/m2 below
0.3 T). The experimental performance, concerning losses and
maximum switching currents , is reported. Also the consequences
of these resu l t s for the efficiency of a magnetically switched
rec t i f i e r are discussed.

C13 L.J.M. van de Klundert and H.H.J. ten Kate, Cryogenics 2j_
(1981) 267.

L2J H.H.J. ten Kate, P.B. Bunk, R.B. Britton and L.J.M. van
de Klundert, Cryogenics 2\_ (1981) 291.

Supported in part by FOM, the Netherlands Foundation for
Fundamental Research on Matter.

(•) Supported in part by Ital ian Research Council - Contract

83.02740. 07

H L - 1 0 APPLICATION OF SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNET ON HIGH
PERFORMANCE FOURIER TRANSFORM MASS SPECTROMETER, Y.
Huang and 3. Kinsinger, Nicolet Instrument Corporation - Ultra-high
mass resolution; easy mass calibration routines; accurate mass
measurement; wide mass range; high sensitivity; and the ability to
rapidly perform experiments and to rapidly change experiments are the
special features that make a Fourier transform mass spectrometer
(FTMS) highly productive as an analytical mass spectrometer. An
advanced FTMS requires relatively high magnetic field, large high
homogeneity volume and long term field stability; the requirements
only a superconducting magnet can fulfill.

We have designed a superconducting magnet to provide the
required magnetic environment for the best FTMS system in the world.
The central field of the magnet is 3T. The 100 ppm homogeneity
volume is 5 cm x 5 cm x 10 cm. The field stability is I0~^/hr. The
integrated cryostat design has enabled the whole system to be installed
and operational within thirty-six hours in the field. The reproducibility
of the magnet has been perfect.

H L - 1 lA 4 TESLA PROGRAMMABLE FIELD PROFILE SUPERCONDUCTING
MAGNET SYSTEM FOR GYRO-TWT EXPERIMENTS,* W. Y. Chen, J . R.
Purce l l , GA Technologies Inc . , N. Vanderplaats, S. Y. Park,
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC — A superconduct-
ing magnet system was designed and constructed for GYRO-TWT
experiments to be carried out at NRL. The magnet system has
an act ive roots temperature field region 20 in . long by 4 in .
diameter. The magnetic f ield can be programmed (synthesized)
for a broad range of p rof i l e s . The magnet consists of 14
ident ical winding modules positioned into a l inear stack. The
current in each nodule can be Independently adjusted for syn-
thesizing the desired field p rof i l e s . Low heat leak design
principles and construction techniques have been adopted
throughout the system to achieve l iquid helium boiloff rate
of about 0.8 1/hr. The magnet system has been delivered
and successfully t e s ted .

This work was supported by the Naval Research Laboratory
under contract number N00014-83-C-2047.

HL-12FIELD CORRECTION OF A HIGH-HOMOGENEOUS FIELD SUPER-
CONDUCTING MAGNET USING A LEAST SQUARES METHOD, S. Yamaooto,
T. Yenada, M. Morita, T. Matsuda, and M. Ivanoto, Central
Research Lab. Mitsubishi Electr ic Corp. —A 6th order super-
conducting solenoid coil( B0~1.5Tf ID ID )has been developed
for NMR iaaging. First ,2nd and 3rd order ax ia l s h i i c o i l s ,
and 1st and 2nd order radia l shim co i l s are in s t a l l ed on the
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solenoid coil. The Magnetic field distribution of the sole-
noid coil was Measured by pulse NMH method after the initial
decay of the field in the area where a homogeneous field was
required. A least squares computer program was applied to
expand the measured Magnetic field into 1st,2nd and 3rd order
axial harmonica, 1st and 2nd order radisl haraonics, and a
residual. Thu9,currents of shim coils were analytically deter-
mined to eliminate these harmonica. A homogeneous field can
be obtained in a short tioe{ -10 minutes). The homogeneity
obtained is 8x1O"fi/3O cm DSV. The effect of ferromagnetic
objects on a field of a magnet was measured. The error field
due to a ferromagnetic sphere agrees well with the theoretical
results. It was found that a ferromagnetic object generated
mainly the 1st order error field and this could be corrected
by ahim coils. The magnet experienced 10 charge/discharge
cycles and U heat cycles, but almost the same homogeneities
(8±O.4x1O"6 /30 en DSV) could be obtained.

HL-14ULTRA50NICALI.Y WELDED JOINTS IN COPPER STABILIZED NbT1
SUPERCONDUCTORS, G. R. Wagner, R. D. Blaugher, and J. Buttyan,
Westinghouse R&D Center — An ultrasonic welding technique his
been developed for making low resistance, high strength joints
in copper stabilized NbTi superconductor. The electrical prop-
erties of the joints have been measured at 4.2K as a function, of
current and magnetic field for a range of weld parameters which
include the weld energy, weld time, contact pressure, and weld
area. The tensile properties, including fatigue, were measured
also at 4.2K A portable ultrasonic welder which allows the
fabrication of joints within the confines of a superconducting
generator rotor was also developed and its operation is also
reviewed.

HL-13QUENCH EXPERIMENTS ON SUPERCONDUCTIVE COILS, N. Maene,
J. Cornells, F. Biermans, and A. Van den Bosch, S.C.K./C.E.N.,
B-24OO MOL, Belgium - Tests were carried out on four lupercon-
ductive coils, numbered IMI-O5 to -08, which were wet-wound
with IMI NbTi multifilament wire on 166 mm diameter spindles.
The superconductive layer being 4 cm high and - 1 cm thick, the
aspect ratio of the coils is rather large so that the load lines
for maximum and central induction fields differ appreciably in
the single coil configuration. Taking this into account the
maximum quench current of coil IMI-08 is shown to be very close
to Ic, the short-sample critical current. For all four coils,
however, the number of quenches needed for training them to
their highest performance is still high. The data on the load-
line and the quench are taken by a data acquisition system at a
moderate rate. The transient signals are recorded by fast sys-
tems. At the quench in coil IMI-08 the current typically
decreased, from its original value to 10 per cent, within 0.18s.
In a configuration in which all four coils were stacked on top
of each other, connected in series and fitted with shunt resis-
tors, the voltage over the total magnet is limited, at the
quench, to - 5 V by the power supply. The voltage over one of
the coils, however, reached up to 80 V. The maximum quench cur-
rent in this configuration was Iq(max) - 186 A. This current
corresponds with a maximum magnetic induction of 3.1 teala on
the axis and of 3.8 tesla in the coil, so that Iq(max) - 0.71
Ic. The 22 kJ magnet generates a field of 2.5 tesla or more in
a volume of 2.5 litres. It will be applied for parameter
studies for high gradient magnetic separation systems.

H L - 1 5HECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF SUPERCONDUCTING COILS,* J. A.
Carson, and F. Markley, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory
— Experience with the present generation of Energy Saver
superconducting coils has indicated several areas of possible
improvements of coil structure. Implementation of the
structural changes (cabling, insulation, adhesive) requires a
new determination of coil mechanical properties. In
particular, measurements to enable prediction of coil stresses
from the dimensions of coil substructures and prediction of
residual stresses as a result of storage and operational
conditions. Theoretical uncertainties because of the complex
geometries make empirical measurements desirable. We have
measured the relationship between collared stress and the
component dimensions for several coll structures. Fron this
data and the design stress levels allowable, component dimen-
sions can be set. We have also measured the effect on stress
levels of storage for protrated periods at high ambient tem-
peratures and of operational occurrences such as a forced
warm up which will substantially elevate temperatures for
short periods. This data makes it possible to predict the
number and severity of such occurrences that can be tolerated.

*Operated by Universities Research Association, Inc., under
contract with the U. S. Department of Energy.
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J E - 3 A NEW SUPERCONDUCTING-BASE TRANSISTOR, D. J. Frank, M. J.
Brady and A. Davidson, IBM Watson Research Center, Yorktown
Heights, NY 10598 -- We report on work toward development of a
new type of superconducting transistor. The operating principles
of this new device are very similar to those of conventional
bipolar transistors and metal base transistors, with the added
advantage that the base is superconducting. This cryogenic tran-
sistor should have high current and power gain, potentially as
high as in bipolar transistors, but operates with mV bias levels.
Hence, it has much lower power densities than conventional
devices, as is necessary for liquid Helium cooling. Since it
also has a potentially high packing density, it should be a good
candidate for use in superconducting digital electronics. We
will present both the theory of the device and a discussion of
experimental work on fabricating the structure.

Wednesday, September 12
10:00 AM

Session JE, Oral
Digital Devices
Session Chairmen: M. F. Sweeny

E. Cukauskas

J E - 4 MINIATURIZATION OF JOSEPIISON LOGIC CIRCUITS* // h'a and T
ttoi Duzer, U. C. Berkeley, £le"tromcs Research Laboratory - The scal-
ings of two types of Josephson logic circuits : Current Injection Logic
(CJL). and Resistor Coupled Josephson Logic (RCJL). as fabricated with a
lead-alloy process, have been evaluated with a computer model for
minimum features sizes ranging from 5 //m to 0 2 jum. We calculate the
improvements that can be made by scaling down the device sizes. Simu-
lations show that reducing the minimum feature size from 2.5 jum to 0.5
/zm reduces the area of the circuits by an order of magnitude, and olso
lowers the delay by a factor of three. Details of the simulations of the 5
/ m , 1 fun, 0.5 fjm. and 0.2 fim CIL circuits and the 5 fim. 1 /im, and 0.5
/4m RCJL circuits will be presented. The effect of miniaturization on
punch-through probability, problems and limitations of miniaturization,
and possible processing and material improvements will bv discussed.
Preliminary experimental results will also be presented.

^Supported in part by AFOSR(JSEP) F49BZD-79-C-0178

J E - 1 THREE-TERMINAL SUPERCONDUCTING DliVICES
WJ Gallagher, IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center -- The transistor has a
number of properties that make it so useful. We discuss those and the additional
properties a transistor would need to have fof high performance applications at
temperatures where superconductivity could contribute advantages to system-level
performance. These properties then serve as criteria that' we use to evaluate
three-terminal devices that have been proposed for applications at superconduct-
ing temperatures. FET's can retain their transistor properties at low tempera-
tures, but their power consumption is too large for high-speed, high-density
cryogenic applications. We discuss in detail why known superconducting devices
with three terminals -- Josephson effect based devices, injection controlled weak
links, and stacked junction devices such as the superconducting transistor pro-
posed by K. Gray and our own results on the quitcron -- each fail to have true
transistor-like properties. We conclude that the potentially very rewarding search
for a transistor compatible with superconductivity in high performance applica-
tions must be in new directions.

J E - 2 THREE TERMINAL HAP SUPPRESSION DEVICE EXPERIMENTS,*
B. D. Hunt, R. P. Rnbertazzi and R. A. Duhrman, Cornell
Universi ty — Three terminal superconducting gap devices suf-
fer from the generii problem <>f lai k of i so la t ion between
input and output which makes such devi .es rather u n a t t r a c t i v e
for d i g i t a l a p p l i c a t i o n s . But gap suppression devices ian
exhibi t power gain and could prove ef fec t ive in c e r t a i n analog
appl ii_at ions . Three terminal device strut tures are also use-
ful in examining the l imi t ing behavior of very high current
dens i ty tunne I jum t ions and the behavior ••( supercondut. t ing
nit. r o s t r ips under ext reme non-equi I ibriutn cond i t ions . In t h i s
paper we wil l d iscuss the r e s u l t s of three terminal exper i -
ments which employ a unique double-edge jun< t ion raicrostruc-
ture previously desc r ibed . 1 Unlike the a l t e r n a t i v e th ree -
layer system, t h i s geometry allows the complete suppression of
the energy gap in the injected film without s i g n i f i c a n t l y
d is tu rb ing the equi l ibr ium cond i t ions in the injector and
det e< tor f i I ins. The geotnet ry tan alsn allow ra:»id removal of
injec ted quasi part t e l e s from the suppressed gap region by d i f-
fusion ra ther than by inelast ic , scanerinq. The nature of the
gap suppression process us a function of in jec t ion condi t ions
will be described as wil l r e s u l t s of indi rec t rneastirement s if
the speed of the gap suppression process .

I . B.D. Hunt and R.A. Buhrman, IEEE Trans. Magn., MAG-19,1155
(198.1).
^Research supported by tne O f f i t e of Naval Research and IBM.

J E - 5 A DENSE VOLTAGE MODE JOSEPH SON MEMORY INSENSITIVC TO
SYSTEMATIC VARIATIONS IN CRITICAL CURRENT DENSITY,* P Bradley,
T. Van Duzer, Unvuarsily o/ California, at Berkeley, filectroTrxs
Research. Laboratory - A DRO memory cell using only three Josepb.«-on
junctions has been devised whose operation depends only on the ratio
of critical currents and application of the proper read/write voltages.
The effects of run-to-run and across-the-wafer variations in Ic are
minimized since all three junctions for a given cell are quite close to
each other. Additional advantages are: immunity from flux trapping,
high circuit density, and fast switching. A self-rewriting scheme is
necessary since destructive read-out is generally undesirable, but is
not expected to contribute unduly to cycle time. Rows an J columns of
cells with drivers and sense circuits, as well as small memory arrays
and decoders have been simulated on SPICE. Power dissipation of cells
end drivers only for a IK RAM is estimated at about 2mW. Inclusion of
decoders raises this by factors of as much as five depending on the
decoder design and speed desired. Estimated access time is appreci-
ably less than a nanosecond. Preliminary experimental investigations
are reported.

• Supported by NSF ECS-fll 110032

J E — 6 Fabrication and performance of all refractory
Josephson logic circuits for IKbit SFQ memory. S. Tahara*. S.
Kosaka. A. Shoji. M. Aoyagi. F. Shinoki. and H. Hayakava.
Electrotechnical Laboratory — All refractory Josephson loop
logic circuits for IKbit SFQ memory have been fabricated and
tested. The circuit fabrication technology using NbN/Nb double
layer junctions and a reactive ion etching with a 2.5 fim
minimum feature size and a 1.5 iim overlay registration has
been uti.' .zed. The experimental circuits included address
decoders and line drivers, which vere based on the principle
of current steering in superconducting loops. The decoder
internal delay was measured to be about I nsec. and a ;18
percent gate current margin was obtained for perfect opera-
tion.

The performance of these circuits conforms to expectation
and reveals that these are feasible to operate lKbit SFQ
memory.

* On leave from NEC Corporation.
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J E - 7 R E A L TIME PLUXON DYNAMICS IN JOSEPHSON TRANSMISSION LINE,
H. Akoh, S. Sakai, A. Vagi, and H. Hayakawa, Electrotechnical
Laboratory -- The dynamic behaviors of fluxons propagating
in a Josepheon transmission line (JTL) have been directly
observed by using a double channeled Joeepheon sampling
technique. A JTL were an inline NbN/NbN Joaephaon Junction
with dimensions of 2.5x150 jim , while Josepheon samplers and
pulse generators for generating and driving fluxone were
fabricated on the same chip of a JTL by a conventional Pb-alloy
technology. Among the various behaviors, especially, it
is found that a propagating fluxon can be made to pause without
reflections at any desired position which is created only
by placing a resistor (with longer dimensions compared to
the Josepheon penetration depth) on the surface of a portion
of a JTL. We have also observed that a pausing f luxon can
be re-driven by auppling a small current to the portion of
the surface reaistor after more than 200 ^s. The experimental
results are in agreement with computer simulations. Other
dynamics of fluxons observed by samplers will be discussed.

J E - 8 LOW CROSSTALK PACKAGING DESH^I FOR JOSEPHSON LOGIC CIR-
CUITS, K. Aokl, Y. Tazch and H. Yoshikiyo, Atsugi Electrical
Cannunication Laboratory, N.T.T. Theoretical ard experimental
studies have been carried out for reduction of inductive cross-
talk noise at Josephson chip-to-card connectors, induced by both
large AC power currents and high switching speed signal cur-
rents. We have analyzed the crosstalk mechanism by using a
Partial Element Equivalent Circuits* rrodel. It was clarified
that voltage fluctuation on the chip ground plane contributed
nearly 95% to crosstalk noise and that remaining 5% was due to
mutual inductance between solder bumps. This ground noise is so
large as to cause false logic operations. Effective design for
reduction of noise requires 1) piecing several ground
connectors close to a power connector to prevent ground return
currents from spreading inside the chip; and 2) lowering bump
heights and narrowing the connector pitch to assure small ground
plane inductance. Based on our analysis, we produced chips and
cards having a 150 jun connector pitch and 30 pm bump height.
Crosstalk noise was measured using Josephson sampling circuits
fabricated en the chip. The crosstalk noise was found to be less
than 2.5% of the signal level, when 250 MHz, 50 mA power
currents were supplied. Crosstalk noise between neighboring
signal connectors was also reduced to less than 3% even in the
worst case. These results are in good agreement with
calculations. This lav crosstalk packaging design can be applied
to high speed Josephson logic systems.

* A.E.Ruehli,IEEE Trans. M.T.T., MTT-22, pp.216-221, 1974
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S. Shimamoto

J L - 1 A REVIEW OF LOW-TEMPERATURE ELECTRICAL INSULATION
TECHNIQUES FOR THE SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNET DESIGNER,* S. W.
Schventerly, Oak Ridge National Laboratory — Electrical insula-
tion in a superconducting magnet may be subjected to high
voJtag&s during an emergency dump of the coil. Even higher
voltages should be applied during production and acceptance
testing of the coil in order to demonstrate adequate safety
factors before the coil is cooled down. This paper will
summarize the high-voltage dielectric properties of liquid and
gaseous helium, vacuum, and solid insulation materials with a
view toward applications in superconducting magnet design.
Breakdown voltages of liquid and gaseous helium from room
temperature down to 4 K will be discussed. Previously un-
published measurements by the author of cold pressurized
helium breakdown voltages at small gaps in the neighborhood of

0.1 nun will be reported. The influence of electrode geometry
on breakdown will be considered, and areas of the coil requir-
ing special care in insulation will be pointed out. Dielectric
breakdown and flashovei of solid insulators at low temperature
will be considered. Because instrumentation leads must in
many cases be brought out of the winding case through
vacuum, the dielectric properties of vacuum will be briefly
described. The issue of appropriate room-temperature high-
voltage testing will be discussed. Several examples from
the U.S. Large Coil Program dielectric systems will serve
as ±1 lustrations.

•Research sponsored by the Office of Fusion Energy, U.S.
Department of Energy, under contract w-7405-eng-26 with the
Union Carbide Corporation.

J L - 2 TESTING SHORT SAMPLES OF Nb3Sn CONDUCTOR FOR THE WESTING-
HOUSE LCP COIL,* W. A. Fietz, Oak Ridge National Laboratory —
Ten samples of full-scale LCP conductor plus two resistance-
welded joints were tested in a split solenoid capable of up to
8.8 T over a conductor length of 15 cm. The available currant
supply could provide 24 kA into two samples connected in series
with a joint at the lower end in a low-field region. All speci-
mens were received as-reacted on an 8-ft diameter spool. Test
specimens included good quality conductor, transition between,
cable and the swaged end, heavily sintered conductor, and one
which was heavily strained by bending in the wrong direction.
Early specimens were bent around various diameters, then
straightened for testing. Later specimens were tested in a b«?i.\
configuration which permitted a very close simulation of the
bending history of material in the coil. Critical current dt. ,a
for these specimens give confidence that the coil performance
will not be adversely affected by conductor handling. The
resistance-welded joints which were tested showed a resistance
of 10"9 n at 20 kA and 3 T, a satisfactory value for the LCP
coil.

•Research sponsored by the Office of Fusion Energy, U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy, under contract DE-ACQ5-S40R21400 with Martin
Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.

J L - 3 SUPERCONDUCTOR QUALIFICATION PROGRAM FOR TFCX AWD
ALCATOR DCT MAGNETIC SYSTEMS,* D. Bruce Montgomery, MIT, Plasma
Fusion Center - Next generat ion fusion tokaaak designs call
for pololdal field coils and toroidal field coils which utilize
superconductors. Peak fields of 10 teala for both systems,
coupled with difficult electromagnetic environments, favor the
use of Nb35n conductors. A quallfi^aLlon -rogram for Internal-
ly-cooled Nb3Sn and NbTl conductors Is underway to support pro-
posed TFCX options, and the proposed Alcator DCT.

•Supported by the Office of Fusion Energy, Department of Energy.

J L - 4 MAGNETIC TO KINETIC ENERGY CONVERSION FOLLOWING STRUC-
TURAL FAILURE, R.J. Thome, R.D.Plllsbury, Jr., and V.C. Langton,
MIT, Plasm/* Fusion Center - A magnet failure which Is potential-
ly catastrophic in the sense that structural components fracture
and the winding suffers extensive plastic deformation can be
"safe" under special conditions. It say be desirable to limit
operating current densities to levels at which the winding could
act to Unit magnetic to kinetic energy conversion. A solenoid
model was used to analyze and determine the important governing
parameters In the failure and discharge process. The prelimi-
nary conclusions are: (a) A protective circuit reaction involving
resistive dissipation following a major structural failure la un-
likely to be effective on a fast enough time scale in high cur-
rent density windings, (b) WlndlngB with low enough current den-
sities can absorb the total load following structural failure,
thus limiting the kinetic energy conversion process, although
this might involve substantial yielding and deformation of the
winding, (c) Protective circuits Involving inductive energy
transfer can respond fast enough to limit the kinetic energy
conversion process In high or low current density configura-
tions .

J L - S OPERATION OF THE 30 HJ SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETIC EtfERGY
STORAGE SYSTEM IN THE BONNEVILLE POWER ADMINISTRATION ELECTRICAL
GRID,* J. D. Rogers, H. J. Boenlg, R. J. Schemer, Los Alsmos
National Laboratory; and J. F. Hauer, Bonneville Power Admini-
stration — The 30 MJ superconducting magnetic energy storage
CSMES) system was Installed In the BPA Tacoma SubBtation in
1982-83. Operation of the unit since that time has been for
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several hundreds of hours. Specific testa to explore Che SMES
system's thermal and eler rlcal characteristics and the control
functions were conducted. The coll heat load with current
modulation was observed. A converter with two 6-pnlse bridges
Interfaces the superconducting coll to the power bus. Equal
bridge voltage amplitude and constant reactive power nodes of
operation of the system were run with computer control of the
SCR bridge firing angles. Coll energy dump tests were per-
formed. Electrical grid systen response to SMES nodulatlon was
observed, and full power SMES modulation was undertaken. The
results are presented.

* Supported by the Department of Energy, Office of Energy
Systens Research and Bonnevllle Power Administration.
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J M - 1 Nb-Al POTOER METALLURGY PROCESSED MULTIFILAMENTARY
WTRE*,C.L.H.Thieme, S.Pourrahimi, B.B.Schwartz, and S.Poner,
Prancia Bitter National Magnet Laboratory** i-nd Plasma Fusion
Center, , .MIT-Powder metail-jrgy (P/M) processed Nb-Al .tfQa ?
produced1 with overall critical currents, J , up to 10 A/cm
at 19T -and 4.?K by employing fine powders, areal reductions
R=3.4x1O5 (achieved by swaging, bundling and wire drawing) and
variou3 heat treatments. More practical wire fabrication
methods are presented here for single and multistrand Nb-Al
composites using small scale extrusion technology. The effoctB
of composition, small quantities of third element additives,
grain size, and heat treatment are presented for large and
amall/pxR wires.The highest J Nb-Al wires show AT5 grain
sizes1 ; ~ 1 O O 0 A \ H (4.2K)-24?5T, and J (2.5O-10 A/cm at
21 tesla. The high R wires show very low ac losses at high
field (corresponding to effective fiber sizes less than 3um)
and high J values at low fields calculated based on the
ac losa measurements. Small magnets fabricated from P/M
processed Nb-Al gave J values equal to that of short sample
tests up to 15 tesla. c

* Supported by the Department of Energy
*• Supported by the National Science Foundation
1 C.L.H. Thieme, S.Pourrshlmi,, B.B.Schwartz, and S.Foner,
Appl.Phys.Lett.44.,260 (1984).

2 Microscopic analysis is being done in collaboration
with scientists at the Argonne National Laboratories.

J M - 2 STUDIES ON STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF IN-SITU V3Ga
SUPERCONDUCTING COMPOSITE TAPES, H. Kumakura, K. Togano,
T. Tskeuchl, and K. Tachikawa, National Research Institute
for Metals, Japan — Recent development of in-situ processed
VjGa composite superconductor is reported. Emphasis is placed
on the structural features arising from the scallng-up of the
process, and discussions are given in connection with the super-
conducting properties. Cu-30~35atZV binary ingots were
prepared by consumable arc-melting using an electrode fabricated
by bundling seven single-core Cu/V composite rods, and cold-
worked into tapes of 2~5mn in width, 100pm in thickness and
~150m in length. Inspection of the uniformity was carried out
for the Cu-V alloy tapes by measuring the electrical resistivity
change along the tape length. The results were correlated with
the critical current density Jc distribution of the final in-
situ V*3Ga tapes. The structure of the in-situ V^Ga composite
tapes, obtained by continuous Ga-dipping and diffusion heat
treatment at 500~650°C for 100 hours were studied. It has been
found that the reacted layer is divided into two layers with
different V^Oa morphology. Tc of the outer layer composed of
globular V^Ga is 15.2K, which is comparable to that of the
bronze-processed V^Ga. Inner layer composed of ribbon-like
filamentary VjGa, on the other hand, haff somewhat lower Tc of
15~13.5K. Therefore, it should be recognized that' the Jc char-
acteristics is a combined contribution from both regions having

a different cagnetlc field dependence of Jc. The V<>Ga aorpholo-
gy in the Inner layer is responsible for the Jc anisotropy of
the tapes, the anisotropy factor <JC{||)/JCUJ) being about 2 at
12.5T. The anisotropy and excellent Jc at high-fields of the
in-sltu V^Ga tape are advantageous in constructing insert nagnet
of the hybrid magnet system.

J M - 3 POWDER METALLURGY PROCESSED Nb Sn EMPLOYING EXTHUSIOH
AND VARYING Kb COKTENT*, S.Pourrahimi? C.L.H.Thieme,
B.B.Schwartz, and S.Foner, Francis Bitter National ^.Magnet
Laboratory** and Plasma Fusion Center, MIT - Recently »e
shoved that hydrostatically extruded powder metallurgy (P/M)
processed multifllamentary Nb Sn followed by wire drawing
produced high performance wireer with relatively low areal
reductions Bf-2000). The cold hyd- tatlc extrusion work has
been extended successfully to fat. jate nultltin core P/M
processed wire using 1/2 in.o.d. starting billets. Commercial
1 ln.o.d. conventional hot extrusions of Cu-36 wtJfRb P/M
composites have been processed successfully using various
powder mixes. A large Increase In the overall critical current
density, J ,is obn^rved for increased Nb content.For example,a
Cu-50wtiNbc composite, hydrostatically extruded and wire drawn
down ,to _R»20CO was tin plated, .and .reacted and gave J -
1.7x1O4A/cm at 17T and 4.2K, and 10 A/cm at 20T and 2.5K.
The low R wire* produced by the extrusions have relatively
large fiber sizes. Optimized reaction temperatures for these
wires are clore to those for conventional multifilamentary
Nb Sn. A small magnet fabricated from multitin core P/M
processed wire yielded J values equal to those measured for
short samples for fieldscup to 15 teala. The effects of pre-
stress, reduced temperature, Nb content, and additives on
extruded P/M processed Nb Sn will be presented.

• Supported by the Department of Energy.
** Supported by the National Science Fouondation.
1 S.Pourrahimi,C.L.H.Thie»», mnd S.Toner,
Appl.Phys.Lett.47,1070 (1983).

J M - 4 THE EFFECT OF NON-HYDROSTATir ,TRAIN ON THE SUPERCON-
DUCTING PROPERTIES OF IN-SITU FORMEJ j-Nb3Sn FILAMENTARY COM-
POSITES, J. Bevk and W. A. Sunder, AT&T Bell Laboratories,
Murray Hill, N.J., F. Hellman and T. H. Geballe, Stanford U.,
Stanford, CA — The effect of both hydrostatic and non-hydro-
static strains on the intrinsic properties of A15 compounds is

'well known; however, because of the experimental difficulties
the underlying mechanisms are only poorly understood. In this
study, we make use of the large elastic strains ir. the in-situ
formed Cu-Nb3Sn filamentary composites due to differential
thermal contraction. These strains can be greatly reduced by
plastically deforming the sample and hence one can measure the
properties of otherwise identical samples in twu distinctly
different stress states. The increase (upon deformation) in
Hc2 C"-2 Tesla) and in Tc (MJ.5K) is correlated with small but
significant changes in the low-temperature heat capacity data
and discussed in terras of the proposed theories. Changes in
the critical current density Jc are shown to be entirely due to
the increase in H ̂ .

J M - 5 FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS OF SOLID-LIQUID INTERACTION
AND HIGH FIELD CRITICAL CURRENT DENSITY IN LIQUID-INFILTRA-
TED Nb-Sn CONDUCTORS, M. Hong, D. M. Haher, AT&T Bell
laboratories, Murray Hill, NJ, F. Hellman, T. H. Geballe,*
Stanford University, CA, J. W. Ekin, National Bureau of
Standards, Boulder, CO, and J. T. Holthuis, Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory, CA - Superior superconducting
properties such as high Jc's and Tc's have been obtained
in the reacted 1 iquid-infiltrated Nb-Sn conductors. These
excellent results are due to a unique solid (Nb) - liquid
(Sn) interaction mechanism. From the heat capacity
measurement, sharp superconducting transitions of the A15
phase occur at 17.7-18K and the amount of A15 in the
sample is 23%. A uniform chemical composition of Nb-25
at." Sn across the A15 area was ob^rrved using scanning
transmission electron microscopy equipped with an energy
dispersive x-ray spectrometer (STEM/EDS). A defect-free
lattice structure with A15 grains was revealed using a
high resolution TEM lattice-Imaging technique. Recent
efforts of alloying Nb with Ta have further enhanced the
high properties: high overall Jc's of T.2* 104A/cm? at
20T and a Bc?* of 23.5T, both at 4.2K. Also, the liouiri-
infiltrated Nb(Ta)/Sn composites have a damage strain
tolerance nearly double that commerical bronze-
process Nb/Sn conductors.

* Also with Bell Communications Research, Inc.
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JM-Q STRAIN EFFECTS IN CABLED AND BRAIDED "IN SITU" FORMED
Nt>3Sn CONDUCTORS,* T. Okada, M. Fukuaoto, X. Yasohama**, and
K. Yasukochi**, ISIR Osaka University, **AERI, Ninon University
—- The critical current of "in situ" Nb3Sn conductors has been
tpeasured as a function of tensile strain under magnetic field up
to G Tesla. ResultB are presented for single wires, tliree
sttands cables and three strands braids. The mechanism of the
influence of cabling and braiding on strain effects and mechani-
cal properties Is discussed.

*This work is in part supported by Grant in Aid for Scientific
Research No. 58055041. Ministry of Education in Japan.

end shafts passing through rotating vacuum seals. The rctor is
surrounded by a stationary, magnetically transparent thernal
radiation shield which is cooled to 80 K with a high pressure
helium stream. The generator has a high voltage armature
operating at 13.8 kV and ceded by a atr«cm of sUlccne oil.
This paper describes the censtuction of the generator,
including the details cf the superconducting rotor with
emphasis en the unusual features. Problems In fabrication and
assembly are discussed

•Supported by U.S. Department r>f F.nergy.

J M - 7 NEUTRON IRRADIATION EFFECTS ON IN SITU N!>3Sn
SUPERCONDUCTING WIRES,* Y. Hirano, S. Nishijima, H. Fukumoto,
T. Okada, and H. Yoshida**, ISIR Osaka University, "Research
Reactor Institute Kyoto University — Four types of "in situ"
Nb3Sn conductors have been studied to determine the detrimental
effects of neutron Irradiation on critical temperature, critical
current and AC losses. It was found that at fluencen of
10 n/cm , the critical temperature is degraded by approximately
10 1. Concerning the AC losses, the effects of stress, transfer
current, maximum magnetic field and the rate of field change are
also discussed.

*Thls work is In part supported by Grant in Aid for Scientific
Research No. 58055041 Ministry of Education in Japan.
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K L - 1 3OMVA SUPERCONDUCTING SYNCHRONOUS CONDENSER : DESIGN
AND IT'S PERFORMANCE TEST RESULTS," S. Nakamura, T. Yamada,
T. Nomura, and M. Iwamoto, Central Research Lab. Mitsubishi
Electric Corp. and Y. Shindo, S. Nose, A. Ishihara, and H.
Fujino, Fu/i Electric Corporate Research & Development, Ltd.

— In the development of superconducting rotor for 30MVA
machine, the studios on an advance in reliability of the ro-
tor have been made. The features of the investigations are
attainment of rigid type torque-tube with no flexible parts,
application of slot-wedge support system for the supercon-
ducting coils, and utilizing titanium alloy for the rotor
material. The tests with the stator and the refrigerator
suggest that the above new approaches applied to the machine
are quite reasonable. The superconducting coils composed of
six Nb-Ti and two NbJSn coils have been energized, at 3600
rpm, up to the rated operating currem with no quenching.The
amplitudes of the rotor vibration we a small and no special
balancing wes needed both at the ro^" temperature and at the
cryogenic temperature.

Moreover, the operational performance of the machine was
investigated using three-dimensional magnetic field calcula-
tions in the design stage. The operational performance will
be discussed with regard to the two-damper system of the
machine. The theoretical results are in good agreement with
the teats.

•Supported by MITI(Ministry of International Trade and
Industry in Japan)

K L - 2 CONSTRUCTION OF HIT-DOE 10-MVA SUPERCONDUCTING
GENERATOR,• J. L. Smith, Jr., and A. G. Liepert, Cryogenic
Engineering Laboratory, MIT — A 10-MVA synchronous alternator
has been designed and constructed to demonstrate advanced
concepts for power station generators with superconducting
field windings in the rotor. The experimental generator is in
the final stages of assembly in preparation for no load teats
and a 30-day full load test. The Nb-Ti field winding has a
unique support structure and a 4.2 K eddy current shield system
to insure continued superconducting operation after a major
electrical system disturbance such as a transmission line
fault. The 4.2 K rotor turns in a high vacuum with the rotor

K L - 3 OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A 1000 MVA SUPERCONDUCTING
POWER TRANSMISSION SYSTEM* R. A. Thoraas, Brookhaven Nat ional
Laboratory! - We have investigated the cryogenic and electrical
performance of two flexible superconducting cables, each 115 to
long, over the past two years. Each cable has a rated voltage
of 80 kV, single-phase, and a rated current of 4100 A at 60 Hz,
to give a single-phase power rating of 333 HVA - (1000 MVA, 138
kV, 3 phase). These cables are cooled by supercritical helium
(1.45 MPa) and have been operated over the range of 7-12 K.

The cables have heen tested at currents and voltages
above their ratings and have JISO been operated with no coolant
flow to study the effects „! loss of refrigeration on cable per-
formance.

The insights gained from the operating of the system over
this extended period will be presented. Finally, we will delin-
eate those areas which will require further research before this
technology can be integrated Into the U.S. electrical power de-
livery system.

•Supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Division of Conser-
vation.

tOperated by Associated Universities, Inc., Under Contract to
the U.S. Department of Energy,

K L - 4 DC AMD PULSE OPERATIONS OF h MJ PULSED SUPERCONDUCTING
MAGNET AND ITS STRESS ANALYSIS, T. Onishi, H. Tsteishi, K. Koyama
Electrotechinical Lab., and C. Suzawa, Sumitomo Electric Indust-
ries— We have investigated the pulse performance and stress
behaviors of a li MJ pulsed magnet. The maximum field is 6.U T at
an operation current of 5.5 kA. Since the conductor is stabiliz-
ed with 5-N grade aluminum, the magnet showed high stability.
The D-c loss was also low and calculated to be about 0.1% of Es
(-6T to +6T, 2 sec). For the conductor of a low Young's modulus,
the hoop stress actiing on the windings does not necessarily pro-
pagate from the inner to the outer layer. We have analysed the
hoop stress using a spring model and found that in case of such
low Young's modulus as a few hundred kg/mm it hardly propagates
to the outer layer and the strain of an innermost turn is about
10 times that of an outermost one. We precompressed axially the
above-mentioned h MJ magnet at a pressure of about 1 kg/mm** to
prevent the wire motion. Therefore, no vire motions were observed
in the dc and pulse operations.

K L - 5 TEST RESULTS OF HIGH RAMP RATE PULSED SUPERCONDUCTING
COIL FOR THE REACTING PLASMA PROJECT, T. Satow, M. Iwamoto,
K. Toyoda, Mitsubishi Electric Corp., T. Ogasawara, K. Yasukochi,
Y. Kubota, T. Makiura, Ninon University, H. Momota, K. I. Sato,
S. Yamada, 1PP, Nagoya University, T. Onishi, K, Koyama, Electro-
technical Laboratory, 0. Tsukamoto, T. Yoda, Yokohama National
University — A model pulsed coil (RPC-II) with an average ramp
rate of 200 T/s has been built and tested in order to meet the
requirements of superconducting poloidal coils of a medium size
tokamak of the Reacting Plasma Project. The inner and outer
diameters of the coil are 19.0 and 47.2 cm, respectively, with
an axial length of 43.1 cm. The coil has a solenoid winding
with a layer to layer cooling spacing of 2.2 mm and insulation
sheets between layers. The pulsing tests were performed by a
condenser discharge method with a power crowbar circuit. By
applying a terminal voltage of 7.6 kV, the field was raised up
to 3.9 T in 19 ms, kept constant for a period of about 100 ms,
and decayed with a time constant of 450 ms. This mode simulates
the operation of ohmic heating coils. The average pulsing rate
in charge-up period was 200 T/s. The associated a.c. loss per
pulse was 0.4 kJ which was only 0.3 % of the energy stored in
the coil. After ten pulses with a repetition period of 15 min.,
no changes in the pulsing characteristics of the coil have been
observed. These results showed the scientific feasibility of
superconducting poloidal coils to be used in long-pulse medium
size tokamaks.
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K M - 1 THE ORIGIN OF PRESTRESS IN BINARY AND TERNARY Nb,Sn
MULTIFILAMENTARY WIRES, R. Flilkiger and W. Goldacker, Kernfor-
schu.ngs:entrum Karlsruhe - Neutron diffraction measurements
have-been performed on multifi'lamentary Nb,Sn filaments in the
temperature range 10 <_ T <_ 1000 K. The value of the tetragonal
distortion of the A15 phase, (l-c/a), has been determined in
this temperature range. Below a certain temperature (- 650 K
for binary NbjSn wires), (l-c/a) vs. T is linear, indicating
an elastic behavior of the bronze. Above this temperature,
(l-c/a) • 0, indicating plastic flow in the bronze. For the
wires with Ta additions, the elastical distortion starts
at lower temperatures than for binary Nb3Sn, indicating a
larger Young's modulus in the whole temperature range.
The present measurements are the first experimental observation
of the onset of plastic flow in the bronze and explain quanti-
tatively the difference between the theoretical and the experi-
mental values of prestress, cm.

K M - 2 PHASE TRANSFORMATION OF BRONZE DIFFUSION PROCESSED
Nb3Snj STRAIN EFFECT USING X-RAY OBSERVATIONS, R. Roberge,
IREQ, H. LeHuy, IGM-CNRC, S. Foner, FBNML-MIT — Results of X-
Ray peak intensity measurements from room temperature to 10°K
for bronze diffusion processed itt̂ Sn foils and in situ wires
show that the amplitude of the signal is a function of the
strain. Three conditions are examined; as reacted, as reacted
matrix removed and finally as reacted matrix removed and addi-
tional annealing heat treatment. For the specimen prepared by
the in situ technique the peak intensity change is small and
continuous from room temperature to 10°K, i.e. the strain in-
duced distortion is sufficient to mask the phase transition.
The line shape changes for a variety of transforming and non-
tranBforming materials are discussed.

K M - 3 CHARACTERIZATION OF Nb-8 wt.% Al SUPERCONDUCTING WIRES
BY ANALYTICAL ELECTRON MICROSCOPY,* Wayne E. King, Materials
Science and Technology Division, Argonne National Laboratory,
Argonne, IL 60439 — Electron-optical imaging, x-ray energy
dispersive spectroscopy (XEDS), and convergent beam electron
di f f ract ion (C8ED) were applied to characterize the micro-
structure of Nb-8 wt . t Al wires fabricated at the National
Magnet Laboratory. Metal powders (80 um Nb-5 vm Al) were en-
closed in a Hone! jacket and drawn to reduce the cross-
sectional area by a factor of 10s . The resultant wires were
annealed at 900°C for SO min and ordered at 75O*C for 88 hrs.
The c r i t i c a l current density was - 10* A/cm2 at 18T. Samples
were prepared 1n longitudinal section for observation in a
Phil ipp's EH 400T analytical electron microscope. Three d i f -
ferent phases were found. Grains of unreacted Nb, - 400 nm
wide and > 1 urn long were Identi f ied by XEDS and CBED. The Nb
grains were coated by 0.5-3 um thick polycrystalUne layers
that were determined by XEOS to contain ~ 28 at.X A l . CBEO
confirmed this to be Nb3Al. The Nb3Al layers were composed of
sl ight ly elongated grains that were ~ 100-300 nm In size. A
third region was observed between N03AI regions. This region,
which is believed to be Nb2A1, was observed to contain
- 38 a t . I Al . I t is characterized by ~ 100 nm equiaxed grains
and Is usually between 300 and 1000 nm wide and > 2 um long.
No unreacted Al was found. The Importance of applying high-
spatial resolution microanalytical techniques to understand
flux pinning In complex superconducting materials wi l l be dis-
cussed.

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy.

K M - 4 PHASE FORMATION IN NIOBIUM-ALUMINUM DIFFUSION COUPLES,*
P.E. Johnson-Walls, I.T. B o l t t i a i , O.I. Di t tder ich , E.N.C. Dal-
der, and J.W. Morris, Jr., Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Univ.
of California, Berkeley — The high cr i t ical properties of s t o i -
chioaetric NbjAI superconductors have been dif f icult to achieve
in pert because t o i l phase does not for* at equi l ibriaai. To
study the formation of tbe A1S and cospeting phases, a series of
Nb-Al diffusion couples were made and reacted at temperatures
between 700°C and 100O°C. These diffusion couples were made by
placing a pol ished piece of aluminum into a niobiua boat and
sealing the boat in a quartz tube under argon. At ths reaction
temperatures, tbe aluminum melted onto a flat polished section
of tbe niobium. The effect of gernanium addition to tbe Nb-Al
system was also investigated in s series of Nb-Al-Ge diffusion
couples. These couples were made in the same way as tho binary
couples except thst an Al-Ge alloy of eutectic composition was
used in place of the Al. Scanning Electron Microscopy, EDXS,
and X-ray analyses were used to determine the composition and
structure of the phases present.

•This work was j o i n t l y sponsored by the D.S. Dept. of Energy
under contracts #¥7404-Eng '18 and WE-AC03-76SF00098.

K M - S SUPERCONDUCTIVITY AND SEQUENTIAL PHASE
FORMATION IN REACTIVELY DIFFUSED Nb,Sn AND Nb Al
MULTILAYER FILMS, J . M. Vandenberg, M. G u r v i t e h , R.
A. Harom, M. Hong, AT&T B e l l L a b o r a t o r i e s , and, J . M.
R o w e l l , * B e l l Communications Research i n c . We have
prepared A-15 compounds by r e a c t i v e d i f f u s i o n o£
sputter-deposited Nb/Sn and Nb/Al multilayers. The
layer thicknesses were arranged in such a way as to
produce Nb,Sn, Nb,Al and desired off-stoichiometry
samples. The reaction was studied by means of in-
situ temperature-dependent X-ray analysis in the
range 200 -950 C. It was observed that, prior to the
formation of the A-15 phase, an in i t ia l interface
reaction takes place between the Nb sublayer and
molten Sn or Al. In the Nb/Sn interface reaction a
new phase was observed which could be interpreted as
a hoxagonal Laves phase NbSn_. This phase then
Lransforms into orthorhombic NbSn_ which reacts with
the remaining Nb to form AlS-Nb^sn. The fact that
the interface reaction occurs aL the Nb/liquid Sn
interface with the formation of the most Sn-rich
phase indicates that the init ia l Nb/Sn interface
reaction predominately takes place by diffusion of Nb
in liquid Sn. The highest superconducting transition
temperatures were 17.45 K for Nb,Sn and 15.1 K for
Nb,Al. The values of the A15 - ce l l parameters
indicated that the reaction of both on- and off-
stoichiometry Nb.Sn and Nb Al multilayers is driver,
towards the Sn-rich side of Nb̂ Sn and the Al
deficient-side of NbjAl. J

•Work performed while at Bell Laboratories

K M - 6 ANNEALING OF HEAVY ION IRRADIATED Nb,Ce FILMS;
H.P. Kritaer, W. Schaucr (Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Inst .
f. Techn. Physik); C. NiJlscher, H. Adrian, and G. Saeuann-
Iachenko (Phys. Inst. Univ. Erlangen).- High T Nb,Ge films pre-
pared by coevaporation have been irradiated byc2O HeV sulfur
ions at low temperature (< 20 K). X-ray analysis showed an ex-
pansion of the AI5 l a t t i c e and an icreasing degree of smorphici-
ty, while Tc v s . dose decreased from 22 K to 4.3 K with a s l ight
minimum of - 70 mK depth at 0t A 3 - | 0 e cm before saturation.
- Films irradiated to doses f. 1.5-|0''cm could be annealed to
their preirradiation Tc. In contrast, strong irradiation led to
an (X-ray-) amorphous structure, from which Tc values of only
15-17 K could be recovered, similar to the results obtained for
amorphous NbGe films condensed at LN2 temperature. - The behavior
of the film r e s i s t i v i t y during the heat treatment indicates that
for films irradiated with low doses l a t t i c e defects anneal,
whereas recrystal l i sat ion from the amourphous s tate occurs for
high dose damaged films.

K M - 7 AN APPROXIMATE CLOSED-FORM EXPRESSION FOR THE ELEC-
TrOP-SCATTERING-INDUCED INTERACTION BETWEEN MAGNETIC FLUX
LINES AND GRAIN BOUNDARIES,* David O. Welch, It jkh.v...
National Laboratory - It la currently thought that flux r In-
ning In A15 compounds i s due primarily to the Interaction
betveen fluxolds and grain boundaries which results frost the
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alteration of the aean-fr» path of electron! cauaed by the
grain boundaries. Prevloua th«oretlcal studlea have been made
of this Interaction for the cas« of an Isolated fiuxold Inter-
acting with an Ideal narrow boundary and for the caae of rigid
flux-line lattlcea. We preaent here approximate closed-form
results for the Interaction of a (Ingle fluxold with a grain-
boundary which can have a finite thickness including a distri-
bution of acatterlng centers (impurities, deviations from
stoichioaeery, etc.) nearby. The resulting expressions are
more suitable for computer simulations of flux pinning and
their interpretation Is more physically transparent than pre-
vious results*

*Thia research was performed under the auaplcea of t.lc U.S.
Department of Energy, Division of Materials Sciences, Office
of Basic Energy Sciences under Contract No. DE-AC02-
76CBOOO16.

K M - ^ TIME DEPENDENCE OF MAGNETIC FLUX PENETRATION IK Nb AND
NbjSn, S. Chamati, H. Suhl. W. Vernon, and G. Webb, University
of California, San Diego — Measurements of magnetic flux pene-
tration in Nb and Nb-jSn samples are described. "An apparatus
has been constructed which subjects the sample to a time vary-
ing magnetic field while a sense coll around the sample allows
flux penetration related signals to be detected. High purity
Nb In the form of long cylinders and a large single crystal of
NbjSn have been Investigated with applied magnetic fields up to
0.5 Tesla and rates of change up to 106 T/sec for dB/dt. At
4.2K the critical field, Bcl, for our Nb samples is in the
vicinity of 0.13 T while an applied field of approximately
0.07 T will cause noticeable flux penetration for the Nb,Sn
crystal. These threshold field levels follow the expected
1-(T/TC)^ temperature dependence from 2K to Tc (17.9 K for the
NbjSn aanple). Measurement techniques, Interpretation diffi-
culties and time dependence will be discussed.

*
Supported by Office of Naval Research Contract N00014-82-K-
0578.

K M - 9 EFFECTIVE VOLUME ENHANCEMENT OF VOIDS FOR FLUX PINNING
IN NIOBIUM AND VANADIUM,* P.H. Kes and G.P. van der Meij,
Kamerlingh Onnes Laboratory — We have investigated flux pinning
by voids in niobium and vanadium. It is argued that plastic
defects in the flux line lattice mainly determine the bulk
pinning force due to the disorder they produce in the flux line
lattice. Above the maximum in the bulk pinning force close to
the upper critical field, pinning is well described by the
collective pinning theory of Larkin and Ovchinnikov for an
amorphous flux line lattice. The elementary interaction deduced
from experiment by means of the collective pinning theory is
compared with the recent nonlocal theory of Thuneberg et al.
that predicts an appreciable enhancement of the effective void
volume for pinning. Good agreement is obtained for niobium; the
results of vanadium are satisfactory.

KM-11SUPERC0NDUCTIVJTY IN FCC Mox«b,_x(NyCj ) z THIN FILMS,

S.A. Wolf, S.B. Qadri, K. Kihistrom, E.F. Skelton, R. Simon,
W.W. Fuller, and D.U. Gubser, Naval Research Laboratory,
Washington, DC 20375 -- In an attempt to prepare the pre-
dicted high Tc mat- ' ' »-" T films of M°xN

bl-x'NyCl-y'i1

where 0.93>x>0, 1.0>y>u. ..„ i.0>z>0.5, have been prepared
in a UHV system by reactive rf sputtering of a split Mo-Nb
target in mixtures of argon, nitrogen, and cyanogen gases.
These films prepared at elevated temperatures (600-80O"C) are
all single phase FCC (Bl) structure with varying amounts of
nitrogen deficiencies. The lattice parameter and T are
smoothly varying functions of composition with a maximum T
of 18 K for NbN gC 2 Tc initially decreases with increasing

Ho content and begins to increase on the very Ho rich ;1de
where the nitrogen deficiencies in the structure are signifi-
cant. Nitrogen implantation Increases the lattice parameter
and T of the Mo rich samples, but degrades the properties of
the NO rich samples. The results of annealing these films will
also be presented.

[1] W.E. Pickett, B.M. Klein, and D.A. Papaconstantopoulos,
Phystca W, 667 (1981).

K M - 1 2SUPERC0N0UCTING PROPERTIES OF SPUTTERED HO-C FILHS WITH
COLUMNAR MICROSTRUCTURE. J. Wood. J.E. Keem, J.T. Chen*, A.M.
Kadin. and S.R. Ovskinsky, Energy Conversion Devices, Inc.,
Troy, HI. — We have fabricated Mo C thin-film samples by

sputtering, and have studied the dependence of superconducting
critical temperatures, fields, and currents on composition and
mlcrostructure. For x in the range from 40-60X, the preferred
nonequilibrium MOCQ J 5 81 phase (with Tc up to 13 K) grows in
an oriented columnar structure, with column diameters of
100-1000 A. This produces a sharply enhanced perpendicular
critical field (with extrapolated values of Hc2(0) that can
exceed 400 kOe) together with a critical current density that
may be as large as 10 A/cm . Me also present data on
artificial layered structures based on Ho-C, fabricated either
by alternately sputtering SI layers or by pulsed gas-1nject1on
of N .

*0n sabbatical leave from Wayne State University, Detroit, HI.

Wednesday, September 12
2:00 PM

Supported by a grant from the Netherlands Energy Research
Foundation (ECN), Petten, The Netherlands.

KM-1OREACTIVE EVAPORATION OF CHEVREL PHASE SUPERCONDUCTING
COMPOUNDS, R. WebbT and A. M. Goldman , University of
Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN 55455 - Thin films of the Chevrel
phase compounds CuMo.Sg and HoMo,Sg have been formed using a
reactive evaporation technique in which the metallic con-
stituents are derived from electron-gun sources and sulfur
vapor from a molecular bean oven. The constituents are reacted
on a sapphire substrate kept at elevated temperatures.
Compositional uniformity is insured by controlling the sulfur
rate and locking the rates of the other sources to it in a
prearranged fashion. The evaporation system used in this work
is equipped with a vacuum lock which permits substrates to be
changed without reprocessing of the system. CuMo,Sg films
produced using these techniques can be relatively pure and well
ordered. They exhibit superconducting transitions comparable
to those of bulk materials, but with narrow transition widths.
These methods have not been used successfully to form PbMOgSg
because of the high volatility and short dwell time of Pb on
the substrate surface.

•Supported in part by the Office of Naval Research under con-
tract N00OU-78-C-O619.

•(•Department of Chemical Engineering and Materials Science.
+School of Physics and Afc
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L E - 1 FABRICATION OF MINIATURIZED 0CI OR GATES, Ronald H. Ono,
James A. Beall, and Richard E. Harris, National Bureau of
Standards, Boulder, CO. Using niobium edge junctions and
electron beam lithography (E8L) we have made and tested direct-
coupled logic OR gates [1]. The gate cell, containing a gate and
a buffer section, fits into an approximately 20 by 20 micrometer
area. Our computer simulations 'show that these gates have
switching times of less than 10 ps.

The gate circuit is composed of nine layers of
metallization and insulation; each of which is registered to at
least 0.25 micrometer accuracy, with 1 micrometer minimum
dimensions. The Josephson junctions are formed on the edge of a
niobium film, with a lead alloy couaterelectrode [2]. Thus, by
keeping junction areas under 1 urn while using intrinsically
higher capacitance niobium oxide tunnel barriers, this method of
formation produces extremely stable junctions with low
capacitance.
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We present here predictions of our computer simulations and
the results of DC tests of the gate threshold characteristics.
Details of the fabrication process will be discussed.

These findings offer explanations for the observed differences:
in oxidation of Kb, Nb3Sn, Nb3Al, ... m>N *n-̂ . in tunneling
through such oxides.

[1.] T. Gheewala and A. Mukherjee, IEDM Tech. Dig., p. 482
(Dec. 3, 1979).

[2.] R.F. Broom, A. Oosenbrug and H. Walter, Appl. Phys. Lett.
37, 237 (i960).

L E - 2 CRITICAL CURRENT BEHAVIOR AND OXIDE BARRIER PROPERTIES
OF Ta SURFACE LAYERS OH Mb, S.T. Ruqgiero and G.B. Arnold,
University of Notre Dane and E. Track and D.E. Prober, Yale
University -- We have investigated the critical current, I-R,
and oxide barrier shape 1n Nb/Ta/Ox/C.E. tunnel Junctions.
Here, layers of Ta in the thickness range 0<DT,<1000A were
deposited, in situ, on thick (2O00A) Mb underiayers.
Junctions were completed with Pb, PbBi, and Ag counter-
electrodes. We find that as Dr. :s increased, there is a
more rapid decrease of I.R compared with the effective energy
gap, in accord with a modified version of the Gallagher
theory* including strong-coupling and electron-scattering
effects. These results suggest that surface layers may be
employed to suppress undesirable Josephson critical currents
without severely compromising the energy gap, important to
device related applications such as mixing. In addition, we
have Investigated the average barrier height, • , and width, s,
of the oxide barriers which form on the Ta overlayers. It is
observed empirically.that J ~ 6/(s-s.) where s0 ~ 10A and J is
measured in eV. This relationship is also found to hold for
barrier formation on a wide variety of puro and composite
metallic systems.

fW.J. Gallagher, Phys1caJ08B, 825 (1981).

*Supported by NSF ECS-83-O5O00, NSF DMR-80-19739 and
ONR N00014-80-C-0855.

L E - 3 LENGTH DEPENDENT PROPERTIES OF SNS KICROBRIDCES*, J. E.
Sauvageau, R. H. Onoj, A. K. Jain, J. E. Lukens, State
University of New York at Stony Brook A new technique has
been developed which permits the fabrication, on a single chip,
of arrays of SNS junctions with precisely controlled lengths in
the range of O.O5 /in to 1 flm. Arrays of SNS microbridges of
lead/copper and niobium/copper fabricated using this technique
have been used to study the length dependence, at constant
temperature, of the critical current I and normal resistance
R . Results indicate that correctionscto present theories are
required in the short junction limit. To fabricate these
junctions, multiple evaporations at varying angles are made
through a suspended aluminum stencil fabricated by electron
beam lithography ĵ EBL) . The aluminum stencil, suspended on
polyimide (PI), is'patterned by liftoff with an EBL mask
written in a PUMA layer on top of the PI which is then undercut
using an oxygen plasma etch through the aluminum mask.

This work was supported in part by ONR and NSF grant (fDlffi
8303982

'Present address: Electromagnetic Technology Division, National
Bureau of StandaiJs, Boulder, Colorado 80303

L E - 4 ON Nb2Os GROWTH AND TUNNELING THROUGH ^0$, J. Halbrit-
ter, Kernforschungszentruni, Postfach 3640, D-75OO Karlsruhe, U.-
Germany - Nb-Nb20g tunnel barriers are not only well known for
deteriorated superconductivity but also for contradictory results
on barrier height $. Despite these deviations from ideal barriers
until now uniform tunnel barriers have been assumed. Recent ana-
lysis of the growth of the microcridtalline (~(1nm)-*) amorphous
Nb2O5 and of the tunnel current with the help of the logarithmic
derivative resulted in the following defects of ideal Nb2^5 barr-
iers having as height tfs ~ 1 cV:
- Channels with <p & 0.2 eV between the f^O^ cristallites.
- Localized electron states ng, close to Ep showing up in an re-

sonantly enhanced tunnel current. n& > to16/cm3 is proportional
to the density of oxygen vacancies Vo which are stabilized as
Nb4+ Vo Nb4

+ or Nb3+ Vo defect complexes.
Whereas channels are disconnected by amorphization of Nb2O5 the
density n£ is growing with Nb^Os growth rate, with particle im-
pact and with certain impurities, like In^+. So, for Nb20^ barr-
iers prepared by anodization or plasma oxidation, resonant tunnel-
ing via nj_ dominates tlie tunnel current and its steep rise below
50mV and cause so the G2DA.

L E - 5 SUPERCONDUCTING JUNCTION WITH RESONANT TUNNELING, J.
Halbritter, Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Federal Republic
of Germany, and V. I. Kresin,* Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory -
The presence of localized states results in the appearance of
an additional resonance-channel. For Nb junction this channel
becomes dominant in the region below 30 meV. An analysis
ba<-ed on the introduction of the corresponding Hamilbanians
slimre the importance of interference of the inelastic and
resonant channels. The increase of the electrou-phonon inter-
action caused by the presence of localized states appaars to
be an important additional factor.

•Supported in part oy the U.S. Office of Naval Research under
Contract No. ,Vk). M-33-F-O1O3.

L E — 6 METALLURGICAL TRANSFORMATIONS OF THE Nb LAYER IK THE
MICROBRIDGE AREA DURING CRITICAL CURRENT ADJUSTMENT OF AN rf
SQUID, Y. Monfort, D. Bloyet, ISMRA University de Caen
FRANCE,"J.C. Villejjier, *D. Duret.. - Superconductive criti-
cal current adjustment by current pulses set in Niobium thin
filmit "Dayem" bridges has been proved first, some years ago
in LKTI. That technique now widely used to control Josephson
current in microbridges deposited on Silicon or fused quartz
has been extended to adjust SOUIDs by HF signals inductively
coupled to the SQUID loop. In this paper, we investigate
with Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) the metallur-
gical transformations occuring in a 20 u m wide, 0,16 M r
thick Niobiun "Dayem" bridges deposited on Silicon (100)
during pulses treatment done in a liquid He bath. During the
pulses controlled treatment critical temperature of the
bridge decrease from 9 K to 4.2 K and critical current from
^10 to S.10 A/cm~ (I. =10 iiA) in the narrower section of
the bridge while Josephson behavior appears. In the same
time the cristaUites grain size of tne Nb-BCC phase
incre.-.se from 20 nm to 200 nn only in the bridge area. The
high temperature generated during the pulses create also a
thin amorphous Silicon at the Silicon-Niobium interface and
microcristallites formed or the high temperature Nb,.Si3
Tc<lK) phase appears, located in the Nb grain boundaries. So
the reduce critical temperature of the bridges is due mainly
to Niobium contamination and low critical current is related
Josephson coupling at grain boundaries. The stability upon
cycling and aging of such a process is also investigated.

•LETI/CommiBsariat a l'Energie Atomique FRANCE

L E - 7 SIMPLIFIED FABRICATION OF MAGNETICALLY COUPLED
JOSEPHSON CIRCUITS, L. N. Smith*. D. W. Jillte** and
H. Kroger***, Sperry Research Center — We describe *
technique for fabricating magnetically coupled Josephson logic
and memory circuits and SQUIOs which uses fjwer
superconducting and insulating layers. For example, the
integrateo circuit process ne have previously described!,
which is based on the Selective Niobium Anodization Process
(SNAP)2 and uses only five masking levels to produce
directly coupled logic circuits, can also be used without
further modification for nagneticerlly coupled circuits. This
is achieved by ensuring that the control lines which couple
the magnetic flux to the SQUID loops do not overlap the
Josephson junctions. This allows one of the junction
electrodes to be used for the contra! lines, ivhile the second
electrode is used foi the SQIJ1U loops. If resistors ara not
needed, then circuits could conceivably be fabricated using
only 2 superconducting and 1 insulating layer. This technique
could be favored for applications which do not stress circuit
density and complexity.

•Present address: M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory, Lexington, HA
"Present address: Intol Corp., Sinta Clara, CA
***Present address: H.C.C., Austin, TX

L E - 8 PROPERTIES OF V-,Si FILMS FOR SUPERCONDUCTING ELECTRO-
NICS, S. De Stefano, A. Di Cbi.-ira, G. Peluso, 1. Maritato, A.
Saggese, R. Vaglio — In the perspective of applications in
superconducting electronic devices and for tunneling measu-
rements, V3Si thin films have been made, using a very sittple
and reliable technique. The films, 400nm thick, have been



obtained by thermal annealing under vacuum at about 800 °C
of few V - Si layers sequentially deposited by e-beara evapora-
tion. The structural properties have been investigated by X-
rays diffraction and Auger analysis, and the electronic pro-
perties by measuring the superconducting critical temperature,
the resistivity and the residual resistivity ratio Pi00/p20-
After the annealing the film structure is totally transformed
in A15 phase. For the best films the critical temperature is
16.0 +_ 0.1 K, the resistivity ratio is —10 and the lattice
parameter is a0 - 4.7UA, close to the bulk value. The depen-
dence of the various parameters as a function of annealing
temperature and film composition is reported in detail, to-
gether with some preliminary tunneling results.

L E - 9 SINGLE-FLUXOID QUANTUM FOUR-JUNCTION-INTERFEROMETER
OPERATED IN THE PHASE MODE," G. Oya, M. Yamashita, and
Y. Sawada, Research Institute of Electrical Communication,
Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan — We have investigated the
possibility of the phase mode operation, i.e. the operation in
a mode to transfer single fluxoid without the transition to the
steady voltage state, in four-Junction Josephson interferometers
(lfj-loop). The *4J-loop could have potential as a basic, high-
speed switching and high-density memory element of a phase mode
Josephson computer system, because of its kinetic momentum
quantum effect. The threshold characteristics, which is the
most basic for Josephson interferometers to operate in the phase
mode and shews their quantum states, has been observed clearly
for the first time for 4J-loops by using a rotational-scanning,
intensity-modulation technique, as predicted theoretically. Two
different basic types of switching behaviors, a (vortex-to-)
vortex and a (vortex-to-) voltage transition, have been observed
to be clearly separated by the so-called critical points on the
threshold characteristics for the loops with LIo/*o larger than
M).7, where $0 is the flux quantum, I, is the inductance of the
loop, and ID is the maximum Josephson current of constituent
junctions of the loop. Computer studies of switching behaviors
of the loops have shown that the position of the critical points
changes and a variety of switching modes appear with variation
of device parameters. The possibility of a shift motion of
single fluxoid due to the phase mode operation, based on the
vortex transition, i.n a ^J-loop with a resistively connected dc
SQUID has been confirmed,

•Supported by Toray Science Foundation, and the Grant-in-Aid for
Scientific Research of the Education Ministry of Japan.

L E - 1 OAnalvsis of Flu* Input and Output Josephson Pairs Device,
K.F.Loe and E.Goto, The Institue of Physical and Chemical
J&search — A new Josephson junction device used for logic ele-
ment as a DC flux parametron is discussed in this article. The
operation of the device is based on DC flux input, excitation and
output. It consists of two Josephson junctions interconnected to
a clocking excitation input and output port. Given a small
source input signal, an amplified output signal can be obtained
by applying e transformer coupling excitation signal to the
device. The polarity of the output signal depends on the polari-
ty of the input signal, that is a positive input flux would
result of a positive output flux and vice versa. The device can
be used to build logic circuit based on the majority logic prin-
ciple commonly used in parametron circuits. Computer simulation
oJ; the device operation with clock period of 100 ps as the exci-
tation signal shows that the device is behaving very well as a
logic element, furthermore, the power dissipation of the device
is very low. The range of the circuit parameters were also
obtained, it was found that most of the parameters allow a wide
range of variations and therefore easing the process of device
fabrication. Naises such as thermal noise and quantum tunnelling
effect of the device were also investigated, it seems that the
device is immuned from any serious noise effects. As a whole,
the device looks promising, and actual experiment to test the
device will be done soon.

L E - 1 1EFFRCT Or BIAS ELECTRODES ON CHARACTERISTICS OF LONG
JOSEPHSON JUNCTIONS, M. Radparvar and J. E. Nordman,
University of Wisconsin - Madison, HI. - We have Investigated
the characteristics of long Josephson junctions with
geometries containing several entry points for current
electrodes. A single device can be biased at a junction end,
at the center, or at both ends depending on the choice of
electrodes. Current-voitage curves and the dependence of DC

Josephson currents on an external magnetic field may be
symmetric or asymmetric on a single device depending on the
current distribution. In all of the cases, at a given
current bias, the junction voltage Increases with the
application of an external magnetic field beyond a critical
field. This Is the minimum magnetic field necessary to
Introduce fluxons Into the junction. A simple model for
tunnel current distribution is used to explain the
experimental data. For an asymmetrically biased junction, we
show that the effective dynamic resistance exhibited for bias
at a boundary is either 0 or /T7c\ This suggests that the
dynamic resistance of the device may be varied by merely
moving the bias ?ead point along the junction.

L E - 1 2 IMPEDANCE MATCHING OF AN rf SQUIO TO A STANDARD
TRANSMISSION LINE, D. Robbes, C. Duftuc, J. Lepaisant, D. Bloyet
ISMRa - Caen, D. Ouret, LETI-CEA - Grenoble
The rf SQUID resolution is HI.JWO to be depenoent on the pump
frequency. For the vhf range and above, the classical rf high
impedance circuit is not directly applicable and a "matched"
configuration 15 necessary requir:ng suitable transmission
line. We present a theoretical study of the SQUID matched to a
standard fifty ohms line and give optimization rules for obtai-
ning the best resolution. The noise has been introduced as *
narrow-band source coming from the preamplifier. Both theore-
tical and experimental results are presented demonstrating the
usefulness oT the model.

LE-13C0NVERSION EFFICIENCY FOR ALUMINIUM SIS AND SIN MIXERS
AT PHOTON FREQUENCIES APPROACHING THE ENERGY GAP FREQUENCY
(fg-2A/h), D. Winkler and T. Claeson, Cnalmers University of
Technology - The behaviour of microwave mixers, made of thin-
filn aluminium tunnel junctions, working in the quasiparticle
regime, have been investigated for photon frequencies just below
the energy gap frequency (around 88 GHz). The aim of this work
has not been to design a practical receiver, but to determine
future applications of quasiparticle mixers at high frequencies.
Scaling energy gaps and frequencies one finds that 75 GHz in
aluminium corresponds to about 560 GHz in lead (gap frequency
660 GHz). The best conversion loss obtained was 19.3 dB for a
high resistance SIS (Superconductor-Insulator-Superconductor)
mixer (Rn-620 ohms) at 73 GHz and 28.2 dB for an SIN (S-I-Normal
metal) mi. er (Rn»32l ohms) at 76 GHz. In the first case about
12 dB could be attributed to intermediate frequency mismatch and
3.6 dB for the second case. To determine the source admittance
a scale model was built for 4 CHz. Using this source admittance
together with a local oscillator power, giving the satLc pumped
dc current as the experimental one at the maximum conversion
voltage bias point, the quantum theory cf mixing (see J.R.Tucker,
IEEE J. Quantum Electron. QE-15, 1234, 1979) predicts 21.0 dB
and 29.0 (IB conversion loss respectively. Due to relatively
low receiver sensitivity, no noise temperatures have been
Measured, but the intrinsic mixer noise is believed to be low.
No noise rise below a Josephson drop-back voltage has been seen.
From our measurements we believe that SIS or SIN mixers will
find their future also in these domains.

LE-14EFFECTS OF JUNCTION GEOMETRY ON PERFORMANCE OF FLUX-FLOW
TYPE JOSEPHSON OSCILLATOR, K. Yoshida, T. Nagatsuma, K. Enpuku,
and F. Irie, Department of Electronics, Kyushu University 36,
Fukuoka 8l2, Japan-—Experimental as well as theoretical studies
have been made of the effects of Junction geometry on the per-
formance of the flux-flow type Josephson oscillator, i.e., a
traveling-wave type oscillator utilizing a flux-flow occurring
in a long Josephson Junction. The available power and frequency
tunable range of this oscillator have been evaluated respectively
from the height and the voltage of current steps appearing in dc
current-voltage curves of the Junction for various Junction ge-
ometries. Experiments have been carried out for in-line Junc-
tion, overlap junction, overlap Junction with a sot-a.ll projection
on one side. The best performance is obtained for the overlap
Junction with a moderate projection on side: Maximum output
power is -lpW, and its frequency tunable range is 5OGHz to 500
GHz.

L E - 1 5MILLIMETER WAVELENGTH QUASIPARTICLE MIXING USING Nb/Nb
OXXDE/Pb ALLOY TUNNEL JUNCTIONS, N.J. Naclerio, J.M. Lumley,
J.E. Evetts and R.E. Sonekh, University of Canbridgc, Cambridge,
England. - Quaslpartlcle mixer* have shown proaise as •llllaeter
and submlllimeter wavelength detectors and nixers, with the
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potential for conversion gain and photon noise limited perfor-
mance. We report on small area (O.lpii2- 3pm2) superconducting
thin film "edge" junctions fabricated using a combination of
magnetron sputter deposition and broad beam ion source technol-
ogy for materials deposition, barrier formation/ and electrode
patterning. Devices fabricated on 0.1 x 0.4 x 4 not3 quarts
substrates with a wide range of normal state resistances.
20<RN <10000, and critical current densities, 102<jc<3xl0

SA cm"2,
show steps due to photon assisted tunnelling with very small
amount* of local oscillator power (M0"BBfl applied. We have
attempted to optimize mixer performance by investigating a
series of devices with various electrical characteristics and
geometries all of which include integral superconducting choke
structures. We will present the mixing results and compare
them with theoretical predictions.

L E - 1 6SUBMILLIMETEB WAVE RESPONSE OF TUNNEL JUNCTIONS
WITH AN INSULATING BARBIER CONTAINING MAGNETIC IMPURITIES,
S. Imai, S. Morita, A. Ishlkava, Y. Takeuti, and N. Mikoshiba,
Research Institute of Electrical Communication, Tohoku
University, Sendai 980, Japan — Recently, SIS mixers using
PAT (Photon-Assiated-Tunnellng) effect have demonstrated
superior performance up to 100 CHa. For its operation, the
Josephson current was suppressed by applying the magnetic
field, since the Josephson current gives rise to large
amount of noise. As the operating frequency becomes higher,
tiie suppression of the Josephson current by the magnetic
field becomes more and more difficult because the Junction
area must be smaller to attain higher RC cutoff frequency.
In this paper, we propose a new way to suppress the
Josephson current for application as an SIS mixer: To form
a tunnel junction with an insulating barrier containing
magnetic impurities.
We form NiOx-Sn structure by oxidizing Ni deposited on a Sn
film. Then, we form a point-contact by pressing a Nb needle
on the NiOx-Sn film. We have made point-contacts with
reduced I R £,0.1 mV ( l.U mV for an ideal Nb-Sn tunnel
Junction.? and with smeared but still clear gap structure.
By irradiating with submillimeter wave (f=k29 GHz), we have
observed PAT steps clearly. Shapiro steps are very small
as is expected. We believe that the Junction proposed by
us has a potential for an SIS mixer operating at high
frequency.

LE-17TIME DOMAIN SIMULATION OF SHAPIRO STEPS Itf JOSEPHSON
JUNCTIONS, S. Imai, S. Morita, M. Shinagawa, Y. Takeuti, and
N. Mikoshiba, Research Institute of Electrical Communication,
Tohoku University, Sendai 980, Japan — We have computed
the response of the Josephson Junction to the rf field by
digital simulation based on the microscopic theory of the
tunnel Junction. By introducing a pair-breaking parameter 6
, we have computed the integral kernels, which determine
the retarded response of the Josephson or the quasiparticle
current to the temporal variation of the phase difference.
A nonzero 5 makes the divergent Riedel singularity a peak of
finite height, and makes the slowly decreasing kernels for
6*0 decay very rapidly ( nearly exponentially on time).
The latter property allows us to introduce naturally a lower
limit of the integral for saving the computing time. To
evaluate the effect of the deviation from the constant
voltage source, we assumed a constant current source in the
simulation- We have computed the I ( rf current) and the
frequency dependence of the Shapirorstep for various values
of the Junction capacitance, temperature and the pair-
breaking parameter.

LE-18ANALYSIS AND OPTIMIZATION OF THE DC SQUID WITH A SUBSTAN-
TIAL CAPACITANCE BETWEEN THE INTERFEROMETER ARMS, A. A. Dmit-
riev, V. K. Kornev, V. K. Semenov, 0. V. Snigirev, Moscow
State University — A detailed analysis of the two-junction in-
terferometer with a substantial capacitance between the inter-
ferometer arms (connected in parallel with the inductance of
the interferometer) has been performed. The signal characteri-
stics of the interferometer including the voltage modulation
depth tnd the forward transfer Coefficient have been calculated
Uiing the CAD program "COMPASS". The noise characteristics have
been estimated analytically and then studied in more detail
uiing an electronic analog of the interferometer. It has been
shown that the "between-arms" capacitance can result in a hyste-
retic voltage-vs-flux curves as well as in chaotic phenomena,
thus making the interferometer unacceptable for most practical

purposes. Shunting of the capacitance by a special resistor ca
_ . • • . _ *_ ̂  _l__ . . • ^ - • • d L 1 > s.l*d^M^n A M A E**m* hii* **u*£ ̂ A s\¥ a^ 1 n ^

L E - 1 9 A WIDEBAND DEVICE FOR MEASURING THE MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
OF MATERIALS, L. Z. Avdeev, 0. V. Snigirev, and V. V. Khanin,
Moscow State University — We have disigned and tested the first
version of the wideband SQUID-based universal instrument for
studies of the magnetic properties of matter within the tempe-
rature range 4 - 330 K and the magnetic field range up to
0.15 T. This device has been intended to study the various noiie
sources of the cryo stat components in order to reduce the noise
to the SQUID-determined level in the following versions. The
magnetic-moment?sensitivity of the present device is close to
10 A*m /Hz at the frequencies of the ord^r of 0.03 Hz;
the available sample volume is close to 0.5 cm . The spectral
density of the device noise has been measured in the range
0.03 Hz - 10 KHz for various temperatures of the helium bath and
of the inside-out dewar, and for the various nagnetic fields.

L E - 2 0 SUPERCONDUCTING CURRENT INJECTION TRANSISTOR WITH VERY
HIGH CRITICAL CURRENT-DENSITY EDGE JUNCTIONS, B. J. Van
Zeghbtaeck, National Bureau of Standards, Boulder CO — We have
fabricated a Superconducting Current Injection Transistor*
(Super-CIT) with very high critical current density. The junc-
tions have a niobium base electrode and PblnAu counter electrode.
The device is 30 pm long and has a critical current density of
190 KA/cnr. The Josephson penetration depth is 5 pra, the current
gain is 2 and the switching time, inferred from the junction
resonance, is 7 ps. The power dissipation is 3.5 M W and the
power delay product 24.5 aJ. Gap reduction due to heating was
observed limiting the maximum power dissipation per unit length
to 1.1 pW/um. Compared to lead-alloy Super-CIT's the devices are
five times smaller, three times faster and have a three times
larger output voltage. The damping resistor and contact junction
could also be eliminated.

L E - 2 1 SUPERCONDUCTING GRANULAR NbN BOLOMETER FOR ULTRAFAST
SPECTROSCOPE, S.A. Wolf, U. Strom, J.C. Culbertson, and D.
Piaget, Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC 20375 —
A superconducting ul t ra-thin granular NbN bolometer has been
developed for the ultrafast detection of phonons and phonons
over a wide spectral range. This bolometer consists of an r f
reactively sputtered f i lm of NbN anodized to a f inal thickness
of t* 30A. I t operates over.Ji wide temperature range (<1.4 to
14 K) has ultrafast < 10" l u second response and has demon-
strated sensi t iv i ty to phonons in semiconductors, Microwaves,
infrared radiat ion, and optical radiat ion. The response is
nearly uniform over i ts temperature range and is linear with
absorbed power. The bolometer has already been used for
time resolved phonon spectroscopy of amorphous and crystal l ine
semiconductors and has in fact detected cyclotron resonance
In s i l icon by sensing the absorbtion of microwave radiat ion.
The properties of these bolometers w i l l be explained on the
bas1s of the unique resist1ve transi11 on of this material.

LE-22**ICR0WAVE APPLICATION OF THREE-TERMINAL JOSEPHSON
DEVICE UNDER HOT QUASIPARTICLE INJECTION, T. Kobayashi. anH
K. Fujisawa, Faculty of Engineering Science, Osaka University
— New effects of quasiparticle injection on the microwave
irradiated Josephson devices are demonstrated. The device
comprises Pb-insulator-Nb SIS junction directly contacting to
n+-GaAs gate substrate. The very thin Nb film (300-50OA) as
trhe base electrode of the SIS detector also serves as the
acceptor of the quasipartides injected from GaAs-Nb Schottky
barrier. The emphasis was placed on injections of hot quasi-
particles with the energy in excess of 0.5eV. The zeroth atep
height of the microwave (lOGHz) irradiated Josephson current I
was efficiently modulated by a sufficiently low density quasi-
particle injection current I. . (l-2A/cm ), though no sign of
change was found in the superconductive gap parameter and the
critical current itself* This new characteristic features
became lees pronounced as the injected quasiparticle energy was
lowered below 50meV. The current amplification (dl /dl. .) of
higher than two has been achieved, and fifty or more is n j

expected to obtain by simply reducing the junction area. In
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addition to the results stated above, the frequency dependence
of the current amplification, noise characteristics and the
physical explanation for the amplification mechanism will be
presented at the conference.

L E - 2 3 A PROPOSED THREE-TERMINAL SUPERCONDUCTING DEVICE BASED
ON THE MAGNETOELECTRIC EFFECT, A. H. Goldman, School of
Physics and Astronomy, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN
55455 - The development of three-terminal superconducting
devices may be crucial for new approaches to general purpose,
high-performance superconducting computers. A new three-
terminal Josephson device with gain which employs the
magnetoelectric effect will be described. The magnetoelectric
effect i s a property of the antiferroraagnetic phase of certain
rare earth oxy-hydroxide and other compounds. When an e lec t r ic
field i s applied across a magnetoelectric material a magnetic
field develops. If one Josephson junction of a two-junction,
three electrode sandwich then contained a raagnetoelectric bar-
r i e r , a magnetic field would resul t if that junction were
switched to the f in i t e voltage s t a t e . This f ie ld , in turn,
could cause the second junction to switch. If the second junc-
tion has a larger c r i t i c a l current than the drive junction,
then the device would have gain.

1. E.F. Bertant and M. Mercier, Mat. Res. Bull. 6, 907 (1971);
R.M. Hornreich, IEEE Trans. Mag. 8, 584 (1972).

•Supported in part by the ONR Electronics Branch under contract
N0OO14-78-C-O619.

L E - 2 4 NANO-METER BRIDGE WITH EPITAXIALLY DEPOSITED
NbN ON MgO FILM*, T .Yamash i t a , K.Hamasaki , Y.Kodai ra
and T.Komata. T e h r o l o g i c a l U n i v e r s i t y of Nagaoka.
Nano-meter {nm)-bridges with high-Tc materials hold
great technological interest because of their smaller
capacitance and expected higher I<pRn-product. They
are promising especially for applications such as
high speed logic and high frequency radiation
detectors. Also they can operate over a wide
temperature range and are stable against thermal
cycles as are incorporating the refractory high-Tc

superconductors. One of the essential ingredient for
high quality bridges is to have NbN films. Ultra-thin
NbN films have been prepared by rf reactive-
sputtering. NbN films deposited epitaxially on rf
sputtered MgO films have high superconducting
transition temperature Tc. Tc value of the film with
thickness of 5nm was about 14K, and is much higher
than those deposited on AI2O3 films and Si
substrates. Two types of niti-bridges were
reproducibly fabricated with NbN films deposited
epitaxially on MgO films. The obtained IcRn-products
were in a range of O.b to 3.6mV. The microwave-
induced voltage seeps were observed up to the voltage
comparable to IcRn~ product. The dc and ac quantum
effects of the dc SQUIDS were observed in quite wide
range of temperature, 4.2 to 11.4K.

*Supported by the Grant-in-Aid for new digital
circuit with bridge Josephson junctions from the
Ministry of Education of Japan.

current Is, n increses with time. Then phaseon flow (or V) osc-
illates with frequency Ia/2e. Some experiments are made to
verify this effect. We found that devices with supposed phaseon
barrier show unusual electrostatic sensitivity. Since this
effect may give a potentiality Lo detect even one electron charge
in the limit, the device may bring a new feature to cryoelectro-
nlc application field.

^Supported by Special Research Project of Education Ministry of
Japan,

L E - 2 6 QUANTUM NOISE IN SIS MIXERS, A. B. Zorin, Moscow State
University — A consistent quantum-statistical analysis D£ the
noise performance of the superconductor-insulator-superconductor
(SIS) quasiparticle mixers is presented. In contrast with the
earlier theories, the quantum properties of the signal source
and the intermediate-frequency amplifier have been taken into
account. In the quantum range ot sensitivity the noise properties
of the mixer can be characterized by the noise parameter 0^ in-
troduced earlier for the parametric amplifiers. ' Using the con-
ventional 3-port model of the mixer circuit and the microscopic
theory of the SIS junction we have obtained a general expression
for 0M and evaluated it numerically for various values of the
bias dc voltage, local oscillator power, signal frequency G),
signal source admittance and operation temperature. In a rela-
tively wide range of the parameters, Q$ has turned out to be
less than the so-called quantum limit fc)/2 in the double side-
band mode of the mixer operation. On the contrary, in the sing-
le sideband mode, G« is always larger than fti)/2a Tht difference
between the two modes of operation is discussed from the point
of view of the quantum theory of measurements.

1 L.S. Kuzmin, .;.K. Likharev, V.V. Migulin and A.B. Zorin,
Quantum Noise in Josephson-Junction Parametric Amplifiers.
IEEE Tran. Magn., vol. MAG-19, pp 618-621, 1983.

L E - 2 7 BLOCH OSCILLATIONS IN SMALL-AREA JOSEPHSON JUNCTIONS:
POSSIBLE QUANTUM STANDARD OF THE DC CURRENT AND OTHER APPLI-
CATIONS, K. K. Likharev and A. B. Zorin, Moscow State Uni-
versity — Theory of Che Bloch oscillations and related ef-
fects in a Josephson junction with a very small capacitance C
(e2/2C>Hlc/2e»kBT) has been developed. These oscillations
with frequency fB-(I-V/R)/2e should arise under the effect
of a small dc current I«I C > and are quite similar to those
of the quantum particle moving in a I-D periodic potential*
If the junction is irradiated by microwaves of a fr2quency £
the Bloch oscillations can be phase-locked, which should re-
sult in nearly horizontal "voltage steps" in the junction I-V
curve. In spite of some nonvanishing slope R~' of the steps
they hit the current axis in the points In>in" (n/m)*2ef where
n and m are Che intf~er indices of the st£ps. Hence the point
spacings are exactly related to the signal frequency, thus
making apparently possible to develop a quantum standard of
the dc current. In our work, the conditions of observation of
these effects have been found, and some other possible appli-
cations are discussed, including parametric amplification of
microwaves and digital information processing.

L E - 2 5pHASE-QUANTUM TUNNEL DEVICE,* M.Sugahara.M.Nagai.N.Yo-
•hlkawa,N.Ando, and H.Kaneda, Yokohama National University —
In a. superconductor the pair number N and phase 0 are conjugate
variables, and symmetrical discussion Is possible on a fixed N
state ¥N and a fixed 0 state YQ. We can say that VQ is a con-
dented state of 0/2TT "particles" of phase quanta named "pha-
eeons" each with value 2TT just as in the same weight when we
cay that ¥N is a condensed state of N pairs. In a Josephson
junction, two superconductor blocks are connected with a "pair-
tunneling barrier" where pair-number uncertainty AN-** and phase
uncertainty AO-K) according to the uncertainty principle ANA0
<«2TT. On the other hand, if the two blocks are connected with
a "phaseon-tunnel ing barrier" where Att+O and AG*«, we may obtain
a macroscopic quantum device with conjugate properties to those
of a Josaphson junction. The expected properties in the new
device is as follows, I) Static phaseon flow takes place in the
device in proportional to sin(2iTn), where n is pair-number dif-
ference between the two blocks. This means that device voltage
V is proportional to Bln(2nn). ii) In the presence of dc super-

L E —28AUT0MATI0N OF NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF THE SUPERCONDUCTING
CIRCUITS, V. K. Semenov and V. P. Zavaleev, Moscow State Univer-
sity — A universal system of algorithms for numerical modelling
of the circuits containing Josephson junctions and superconduc-
ting quantum interferometers has been developed. In this system,
the usual nodal method of the network analysis is replaced by
the "nodal-phase" method in order to take into automatic account
the superconducting phase (fluxoid) quantization. The system can
be incorporated into large-scale CAD programs, but in our lab we
use it as a basic part of a special small CWOOO FORTRAN opera-
tors); program COMPASS developed for a fast physical analysis of
relatively simple Josephson junction circuits. As the present
stage of development, this program can perform a few kinds of
the network analysis including transient dynamic analysis, ave-
raging of Josephson oscillations, calculation of threshold cur-
ves, logic circuit analysis and memory circuit analysis. The pro-
gram utilizes a specially-oriented language which has proved to
be quite suitable for the users with no CAD experience.
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LE-29REVERSIBLE COMPUTATION IN CONVEYOR-TYPE STRUCTURES OF
THE PARAMETRIC QUANTRONS, K. K. Likharev, S. V. Rylov and V. K.
Semenov, Moscow State University — A possibility of physically
and logically reversible processing of digital information in
Josephson-junction circuits of a reasonable complexity has been
considered. In order to make the consideration concrete enough,
a 8-bit digital filter has been designed on the basis of a two-
dimensional quasi-uniform array of -250x30,000 parametric quant-
rons. This completely reversible device performs a fast digital
convolution of input data with an arbitrary t024-point impulse
response function and can operate with thr estimated data rate
up to-, 1O10 numbers per second, which corresponds to ~1015 bi-
nary logical operations per second. At this rate the estimated
power dissipation in the whole device is still as low as -1O~*
Watt. This value turns out, however, to be of the same order as
that of a similar conveyor-type parametric-quanron device de-
signed ignoring the principle of logical reversibility, because
the latter device is more hardware-saving. A new mode of the
parametric quantron operation with larger parameter margins is
also described.

LE-30Ultra-Short Leak Links of Superconductors, H. 0HTA and
Y. Yamada*, The Institute of Physical and Chemical Research,
Shimadzu Corporation*— Namameter(8 ncrO-long weak links have
been realized using a quasi-planar geometrical structure. The
weak link portion has been made by electron beam lithography
and dry etching to be 0.5 pi wide and 13 nm thick. Monolayer
of hexamethyl disilazane (HNIDS) molecule has been used as a
spacer to separate the top and the bottom superconducting
electrodes. The thickness of the Nb2Or- HMDS -NbjOj-spacer
between the electrodes is less than 10 nm.The chemical shift of
(2 p 3/2)-line of silicon in monolayer of HMDS molecule on
niobium oxide has been measured to be 2.5 eV from ESCA spectra.
The critical currents of the all-niobium ultra-short weak links
used in RF-SQUID's ,typacally 10 uA,have changed by less than
(0 % after 50 times temperature cycles betwwen cryogenic and
room temperatures. The I^Rj product of the weak link was about
1.5 mV when the critical current was adjusted by electrolytical
anodization in a aqueous solution of ammonium tetraborate- The
I«Rjproduct was larger than 1.5 mV when we controlled the cross
section of the weak link portion only by dry etching in order
to adjust the critical current. The large Î R̂  products are
due to the large ratio between the thickness of the
superconducting electrodes {200 nm) and that of the weak link
portion(13 nm). A RF-SQUID of the weak link had temperature
range of operation of 4.2 + 1 K when the critical current was
anodized to be 10 uA. We have successfully realized
ultra-short weak links of multi-layer niobium by standard
lithographic techniques even though niobium surface is very
active chemically. The present fablication technique does not
need any strong acid nor HF and only requires lower temperature
than 80 degree centigrade. Good ultra-short weak links must be
made of NbN,Nb3Sn,and Nb3Ge of short coherent length.

L E - 3 1 FABRICATION OF NIOBIUM-LEAD TUNNEL JUNCTIONS USING A
SELF-ALIGNED MASKING TECHNIQUE", A. K. Jain, J. £.
Sauvageau, D. B. Schwartz and K. T. Springer, J. E. Lukens,
State University of New York at Stony Brook — A simple
technique for self-aligned fabrication of small area niobium
lead tunnel junctions is described. With this technique,
junctions with reproducible submicron dimensions have been
fabricated using a single masking step. This has allowed us
to make junctions without any surface cleaning of the
niobium film. The current voltage characteristic of these
junctions do not show the so called "knee structure" which
is generally attributed to surface contamination or damage
of the niobium film. The junctions are made by multiple
evaporations at differing angles using a suspended metal
stencil supported on polyimide on silicon substrates. The
stencil, which can be baked to at least 200 °C, is Bade
using e-beam lithography, liftoff and plasna etching. The
junction characteristics and the details of fabrication will
be discussed.

L E - 3 2J0SEPIIS0N JUNCTIONS WITH SEMICONDUCTOR BARRIER AND
ARRAYS, L.E. Amatuni, V.N. (kibankov, S.A. Kovtonyuk, V.P. Kos-
helets and G.A. Ovsyannikov, Institute of Radio Engineering and
Electronics USSR Academy of Science, Moscow — The preparation
technique of sandwiches on the base of refractory materials with
amorphous silicon Interlayer has been developed. The Investiga-
tion of DC and microwave properties of such junctions have been
carried out in wide temperature range. The sandwiches possesed

nonhysteresis current voltage characteristics down to 2.3 K;
they had area? from 10 to 100 p and Vc=I R^ from 0.3 to 2 mV.
The critical -'urrent density j« and normal state resistance
RN varied in : « range jc-(I0-i0 ) A/cnr and RN«(100-O.I) U res-
pectively. The . - Sm - S array has been designed; in this array
16 junctions were connected in series for microwaves and formed
a loop for the currents of the Josephson generation. The Investi-
gation of the individual junctions interaction in presence of
external microwave signal at the different temperatures has per-
nited to define the mutual locking conditions In such arrays.
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L L - 1 TEST RESULTS AND DESIGN DETAILS OF THE TOHOKU BUBBLE
CHAMBER MAGNET, W.W. Craddock, Fermilab and M.T. Mruzek, KMS
Fusion — Fermilab has completed a cryostable superconducting
iron bound split solenoid which will be used with the new freon
holographic Tohoku Bubble Chamber that replaces the old 30-Inch
Bubble Chamber. Cooldown behavior and helium boiloff results
are discussed with comparison to calculated values. The cool-
Ing scheme utilizes boiloff gas for an approximate 10 K Inter-
cept on fiberglass compressional posts and Inconel 718 rods
which Is in addition to the " ^ intercept. The gas Is then
routed to cool large stainless steel tension links between 10 K
and 77 K. Magnetic forces will be carefully monitored and com-
pared with new TRIM calculations. Charging and discharging
characteristics of t̂he magnet are discussed with special empha-
sis on the Ni 302 Fe dump resistor which was designed to mini-
mize discharge voltage by use of its temperature coefficient
of electrical resistivity. Additional magnet design details
and modifications not previously reported are also given.

L L - 2 FABRICATION AND TESTfN" OF A 3-m DIAMETER SUPERCONDUCT-
ING SOLENOID FOR THE FERMILAB COLLIDER DETECTOR, R.W. Fast, R.D.
Kephart, R.H. Wands, Fermilab; K. Kondo, S. Mori, R. Yoshlzaki,
Univ. of Tsulaiba, Japan; R- Saito, T. Suzuki, Hitachi Ltd, Japan
— The Fermilab Collider Detector is a large detector system to
study pp collisions in the Fermilab Tevatron. A horizontrl mag-
netic field of 1.5 T over a cylindrical volume 3 m if> x 5 m Is re-
quired to provide the necessary momentum resolution. Since det-
ectors are located outside the solenoidal field regions, the coil
and cryostat must be "thin" In terms of both radiation and absorp-
tion lengths. This requirement resulted In an Indirectly cooled
bobbinless superconducting solenoid. All components through
which reaction particles pass are aluminum. The magnet was de-
signed cooperatively by Fermilab, Tsukuba University and Hit-
achi, Ltd. The coil and cryostat, were fabricated by Hitachi.
The 30 MJ magnet, a single-layer solenoid, uses an aluminum stab-
ilized conductor with Al:Cu:NbTi = 21:1:1. The conductor was
fabricated by Hitachi, using extrusion with front tension. The
coil was wound on a mandrel, shrink-fitted into an outer support
cylinder and the mandrel removed. Eddy currents in the support
cylinder are very effective in spreading a quench through the
coll and so with a 74 mft dump resistor a maximum conductor temp-
erature < 100 K is expected. The coil is refrigerated by two-
phase helium at ̂  4.4 K flowing in a 20 mm $ aluminum tube weld-
ed to the support cylinder. The cryostat Is installed in a
2000-tonne iron yoke consisting of two end walls and four flux
return legs. Calorimeterlzed poles attached to the end walls
extend into the solenoid field volume. The magnet was tested
in Japan without the iron yoke and is presently running at Fermi-
lab for field mapping. Details of the f ibrication and testing
will be presented.
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L L - 3 A Nb3Sn DIPOLE HAGHET REACTED AFTER WINDING,*
C. Taylor, R. Uolgtat, K. Scanlan, C. Peters, W. Gilbert,
W. HasstnEahl, J. Rechen, and R. Mcuier, Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory - A 2-inch bore dia. , 1-m-long dipole isodel magnet
waa conatructed by winding un-reacced cable, followed by re-
action and epoxy-impregnacion. Experience and test results
are described on the .068" dia. internal-tin wire, the eleven-
strand flattened cable, fiberglass insulation, and construc-
tion of the siagnet.

Each half of the magnet has two double-pancake-type
windings chat were reacted in a single operation. The two
double-pancakes were then separately vacuum impregnated after
soldering the flexible Nb-Ti leads to the Nb3Sn conduc-
tors. No iron flux return yoke was used. In initial tests a
central field of B.OT was reached at 4.4K. However, evidence
from training behavior, and 1.8K tests indicate that pre-
mature quenching, rather than critical current of the cable,
United Che field intensity. The magnet has been reassembled
and aiore rigidly clamped; additional test results will be
reported.

This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy
Research, Office of High Energy and Nuclear physics, High
Energy Physics Division, U.S. Dept. of Energy, under Contract
No. DE-ACO3-76SF00098.

L L - 4 A 40 MM BORE Nb-Ti MODEL DIPOLE MAGNET,* C. Taylor,
R. Meu.er, k. Scanlan, W. Gilbert, C. Peters, W. Hassen.ahl,
J. Rechen, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, and R. Fernow
(BNL). Preliminary R and D has been started on magnets for a
next-generation high-energy-physics accelerator, the 20 TcV
Superconducting Supercollider (SSC). One design now being
developed at LBL is described in this paper. The design is
based on two layers of flattened Nb-Ti cable, a 40 mm I.D.
winding with flared ends, and an operating field of 6.5 T.
Development of cables with 2? and 30 strands are described.
Experimental results are presented on several one-meter-long
models tested at both He I ari He II temperature. The first
model, D12A-1, reached 6.1 T at 4.4 K, and 7.5 T at 1.8 K.
Measurement of field uniformity, residual magnetization,
quench propagation velocity, and operating stresses are pre-
sented. (A 2-in-l magnet based on this coil design is being
jointly developed by LBL and Brookhaven National Laboratory,
and 15 ft. long models are being constructed at BNL).

*This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy
Research, Office of High Energy and Nuclear Physics, High
Energy Physics Division, U.S. Dept. of Energy, under Contract
No. DE-AC03-76SF00098.

Detailed hysteretlc data have also been taken to provide
phenomenologlcal Information for acceleratoi operation.
Predictions of persistent current multlpole fields for a smaller
aperture magnet, with larger superconducting filaments than used
in Tevatron magnets, are given based on the doublet theory.

•Operated by Universities Research Association, Inc., under
contract with the U. S. Department of Energy.

LL-7 KSKM YOKE DIfOLE PHOTOTYPES FOR HERA, G. HOrlltz,
H. Kaiser, G. Knust, K.-H. MeB, S. vtolff, DESY; P. SchmUser,
II. Inst. fur EXperimentalphysik, Univ. Hamburg; B. H. Wiik,
II. Inst. fur ExperimentalphysiK, Univ. Hamburg and DESY —
Several superconducting dipole prototype magnets for the
electron proton collider HERA have been built and tested at
DESY. The 6.51 m long magnets with a nominal central induc-
tion of 4.53 T have a magnetic field length of 6.08 m. Main
components of these magnets are a two layer collared coil, a
cryostat with a support system for the cold parts, a warm
yoke around the cryostat and a cold beam tube. The cooling
is performed with forced flow of one phase liquid hellun and
counter flow of two phase helium. The magnets have been tested
at liquid helium temperature. Results of quench tests and
field measurements are presented.

L L - 8 SUPERCONDUCTING SUPER COLLIDER ST DIPOLE MAGNET
CRiOGENIC DESIGN,' R. C. Nleir.ann, J. A. Carson, H. T. Edwards,
N. H. Engler, H. E. Flsk, J. D. Conczy. H. W. Hanft,
R. A. Lundy, P. M. Mantoch, A.D. Mclnturrf, T. h. Nlcol,
R. J. Powers, fi. H. Rensbottom, c. H. Rode, E. E. ichmldt,
A. Szymulanskl, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory — A
superconducting ilipole magnet suitable for use In the
Superconducting Super Collider, a 20 TEV colliding beam
accelerator, has been designed. The approximately 15,000
dlpoles required for the colliding rings provide a 5T field with
a 5 cm cold bore and a 12 ra overall length The magnet colls

led by 1.5 K

dlpoles required for the colliding rings provide a 5T field with
a 5 cm cold bore and a 12 ra overall length. The magnet colls
incorporate copper stabilized NbTi, conductor cooled by 1.5 K
single phase liquid helium flow. The magnet's cryogenic
features are critical elements for the collider's performance
since they must enable the required magnetic functions to occur,
provide a low heat load to the cryogenic system, operate with a
high degree of reliability and be manufacturable at a low cos...
The cryostat design considers function during magnet tra
high degree of reliability and be manufacturable at a low cos...
The cryostat design considers function during magnet transit and
Installation, transient, steady state, and \ipset conditions.
The major magnet cryostat components are t'.o single phase
assembly, 10 K and 80 K thermal shields. Insulation, single
phase and shield suspension system, vacuum vessel and

L L - 5 Ic <H, T) MEASUREMENTS FOR MULTI-K1L0AMPERE SUPER-
CONDUCTING MAGNET CONDUCTOR, A.D. Hclnturff, R. Lundy, R.
Remsbottom*, a n Q M. Wake''* Measurements of the Iransition current
as a function of both applied magnetic field and temperature are
presented as an equilivalent resistivity for various production
and prototype magnet conductors. The current range is from a few
amperes to 14.0 kiloamperes from '0' T to 10,0 T applied field.
The range in temperature was 1.7K to M.6K. The statistical
average of the over 600 Tevatron magnet c.ible samples was 5,071
amperes for an effective resistivity of 2 x 10~12 ftcm at 5T and
4.2K. Data are presented for the new lOkA, 1CT "Rutherford
Style Cables" for the temperature range of 1.7 to M.3K for NbTi
and NbTiTa, and the 6.0T, 7kA, U.'tK conductor for the "SSC"
models, "Superconducting Super Collider".

*Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory supported by U.S. Dept.
of Energy
** KEK National Laboratory for H.E. Physics, Japan

•Operated by Universities Research Association, Inc., under
contract with the U. S. Department of Energy.

L L - 9 A SIX TESLA SUPERCONDUCTING HIGGLER FOR THE NATIONAL
SYNCHROTRON LIGHT SOURCE AT BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY,*
H. Hsieh, C. Biscardi, A. Breck, M. tarocci, A. Lucdo,
R. Olsen, 0. Onsmd, K. Robins, W. Sampson, A. van Steenbergen,
flrookhaven National Laboratory - A six tesla, six pole super-
conducting wiggier has been built and tested fur human angio-
graphy and material science research programs in the Brookhaven
National Laboratory National Synchrotron Light Source
Facility. The Higgler ras a 3.2 cm magnetic gap, and 17.4 cm
period length. It (s a six pole device. Detailed engineering
design will be described. Initial test data will be presented.
The system will be installed Into the storage ring by Spring of
1965.

L L - 6 PERSISTENT CURRENT FIELDS IN FERMILAP. TEVATRON MAGNETS,"
B. C. Brown and H. E. Flsk, Fermi National Accelerator
Laboratory — Detailed magnetic measurements have been made on
several Tevatron dlpoles and quadrupoles to understand fields
that result from persistent currents. Data have been taken in
the low current region, 0 to 500A, which Is below the current
region normally Investigated. At 0.1 to 0.2T (100 to 200A) the
renanent dipole and sextupole (at a radius of 1") fields are
approximately 5 to 10 gauss when there has been no previous
magnetisation cycle. Comparison of the data with the doublet
theory of persistent currents gives satisfactory agreement.

*Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy.

L L - 1 0 A 1.6 GeV/c SUPERCONDUCTING SWITCHING MAGNET." J.
Dekamp, M. Dubols, J.A. Nolen, R. Swanson, and A.F. Zeller,
National Superconducting Cyclotron Lab -- A prototype
superconducting switching magnet capable of bending a 1.6
GeV/c beam to ±16* has been designed and Is under
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construction. In the operational field range of 1.0 to
1.75T In the 5co gap, the design field unKornlty Is better
than 0.1J in the volune occupied by the beam. A compact
trapezoidal shape results In a warm Iron mass of 3000kg
The colls are wet wound with a filled epoxy and operate at a
maximum current density of 17 k*/cma at 100A. The stored
energy is 35 kJ and the colls are self protecting In case of
a quench. The design liquid helium usage is 30 lHers per
week when operating In the persistent mode.

" Supported by NSF Grant Mo. PKl-80-17605.

L L - 1 1 DISTRIBUTION OF SHIELDING CURRENT IN A CYLINDRICAL
SUPERCONDUCTING TUBE, 2. X. Feng, Applied Superconductivity
Center, University of Wisconsin-Madison — Superconductive
cylindrical tubes can be used to shield out magnetic flux for
high energy physics usage. The shielding currents in the tube
are found b»sed on a physical model. The model is based on
the principal that the flux linked by a superconducting cir-
cuit must be zero. For a finite cylindrical superconducting
tube, the axial distribution of shielding current for a
shielded magnetic field is determined, which agrees with
experiment. We find that: first, the external magnetic field
partly penetrates into the bore at the end of a finite super-
conducting tube where Ic is first reached; second, the
shielding current in the end region is about the same for
different aspect ratio t tubes; third, if the radii of the
tube Is reduced then the shielding current becomes uniformly
distributed. These analytic results agree generally with
experiment.

L L - 1 2SQUID BASED BEAM CURRENT METER, M. foKhnir, J. McCarthy,
and P. Rapidis, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory — The
concept of a current meter for dc beams based on commercially
available SQUIDs has been considered and a scaled down prototype
was built and tested. By counting quanta of magnetic flux the
high sensitivity, low noise and low drift of the SQUID can be
used with intense beams, a very attractive feature in the tuning
of an antiproton accumulator ring. The superconducting pick-up
loop and the probe can be kept in a rf shielded volume which is
further shielded from external magnetic fields by superconducting
walls as well as some length of the beam tube. The current meter
can therefore be unaffected by the rf structure of the beam.
Using a SHE rf SQUID the sensitivity of the (5 urn diameter beam
tube) prototype without rf shield was limited by an rms noise of
100 nA, with no perceptible drift over a 12 hour period. Besides
describing in detail this prototype performance we expect to
have performance data on a full size (5 cm diameter bean' tube )
prototype using a SHE dc SQUID.

Operated by Universities Research Association Inc. under
contract with the U.S. Department of Energy.

L L - 1 4REDUCTION OF SURFACE RESISTANCE IN SUPERCONDUCTING
THIN FILMS BY MICROWAVE IRRADIATION,* J.-.. Araato, Cornell
University -- We have experimentally observed the reduction
of surface resistance of superconducting thin filirs caused
by microwave irradiation. This effect was observed in dirty Al
films at reduced temperatures t> .97. For an excitation fre-
quency of 11.4 GHz and excitation level H < 1 0e., we observed
changes in the surface resistance ̂ R of the same order of
magnitude as the BCS R at that temperature. Abrupt changes
in R at several threshold levels of excitation were also
observed. Although the experimental conditions are not in the
domain of high power superconducting rf devices, we suggest
that the microwave-induced reduction of R may provide stabil-
ity against thermal breakdown in devices presently limited
by Joule heating at metallurgical defects.

*The experimental portion of this work was performed at
Colgate University with the support of the National Science
Foundation Grant No. DMR-7810279 and the Colgate Research
Fund.

L L - 1 5 A NEW PURIFICATION TECHNIQUE FOR IMPROVING THE THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITY OF SUPERCONDUCTING Nb MICROWAVE CAVITIUS,*
H. Padamsee, Cornell University- Improvement factors up to 4 in
the thermal conductivity of Niobium between 4 and 9K are obtained
by a new purification technique which removes the dominant inter-
stitial impurity (oxygen) found in commercial Nb. In the
process, surfaces of the cavity are brought into proximity with
Yttrium foil at VI200C in a vacuum of -vlO-5 torr for several
hours. A vapor deposited film of several un thickness traps
oxygen diffusing rapidly from the bulk to the surface. A single
cell, 1500 MHz, elliptically-shaped cavity with thermal conduc-
tivity improved by this method shows amelioration of thermal
breakdown, as predicted by thermal model calculations.

Supported by the National Science Foundation.

LL-16BFFECT OF OX 101: LAYER ON MICROWAVE SURFACE RESISTANCE
OF SUPERCONDUCTING NIOBIUM,* F. Palmer and M. Tigner, Cornell
University - We have measured the influence of oxide layers on
the surface resistance of niobium resonant cavities at tempera-
tures below 1.4°K. The 8.6 GHz cavity halves were drawn from
high purity rolled sheet and electron beam welded together. We
measured the resonance quality factor, Q, of several cavities
after alternately removing and growing an oxide layer on the
inside surface. Removal was accomplished by absorbing the
oxygen into the bulk Nb, at 110u-1200°C, the required tempera-
ture having been determined by Auger spectroscopy. Oxide layers
were grown by admitting puie oxygen into the cavity at reduced
pressure. We found that these oxide layers contribute a
residual resistance of M0~^fi.

'Supported by the National Science Riundation with supplementary
support under the U.S.-Japan agreement.

LL-13PERF0RMANCE OF SUPERCONDUCTING STORAGE RING CAVITIES
AT 1500 MHz,* P. Kneisel, J. Amato, J. Kirchgessner, K. Naka-
jima, H. Padamsee, H. L. Phillips, C. Reece, R. Sundelin, and
H. Tigner, Cornell University — For application in high energy
storage rings, superconducting cavities offer the advantage of
considerable power savings over normal conducting structures.
The performance of several 5-cell, elliptically shaped 1500 MHz
storage ring cavities which have been built from commercial
grade niobium and equipped with high power couplers is
described. Q-values of 5 x 109 and accelerating gradients of
Eac(. = 5 MV/m have been achieved. The use of higher thermal
conductivity niobium offers the possibility of thermally
stabilizi• 7 the material and increasing the tolerable field
gradients,. Posults are compared with results obtained with
commercial grade niobium.

•Supported by the National Science Foundation, with supplemen-
tary support under the U.S.-Japan Agreement.

L L - 1 7SUPERCONDUCTING NIOBIUM CAVITIES OF IMPROVED THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITY, W. weingarten, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland and
G. Muller, H. Piel, University of Huppertal, W. Germany - The
construction of large scale superconducting accelerators asks
for reliable and economical manufacturing procedures for the
superconducting cavities and the surrounding cryostat. The im-
provement of thermal conductivity of the niobium used can be of
great benefit in that respect. We have built and tested single
cell cavities at 500 MHz and 3 GHz from a newly available nio-
bium sheet material of improved thermal conductivity.* At
500 MHz an accelerating field of 8-5 MV/m and a high field
(Jo Ci.a K) of 1-1O9 was achieved at first attempt. At 3 GHz
12.0 MV/m and a high field 80 of 3-10° (1.7 K) was obtained.

These values measured in a continuous wave mode clearly ex-
ceed the results obtained so far with standard niobium at CERN
and Wuppertal. Both cavities were surface-cleaned chemically,
and no high temperature treatments were applied. Details of the
thermal conductivity measurements are given, and the thermal
stability of the cavities is discussed.

* Manufactured by W.C. Heraeus, Hanau, W. Germany.
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L L - 1 S AN ICCS DESIGN FOR THE SLAC LARGE DETECTOR SOLENOID,
V. D. Becker, A. M. Hatch, P. G. Marston, J. V. Minervini,
R. D. Pillsbury, Jr., and J. M. Tarrh, MIT Plasma
Fusion Center This paper describes the design of a super-
conducting coil for the SLAC Large Detector (SLD), which is
based .on an internally cooled cabled superconductor (ICCS)
design concept. Our rationale for selecting ICCS technology
ia based primarily on the fact that the available energy mar-
gin (the amount of energy required to raise the superconductor
to its current sharing temperature) in an ICCS design is much
greater than can be achieved in an indirectly cooled design.
The conductor will consist of strands of multifilament copper-
stabilized niobium titanium superconductor which will be
cabled together with strands of copper and tightly compacted
in a vacuum-tight stainless steel jacket. To take advantage
of a fully developed manufacturing technology, the specific
conductor configuration for the SLD baseline design is iden-
tical to that for the Westinghouse coil in the fusion large
coil project, except that the superconductor for the SLD will
be niobium titanium rather than niobium tin. With an opera-
ting current of 21.2 kA, 250 turns are requited to generate
1.0 T within a 5.7 m diameter warm bore volume which is 6.3 m
long. The coil will be made from a total length of 5 km of
the 2 cm square conductor, which will be formed into a single
layer having a diameter of 6 m, and enclosed by an aluminum
guaird vacuum vessel. A liquid nitrogen cooled thermal radia-
tion shield, bounded on either side by multilayer insulation
blankets, will surround the guard vacuum vessel. This
assembly will be mounted inside an aluminum vacuum vessel.
The coll assembly will then be mounted inside a laminated
iron frame.

*Supported in part by SLAC Purchase Order US 347370-M.
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The voltage across the SQUID is V - VN + M^SV/S*) (V£ - ^ ?
(3J/3*)juM|], where VK and JN are Che SQUID voltage noise and current noise
and 3V/3* and 3J/3* are the flux-to-voltage and flux-to-current transfer co-
efficients (cor the uncoupled SQUID), Vj Is the input voltage, Mj i s the mu-
tual inductance between the signal coil and the SQUID, and Zj is the tota l
impedance of Che uncoupled input c i rcui t . The application of this theory to
the optimization of amplifiers and magnetometers i s discussed.

Supported by DOE under Contract Number DE-ACO3-76SF00098.

NE-4PRACTICAL DC SQUIDS WITH EXTREMELY LOW 1/f
NOISE, C. D. Tesche, K. H. Brown, A. C. Callegari, M. M.
Chen, J. H. Greiner, H. C. Jones, M. B. Ketchen, K. K. Kim,
A. W. Kleinsasser, H. A. Notarys, G. Proto, R. H. Wang, and
T. Yogi, IBM Research Center, Yorktown heights, NY 10598 - -
A large number of extremely robust, thin film DC SQUIDs with
excellent noise and coupling properties have been designed and
fabricated. These SQUIDs are very practical devices, with
input coil inductance 0.7uH and coupling efficiency a=0.9. The
low frequency noise properties are remarkable. The energy
factor at 0.1 Hz is less than 770 "fi, more than a factor of 60
improvement over previous devices. Possible sources for the
improved noise performance will be discussed.

N E - 1 LOW NOISE MICROWAVE PARA^TKIC AMI'UFIER,* A. D. Smith,
R. D. Sandell, .1. F. Burch, and A. H. Silver, TRW Space &
Technology Croup - We report the lowest no Lse temperature of
any microwave amplifier except the inaser. This amplifier is a
nearly degenerate superconducting paramet. r ic ampl if ier at
X-band consisting of a low-8, thin film, single junction SQUID,
a monolithic 50 fi to 1 Q impedance matching network, and a
cooled circulator. Nb/Nb2C'5/PbBi junctions were incorporated
into Nb and lead-indium circuitry on I x 2 cm silicon chips.
The SQUID was phase-biased near n/2 and driven by an external
pump at approximate!y twice the operating frequency, The self-
resonance arising from the SQUID inductance and junction
capacitance was set near the operating frequency o!" 8.2 GHz.
The SQUID was designed with a damping parameter (inverse Q) of
0.3, an inductance of 5 pH, and junct ion current density of
9 A/cm . The operating characteristics were dependent on the
pump amplitude, the SQUID phase bias, and the SQUID 8. For
small values of 6 -• 1, the maximum gain in both the signal and
idler channels was = 10 dB, the single-sideband noise
temperature was 6 K within an uncertainty of (+15 to -7)K, and
the bandwidth was ; 250 MHz. For higher 6 SQUIDs. the maximum
gain increased near 30 dB with increased noise. Pa'tmetric
osci l la t ions were observed near the pump subharm Miic for higher
gain. Comparison of th~ measurements with theory, design of a
high power array amplifier, arid expected frequency dependence
will be presented.

N E - 5 DC SQUIDs WITH PLANAR INPUT COUPLING COILS,
C M . Pegrum, D. Hutson, G.B. Donaldson and A. Tugwell,
Department of Applied Physics, University of Strathclyde,
Glasgow, Scotland. We describe the design, construction and
operation of thin-fi lm DC SQUIDs with integrated spiral coupling
coils. They have.an mpuf inductance of 2.5uH and a current
sensitivity of 10" A riz"1 and are intended to supersede

.present RF SQUID seniors on counts of both sensitivity and
reliability. Our SQUIDs, which contain features significantly
different from established designs, are made using a six layer
photolithographic process with 5um feature size. The
facilities used are dedicated to superconducting device
fabrication. All superconducting films are sputtered Nb, apart
from a minimal amount of Pbln alloy for the junctions. Tunnel
barriers, grown by RF plasma oxidation in Ar/Oy, have current
densities controllable between 10*2 and 10^ Acm-2, are
reproducible and have good long-term stability. To further
decrease the current noise w<.1 have begun to make SQUIDs
with small-area edge junctions formed by reactive plasma
etching of Nb. We are also studying novel SQUID structures
with a view to exploring the sei.~*tivity limits imposed by
1/f noise.

*Supported by the Naval Research Laboratory Contract No.
NOOO14-81-C-2495

N E - 6 FLUX LOCKED DC SQUID AMPLIFIERS; M. W. Cromar, N. V.
Frederick, and B. Huhl fe lder , National Bureau of Standards,
Boulder, CO. We have b u i l t a feedback system that allows very
low noise DC SQUIDs to be used in actual experimental
s i tua t ions . A c i r c u i t has been b u i l t and tested that performs
a l l of the feedback operat ions. The f l ux modulation signal is a
rounded square wave wi th a fundamental frequency of 100 kHz.

N E - 2 DC SQUID AS A TUNED RADIO-FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER,* Claude Hilbert and Components that are external to the feedback c i rcui t box include
John Clarke, University of California, Berkeley and Lawrence Berkeley Labora- a low noise current source that is used for the bias current for
tory — We discuss the design of a tuned radio-frequency amplifier, based on the SQUID and a commercial, room temperature preamplifier that
the dc SQUID, that can be operated at frequencies up to at least 400 MHz. i$ used for the f i rs t stage of amplification. A cold tuned
The input c i rcui t is optimized to minimize the noise temperature, with ac- circuit is used to match the SQUID to the low noise, room
count taken of both the reflected impedance of the SQUID and capacitive feed- temperature amplifier. The tuned circuit limits the bandwidth
back between the SQUID and input c i rcui t . When the circuit is optimized, to approximately two kHz. Experimental results will be given
these two effects have a negligible influence on the resonant frequency and for the slew rate and the low frequency noise of the flux locked
a minor influence on the gain. At a signal frequency of 100 MHz the pre- system,
dieted gain i s about 20 dB while the predicted noise temperature is about T/2
where T is the bath temperature. The measured performance will be compared
with these predictions. The design and operation of a system suitable for
NMR measurements are described.

Supported by DOE under Contract Number DE-ACO3-76SFGQQ98.

N E - 3 NOISE CALCULATIONS FOR THE TIGHTLY COUPLED DC SQUID,* John Martinis,
Claude Hilbert, and John Clarke, University of California, Berkeley and Law-
rence Berkeley Laboratory — The signal gain and noise of a dc SQUID-based
amplifier are calculated with account taken of the mutual influence of the
SQUID and input c i rcui t . Following experimental observation on our SQUIDs,
we assume that parasi t ic capacitance between the SQUID and the input coll
prevent? significant current at the Josephson frequency, wj, from flowing in
the input c i rcui t . In this approximation, the gain and noise at a frequency
w *< wj can be written in terms of parameters computed for the uncoupled SQUID.
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Auger line scan studies revealed that the Sn concentration decreased
from Bronze/Nb,Sn interface to Mb.,Sn/Nb interface. Contrary to the
unalloyed superconductor, profile in the alloyed specimen was
usually inverted or relatively lower at the interface of Bronze/
Nb^Sn, The alloyed superconductor showed a faster Nb-Sn layer
growth. These studies indicate that ternary elements, which build
tlierrrodynamically more stabileler oxides, interact with Niobium
Oxides on the surface layer to reduce them and thereby probably
increase the diffusion irate. It is speculated, ternary elements
act only as a catalyst in the growth process of Nb-jSn,

N M - 1 OPTIMIZATION OF Nb3Sn,* H. Suenaga, Division of Met-
allurgy and Materials Science, Brookhaven Netiona1 Labora-
tory -- Considerable progress has been made in the fabrica-
tion of large quanti ties of Nb-jSn mul ti filamentary wires,
and a number of smal 1 and large magnets have been produced
successfully usJng these wires. However, demands fot in-
creased cri tical-current densi ties Jc in the medium magnetic
field range (8-12 T) as well as at very high fields (16-20 T
or greater) are now being made in order to reduce the cost
and to increase the efficiencies of large machines (fusion
reactors and high energy particle accelerators). In order
to help meet these demands, some improvements have recently
been made In increasing Jc of Nb-jSn, e.g. Ti additions to
NbjSn. In this presenta tion, the charac terization of Nb3Sn
for physica1 properties (resistivi ty, la ttice parameters,
mar Censi tic phase transformation e tc.) and for microstruc-
ture 1 and chemica L properties wil 1 be reviewed and those
properties which are particularly important in producing
high values of Jc will be discussed.

'Research was performed under the auspices of the U.S.
Departmdnt of Energy, Division of Hate.ials Sciences, Of-
fice of Basic Energy Sciences under Contract No. DE-AC02-
76CH00O16.

N M - 2 AN INVESTIGATION OF MICROSTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT IN BRONZE
ROUTE Nb3Sn, (Nb,Ta) 3Sn and (Nb,Ti) 3Sn MULTIFILAMENTARY
COMPOSITES USING TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, N.J. Pugh,
J.R. Robertson, E.R. Wallach, J.R. Cave. R.E. Soraekh and
J.E.Evetts, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, England —
Transmission electron microscopy {TEM) has been used to
characterize the microstructure of commercial binary and ternary
A15 multifilamentary composites. Longitudinal and transverse
TEM sectioni, have been prepared using ion beam milling from
samples reacted for various times at temperatures in the range
650°C - 850°C. Layer growth kinetics have also been investigated
using a combination of SEM and low temperature inductive measure-
ments. The presence of a band of columnar grains adjacent to
the refractory rore is confirmed in all cases although the mean
grain size depends on the core composition. The columnar
morphology is particularly marked for reaction at 650°C. As
layer growth proceeds, the columnar structure develops into an
equiaxed grain structure. On the basis of '-his microstructural
investigation and precise measurements of filament volume and
length changes during reaction, it Is proposed that the mechanism
for microstructure modification is stress driven grain boundary
sliding. A model describing this process will be presented and
its implications for critical current optimization assessed.

N M - 3 T H R INFLUENCE OF TfcKNARY ADDITIONS ON AXELERATED GROWTH OF
Nb~Sn D.Patt^inayak, Outukumpu Oy Pori, Finland, E.Ristolainen
Helsinki University of Technology, Department of Mining and
Motallurgy-Co/morcially available pure Niobium was alloyed, either
with 1 wt. % of Ti or Zr. Suitable rods were prepared out of
these prehomogenized alloys. Mono and multifilamentary super-
conductors were processed by conventional bronze route. Auger
electron spectcoscopy combined with Ar sputtering, microprobe
analysis and scanning electron microscopy were used to study the
composition profile of different constituents, impurities like
oxygen, and grainsize of fracture surface, respectively. The critical
current v/as measured in relation to J:ield and critical tenperature.
Thickness layers of Nb.Sn versus temperature and time were measured.
Isothermal, diffusion annealing studies with monofilaments showed the
initial growth rate of NfcuSn was sluggish. It was followed by much
faster thickness layer growth after the critical period of reaction.
This critical time period was found to decrease by ternary additions.

N M - 4 PROPERTIES OF IDEALIZED DESIGNS OF Nb3Sn COMPOSITES,*
D. B. Smathers, K. R. Marken, P. J. Lee, 0. C. Larhalestier
(University of Wisconsin-Madison) and W. K. McDonald (Wan Chang)
-- We have recently completed a study of a series of MJR bronze
Nb^Sn composites in which Tc, Hc? and Jc, the local chemical
composition and the grain morphology of filaments were
measured. The superconducting measurements produce average
characterizations of the composite but the metallurgical
characterization by Auger and TEM is particular to the local
environment of the individual filaments being studied, which may
vary considerably within the cross-section. The standard MJR
composite design leads to strong radial Sn composition gradients
in the bror.ze as a result of the bronze core. Such gradients
are also found in conventional composite designs since extra
bronze is Mserted during the multiple stacking necessary to
achieve fine filaments. These non-uniformities in the local Sn
supply produce marked differences in the local Sn composition of
the Nb-jSn and the grain morphology which preclude any quantita-
tive microscopic explanations of the composite properties. A
series of six idealized composites with varying bronze to
niobium ratio and pure Nb and Nb 0.8 vft% Ti cores have been
manufactured by the MJR process. The core of the wire is sealed -
by a diffusion barrier; each filament now has an identical
source of Sn. Initial evaluation of the composites is promis-
ing; for example, the Ĵ H vs H data for the Ti alloyed
conductors follows the n 1'2(l-h)2 dependence to lower reduced
fields (h < 0.5) than the previous standard designs which showed
marked deviations below h = 0.65 - 0.75. A lull superconducting
and mici'ostructural analysis is now in progress and will be
reported at the meeting.

*Work supported by 00E - Office of Fusion Energy.

N M - 5 THE MJCROSTRUCTURAI. STATE OF Nb3Sn IN A MI'MIFIIAMEMTARY
TITANIUM-DOPED BRONZE-PROCESSED WIRE,* D.S. Dictdcricb. W.V.
I t a s s e a z a h l , K. K s m i t i , J . V . M o r r i s , J r . , Li >-rence B e r k e l e y L a b o -
r a t o r y , Univ . of C a l i f o r n i a , B e r k e l e y - - The a d d i t i o n of t i t • -
n ium t o a b r o n z e - p r o c e s s e d w . r e i s known t o i n c r e a s e t h e u p p e r
c r i t i c a l f i e l d of t h e NbgSo and t h u s i m p r o v e h i g h f i e l d p e r f o r -
m a n c e . T h i s s t u d y u sed i H i t a c h i v i r e w i t h a Nb f i l a m e n t d i a m e -
t e r o f 3.5um a n d a b r o n z e - 1 o - o i o b i u n r a t i o of 2 . 5 . T h e b r o n z e
m a t r i x h e d 7 .5 i t . % Sn a n d 0.4 i t . % T i . The w i r e h a s a Kb
b a r r i e r t h a t i n e v i t a b l y l e a d s t o s o m e t i n d e p l e t i o n o f t h e
b r o n z e , l e a v i n g t h e Nb f i l a m e n t s a p p r o x i m a t e l y 2 5 * u n r e t c t e d .
F o r a f i x e d r e a c t i o n t e m p e r a t u r e t h e o n s e t of c r i t i c a l c u r r e n t
d e g r a d a t i o n , w h i c h o c c u r s w i t h l o n g e r r e a c t i o n t i a e s , c o r r e s -
p o n d s t o the sttl ling of the Nb,Sn f o r m a t i o n . De t a i l s r e l a t ing
r e a c t i o n t i m e s and t e m p e r a t u r e s f o r maximum 3 c a r e g i v e n . P r e -
v i o u s i n v e s t i g a t i o n s h a v e u s e d c o a r s e t e c h n i q u e s s u c h a s SEM
f r a c t o g r a p h y and Li'MA t o d e t e r n i n e t b e NbgSa l a y e r m o r p h o l o g y ,
g r a i n s i z e , and n - i c r o r . - s c a l e c h e m i c a l a n a l y s e s . T h i s s t u d y
u t i l i z e d TEM and STEM/EDi t o d e t e r n i n e t b e Nb^Sn l a y e r s t r u c t u r e
and sub-m i c r o n compos i t i o n a l v a r i a t i o c . The u a j o r i t y o f t h e T i
m i g r a t e * from t h e m a t r i x t o t h e Nb^Sn l a y e r a n d , c o m p a r i n g t h i s
w i r e w i t h o t h e r b r o n z e m a t r i x w i r e s , i t a p p e a r s t h a t t h e T i
a c c e l e r a t e s the Nb-jSn l a y e r g r o w t h .

• T h i s work was j o i n t l y s p o n s o r e d by t h e O f f i c e s of High E n e r g y
P b y a i c s and B a s i c E n e r g y S c i e n c e s u n d e r DOE c o n t r a c t (CDE-ACO3-
7 6 S F 0 0 0 9 8 .

N M - 6 ORIGIN OF THE BCa ENHANCEMENT IN TERNARY Nb-Sn PHASES
11

R. Bormann+*, D.-Y. Yu*; R.H. Hammond*, A. Marshall*, T.H. Ge-
balle*, +Inst. fiir Metallphysik, Gbttingen, FRG, *Dept. of
Appl. Physics, Stanford, CA 94305, USA — The addition of Ga
to the Nb3Sn phase was chosen as a model system to investigate
the influence of additives on the normal conducting properties,
such as the residual resistivety, po* the electronic density of
states at the Fermi level, N*(Ep)» and on the superconducting
properties, such as the critical temperature, Tc, the critical
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field, B C 2 > and the slope dBC2/dT at Tc. By utilizing the
GLAG theory, it can be shown, that due to thp • ccerent beha-
vior of N*(Ep) and p0 upon alloying, ",Ck . 3 maximum
as a function of Sn content for each Ga roncerr ^tion. Bc

values higher than 30T (at T=0) can be expecteo for Ga and Sn
contents of about 1 at% and 23-24 at%, respectively. These
values are about 2-3T higher than those of the tinsry Nb-Sn
system. The results can be ut;?;.-p'! *o <.; V r nze pro-
cessed A15 superconductors by ternary additions.

11 Supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgempinschaft and the
Air Force Office of Scientific Research

N M - 7 CRITICAL MAGNETIC FIELD OF V Ga THIN FILMS WITH THIRD
ELEMENT ADDITIONS,* P.M. Tedrow, J.E. Tkaezak, K. Meservey,
Francis Bitter National Magnet Laboratory', MIT, and S.J.
Bending and R. Hammond, Dept. of Applied Physics, Stanford —
We have measured high magnetic field properties of electron-
beam co-deposited films of V Ga with added third elements.
These additions consisted of 1-22 of Nb, Ta, Sn, Pt or Pb and
were co-deposited with the V and Ga. The critical magnetic
field H 2 as a function of temperature was measured, and
spin-polarized tunneling results were obtained in fields up
to 20 T. ESCA was used to examine the chemical state of the
added elements. The effect of che third element on spin-
orlit scattering will be discussed.

*Supported by DOE Contract 0DE -AC02-83ER4 5026.A000
AFOSR F 49620-82-C-0014, and DOE.

+Supported by the National Science Foundation.
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N L - 1 FABRICATION AM) TEST OF A FORCED COOLED Nb3Sn SUPER-
CONDUCTING COIL, K.Agatsuma, K.Kaiho, and K.Korauro, Elcctro-
tQchnical Laboratory, Y, Ikeno, N. Sadakata, M.Sugimoto, and
O.Kohno, Jujikura LTD. — The fabrication processes of a long
forced cooled Nb3Sn superconductors and test of its double
pancake coils are described in this paper. A forced cooled
superconductor(10T,tOkA) consists of the outer OFC tube, a
couple of the fluted U shaped stabilizers which also form
several cooling channels, and a couple of Nb^Sn flattened cables
in Che center which are composed of 1.4 mm diameter multi-
filamentary NbjSn wires made by the internally tin plating
process. In order to reduce the coupling currenLs, there are
Cu-Ni tapes between the flattened cables and also around the
stabilizers. The final rectangular shaped conductor of about
40 m length is fabricated by the following processes ; the
assembling process for Nb3Sn cables into che stabilizers, the
squeezing process of the outer Cube including the assembled
conductors inside, and the induct ion heating process for
annealing the haIf-hard outer tube in order to prevent heating
effect to Nb3Sn wires in the center of the conductor. Following
the induction heating process, Che conductor is insulated with
S-glass tape and coiled to a single layered drum. After that,
the conductor is wound into a 0.6 m 0.D. and 0.3 m I.D. double
pancake coil with the winding machine. The coil has been
complet* i y the wind & react process with che final beat treat-
ment at ̂ 00BC for 50 hrs. at N2 atmosphere in the electric
furnace. The proto-type magnets composed of 4 pancake coils
will be tested in Che high field test facility of ETL in July.

N L - 2 MINIMUM STRUCTURE MAGNETIC ENERGY STORAGE SOLENOIDS WIT*.
A TOROIDAL INSERT, M. A. Hilal, 0. Arici*, and M. Cuban*. General
Dynamics -- Force free magnetic energy storage devices are not
possible, and a theoretical minimum of structural mass is
required as determined by the vin'al theorem^ The support
structure required for a given system depends o1?; geometry as well
as current distribution. We con ider in this paper an energy
storage solenoid of an arbitrary cross section and with a surface
current of a given distribution. A toroidal current is provided
on the inner surface of the solenoid cross section to partially
overcome the magnetic forces due to the poloidal current, the
current in the solenoid, to reduce the mass of the required
structure. A minimum mass energy storage solenoid was obtained
by determining the optimum cross section and the corresponding
surface current distribution. The structural mass obtained for
the optimized solenoid is only a few percent higher than the
structural mass required based on the virial theorem, and more
efficient superconducting magnetic energy storage devices are
thus possible.

•Michigan Technological University, Houghton MI 49931

N L - 3 OPER/.'UON OF 17.5 T SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNET SYSTEM IN
THE LAST 8 YEARS, K. Tachikawa, Y. Tanaka, K. Inoue, K. Itoh,
T. Asano and Y. Iij ima. National Research Institute for
Metals, JAPAN -- The 17.5 T hybrid supercrnducting magnet with '
an outer Nb^Sn section and an inner V3Ga section was installed
in the National Research Institute for Metals (Japan) at the
beginning of 1976. Since then we hove been successfully oper-
aLing the magnet system more than 50 times without any trouble.
Ordinarily the magnet is cooled from room temperature down to
20 K by 8-hrs operation of two hel•*..•"» refrigerators with a
total refrigeration power of 750 W at 20 K. For one day op-
eration, about 100 1 of liquid helium Is transfered into the
cryostat. Usually, che magnet operation continues for a few
days. Both outer Nb3Sn and inner V3Ga sections are disc-
wound and excitud by separate power supplies. It requires
about 2 hrs to increase magnetic field from 0 to 17.5 T. The
generated field is enough homogeneous co mount 16 rihort samples
on one holder. The liquid helium evaporation rate Is about 4.S
1/hr when the magnet is In full operation. Avoiding the in-
stabili ty due to tape movement, it was necessary to refasten
the tie-rods between the upper and .ower flanges of the magnet
in the first: few years after the installation. The magnet has
been used effectively for measuring critical current of newly
developed high-field superconductors. The magnet still gener-
ates the highest field in the world in superconducting state.

N L - 4 12-TESLA-ICCS TEST COIL EXPERIMENT, M.O. Hoenlg and M.M.
Steeves, MIT, Plasma Fusion Center, and J.R. Miller, LLNL - A
one m diameter Lest coil consisting of 120 m length of Internal-
ly Cooled Cabled Superconductor (ICCS) has been installed in the
9 T background field High Field Test Facility (HFTF) at LLNL.
The ICCS conductor is a 486 sLrand Alrco bronze natrlx Nb3Sn
cable encapsulated in a JBK-75 tube with a 323: helium (void)
fraction. The paper describes major test coil characteristics,
the test set-up and overall test results.

N L - 5 TEST RESULTS OF THE GA COIL FOR THE DOE 12 TESLA PROGRAM,
J. S. Alcorn, J. R. Purcell, Y-H. Hsu, GA Technologies Inc.
(Withdrawn)

N L - 6 RESULTS OF THE BECHTEL/GA EVALUATION OF LARGE SMES DIURANL
LOAD-LEVELING CONCEPTS, J. Alcorn, GA Technologies Inc.
(Withdrawn)

N L- 7 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF 5 GWh SMES, H. Masuda and T.
Shintomi, National Laboratory for High Energy Physics (KEK) —
The storage of electric power by using superconductivities
should be as a matter of deep concern in Japanese utilities.
New Energy Developing Organization (NEDO) lias designed concepti-
ally the 5 GWh SMES. We report them on behalf of NEDO. The
superconducting solenoid magnet 190 m in radius and 23.000 tons
In weight will be constructed under the ground In 100 m depth.
Superconducting magnet configuration, cables* cryogenic system,
underground tunnel, vacuum system, low temperature shield were
investigated with a stand point of economical benefit. The
economics of the unit has been compared with the 8ECC (break
even capital cost) which has been drawn from the different
activities. Supported by New Energy Developing Organization.
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N L - 8 MAGNET COOLINC ECONOMICS, J.F. Paraer, and M.W. Liggett,
General Dynamics Convair Division - The recommendation to use
superfltiid helium II in superconducting magnet design has become
more prevalent in recent years. Advanced fusion reactor studies
such as the Mirror Advanced Reactor Study recently completed by
the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory have based supercon-
ducting magnet design on the use of He II because of their
reduced volume, improved stability characteristics or Increased
superconductor critical current at magnetic fields above 9 Tesla.
This paper reports the results of a study to determine the
capital costs ($/Vatc) and the operating costs (Watts/Watt) of
refrigeration systems in the 1.8K to 300K temperature range.

The cost data is applied to a superconducting magnet that
is subject to neutronic heating wherein the magnet case is
Insulated from the winding so that the case can be cooled at a
higher temperature (less costly) than the winding.

The life cycle cost (capital plus operating) is reported
as a function of coll temperature and insulation thickness. In
some cases there is an optimum, least cost thickness. In
addition the basic data and life cycle cost analysis can be used
to evaluate the cost impact of neutron shielding effectiveness
trades of the combined sh/jld, magnet, cryorefrigerator and
operating life cycle cost.

N L - 9 SHORTS DUE TO DIAGNOSTIC LEADS,* J. F. Ellis, M. S.
Lubell, S. S. Shen, and P. L. Walstrom, Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, R. J. Thome and R. D. Pillsbury, National Magnet
Laboratory, MIT - The coils for the Large Coil Test Facility
are heavily instrumented. For the General Electric coil, a
lead wire of one of the internal sensors became shorted across
an estimated 3 or 4 turns of the pancake winding. This short
occurred during the final stages of the winding fabrication and
was not accessible for repair. Resistance, voltage gradient,
and transient voltage decay measurements were performed to
characterize the short and the magnetic damping of the large
steel bobbin and outer structural ring. The j2-gauge wire
causing the short was estimated to be about 10 cm in length,
with a resistance of 55 mil. As a safety measure, we decided to
burn out the shorted wire at room temperature prior to in-
stalling the coil in LCTF. Tests were made to determine the
energy needed to vaporize a small wire. Computer calculations
indicated that within the voltage limits we set for the coil,
it was not feasible to Wixn the wire out by a rapid dumping of
the coil from a low-current: dc charge-up. We did accomplish
the burnout by application of 800 V & 3.25 A, 60 Hz for about
one second. Transient voltage decay measurements made after
the burnout and compared with those before the attempt did
confirm that the short had indeed been opened. The approach
taken will be presented in a manner so as to be generally
applicable to a wide spectrum of similar cases.

•Research sponsored by the Office of Fusion Energy, U.S.
Department of Energy, under contract W-7405-eng-26 with the
Union Carbide Corporation.

N L - 1 iHICH PERFORMANCE TF COIL DESIGN FOR THE TOROIDAL FUSION
CORE EXPERIMENT (TFCX)*, V. C. Srivastava, Fusion Engineering
Design Center/General Electric Company - The TFCX is a proposed
concept for an ignited, long pulse, current driven "next step"
tokaniak device. TF coil design, and especially the winding
cross section in the inboard region, has a major impact on the
size and cost of a tokamak machine. This paper describes the
design of high performance superconducting (peak field 10 T,
winding current density -3500 A/cm2, and peak nuclear heating
rates 10-50 mtf/cc) TF coils for TFCX. The windings are designed
utilizing Nb.Sn internally cooled cable superconductor (ICCS)
which is a modified version of the conductor used in the Westing-
house LCP coil. These modifications include the increase of
void fraction from 32% to 40$ of the cable space; different
conduit wall thickness for withstanding higher nuclear heating
rates and magnetic loads. The critical current of this con-
ductor is strongly dependent on strain in the superconducting
strands. The strain level on strands is lower if the windings
are (a) wound and then reacted (W/R), as compared to (b) reacted
and then wound (R/WJ. The impact of these approaches on winding
performance is discussed.

The windings are pancake wound with three to four conductors in
parallel and cooled with supercritical heliura. The LHe inlet
(~4 K) and outlet (̂ 5.5 K) connections are located inside and
outside the TF coils. The conductor design, the winding design
and performance analysis are described.

•Research sponsored by the Office of Fusion Energy, U. S, Dept.
of Energy, under contract No. DE-ACOS-840R21400 with the
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.

N L — 1 2 E B T " P MAGNET DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM SUMMARY,* T. J.
McManamy, J. W. Lue, J. K. Ballou, T. L. Mann,"*' S. S. Shen, and
C. T. Wilson, Oak Ridge National Laboratory - The ELMO Bumpy
Torus Proof-of-i?rinciple Magnet Development Program which began
in 1979 has fabricated and tested three NbTi superconducting
magnets. The magnets are metastable with a nmximum winding
pack current density of 10,000 A/cm? at a peak field of 7.4 T.
Each magnet has been installed into a close-fitting dewar with
a warm bore. Previous publications have reported the success-
ful testing of the first two windings in a large dewar, tests
of the first complete magnet in its own dewar, and construction
details of the dewars. This pape: -..•ill give the testing pro-
cedures and results of the third winding in an open dewar, the
second and third magnet single-coil tests in their own dewars,
and a two-coil test in which the magnets were run in series to
generate a 73,000-lb side load at 5 T. The last test was
designed to verify the mechanical integrity of the design and
also to ensure that two of the magnets could be used for the
proposed National Radio Frequency Test Facility.

* Research sponsored by the Office of Fusion Energy, U.S.
Department of Energy, under contract w-7405-eng-26 with the
Union Carbide Corporation.

1 General Dynamics/Convair, San Diego, CA 92138

NL-10P0L0IDAL FIELD SYSTEM FOR TFCX. J.H. Schultz, D. B.
Montgomery, R.J. Ttume, H. Becker, E.S. Bobrov, N. Dlatchenko
•nd M.0- Hoenlg, - The TFCX will have a superconducting pololdal
field (PF) stagnet system. A superconducting PF ayate* is a fea-
ture of all four conceptual design options now In progress. The
TFCX FF systen will be unique In scale and performance, since no
operating tokawk or tokuak under construction has a supercon-
ducting *>X systea. In particular, the XFCX PF systea will com-
bine Moderately high pulsed field loads and neutron/gaana loads,
due to the light neutron shielding required for a cost-effective
next step tokaaak reactor. The reference for TFCX PF conductor
Is an internally-cooled cabled superconductor (ICCS), siallar to
that used In the West Ing house LCP and the MIT 12 T colls, but
with More advanced superconductor and conduit Materials. Three
cooling topologies are being Investigated: conventional cable la
conduit, cable and tube in conduit, and internally-cabled con-
struction. For all superconducting options, all colls are con-
tained In a coMMon dewar. For options with copper toroidal field
aagnete, most of the colls are contained by an inner dewar, while
the large bore ring coils have separate dewars and cooling sys-
tems. Unique analysis toolm have been developed to calculate
loads and losses in all Magnetic structures and windings for com-
plex tokamak ncenarloes. Including Models of plasMa disruptions
using both lumped and distributed parameters, and both constant
voltage and constant current Models of controllers.

N L - 1 3 DEVELOPMENT OF A LARGE HIGH-CURRENT-DENSITY
Nb3Sn SUPERCONDUCTOR MADE BY SOLID-LIQUID DIFFUSION METHOD,
M. Nagat.-t, K. Ohkura, S. Isojima, Sumitomo Electric, M. Watanabe,
S. Umeda, Y. Kiraura, Electrotechnical Lab., MITI - - - - We have
developed a new type of Nb3Sn superconductor using solid-liquid
diffusion method. This conductor has six Nb islands in Cu
matrix, and proved to be very stable and have an improved strain
limit. We have built a :arge NbaSn magnet by winding this
conductor after the heat treatment.
The magnet achieved
9.8 T by 2 KA current
with a backing field
of 6 T. The current
density of the coil
is 74 A/mm2. The
maximum strain due to
the electromagnetic
force was 0.23!!.
Thotfgh the magnet
operated in a
partially stable
region, it reached
the designed point
without any
quenching.

Conductor size
Cu ratio
NbjSn filament
Filament Dia.
I C (10 T)
Bending limit
Clear bore
Coil inner dia.
•Coil outer dia.
Height (4cm gap)
Double pancakes

2.5 x S mm
3
61 x 6
60 urn
3.2 KA

o.u z
40 cm
46 cm
60 cm
33.2 en
20

Dimensions of the
conductor and magnet
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N L - 14APPLICATION OF CABLE-IN-CONOU1T SUPERCON-
DUCTORS TO DESrGN FOR AN ADVANCED HIGH-FIELD
SOLENOID,* J. R. Miller and R. W. Hoard, Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory - The next generation of machines for the mirror
fusion program needs high-field barrier solenoids producing over 18 T.
Later, 20 to 24 T will be required. Superconducting coils will be called
upon to produce large fractions of those fields. Cable-in-conduit
superconductors may have certain advantages in such applications.
They have been demonstrated in small scale tests to provide high
stability margins at high current densities. The steel sheathing typical
of this type of conductor may be put to good use as a distributed
structure to resist the high hoop>ioads inherent in large high-field
solenoids. We present simple, empirically based design formulae for
analyzing stability, structural requirements, and protection, and a
technique for incorporating the resulting conductor designs into a
high-field coil set in optimal fashion. The use of the formulae and
optimization technique are illustrated by example in a design for a coll
set capable of producing 16 T at 4.2 K. The possibility of extending the
design to higher fields is also discussed.

•Work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of
Energy by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract
number W-7405-ENG-4B.

NL-15GENERALIZED MULTIDIMENSIONAL PROPAGATION VELOCITY
EQUATIONS FOR POOL-BOILING SUPERCONDUCTING WINDINGS, E. H.
Christensen and J . M. O'Loughlin, General Dynamics Convair
Division, San Diego — Several f i n i t e difference, f i n i t e element
detailed analyses of propagation velocit ies in up to three
dimensions in pool-boil ing windings have been conducted for
different electromagnetic and cryogenic environments. Likewise,
a few f u l l scale simulated winding and magnet tests have mea-
sured propagation veloci t ies. These velocity data have been
correlated in terms of winding thermophysical parameters. This
analysis expresses longitudinal and transverse propagation velo-
c i t ies in the form of power function regression equations for
a wide variety of windings and electromagnetic and thermo-
hydraulic environments. The generalized velocity equations are
considered applicable to wel l -vent i la ted, monolithic conductor
windings. These design equations are used piecewise in a
gross f i n i t e difference mode as functions of f i e l d to predict
the rate of normal zone growth during quench conditions.

N L - 1 6 RELATIVE SAFETY OF POOL-BOILING He-I COILS, SHORT
CHANNEL He-II COILS, AND INTERNALLY-COOLED COILS FOR FUSION,*
L»rry R. Turner, Argonne National Laboratory - For upcoming
fusion experiments and future fusion reactors, superconducting
magnets have been chosen or considered which employ cooling by
pool-bolllng He-I, by He-II, and by Internally flowing He-I.
The choice of conductor and cooling method should be determined
In part by the response of the magnet to sudden localized heat
pulses of various magnitudes. Three such conductors have been
compared, by analysis with the safety computer codes TASS1 and
SSICC2.

1. L. R. Turner, IEEE Transactions on Magnetics, Vol. MAG—17,
p. 463 (1981).

2. L. R. Turner and R. D. Ryne, IEEE Transacilcns on HagnetlcB,
Vol. HAG-19, p. 685 (1983).

* Work supported by EG&G Idaho, Inc. and the U.S. Department
of Energy, Idaho Operations Office under Contract DE-ACO7-76
IDO 1570.

strain, and bending tolerance tests. The critical current
density was found to be quite anisotropic in this conductor,
with Jc(lZT) - 650A/im2 for field perpendicular to the
conductor wide face, and Jc(12T) » 500A/mm2 for field
parallel to the conductor wide face. These values are among
the highest reported for a production lot of Nb^Sn conductor.

•Performed by U.S. DOE by LLNL under Contract W-7405-ENG-48
"General Dynamics/Convair Division
***Furukawa Electric Company

N L - 1 8 COMPREHENSIVE DESIGN PROCEDURE FOR INTERNALLY COOLED OBLED
SUPERCONDUCTORS, P. Materna, Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory -
A comprehensive design procedure ha9 been developed which consid-
ers together all of the various phenomena affecting an internally
cooled cabled superconductor. These include nuclear heating rate,
themodynamic considerations, superconductor properties, dump
characteristics, stability margin, the existence of multiple
stability regimes, quench pressure, manufacturing considerations,
electrical Insulation requirements, and magnetic loads and stresses
In the conduit. Most of these have been investigated Individually
by various authors, but until now the treatment has remained some-
what scattered. The Complete problem involves approximately 100
variables, closely interlinked, including approximately 20 which
interact with the overall machine design. This procedure has been
implemented using engineering spreadsheet software (Tk!Solver) on
a personal computer, which allows the user to conveniently specify
any desired variables as Inputs and to solve for all the others.
This easily shows which of several features may be a governing
consideration under which conditions, and how sensitive the over-
all current density is to various parameters. This procedure is
being used to determine overall winding current densities for
preconceptual design tradeoffs for the proposed Tokamak Fusion
Core Experiment (TFCX). The principal tradeoffs investigated so
far are the dependence of current density on the nuclear heating
rate, on energy dump, and on conduit stresses caused by accumu-
lated magnetic loads.

N L — 1 9cryogenic System Development and Helium Behavior
Study for Forced-Plow Superconducting Coil, E. Tado,
Y. TakahaBhl, K. Okuno. H. T8uji, T. Ando, T. Hiyama,
N. Nlshi, K. Koizumi, H. Nakajim-, O. Takahashi, K. Kawano,
M. Oshlkiri, K. Yonhida, T. Kato, Y. Hittori", R. Takahashi**,
S. Kamlya"**, and S. Shimaimto, JAERI — Since forced-flov
method la attractive to fusion superconducting coll, Japan
Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) have being developed
forced-How aupercritical helium generating facility step
by atep and studied helium behavior. Firstly, this paper
describes details of forced-flow generating facllltea, *hich
were Installed in JAERI, aa well as the necessity of
forced-flow. The largest facility has the capacity of flow
rate up to 60 g/a with 15 atm pressure. Thla facility was
constructed by adding supercritical heat exchanger and control
valvea to the exiating 350-1/h, 1.2-kW helium
liquefler/refrigerator. Secondly, thiB paper describes
obtained dynamic behaviors by use of the facilities, such
aa the pressure drop in steady state and the pressure rise
during heating, both on supercritical helium and saturated
two phase helium.

• Visiting Scientist from Mitsubishi Electric Ltd.
*• Visiting Scientist from Hitachi Ltd.
••• Visiting Scientist from Kawasaki Heavy Industry Ltd.

NL-17FABRICATI0N AND EVALUATION OF A CRYOSTABLE NbaSn
SUPERCONDUCTOR FOR THE MIRROR FUSION TEST FACILITY
(MFTF-B)*, R. H. Scanlan, J. P. Zbasnik, R. H. Baldi**, J.
L. Pickering**, Y. Furuto***, M. Ikeda***, and S. Meguro***,
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory — The MFTF-B magnet
system requires two 12.5T, 36 cm bore, insert coils. These
coils are being constructed with a cryostable Nb^Sn
conductor manufactured by Furukawa Electric Co. The
conductor consists of a core soldered into a cold-worked
copper housing, which provides strength. The Nb3Sn core
is made by a triple extension bronze process. A total of 54
lengths, each 295 m long, have been made and tested. We
have made extensive measurements on the superconducting
properties of this conductor; these measurements include
critical current, ambient and 4.2 K mechanical property
measurements, critical current on a function of tensile

N L - 2 0 VAMR-CCOLED LEAD AND STACKS THERMAL PERFORMANCE AND
DESIGN ANALYSIS BY FINITE DIFFERENCE TECHNIQUES, S. D. Feck,
J. M. O'Loughlin, and E. H. Christensen, General Dynamics Oonvair
Division (GDC), San Diego, California — Investigation of the
combined thermal performance of the Mirror EMsion Test Facility-
's" (MFTF-B) Axicell configuration stacks and vapor-cooled leads
demonstrates considerable interdependency. For instance, the
heat transfer to the vapor-cooled lead (VXTL) from warm bus
' heaters, environmental enclosure, and stack is a significant
additional heat load to the joule heating in the leads,
proportionately higher for the lower current leads that have
fewer current carrying, counter flow coolant copper tubes.
Consequently, the specific coolant flow (in G/sec-KA-lead pair)
increases as the lead current decreases. The definition of this
interdependency and the definition of necessary thermal
management has required an integrated thermal model for the
entire stack/VCL assemblies.
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Computer simulations based on finite difference thermal analyses
canputed all the heat interchanges of the six different stack/VCL
configurations. These computer simulations verified that the
heat load of the stacks beneficially alters the lead temperature
profile to provide added stability against thermal runaway.
Significant energy is transferred through low density foam filler
fran warm ambient sources to the vapor-cooled leads.

Stack contributed heat transfer has a significant influence on
lead performance, i.e., grossly erroneous conclusions may evolve
if vapor-cooled leads are analyzed independent of their stack
assemblies.

N L - 2 1 MAGNET COLD MASS HIGH LOAD SUPPORTS THERMAL REPONSE
AND PERFORMANCE DESIGN CORRELATION, G. R. Jones and
E. H. Christensen, General Dynamics Convair Division — Through
General Dynamics Convair Division's experience in the design,
detail analysis, and manufacturing of structural supports for
superconducting magnet cryostats suspended in c vacuum enclosure,
a data base, well suited for the development of correlations of
pertinent thermal performance criteria for stainless steel
supports, has been created. The thermal requirements of these
supports in the fusion applications are well defined for the
Mirror Fusion Test Facility (MFTF) and have been analyzed in
detail for cooldown response and steady-state performance, using
Convair's thermal analyzer computer program. Frcm the output of
these thermal conditioning simulations, the information applied
in these correlations was obtained.

The correlations will enable the user to conservatively estimate
transient and steady-state heat loads and the approximate time
that the steady-state operation conditions are reached during
magnet cooldown. The dependent variables employed in these
correlations are primarily the geometry of the support and the
location of the radiation shield intercept(s) along the support.

In addition to capabilities of determining thermal response,
optimization of thermal performance through adjusting location of
the Ui7 cooled heat intercepts, LN~ cooled liners, and radiation
shields is also discussed.

NL-22ENERG* TRANSFER EXPERIMENTS BETWEEN 3 MJ and h MJ
PULSED SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS, T.Onishi, H.Tateishi, K.Komuro,
K.Koyaraa, Electrotechnical Lab., and M.Takeda, T.Ichihara,
Mitsubishi Electric Company— We have constructed an energy
transfer circuit consisting of a 5 MW chopper circuit and carr-
ied out the preliminary energy transfer experiments using U MJ
and 0,1* MJ pulsed superconducting magnets. The feature of the
circuit is that the magnitude of transferable energy during on^
chopping cycle is about k times the one of the flying capacitor
circuit and hence the efficiency is high and the maximum volt-
age is able to be kept low. 7hv design parameters are as foll-
ows: the chopping frequency is 600 Hz, the maximum capacitor
voltage is 1500 V, the transfer efficiency is more than 80 %t
and the rated current is 5-5 kA« The 0.1» MJ pulsed magnet was
successfully charged up to the rated current of 2500 A in 1.5
sec and discharged to zero in 1-5 sec after a flat-top of 1
second. We are now carrying out the transfer experiments bet-
ween k MJ and 3 MJ pulsed magnets.

N L - 2 4 A ONE-PHASE DUAL CONVERTER FOR TWO QUADRANT POWER
CONTROL OF SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS,* M. Ehsani, Texas A&M
University, R.L. Kustom, Argon tie National Laboratory, and R.W.
Boom, University of Wisconsin — This paper describes the
operation, analysis and experimental evaluation of a new one-
phase DC-AC-DC converter system with two superconducting
inductors. One inductor serves as an energy storage (buffer)
device. The other inductor is the superconducting load magnet.
This system is an efficient power supply for large supercon-
ducting magnets which require syclical pulsed power or real
time control of magnetic field. The external power source enn-
tinusouly supplies the system losses and is much smaller than
the pulsed power demanded by the load.

The operation of the system is shown to depend on one AC
side capacitor which is for incremental energy storage and
commutation of all converter SCR's. The dynamic voltage and
current equations of the system are derived and solved. The
results show the controling parameters of the system to be
phase and frequency. Time optimal system control strategy is
implemented by periodic converter phase-frequency shifting.
The transient switching sequence for safe phase-frequency
shifting is developed.

An experimental system using two identical 125 KJ super-
conducting colls as the storage and load was built. The ob-
served system voltages and currents were in close agreement
with the theory. Finally, some of the useful transient be-
havior observed during the experiments is discussed.

*Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy

N L - 2 5 EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF CURRENT SHARING IN PARALLEL
DRIVEN GRAETZ BRIDGE UNITS FOR DIURNAL SUPERCONDUCTIVE
MAGNET ENERGY STORAGE,* R. L. Kustom, J. Skiles, and S.
Akita, University of Wisconsin-Madison — Superconductive
Magnetic Energy Storage (SMES) colls for diurnal load
leveling and system peaking are envisioned to operate at
hundreds of thousands of amperes and a few kllovolte. In
order to efficiently and economically operate large numbers
of bridge units In parallel, we are developing a technique
using microprocessor control to direct slightly different
delay angles Into each individual bridge to achieve equal
current sharing. Initial experiments have been successfully
performed. The details of the experimental hardware,
initial experimental results and conclusions, and plans for
future improvements and experiments are described.

*Work supported by the Wisconsin Electric Utllltcs Research
Fund.

NL—23P0WER CHARGING AND DISCAHARGING CHARACTERISTICS OF SMES
CONNECTED TO ARTIFICIAL TRANSMISSION LINE,* T. Nitta, Y. SMrai,
and T. Okada, (Kyoto University)— In order to consider the
characteristics of SMES and to investigate problems on the
opeations of SMES in power systems, we carrled out some
experiments on an experimental network. In the network, a an.-"1

superconducting magnet (107 kJ - 10.8 H) is connected to a era.,
synchronous generator (220 V - 6 kVA) through a doub ;
thyriBterl2ed converter and transformers. The generator is
connected to thr regional power system through artificial
transmission lines. AC power into or out of SMES and reactive
power are controlled. On the other hand, a computer simulation
program la made for the model Bystera. The results of the
simulation are compared with those of the experinents. For the
experiments and the simulation, the harmonics current-flow,
power-flow, characteristics of the generators and BO on, are
discussed.

•Supported in part by the Ministry of Education Science and
Culuture of Japan.
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